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PREFACE.

This volume embodies the lectures given on the subject

to graduate students over a pei-iod of four repetitions. The
point of view is the result of many years of consideration

of the whole field. The author has examined the various

methods that go under the name of Vector, and finds that

for all purposes of the physicist and for most of those of the

geometer, the use of quaternions is by far the simplest in

theory and in practice. The various points of view are

mentioned in the introduction, and it is hoped that the es-

sential differences are brought out. The tables of com-

parative notation scattered through the text will assist in

following the other methods.

The place of vector work according to the author is in

the general field of associative algebra, and every method so

far proposed can be easily shown to be an imperfect form

of associative algebra. From this standpoint the various

discussions as to the fundamental principles may be under-

stood. As far as the mere notations go, there is not much
difference save in the actual characters employed. These

have assumed a somewhat national character. It is un-

foitunate that so many exist.

The attempt in this book has been to give a text to the

mathematical student on the one hand, in which every

physical term beyond mere elementary teims is carefully

defined. On the other hand foi the physical student there

will be found a large collection of examples and exercises

which will show him the utility of the mathematical meth-

ods. So very little exists in the numerous treatments of

the day that does this, and so much that is labeled vector
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analysis is merely a kind of short-hand, that it has seemed

very desirable to show clearly the actual use of vectors as

vectors. It will be rarely the case in the text that any use

of the components of vectors will be found. The triplexes

in other texts are very seldom much different fi om the ordi-

nary Cartesian forms, and not worth learning as methods.

The difficulty the author has found with other texts is

that after a few very elementary notions, the mathematical

student (and we may add the physical student) is suddenly

plunged into the profundities of mathematical physics, as

if he were familiar with them. This is rarely the case, and

the object of this text is to make him familiar with them

by easy gradations.

It is not to be expected that the book will be free from

errors, and the author will esteem it a favor to have all

errors and oversights brought to his attention. He desires

to thank specially Dr. C. F. Green, of the University of

Illinois, foi his careful assistance in reading the proof, and

for other useful suggestions. Finally he has gathered his

material widely, and is in debt to many authors for it, to all

of whom he presents his thanks.

James Byenie Shaw.
Ubbana, III.,

July, 1922.
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VECTOR CALCULUS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Vector Calculus. By this term is meant a system of

mathematical thinking which makes use of a special class

of symbols and their combinations according to certain

given laws, to study the mathematical conclusions resulting

from data which depend upon geometric entities called

vectors, or physical entities representable by vectors, or

more generally entities of any kind which could be repre-

sented for the purposes under discussion by vectors. These

vectors may be in space of two or three or even four or

more dimensions. A geometric vector is a directed segment

of a straight line. It has length (including zero) and direc-

tion. This is equivalent to saying that it cannot be de-

fined merely by one single numerical value. Any problem

of mathematics dependent upon several variables becomes

properly a problem in vector calculus. For instance,

analytical geometry is a crude kind of vector calculus.

Several sj'stems of vector calculus have been devised, differing in

their fundamental notions, their notatiob, and their laws of combining

the symbols. The lack of a uniform notation is deplorable, but there

seems little hope of the adoption of any uniform system soon. Existing

systems have been rather ardently promoted by mathematicians of the

same nationality as their authors, and disagreement exists as to their

relative simplicity, their relative directness, and their relative logical

exactness. These disagreements arise sometimes merely with regard

to the proper manner of representing certain combinations of the

symbols, or other matters which are purely matters of convention;

1



2 VECTOR CALCULUS

sometimes they are due to different views as to what are the important

things to find expressions for; and sometimes they are due to more

fundamental divergences of opinion as to the real character of the

mathematical ideas underlying any system of this sort. A\'e will in-

dicate these differences and dispose of them in this work.

2. Bases. We may classify broadly the various systems

of vector calculus as geometric and algebraic. The former

is to be found wherever the desire is to lay emphasis on the

spatial character of the entities we are discussing, such as

the line, the point, portions of a plane, etc. The latter

lays emphasis on the purely algebraic character of the

entities with which the calculations are made, these entities

being similar to the positive and negative, and the imag-

inary of ordinary algebra. For the geometric vector

systems, the symbolism of the calculus is really nothing

more than a short-hand to enable one to follow certain

operations upon real geometric elements, with the possi-

bility kept always in mind that these entities and the

operations may at any moment be called to the front to

take the place of their short-hand representatives. For

the algebraic systems, the symbolism has to do with

hypernumbers, that is, extensions of the algebraic negative

and imaginary numbers, and does not pretend to be the

translation of actual operations which can be made visible,

any more than an ordinary calculation of algebra could be

paralleled by actual geometric or physical operations.

If these distinctions are kept in mind the different points

of view become intelligible. The best examples of geo-

metric systems are the Science of Extension of Grassmann,

with its various later forms, the Geometry of Bynames of

Study, the Geometry of Lines of Saussure, and the Geometry

of Feuillets of Cailler. The best examples of algebraic

systems are the Quaternions of Hamilton, Dyadics of Gibbs
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Multenions of McAuIay, Biquaternions of Clifford, Tri-

quaternions of Combebiac, Linear Associative Algebra of

Peirce. Various modifications of these exist, and some

mixed systems may be found, which will be noted in the

proper places.

The idea of using a calculus of symbols for writing out geometric

theorems perhaps originated with Leibniz,' though what he had in

mind had nothing to do with vector calculus in its modern sense. The
first effective algebraic vector calculus was the Quaternions of Hamilton^

(1843), the first effective geometric vector calculus was the Ausdehn-

ungslehre of Grassmann' (1844). They had predecessors worthy of

mention and some of these will be noticed.

3. Hypernumbers. The real beginning of Vector Cal-

culus was the early attempt to extend the idea of number.

The original theory of irrational number was metric,* and

defined irrationals by means of the segments of straight

lines. When to this was added the idea of direction, so

that the segments became directed segments, what we now

call vectors, the numbers defined were not only capable of

being irrational, but they also possessed quality, and could

be negative or positive. Ordinary algebra is thus the first

vector calculus. If we consider segments with direction

in a plane or in space of three dimensions, then we may call

the numbers they define hypernumbers. The source of the

idea was the attempt to interpret the imaginary which

had been created to furnish solutions for any quadratic or

cubic. The imaginary appears early in Cardan's work.^

For instance he gives as solution of the problem of separating

10 into two parts whose product is 40, the values

5 + V — 15, and 5 — V — 15. He considered these

numbers as impossible and of no use. Later it was dis-

covered that in the solution of the cubic by Cardan's

formula there appeared the sum of two of these impossible
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values when the answer actually was real. Bombelli" gave

as the solution of the cubic a:' = 15.!; + 4 the form

^(2 + V - 121) + ^{2 - V - 121) = 4.

These impossible numbers incited much thought and

there came about several attempts to account for them and

to interpret them. The underlying question was essen-

tially that of existence, which at that time was usually

sought for in concrete cases. The real objection to the

negative number was its inapplicability to objects. Its

use in a debit and credit account would in this sense give it

existence. Likewise the imaginary and the complex num-

ber, and later others, needed interpretation, that is, applica-

tion to physical entities.

4. Wessel, a Danish surveyor, in 1797, produced a

satisfactory method' of defining complex numbers by means

of vectors in a plane. This same method was later given

by Argand* and afterwards by Gauss' in connection with

various applications. Wessel undertook to go farther and

in an analogous manner define hypernumbers by means

of directed segments, or vectors, in space of three dimen-

sions. He narrowly missed the invention of quaternions.

In 1813 Servois'" raised the question whether such vectors

might not define hypernumbers of the form

p cos a + <? cos /3 + r cos y

and inquired what kind of non-reals p, q, r would be. He
did not answer the question, however, and Wessel 's paper
remained unnoticed for a century.

5. Hamilton gave the answer to the question of Servois
as the result of a long investigation of the whole problem."
He first considered algebraic couples, that is to say in our
terminology, hypernumbers needing two ordinary numerical
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values to define them, and all possible modes of combining

them under certain conditions, so as to arrive at a similar

couple or hypernumber for the product. He then con-

sidered triples and sets of numbers in general. Since — 1

and i = V — 1 are roots of unity, he paid most attention

to definitions that would lead to new roots of unity.

His fundamental idea is that the couple of numbers (a, b)

where a and b are any positive or negative numbers, rational

or irrational, is an entity in itself and is therefore subject

to laws of combination just as are single numbers. For

instance, we may combine it with the other couple (x, y)

in two different ways

:

(a, b) + (.T, 2/) = (a + .r, b + y)

{a, b) X (x, y) = {ax - by, ay + hx).

In the first case we say we have added the couples, in the

second case that we have multiplied them. It is possible

to define division also. In both cases if we set the couple

on the right hand side equal to (m, x) we find that

du/dx — dv/dy, du/dy = — dv/dx.

Pairs of functions u, v which satisfy these partial differential

equations Hamilton called conjugate functions. The partial

differential equations were first given by Cauchy m this

connection. The particular couples

€l = (1, 0), 62 = (0, 1)

play a special role in the development, for, in the first

place, any couple may be written in the form

(a, b) = aei + be<i

and the notation of couples becomes superfluous; in the

second place, by defining the products of ei and €2 in various

ways we arrive at various algebras of couples. The general
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definition would be, using the for X

,

€l-ei = Ciil«l + Cii2€2, «1'«2 = Ci2l€l + 012262.

€2-ei = C2liei + 0212^2. f2'€2 = C22iei + C222€2-

By varying the choice of the arbitrary constants c, and

Hamilton considered several different cases, different

algebras of couples could be produced. In the case above

the c's are all zero except

Cm = 1, Pl22 = 1) C212 = 1) C221 = — 1-

From the character of €i it may be regarded as entirely

identical with ordinary 1, and it follows therefore that

ti may be regarded as identical with the V — 1. On the

other hand we may consider ei to be a unit vector pointing

to the right in the plane of vectors, and ii to be a unit

vector perpendicular to ei. We have then a vector calculus

practically identical with Wessel's. The great merit of

Hamilton's investigation lies of course in its generality.

He continued the study of couples by a similar study of

triples and then quadruples, arriving thus at Quaternions.

His chief difference in point of view from those who followed

him and who used the concept of couple, triple, etc. {Mul-

tiple we will say for the general case), is that he invariably

defined one product, whereas others define usually several.

6. Multiples. There is a considerable tendency in the

current literature of vector calculus to use the notion of

multiple. A vector is usually designated by a triple as

(a,-, y, z), and usually such triple is called a vector. It is

generally tacitly understood that the dimensions of the

numbers of the triple are the same, and in fact most of the

products defined would have no meaning unless this

homogeneity of dimension were assumed to hold. We
find products defined arbitrarily in several ways. For
instance, the scalar product of the triples (a, h, c) and {x, y, z)
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is ± {ax -\- hy -\- cz), the sign depending upon the person

giving the definition; the vector -product of the same two

triples is usually given as the triple {hz — cy, ex — az,

ay — bx). It is obvious at once that a great defect of such

definitions is that the triples involved have no sense until

the significance of the first number, the second number,

and the third number in each triple is understood. If

these depend upon axes for their meaning, then the whole

calculus is tied down to such axes, unless, as is usually

done, the expressions used in the definitions are so chosen

as to be in some respects independent of the particular

set of axes chosen. When these expressions are thus

chosen as invariants under given transformations of the

axes we arrive at certain of the well-known systems of

vector analysis. The transformations usually selected to

furnish the profitable expressions are the group of orthog-

onal transformations. For instance, it was shown by

Burkhardt^^ that all the invariant expressions or invariant

triples are combinations of the three following:

ax -jr by -\- cz,

(bz — cy, ex — az, ay — bx),

(al + b7n + cn)x + (am — bl)y + {an — cl)z,

{bl — am)x + (al + bm + cn)y + (bn — cm)z,

(cl — an)x + (em, — bn)u + (al -f bvi + cn)z.

A study of vector systems from this point of view has

been made by Schouten.^^

7. Quaternions. In his first investigations, Hamilton

was chiefly concerned with the creation of systems of

hypernumbers such that each of the defining units, similar

to the ei and €2 above, was a root of unity." That is, the

process of multiplication by iteration would bring back the

multiplicand. He was actually interested in certain special
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a

cases of abstract groups/^ and if he had noticed the group

property his researches would perhaps have extended into

the whole field of abstract groups. In quaternions he found

set of square roots of — 1, which he designated by i, j, k,

connected with his triples though belonging to a set of quad-

ruples. In his Lectures on Quaternions, the first treatise he

published on the subject, he chose a geometrical method of

exposition, consequently many have been led to think of

quaternions as having a geometric origin. However, the

original memoirs show that they were reached in a purely

algebraic way, and indeed according to Hamilton's philoso-

phy were based on steps of time as opposed to geometric

steps or vectors.

The geometric definition is quite simple, however, and

not so abstract as the purely algebraic definition. Ac-

cording to this idea, numbers have a metric definition, a

number, or hypernumber, being the ratio of two vectors.

If the vectors have the same direction we arrive at the

ordinary numerical scale. If they are opposite we arrive

at the negative numbers. If neither in the same direction

nor opposite we have a more general kind of number, a

hypernumber in fact, which is a quaternion, and of which

the ordinary numbers and the negative numbers are

merely special cases. If we agree to consider all vectors

which are parallel and in the same direction as equivalent,

that is, call them free vectors, then for every pair of vectors

from the origin or any fixed point, there is a quaternion.

Among these quaternions relations will exist, which will

be one of the objects of study of later chapters.

8. Mobius was one of the early inventors of a vector

calculus on the geometric basis. In his Barycentrisches

Kalkul^^ he introduced a method of deriving points from
other points by a process called addition, and several
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applications were made to geometry. The barycentric

calculus is somewhat between a system of homogeneous

coordinates and a real vector calculus. His addition was

used by Grassmann.

9. Grassmann in 1844 published his treatise called Die

Imenle Ausdehnungslehre^'' in which several difPerent proc-

esses called multiplication are used for the derivation of

geometric entities from other geometric entities. These

processes make use of a notation which is practically a

sort of short-hand for the geometric processes involved.

Grassmann considered these various kinds of multiplication

abstractly, leaving out of account the meaning of the

elements multiplied. His methods apply to space of N
dimensions. In the symmetric multiplication it is possible

to interchange any two of the factors without affecting the

result. In the circular multiplication the order may be

changed cyclically. In the lineal multiplication all the

laws hold as well for"anyJfactors which are linear combina-

tions of the hypernumbers which define the base, as for

those calledfthe base. He studies two species of circular

multiplication. If the defining units of the base are ei, €2, €3

• • • e„, then we have in the first variety of circular multipli-

cation the laws

ei' + 62^ + €3' + V e/ = 0, €i6y = efii.

In the second variety we have the laws

e,2 =0, 62^ = 0, • • • «„2 = 0, e,£y = 0, i+j.

In the lineal genus of multiplication he studies two

species, in the first, called the algebraic multiplication, we

have the law

iiij = tjei for all i, j.

while in the second, called the exterior multiflicatinn, the

interchange of any two factors changes the sign of the
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result. Of the latter there are two varieties, the progressive

midtiplication in which the number of dimensions of the

geometric figure which is the product is the sum of the

dimensions of the factors, while in the other, called re-

gressive multiplication, the dimension of the product is the

difference between the sum of the dimensions of the factors

and -N the dimension of the space in which the operation

takes place. From the two varieties he deduces another

kind called interior viulti-plication.

If we confine our thoughts to space of three dimensions,

defined by points, and if ei, e^, €3, €4 are such points, the

progressive exterior product of two, as ei, e2, is €162 and

represents the segment joining them if they do not coincide.

The product is zero if they coincide. The product of this

into a third point €3 is «ie2e3 and represents the parallelogram

with edges €162, ties and the other two parallel to these

respectively. If all three points are in a straight line the

product is zero. The exterior progressive product ei€2€3€4

represents the parallelepiped with edges 6162, €1^3, «ie4 and

the opposite parallel edges. The regressive exterior product

of €162 and €i£3€4 is their common point 61. The regressive

product of ei€2e3 and tie-it^ is their common line £i£2. The
complement of ti is defined to be e2€3€4, and of €162 is 6364,

and of €i€2€3 is 64. The interior product of any expression

and another is the progressive or regressive product of the

first into the complement of the other. For instance, the

interior product of n and ta is the progressive product of

€1 and €i€3£4 which vanishes. The interior product of €2

and e2 is the product of 62 and 616364 which is 62616364. The
interior product of 6)6363 and 6164 is the product of 616263

and 6263 which would be regressive and be the line 6263.

We have the same kinds of multiplication if the expres-
sions 6 are vectors and not points, and they may even be
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planes. The interpretation is different, however. It is

easy to see that Grassmann's ideas do not lend themselves

readily to numerical application, as they are more closely

related to the projective transformations of space. In

fact, when translated, most of the expressions would be

phrased in terms of intersections, points, lines and planes,

rather than in terms of distances, angles, areas, etc.

10. Dyadics were invented by Gibbs,^* and are of both the

algebraic and the geometric character. Gibbs has, like

Hamilton, but one kind of multiplication. If we have

given two vectors a, /3 from the same point, their dyad is a^.

This is to be looked upon as a new entity of two dimensions

belonging to the point from which the vectors are drawn.

It is not a plane though it has two dimensions, but is really

a particular and special kind of dyadic, an entity of two-

dimensional character, such that in every case it can be

considered to be the sum of not more than three dyads.

Gibbs never laid any stress on the geometric existence of

the dyadic, though he stated definitely that it was to be

considered as a quantity. His greatest stress, however,

was upon the operative character of the dyadic, its various

combinations with vectors being easily interpretable. The

simplest interpretation is from its use in physics to represent

strain.

Gibbs also pushed his vector calculus into space of many

dimensions, and into triadic and higher forms, most of

which can be used in the theory of the elasticity of crystals.

The scalar and vector multiphcation he considered as

functions of the dyadic, rather than as multiplications,

and there are corresponding functions of triadics and

higher forms. In this respect his point of view is close to

that of Hamilton, the difference being in the use of the

dyadic or the quaternion.

11. Other forms of vector calculus can be reduced tO
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these or to combinations of parts of these. The differences

are usually in the notations, or in the basis of exposition.

Notations foe One Vector

Greek letters, Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Gibbs.

Italics, Grassmann, Peano, Fehr, Ferraris, Macfarlane.

Heun writes a, b, c.

Old English or German letters. Maxwell, Jaumann, Jung,

Foppl, Lorentz, Gans, Abraham, Bucherer, Fischer,

Sommerfeld.

Clarendon type, Heaviside, Gibbs, Wilson, Jahnke, Timer-

ding, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

Length of a vector

T ( ), Hamilton, Tait, Joly.

I I

, Gans, Bucherer, Timerding.

Italic corresponding to the vector letter, Wilson, Jaumann,

Jung, Fischer, Jahnke. Corresponding small italic,

Macfarlane.

Mod. ( ), Peano, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo, Fehr.

Unit of a vector

U ( ), Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Peano.

Clarendon small, Wilson.

( )i, Bucherer, Fischer.

Corresponding Greek letter, Macfarlane.

Some write the vector over the length.

Square of a vector

( )-. The square is usually positive except in Quaternions,
where it is negative.

Reciprocal

( )~\ Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Jaumann.

7j , Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Fischer, Bucherer.



CHAPTER II

SCALAR FIELDS

1. Fields. If we consider a given set of elements in

space, we may have for each element one or more quantities

determined, which can be properly called functions of the

element. For instance, at each point in space we may have

a temperature, or a pressure, or a density, as of the air.

Or for every loop that we may draw in a given space we

may have a length, or at some fixed point a potential due

to the loop. Again, we may have at each point in space

a velocity which has both direction and length, or an

electric intensity, or a magnetic intensity. Not to multiply

examples unnecessarily, we can see that for a given range

of points, or lines, or other geometric elements, we may
have a set of quantities, corresponding to the various

elements of the range, and therefore constituting a function

of the range, and these quantities may consist of numerical

values, or of vectors, or of other hypernumbers. When
they are of a simple numerical character they are called

scalars, and the function resulting is a scalar function.

Examples are the density of a fluid at each point, the density

of a distribution of energy, and similar quantities consisting

of an amount of some entity per cubic centimeter, or per

square centimeter, or per centimeter.

EXAMPLES

(1) Electricity. The unit of electricity is the coulomb,

connected with the absolute units by the equations

1 coulomb = 3-10^ electrostatic units

= 10~^ electromagnetic units.

13
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The density of electricity is its amount in a given volume,

area, or length divided by the volume, area, or length

respectively. The dimensions of electricity will be repre-

sented by [6], and for its amount the symbol will be used.

For the volume density we will use e, for areal density e'

,

for linear density e" . If the distribution may be considered

to be continuous, we may take the limits and find the

density at a point.

(2) Magnetism. Considering magnetism to be a quan-

tity, we will use for the unit of measurement the maxwell,

connected with the absolute units by the equation

1 maxwell = 3-10^" electrostatic units

= 1 electromagnetic unit.

Sometimes 10' maxwells is called a weher. The symbol for

magnetism will be $, the dimensions [$], the densities

m, m', m".

(3) Action. This quantity is much used in physics, the

principle of least action being one of the most important

fundamental bases of modern physics. The dimensions

of. action are [G$], the symbol we shall use is A, and the

unit might be a quantum, but for practical purposes a

joule-second is used. In the case of a moving particle the

action at any point depends upon the path by which the

particle has reached the point, so that as a function of the

points of space it has at each point an infinity of values.

A function which has but a single value at a point will be

called monodromic, but if it has more than one value it will

be called jiolydromic. The action is therefore a polydromic
function. We not only have action in the motion of par-

ticles but we find it as a necessary function of a momentum
field, or of an electromagnetic field.

(4) Energy). The unit of energy is the erg or the joule
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= 10^ ergs. Its dimensions are [0*f~^], its symbol will

be W.

(5) Activity. This should not be confused with action.

It is measured in watts, symbol J, dimensions [0$r~^].

(6) Energy-density. The symbol will be U, dimensions

(7) Activity-density. The symbol will be Q, dimensions

mL-'T-^].

(8) Mass. The symbol is M, dimensions [Q^TL-^].

The unit of mass is the gram. A distribution of mass is

usually called a distribution of matter.

(9) Density of mass. The symbol will be c, dimensions

[e-i-rL-s].

(10) Potential of electricity. Symbol V, dimensions

(11) Potential of magnetism. Symbol N, dimensions

[er-i].

(12) Potential of gravity. Symbol P, dimensions [Q^T~'^].

2. Levels. Points at which the function has the same

value, are said to define a level surface of the function. It

may have one or more sheets. Such surfaces are usually

named by the use of the prefixes iso and equi. For instance,

the surfaces in a cloud, which have all points at the same

temperature, are called isothermal surfaces; surfaces which

have points at the same pressure are called isoharic surfaces;

surfaces of equal density are isopycnic surfaces; those of

equal specific volume (reciprocal of the density) are the iso-

steric surfaces; those of equal humidity are isohydric sxirfaces.

Likewise for gravity, electricity, and magnetism we have

equipotential surfaces.

3. Lamellae. Surfaces are frequently considered for

which we have unit difl^erence between the values of the

function for the successive surfaces. These surfaces and
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the space between them constitute a succession of unit

lamellae.

If we follow a line from a point ^4 to a point B, the number

of unit lamellae traversed will give the difference between

the two values of the function at the points A and B.

If this is divided by the length of the path we shall have the

mean rate of change of the function along the path. If

the path is straight and the unit determining the lamellae

is made to decrease indefinitely, the limit of this quotient

at any point is called the derivative of the function at

that point in the given direction. The derivative is ap-

proximately the number of unit lamellae traversed in a

unit distance, if they are close together.

4. Geometric Properties. Monodromic levels cannot in-

tersect each other, though any one may intersect itself.

Any one or all of the levels may have nodal lines, conical

points, pinch-points, and the other peculiarities of geo-

metric surfaces. These singularities usually depend upon

the singularities of the congruence of normals to the

surface.

In the case of functions of two variables, the scalar levels

will be curves on the surface over which the two variables

are defined. Their singularities may be any that can

occur in curves on surfaces.

5. Gradient. The equation of a level surface is found

by setting the function equal to a constant. If, for in-

stance, the point is located by the coordinates x, y, z

and the function is /(.r, y, z), then the equation of any
level is

M = Six, y, z) = C.

If we pass to a neighboring point on the same surface
we have

du = f{x + dx, y+ dy,z+ dz) - f{x, y, z) = 0.

We may usually find functions dfldx, df/d\^ df/dz,
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functions independent of dx, dy, dz, such that

du = df/dx dx + df/dy dy + df/dz dz.

Now the vector from the first point to the second has

as the lengths of its projections on the axes: dx, dy, dz; and

if we define a vector whose projections are df/dx, df/dy,

df/dz, which we will call the Gradient of f, then the con-

dition du = is the condition that the gradient of / shall be

perpendicular to the differential on the surface. Hence,

if we represent the gradient of / by v/, and the differential

change from one point to the other by dp, we see that dp

is any infinitesimal tangent on the surface and v/ is along the

normal to the surface. It is easy to see that if we difPeren-

tiate M in a direction not tangent to a level surface of u we

shall have

du = df/dx dx + df/dy dst -\- df/dz dz — dC.

If the length of the differential path is ds then we shall have*

du/ds = 'projection of'^fon the unit vector in the direction of dp.

The length of the vector v/ is sometimes called the gradient

rather than the vector itself. Sometimes the negative of

the expression used here is called the gradient.

When the three partial derivatives of / vanish for the

same point, the intensity of the gradient, measured by its

length, is zero, and the direction becomes indeterminate

from the first differentials. At such points there are singu-

larities of the function. At points where the function

becomes infinite, the gradient becomes indeterminate and

such points are also singular points.

6. Potentials. The three components of a vector at a

point may be the three partial derivatives of the same

function as to the coordinates, in which case the vector

may be looked upon as the gradient of the integral func-

* Since dx',ds, dy/ds, dzjds are the direction-cosines of dp.
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tion, which is called a potential function, or sometimes a

force function. For instance, if the components of the

velocitj' satisfy the proper conditions, the velocity is the

gradient of a velocity potential. These conditions will be

discussed later, and the vector will be freed from dependence

upon any axes.

7. Relative Derivatives. In case there are two scalar

functions at a point, we may have use for the concept of

the derivative of one with respect to the other. This is

defined to be the quotient of the intensity of the gradient of

the first by that of the second, multiplied by the cosine

of their included angle. If the unit lamellae are constructed,

it is easy to see from the definition that the relative deriva-

tive of the first as to the second will be the limit of the

average or mean of the number of unit sheets of the first

traversed from one point to another, along the normal of the

second divided by the number of unit sheets of the second

traversed at the same time. For instance, if we draw the

isobars for a given region of the United States and the

simultaneous isotherms, then in passing from a point A
to a point B if we traverse 24 isobaric unit sheets and 10

isothermal unit sheets, the average is 2.4 isobars per

isotherm.

8. Unit-Tubes. If there are two scalar functions in the

field, and the unit lamellae are drawn, the unit sheets will

usually intersect so as to divide the space under considera-

tion into tubes whose cross-section will be a curvilinear

parallelogram. Since the area of such parallelogram is-

approximately

dsidsi CSC 6,

where dsi is the distance from a unit sheet of the function u
to the next unit sheet, and ds2 the corresponding distance

for the function v, while d is the angle between the surfaces;

and since we have, T\/u being the intensity of the gradient
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of u, and Tvv the intensity of the gradient of v,

dsi = 1/Tyu, dsi = IjTve

the area of the parallelogram will be l/iTvuT^v sin 6).

Consequently if we count the parallelograms in any plane

Fig. 1.

cross-section of the two sets of level surfaces, this number
is an approximate value of the expression

T^uT^v sin 6 X area parallelogram

when summed over the plane cross-section. That is to

say, the number of these tubes which stand perpendicular

to the plane cross-section is the approximate integral of the

expression TyuT'^v sin 9 over the area of the cross-section.

These tubes are called unit tubes for the same reason that

the lamellae are called unit lamellae.

In counting the tubes it must be noticed whether the

successive surfaces crossed correspond to an increasing or

to a decreasing value of u or of x. It is also clear that

when sin 9 is everywhere the integral must be zero. In

such case the three Jacobians

d{u, v)ld{y, z), d(u, v)/d(z, x), d{u, v)/d(x, y)
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are each equal zero, and this is the condition that u is a

function of v. In case the plane of cross-section is the

X, y plane, the first two expressions vanish anyhow, since

u, V are functions of x, y only.

It is clear if we take the levels of one of the functions,

say u, as the upper and lower parts of the boundary of the

cross-section, that in passing from one of the other sides

of the boundary along each level of u the number of unit

tubes we encounter from that side of the boundary to the

opposite side is the excess of the value of v on the second

side over that on the first side. If then we count the dif-

ferent tubes in the successive lamellae of u between the

two sides of the cross-section we shall have the total excess

of those on the second side over those on the first side.

That is to say, the number of unit tubes or the integral

over the area bounded by level 1 and level 2 of u, and any

other two lines which cross these two levels so as to produce

a simple area between, is the excess of the sum between

the two levels of the values of v on one side over the same
sum between the two levels of u on the other side. These

graphical solutions are used in Meteorology.

This gives the excess of the integral I vdu along the

second line between the two levels of u, -over the same in-

tegral along the first line. It represents the increase of this

integral in a change of path from one line to the other. For
instance if the integral is energy, the number of tubes is

the amount of energy stored or released in the passage from
one line to the other, as in a cyclone. The number of tubes

for any closed path is the approximate integral frdw

around the path.
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EXERCISES.

1. If the density varies as the distance from a given axis, what are

the isopycnic surfaces?

2

.

A rotating fluid mass is in equihbrium under the force of gravity,

the hydrostatic pressure, and the centrifugal force. What are the

levels? Show that the field of force is conservative.

3. The isobaric surfaces are parallel planes, and the isopycnic

surfaces are parallel planes at an angle of 10° with the isobaric planes.

What is the rate of change of pressure per unit rate of change of density

along a line at 45° with the isobaric planes?

4. If the pressure can be stated as a function of the density, what

conditions are necessary? Are they sufficient? What is the interpreta-

tion with regard to the levels?

5. Three scalar functions have a functional relation if their Jacobian

vanishes. What does this mean with regard to their respective levels?

6. If the isothermal surfaces are spheres with center at the earth's

center, the temperature sheets for decrease of one degree being 166.66

feet apart, and if the isobaric levels are similar spheres, the pressure

being given by

log B = log B, - 0.0000177(2 - 2o),

where Bo is the pressure at zo feet above the surface of the earth, what

is the relative derivative of the temperature as to the pressure, and the

pressure as to the temperature?

7. To find the maximum of u{x, y, z) we set du = 0. If there is also

a condition to be fulfilled, v(x, y, z) = 0, then dv = also.

These two equations in dx, dy, dz must be satisfied for all compatible

values of dx, dy, dz, and we must therefore have

du du du dv
^
du

^
dv

dx' dy' dz' " dx' dy' dz'

which is equivalent to the~single vector equation

VM = wyv.

What does this mean in terms of the levels:' The unit tubes?

If there is also another equation of condition iix, y, z) = then also

dt = and the Jacobian of the three functions u, v, t must equal zero.

Interpret.

8. On the fine of intersection of two levels of two different functions

the values of both functions remain constant. If we differentiate a

third function along the locus in question, the differential vanishing

everywhere, what is the significance?
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9. If a field of force has a potential, then a fluid, subject to the force

and such that its pressure is a function of the density and the tempera-

ture, will have the equipotential levels for isobaric levels also. The
density will be the derivative of the pressure relative to the potential.

Show therefore that equilibrium is not possible unless the isothermals

are also the levels of force and of pressure.

[p = -pic, T), and vp = cvv = PcVc + yrvT.

If then vc = 0, cyv = prvr.]

10. If the full lines below represent the profiles of isobaric sheets, and

the dotted lines the profiles of isosteric sheets, count the unit tubes

between the two verticals, and explain what the number means. If

they were equipotentials of gravity and isopycnic surfaces, what would
the number of unit tubes mean?

Fig. 2.

11. If u = y ~ 12a;=' and v = y + x" + ix, find Vu and V" and
TvuT^o-sin e, and integrate the latter over the area between a; = 0,
X = 1, y = 0, y = 12. Draw the lines.

12. If M = ax +by + cz and v = x^ + y^ + z\ find V" and yv and
TvuTvu- sin 6 and integrate the latter expression over the surface of a
cylinder whose axis is in the direction of the z axis. Find the deriva-
tive of each relative to the other.



CHAPTER III

VECTOR FIELDS

1. Hypercomplex Quantity. In the measurement of

quantity the first and most natural invention of the mind
was the ordinary system of integers. Following this came
the invention of fractions, then of irrational numbers.

With these the necessary list of numbers for mere measure-

ment of similar quantities is closed, up to the present time.

Whether it will be necessary to invent a further extension

of number along this line remains for the future to show.

In the attempt to solve equations involving ordinary

numbers, it became necessary to invent negative numbers

and imaginary numbers. These were known and used as

fictitious numbers before it was noticed that quantities

also are of a negative or an "imaginary" character. We
find instances everywhere. In debit and credit, for ex-

ample, we have quantity which may be looked upon as of

two different kinds, like iron and time, but the most logical

conception is to classify debits and credits together in the

single class balance. One's balance is what he is worth

when the debits and credits have been compared. If the

preponderance is on the side of debit we consider the balance

negative, if on the side of credit we consider the balance

positive. Likewise, we may consider motion in each direc-

tion of the compass as in a class by itself, never using any

conception of measurement save the purely numerical one

of comparing things which are exactly of the same kind

together. But it is more logical, and certainly more general,

to consider motions in all directions of the compass and

of any distances as all belonging to a single class of quantity.

23
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In that case the comparison of the different motions leads

us to the notion of complex numbers. When Wessel made

his study of the vectors in a plane he was studying the

hypernumbers we usually call "the complex field." The

hypernumbers had been studied in themselves before, but

were looked upon (rightly) as being creations of the mind

and (in that sense correctly) as having no existence in what

might be called the real world. However, their deduction

from the vectors in a plane showed that they were present

as relations of quantities which could be considered as alike.

Again when Steinmetz made use of them in the study of

the relations of alternating currents and electromotive

forces, it became evident that the so-called power current

and wattless current could be regarded as parts of a single

complex current, and similarly for the electromotive forces.

The laws of Ohm and Kirchoff could then be generalized so

as to be true for the new complex quantities. In this brief

history we find an example of the interaction of the develop-

ments of mathematics. The inventions of mathematics

find instances in natural phenomena, and in some cases

furnish new conceptions by which natural phenomena can

be regarded as containing elements that would ordinarily

be completely overlooked.

In space of three (or more) dimensions, the vectors

issuing from a point in all directions and of all lengths

furnish quantities which may be considered to be all of

the same kind, on one basis of classification. Therefore,

they will define certain ratios or relations which may be
called hypernumbers. This is the class of hypernumbers
we are particularly concerned with, though we shall occa-
sionally notice others. Further, any kind of quantity
which can be represented completely for certain purposes
by vectors issuing from a point we will call vector quantity.
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Such quantities, for instance, are motions, velocities,

accelerations, at least in the Newtonian mechanics, forces,

momenta, and many others. The object of VECTOR CAL-

CULUS is to study these hypernumbers in relation to their

corresponding quantities, and to derive an algebra capable

of handling them.

We do not consider a vector as a mere triplex of ordinary numbers.

Indeed, we shall consider two vectors to be identical when they

represent or can represent the same quantity, even though one is ex-

pressed by a certain triplex, as ordinary Cartesian coordinates, and the

other by another triplex, as polar coordinates. The numerical method

of defining the vector will be considered as incidental.

2. Notation. We shall represent vectors for the most

part by Greek small letters. Occasionally, however, as

in Electricity, it will be more convenient to use the standard

symbols, which are generally Gothic type. As indicated

on page 12 there is a great variety of notation, and only

one principle seems to be used by most writers, namely

that of using heavy type for vectors, whatever the style of

type. In case the vector is from the origin to the point

(x, y, z) it may be indicated by

while for the same point given by polar coordinates r, ip, 9

we may use

Pr, cp, Si

In case a vector is given by its components as X, Y, Z we

will indicate it by
?x, Y. z

3. Equivalence. All vectors which have the same direc-

tion and same length will be considered to be equivalent.

Such vectors are sometimes called free vectors. The term

vector will be used throughout this book, however, with no

other meaning.
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In case vectors are equivalent only when they lie on the

same line, and have the same direction and length, they

will be called glissants. A force applied to a rigid body

must be considered to be a glissant, not a vector. In

case vectors are equivalent only when they start at the

same point and coincide, they will be called radials. The

resultant moment of a system of glissants with respect to a

point ^ is a radial from A.

The equivalence of two vectors

a = /3

implies the existence of equalities infinite in number, for

their projections on any other lines will then be equal. The

infinite set of equalities, however, is reducible in an infinity

of ways to three independent equalities. For instance, we

may write either

oix = fix, ciy = Py, az = Pz, or ar = Br, a^= /S^ a^ = /3^.

The equivalence of two glissants implies sets of equalities

reducible in every case to five independent equalities. The

equivalence of two radials reduces to sets of six equalities.

4. Vector Fields. Closely allied to the notion of radial

is that of vector field. A vector field is a system of vectors

each associated with a point of space, or a point of a surface,

or a point of a line or curve. The vector is a function of

the position of the point which is itself usually given by a

vector, as p. The vector function may be monodromic or

polydromic. We will consider some of the usual vector

fields.

EXAMPLES

(1) Radius Vector, p [L]. This will usually be indicated

by p. In case it is a function of a single parameter, as t,

the points defined will lie on a curve;* in case it is a function

* We are discussing mainly ordinary functions, not the "pathologic
type,"
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of two parameters, u, v, the points defined will lie on a

surface. The term vector was first introduced by Hamilton

in this sense. When we say that the field is p, we mean
that at the point whose vector is p measured from the fixed

origin, there is a field of velocity, or force, or other quantity,

whose value at the point is p.

(2) Velocity, a [LT~^]. Usually we will designate veloc-

ity by a. In the case of a moving gas or cloud, each particle

has at each point of its path a definite velocity, so that we

can describe the entire configuration of the moving mass at

any instant by stating what function a is of p, that is, for

the point at the end of the radius vector p assign the velocity

vector. The path of a moving particle will be called a

trajectory. At each point of the path the velocity cr is a

tangent of the trajectory.

If we lay off from a fixed point the vectors a which corre-

spond to a given trajectory, their terminal points will

lie on a locus called by Hamilton the hodograph of the

trajectory. For instance, the hodographs of the orbits of

the planets are circles, to a first approximation. If we

multiply a by dt, which gives it the dimensions of length,

namely an infinitesimal length along the tangent of the

trajectory, the differential equation of the trajectory

becomes
dp = adt.

The integral of this in terms of t gives the equation of the

trajectory.

(3) Acceleration. tILT"^]. An acceleration field is simi-

lar to a velocity field except in dimensions. The accelera-

tion is the rate of change of the vector velocity at a point,

consequently, if a point describes the hodograph of a trajec-

tory so that its radius vector at a given time is the velocity

in the trajectory at that time, the acceleration will be a

3
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tangent to the hodograph, and its length will be the velocity

of the moving point in the hodograph. We will use t to

indicate acceleration.

(4) Momentum Density. T [^Qlr*]. This is a vector

function of points in space and of some number which can

be attached to the point, called density. In the case of a

moving cloud, for instance, each point of the cloud will have

a velocity and a density. The product of these two factors

will be a vector whose direction is that of the velocity and

whose length is the product of the length of the velocity

vector and the density. However, momentum density

may exist without matter and without motion. In electro-

dynamic fields, such as could exist in the very simple case

of a single point charge of electricity and a single magnet

pole at a point, we also have at every point of space a

momentum density vector. This may be ascribed to the

hypothetical motion of a hypothetical ether, but the essen-

tial feature is the existence of the field. If we calculate the

integral of the projection of the momentum density on the

tangent to a given curve from a point A to a point B, the

value of the integral is the action of an infinitesimal volume,

an action density, along that path from A to B. The
integration over a given volume would give the total

action for all the particles over their various paths. This

would be a minimum for the paths actually described as

compared with possible paths. Specific vwmentum is

momentum density of a moving mass.

(5) Momentum. Y [(^QL~^l The volume integral of

momentum density or specific momentum is momentum.
Action is the line-integral of momentum.

((i) Force Density. F [^ei-^f-i]. If a field of momen-
tum density is varying in time then at each point there is a
vector which may be called force-density, the time derivative
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of the momentum density. Such cases occur in fields due

to moving electrons or in the action of a field of electric

intensity upon electric density, or magnetic intensity on

magnetic density.

(7) Force. X [^L-'T-']. The unit of force has re-

ceived a name, dyne. It is the volume integral of force

density. The time integral of a field of force is momentum.
In a stationary field of force the line integral of the field

for a given path is the difference in energy between the

points at the ends of the path, or what is commonly called

work. In case the field is conservative the integral has the

same value for all paths (which at least avoid certain

singular points), and depends only on the end points,

This takes place when the field is a gradient field of a force-

function, or a potential function. If we project the force

upon the velocity at each point where both fields exist,

the time integral of the scalar quantity which is the product

of the intensity of the force, the intensity of the velocity

and the cosine of the angle between them, is the activity at

the point.

(8) Flux Density. Q [DT'^]. In the case of the flow of

an entity through a surface the limiting value of the amount

that flows normally across an infinitesimal area is a vector

whose direction is that of the outward normal of the surface,

and whose intensity is the limit. In the case of a flow not

normal to the surface across which the. flux is to be de-

termined, we nevertheless define the flux density as above.

The flux across any surface becomes then the surface

integral of the projection of the flux density on the normal

of the surface across which the flux is to be measured.

Flux density is an example of a vector which depends

upon an area, and is sometimes called a bivedor. The

notion of two vectors involved in the term bivector may
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be avoided by the term cycle, or the term feuille. It is

also called an axial vector, in opposition to the ordinary

vectors, called polar vectors. The term axial is applicable

in the sense that it is the axis or normal of a portion of a

surface. The portion (feuille, cycle) of the surface is

traversed in the positive direction in going around its

boundary, that is, with the surface on the left-hand. If

the direction of the axial vector is reversed, we also traverse

the area attached in the reverse direction, so that in this

sense the axial vector may be regarded as invariant for

such change while the polar vector would not be invariant.

The distinction is not of much importance. The important

idea is that of areal integration for the flux density or any

other so-called axial vector, while the polar vector is sub-

ject only to linear integration. We meet the distinction

in the difference below between the induction vectors and

the intensity vectors.

(9) Energy Density Current. R [^GL-^r-^j. When an

energy density has the idea of velocity attached to it, it

becomes a vector with the given dimensions. In such

case we consider it as of the nature of a flux density.

(10) Energy Current. 2 [^QT~'^]. If a vector of energy

density current is multiplied by an area we arrive at an

energy current.

(11) Electric Density Current. J [Qlr'^T-'^]. A number

of moving electrons will determine an average density

per square centimeter across the line of flow, and the product

of this into a velocity will give an electric density current.

To this must also be added the time rate of change of

electric induction, which is of the same dimensions, and
counts as an electric density current.

(12) Electric Current. Z [Qf-^]. The unit is the a?repere

= 3-10' e.s. units = 10~^ e.ni. units. This is the product

of an electric density current by an area.
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(13) Magnetic Density Current. G [^L-'~T-^]. Though

there is usually no meaning to a moving mass of magnetism,

nevertheless, the time rate of change of magnetic induction

must be considered to be a current, similar to electric

current density.

(14) Magnetic Current. K [^f-^]. The unit is the

heavyside = ] e.m. unit = 3 10^" e.s. units. In the phenom-

ena of magnetic leakage we have a real example of what may
be called magnetic current.

Both electric current and magnetic current may also be

scalars. For instance, if the corresponding flux densities

are integrated over a given surface the resulting scalar

values would give the rate at which the electricity or the

magnetism is passing through the surface per second. In

such case the symbols should be changed to corresponding

Roman capitals.

(15) Electric Intensity. E [^L-^T-^]. When an electric

charge is present in any portion of space, there is at each

point of space a vector of a field called the field of electric

intensity. The same situation happens when lines of

magnetic induction are moving through space with a given

velocity. The electric intensity will be perpendicular to

both the line of magnetic induction and to the velocity it

has, and equal to the product of their intensities by the

sine of their angle.

The electric intensity is of the nature of a polar vector

and its flux, or surface integral over any surface has no

meaning. Its line integral along any given path, however,

is called the difference of voltage between the two points at

the ends of the path, for that given path. The unit of

voltage is the volt = f • 10~^ e.s. units = 10* e.m. units.

The symbol for voltage is V [^T~^. Its dimensions are

the same as for scalar electric potential, or magnetic current.
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(16) Electric Induction. D [61-% The unit is the line

= 3-10^ e.s. units = KT^ e.m. units. This vector usually

has the same direction as electric intensity, but in non-

isotropic media, such as crystals, the directions do not agree.

It is a linear function of the intensity, however, ordinarily

indicated by
D = k(E)

where k is the symbol for a linear operator which converts

vectors into vectors, called here the 'permittivity, [Q^~''-lr''-T],

measurable in farads per centimeter. In isotropic media

K is a mere numerical multiplier with the proper dimensions,

which are essential to the formulae, and should not be

neglected even when k = 1. The flux is measured in

coulombs.

(17) Magnetic Intensity. W [QIJ-^T-^]. The field due to

the poles of permanent magnets, or to a direct current

traversing a wire, is a field of magnetic intensity. In case

we have moving lines of electric induction, there is a field of

magnetic intensity. It is of a polar character, and its

flux through a surface has no meaning. The line integral

between two points, however, is called the gilhertage between

the points along the given path, the unit being the gilbert

= 1 e.m. unit = 3- 10'" e.s. units. The symbol is N [QT-'^\

Its dimensions are the same as those of scalar magnetic

potential, or electric current.

(IS) Magnetic Induction. B [^L-\ The unit is the

qams = 1 e.m. unit = 3 • 10'° e.s. units. The direction is

usually the same as that of the intensity, but in any case is

given by a linear vector operator so that we have

B = M(H)

where n is the inductivity, l^e~^L-^T], measurable in henrys
per centimeter. The flux is measured in maxwells.
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(19) Vector Potential of Electric Induction. T [QL-^. A
vector field may be related to another vector field in a

certain manner to be described later, such that the first

can be called the vector potential of the other.

(20) Vector Potential of Magnetic Induction. -^ [*i~^].

This is derivable from a field of magnetic induction. This

and the preceding are line-integrable.

(21) Hertzian Vectors. 6, *. These are line integrals of

the preceding two, and are of a vector nature.

5. Vector Lines. If we start at a given point of a vector

field and consider the vector of the field at that point to be

the tangent to a curve passing through the point, the field

will determine a set of curves called a congruence, since there

will be a two-fold infinity of curves, which will at every

point have the vector of the field as tangent. If the field

is represented by a, a function of p, the vector to a point of

the field, then the difl^erential equation of these lines of

the congruence will be

dp = crdt,

where dt is a differential parameter. From this we can

determine the equation of the lines of the congruence, in-

volving an arbitrary vector, which, however, will not have

more than two essential constants. For instance, if the

field is given by c = p, then dp = pdt, and p = ae', where

a is a constant unit vector. The lines are, in this case, the

rays emanating from the origin.

The lines can be constructed approximately by starting

at any given point, thence following the vector of the field

for a small distance, from the point so reached following

the new vector of the field a small distance, and so proceed-

ing as far as necessary. This will trace approximately a

vector line. Usually the curves are unique, for if the field

is monodromic at all points, or at points in general, the
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curves must be uniquely determined as there will be at any

point but one direction to follow. Two vector lines may
evidently be tangent at some point, but in a monodromic

field they cannot intersect, except at points where the in-

tensity of the field is zero, for vectors of zero intensity are

of indeterminate direction. Such points of intersection

are singular points of the field, and their study is of high

importance, not only mathematically but for applications.

In the example above the origin is evidently a singular

point, for at the origin o- = 0, and its direction is indetermi-

nate.

6. Vector Surfaces, Vector Tubes. In the vector field

we may select a set of points that lie upon a given curve

and from each point draw the vector line. All such vector

lines will lie upon a surface called a vector surface, which in

case the given curve is closed, forming a loop, is further

particularized as a vector tube. It is evident that the vector

lines are the characteristics of the differential equation

dp = adt, which in rectangular coordinates would be

equivalent to the equations

dx dy dz

X " y " z'

In case these equations are combined so as to give a

single exact equation, the integral will (since it must con-

tain a single arbitrary constant) be the equation of a family

of vector surfaces. The vector lines are the intersections

of two such families of vector surfaces. The two families

may be chosen of course in infinitely many different ways.

Usually, however, as in Meteorology, those surfaces are

chosen which have some significance. When a vector

tube becomes infinitesimal its limit is a vector line.

7. Isogons. If we locate the points at which cr has the
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same direction, they determine a locus called an isogon for

the field. For instance, we might locate on a weather map
all the points which have the same direction of the wind.

If isogons are constructed in any way it becomes a simple

matter to draw the vector lines of the field. Machines for

the use of meteorologists intended to mark the isogons

have been invented and are in use.* As an instance con-

sider the vector field

a = (2,r, 2y, - z).

An isogon with the points at which a has the direction whose

cosines are I, m, n is given by the equations

2x : 2y : — z = I : m : n
or

2.r = It, 2y = mt, z = — nt.

It follows that the vector to any point of this isogon is

given by
p = t{l, m, n) - (0, 0, 3ni).

That is to say, to draw the vector p to any point of the

isogon we draw a ray from the origin in the direction given,

then from its outer end draw a parallel to the Z direction

backward three times the length of the Z projection of the

segment of the ray. The points so determined will evi-

dently lie on straight lines in the same plane as the ray and

its projection on the XY plane, with a negative slope twice

the positive slope of the ray. The tangents of the vector

lines passing through the points of the isogon will then be

parallel to the ray itself. The vector lines are drawn ap-

proximately by drawing short segments along the isogon

parallel to its corresponding ray, and selecting points such

that these short segments will make continuous lines in

* S.indstrom: Anna'.en der Hydrographie und Maritimen Meteor-

ologie (1909), no. 6, pp. 242 et.seq. Bjerknes: Dynamic Meteorology.

See plates, p. 50.
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passing to adjacent isogons. The figure illustrates the

method. All the vector lines are found by rotating the

figure about the A' axis 180°, and then rotating the figure

so produced about the Z axis through all angles.

Fig. 3.

8. Singularities. It is evident in the example preceding

that there are in the figure two lines which are different

from the other vector lines, namely, the Z axis and the line

which is in the XY plane. Corresponding to the latter

would be an infinity of lines in the XY plane passing through

the origin. These lines are peculiar in that the other vector

lines are asymptotic to them, while they are themselves

vector lines of the field. A method of studying the vector

lines in the entire extent of the plane in which they lie was

used by Poincare. It consists in placing a sphere tangent
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to the plane at the origin. Lines are then drawn from the

center of the sphere to every point of the plane, thus giving

two points on the sphere, one on the hemisphere next the

plane and one diametrically opposite on the hemisphere

away from the plane. The points at infinity in the plane

correspond to the equator or great circle parallel to the

plane. In this representation every algebraic curve in the

plane gives a closed curve or cycle on the sphere. In the

present case, the axes in the plane give two perpendicular

great circles on the sphere, and the vector lines will be

loops tangent to these great circles at points where they

cross the equator. These loops will form in the four lunes

of the sphere a system of closed curves which Poincare calls

a topographical system. The equator evidently belongs to

the system, being the limit of the loops as they grow nar-

rower. The two great circles corresponding to the axes

also belong to the system, being the limits of the loops as

they grow larger. If a point describes a vector line its

projection on the sphere will describe a loop, and could

never leave the lune in which the projection is situated.

The points of tangency are called nodes; the points which

represent the origin, and through which only the singular

vector lines pass, are called fauces.

9. Singular Points. The simplest singular lines depend

upon the singular points and these are found comparatively

simply. The singular points occur where

(7=0 or (7 = oo

.

Since we may multiply the components of a by any ex-

pressions and still have the lines of the field the same, we

may equally suppose that the components of a are reduced

to as low terms as possible by the exclusion of common

factors of all of them. We will consider first the singular
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points for fields in space, then those cases which have

lines every point of which is a singular point, which will

include the cases of plane fields, since these latter may be

considered to represent the fields produced by moving the

plane field parallel to itself. The classification given by

Poincare is as follows.

(1) Node. At a node there may be many directions

in which vector lines leave the point. An example is o- = p.

At the origin, it is easy to see, o" = 0, and it is not possible

to start at the origin and follow any definite direction.

In fact the vector lines are evidently the rays from the

origin in all directions. There is no other singular point at

a finite distance. If, however, we consider all the rays in

any one plane, and for this plane construct the sphere of

projection, we see that the lines correspond to great circles

on the sphere which all pass through the origin and the

point diametrically opposite to it. This ideal point may

be considered to be another node, so that all the vector

lines run from node to node, in this case. Every vector

line which does not terminate in a node is a spiral or a cycle.

(2) Faux. From a faux* there runs an infinity of vector

lines which are all on one surface, and a single isolated

vector line which intersects the surface at the faux. The

surface is a singular surface since every vector line in it

through the faux is a singular line. The singular surface

is approached asymptotically by all the vector lines not

singular.

An example is given by

<^ = (a-', y, — z)-

The vector lines are to be found by drawing all equilateral

hyperbolas in the four quadrants of the ZX plane, and then

* Poincar(5 uses the term col, meaning mountain pass, for which faux

is Latin.
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rotating this set of lines about the Z axis. Evidently all

rays in the XY plane from the origin are singular lines, as

well as the Z axis. Where fauces occur the singular lines

through them are asymptotes for the nonsingular lines. If

Fig

we consider any plane through the Z axis, the system of

equilateral hyperbolas will project onto its sphere as cycles

tangent on the equator to the great circles which repre-

sent the singular lines in that plane. From this point of

view we really should consider the two rays of the Z axis as

separate from each other, so that the upper part of the Z
axis and the singular ray perpendicular to it, running in the

same general direction as the other vector lines, would con-

stitute a vector line with a discontinuity of direction, or

with an angle. Such a vector line to which the others are

tangent at points at infinity only is a boundary line in the

sense that on one side we have infinitely many vector lines

which form cycles (in the sense defined) while on the other

sides we have vector lines which belong to different sys-

tems of cycles.
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A simple case of this example might arise in the inward

flow of air over a level plane, with an ascending motion

which increased as the air approached a given vertical

line, becoming asymptotic to this vertical line. In fact,

a small fire in the center of a circular tent open at the bottom

for a small distance and at the vertex, would give a motion

to the smoke closely approximating' to that described.

A singular line from a faux runs to a node or else is a

spiral or part of a cycle which returns to the faux.

An example that shows both preceding types is the field

0- = (a;^ + 2/^ — 1, 5xy — 5, mz).

In the XY plane the singular points are at infinity as follows:

A at the negative end of the A' axis, and B at the positive

end, both fauces; C at the end of the ray whose* direction
is tan~i 2, in the first quadrant, D at the end of the ray of

direction tan'i 2 in the third quadrant; E at the end of the
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ray of direction tarT^ — 2 in the fourth quadrant; and F
at the end of the ray of tan~^ — 2 in the second quadrant,

these four being nodes. Vector lines run from E to D
separated from the rest of the plane by an asymptotic

division line from B to D; from C to D on the other side

of this division line, separated from the third portion of

ithe plane by an asymptotic division line from C to ^ ; and

from C to F in the third portion of the plane. The figure

shows the typical lines of the field.

(3) Focus. At a focus the vector lines wind in asymp-

totically, either like spirals wound towards the vertex of a

spindle produced by rotating a curve about one of its

tangents, one vector line passing through the focus, or

they are like spirals wound around a cone towards the

Fig. 6.

vertex. As an example

a = (x + y, y — X, z).

The Z axis is a single singular line through the origin, which

is a singular point, a focus in this case. The XY plane

contains vector lines which are logarithmic spirals wound in

towards the origin. The other vector lines are spirals
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wound on cones of revolution, their projections on XF
being the logarithmic spirals. By changing z to az we

would have different surfaces depending upon whether

a < 1 or 1 < a.

In case a spiral winds in onto a cycle, the successive

turns approaching the cycle asymptotically, the cycle is

called a limit cycle. In this example the line at infinity

in the AT plane, or the corresponding equator on its sphere,

is a limit cycle. It is clear that the spirals on the cones

wind outward also towards the lines at infinity as limit

cycles. From this example it is plain that vector lines

which are spiral may start asymptotically from a focus and

be bounded by a limit cycle. The limit cycle thus divides

the plane or the surface upon which they lie into two

mutually exclusive regions. Vector lines may also start

from a limit cycle and proceed to another limit cycle.

As an example of vector lines of both kinds consider the

field

where the first component is in the direction of a ray in the

XY plane from the origin, the second perpendicular to
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this in the XY plane, and the third is parallel to the Z axis.

The vector lines in the singular plane, the XY plane, are

spirals with the origin as a focns for one set, which wind

around the focus negatively and have the unit circle as a

limit cycle, while another set wind around the unit circle

in the opposite direction, having the line at infinity as a

limit cycle. The polar equation of the first set is r"^ — r

= e'+'', of the second set is r — r~^ = «'+".

An example with all the preceding kinds of singularities

is the field

Fig. 8.

a = (
[r^ - l)(r" - 9)], (r^ - 2r cos 6 - 8), mz)

with directions for the components as in the preceding

example. The singular points are the origin, a focus; the

point A (r = 3, d = + cos"^ |), a node; the point B (r = 3,

d = — cos~^ \), a faux. The line at infinity is a limit

cycle, as well as the circle r = 1, which is also a vector

line. The circle r = 3 is a vector line which is a cycle,

4
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starting at the faux, passing through the node and returning

to the faux. The vector lines are of three types, the first

being spirals that M'ind asymptotically around the focus,

out to the unit circle as limit cj^cle ; the second start at the

node A and wind in on the unit circle as limit cycle; the

third start at the node A and wind out to the line at in-

finity as unit cycle. The second set dip down towards the

faux. The exceptional vector lines are the line at infinity,

the unit circle, both being limit cycles; the circle of radius

3; a vector line which on the one side starts at the faux B
winding in on the unit circle, and on the other side starts

at the faux B winding outward to the line at infinity as

limit cycle. The last two are asymptotic division lines of

the regions. The figure exhibits the typical curves.

(4) Faux-Focus. This type of singular point has passing

through it a singular surface which contains an infinity

of spirals having the point as focus, while an isolated vector

line passes through the point and the surface. No other

surfaces through the vector lines approach the point. An
instance is the field

0" = (.-r, y, — 2).

The Z axis is the isolated singular line, while the XY plane

is the singular plane. In it there is an infinity of spirals

with the origin as focus and the line at infinity as limit

cycle. All other vector lines lie on the surfaces rz = const.

These do not approach the origin.

(5) Center. At a center there is a vector line passing

through the singular point, and not passing through this

singular line there is a singular surface, with a set of loops

or cycles surrounding the center, and shrinking upon it.

There is also a set of surfaces surrounding the isolated

singular line like a set of sheaths, on each of which there are

vector lines winding around helically on it with a decreasing
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pitch as they approach the singular surface, which they

therefore approach asymptotically. As an instance we

have the field

0- = (2/,
- X, 2).

The Z axis is the singular isolated vector line, the XY plane

the singular surface, circles

concentric to the origin the

singular vector lines in it, and

the other vector lines lie on

circular cylinders about the

Z axis, approaching the XY
plane asymptotically.

The method of determining

the character of a singular

point will be considered later

in connection with the study Fig. 9.

of the linear vector operator.

A singular point at infinity is either a node or a faux.

10. Singular Lines. Singularities may not occur alone

but may be distributed on lines every point of which is a

singular point. This will evidently occur when cr = gives

three surfaces which intersect in a single line. The dif-

ferent types may be arrived at by considering the line of

singularities to be straight, and the surfaces of the vector

lines with the points of the singular line as singularities

to be planes, for the whole problem of the character of the

singularities is a problem of analysis situs, and the deforma-

tion will not change the character. The types are then as

follows

:

(1) Line of Nodes. Every point of the singular line is a

node. A simple example is o- = (x, y, 0). The vector

lines are all rays passing through the Z axis and parallel

to the XY plane.
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(2) Line of Fauces. There are two singular vector

lines through each point of the singular line. As an instance

0- = (x, — y, 0). The lines through the Z axis parallel to

the X and the Y axes are singular, all other vector lines

lying on hyperbolic cylinders.

(3) Line of Foci. The points of the singular line are

approached asymptotically by spirals. As an instance

a = (x -\- y, y — x, 0). The vector lines are logarimithic

spirals in planes parallel to the XY plane, wound around the

Z axis which is the singular line.

(4) Line of Centers. A simple case is a- = (y, — x, 0).

The vector lines are the Z axis and all circles with it as axis.

11. Singularities at Infinity. The character of these is

determined by transforming the components of a so as to

bring the regions at infinity into the finite parts of the

space we are considering. The asymptotic lines will then

have in the transformed space nodes at which the lines are

tangent to the asymptotic line.

12. General Characters. The problem of the character

of a vector field so far as it depends upon the vector lines

and their singularities is of great importance. Its general

resolution is due to Poincare. In a series of memoirs in

the Journal des Mathematiques* he investigated the

qualitative character of the curves which represent the

characteristics of differential equations, particularly with

the intention of bringing the entire set of integral curves

into view at once. Other studies of differential equations

usually relate to the character of the functions defined at

single points and in their vicinities. The chief difficulty

of the more general study is to ascertain the limit cycles.

These with the asymptotic division lines separate the

field into independent regions.

* Ser. (3) 7 (1881), p. .375; ser. (3) 8 (1882), p. 251; ser. (4) 1 (1885),

p. 167. Also Takeo Wado, Mem. Coll. Sci. Tokyo, 2 (1917) 151.
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The asymptotic division lines appear on meteorological

maps as lines on the surface of the earth towards which,

or away from which, the air is moving. They are called

in the two cases lines of convergence, or lines of divergence,

respectively. If a division line of this type starts at a

node the node may be a point of convergence or a point of

divergence. The line will then have the same character.

The node in other fields, such as electric or magnetic or heat

flow, is a source or a sink. If a division line starts from a

faux, the latter is often called a neutral point. A focus may
be also a point of convergence or point of divergence. In

the case of a singular line consisting of foci, the singular line

may be a line of convergence or of divergence; in the first

case, for instance, the singular line is the core of the anti-

cyclone, in the latter case, the core of the cyclone.

The limit cycles which are not at infinity are division

lines which enclose areas that remain isolated in the field.

Such phenomena as the eye of the cyclone illustrate the oc-

currence of limit cycles in natural phenomena. The limit

cycle may be a line of convergence or a line of divergence,

the air in the first case flowing into the line asymptotically

from both inside and outside, with the focus serving as a

source, and in the other case with conditions reversed.

The practical handling of these problems in meteorological

work depends usually upon the isogonal lines: the lines

which are loci of equidirected tangents of the vector lines

of the field. These are drawn and the infinitesimal tan-

gents drawn across them. The filling in of the vector

lines is then a matter of draughtsmanship. The isogonal

lines will themselves have singularities and these will

enable one to determine somewhat the singularities of the

vector lines themselves. Since the unit vector in the

direction of o- is constant along an isogon it is evident that
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the only change in a along an isogon is in its intensity,

that is, cr keeps the same direction, and its differential is

therefore a multiple of a, that is, the isogons have for their

differential equation

d<y = adt.

Consequently, when cr = or o" = <x> the isogon will have a

singular point. It does not follow, however, that all the

singular points of the isogons will appear as singular points

such as are described above for the vector lines. When

the differential equation of the isogons is reduced to the

standard form
dp = rdu

we shall see later that r will be a linear vector function of cr,

and that a linear vector function may have zero directions,

so that (per = 0, without (7=0. Some of the phenomena

that may happen are the following, from Bjerknes' Dynamic

Meteorology and Hydrography. See his plates 42a, 426.

1. Node of Isogons. These may be positive, in which

case the directions of the tangents of the vector lines will

increase (that is, the tangent will turn positively) as succes-

sive isogons are taken in a positive rotation about the node,

or may be negative in the reverse case. The positive node

of the isogon will then correspond to a node, a focus, or a

center of the vector lines. The negative node of the isogon

will correspond to a faux of the vector lines.

If the isogons are parallel, having, therefore, a node at

infinity in either of their directions, the vector lines may
have asymptotic division lines running in the same direc-

tion, or they may have lines of inflexion parallel to the

isogons.

2. Center of Isogons. When the isogons are cycles they

may correspond to very complicated forms of the vector
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lines. Several of these are to be found in a paper by Sand-

strom, Annalen der Hydrographie und maritimen Meteor-

ologie, vol. 37 (1909), p. 242, Uber die Bewegung der

Flussigkeiten.
EXERCISES*

* To be solved graphically as far as possible.

1. A translation field is given by ir = {at, bt, ci), what are the vector

lines, the isogons, and the singularities?

2. A rotation field is given by n- = (mz — ny, nx — Iz, ly — mx),

what are the isogons, singularities, and vector lines?

3. A field of deformation proportional to the distance in one direction

is given by n- = {ax, 0, 0). Determine the field.

4. A general field of linear deformation is given by

a = {ax -\-hy + cz, fx + gy + hz, kx + ly + 7nz).

determine the various kinds of fields this may represent according to

the different possible cases.

.5. Consider the quadratic field*

o- = (x' — j/2 — 2-, 2xy, 2xz).

6. Consider the quadratic field a = {xy — xz, yz — yx, zx — zy).

7. What are the lines of flow when the motion is stationary in a

rotating fluid contained in a cyHndrical vessel with vertical axis of

rotation?

8. Consider the various fields n = {ay -\- x, y — ax, h) for different

values of a, which is the tangent of the angle between the curves and

their polar radii. What happens in the successive diagrams to the

isogons, to the curves?

9. Consider the various fieldsf a = {l,f{r — a), b) where r is the

polar radius in the XY plane, u is constant, and / takes the various

foims

f{x) = X, x^, x^, x"^, x'", x~^, x~', e", log x, sin x, tan x.

10. Consider the forms a = {l,f{air sin r), b) where

f{x) = sin X, cos X, tan x.

11. In various electrical texts, such as Ma.xwefl, Eleclricity and

Magnetism, and others, there will be found plates showing the lines of

various fields. Discuss these. Also, the meteorological maps in

Bjeiknes' Dynamic Meteorology, referred to above,

* See Hitchcock, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., r_2 (1917), No. 7,

pp. 372-454.

t See Sandstrom cited above.
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12. In a funnel-shaped vortex of a water-spout the spout may be

considered to be made up of twisted funnels, one inside another, the

space between the surfaces being a vortex tube. In the Cottage City

water-spout, Aug. 19, 1896, th(j equation of the outside funnel may be

taken to be
(a:2 + y')z = 3600.

In this X, y are measured horizontally in meters from the axis of the

tubes, and z is measured vertically downwards from the cloud base,

which is 1100 meters above the ground. The inner surfaces have the

same equation save that instead of 3600 on the right we have

3600/(1.6010)*"; that is, at any level, the radius of a surface bounding

a tube is found from the preceding radius at the same level by dividing

by the number whose logarithm (base 10) is 0.20546. From meteoro-

logical theory the velocity of the wind on any surface is given by

a = {Cr, Crz, - 2Cz)

where the first component is the horizontal radial component, the

second is the tangential, and the third is the vertical component. C
varies for the different surfaces, and is found by multiplying the value

for the outside surface by the square of the number 1.6010. In Bige-

low's Atmospheric Radiation, etc., p. 200 et seq., is to be found a set of

tables for the various values from these data for different levels. Char-

acterize the vortex field of the water-spout.

13. For a dumb-bell-shaped water-spout, hkewise, the funnels have

the equation
(x^ + y-) sin az = const/A

where A varies from surface to surface just as C in the preceding

problem. The velocity is given by

o- = ( — Aar cos az, Aar sin az, 2A sin az),

the directions being horizontal radial, tangential and vertical. For
the St. Louis tornado, May 27, 1896, the following data are given.

Cloud base 1200 meters above the ground, divided into 121 parts

called degrees, the ground thus being at 60°, and az being in degrees.

The values of A are for the successive funnels

0.1573, 0.4052, 1.0437, 2.6883, 6.9247, 17.837.

Characterize the vector hnes of this vortex field.

14. In the treatise on The Sun's Radiation, Bigelow gives the follow-

ing data for a funnel-shaped vortex

r^z = 6400000/C



W=wind=fromW'

PLATE I



PLATE 11
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at 500 kilometers z = 500, r = 60474, 26287, 11513, 5023, 2192, 956.

a(irm/sec) = {Cr, Crz, - 2Cz).

Calculate for

z = 0, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000.

The results of the calculations give a vortex field agreeing with Hale's

observations.

The vector lines in the last three problems he on the funnel surfaces,

being traced out in fact by a radius rotating about the axis of the vortex,

and advancing along the axis according to the law

29 = - z + C for the funnel,

2$ = az + C for the dumb-bell.

15. Study the lines on the plates, which represent on the first plate

the isogons for wind velocities, on the second plate the corresponding

characteristic hues of wind flow. The date was evening of Jan. 9, 1908.

European and American systems of numbering directions are shown in

the margin of plate 1. See Sandstrom's paper cited above.

13. Congruences. AYe still have to consider the relations

of the various vector lines to each other, noticing that the

vector lines constitute geometrically a congruence, that is,

a two-parameter system of curves in space. The con-

sideration of these matters, however, will have to be post-

poned to a later chapter.



CHAPTER IV

ADDITION OF VECTORS

1. Sum of Vectors. Geometrically, the sum of two or

more vectors is found by choosing any one of them as the

first, from the terminal point of the first constructing the

second (any other), from the terminal point of this con-

structing the third (any of those left) and so proceeding

till all have been successively joined to form a polygon in

space with the exception of a final side. If now this last

side is constructed by drawing a vector from the initial

point of the first to the terminal point of the last, the vector

so drawn is called the sum of the several vectors. In

case the polygon is already closed the sum is a zero vector.

When the sum of two vectors is zero they are said to be

opposite, and subtraction of a vector consists in adding its

opposite.

It is evident from the definition that we presuppose a space in which

the operations can be effectively carried out. For instance, if the space

were curved like a sphere, and the sum of two vectors is found, it would

evidently be different according to which is chosen as the first. The

study of vector addition in such higher spaces has, however, been con-

sidered. Encyclopedie des sciences mathemaliques, Tome IV, Vol. 2.

2. Algebraic Sum. In order to define the sum without

reference to space, it is necessary to consider the hyper-

numbers that are the algebraic representatives of the

geometric vectors. We must indeed start with a given

set of hypernumbers,

f 1, ^2, • • €n;

which are the basis of the system of hypernumbers we in-

tend to study. These are sometimes called imaginaries,

because they are analogous to V— 1. In the case of three-
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dimensional space there are three such hypernumbers in the

basis. We combine in thought a numerical value with

each of these, the field or domain from which these numeri-

cal values are chosen being of great importance. For in-

stance, we may limit our numbers to the domain of integers,

the domain of rationals, the domain of reals, or to other

more complicated domains, such as certain algebraic fields.

We then consider all the multiplexes we can form by put-

ting together into a single entity several of the hypernum-

bers just formed, as for instance, we would have in three-

dimensional space such a compound as

p = {x€i, 2/62, zes).

Since we are now using the base hypernumbers e it is no

longer necessary to use the parentheses nor to pay attention

to the order of the terms. We drop the use of the comma,

however, and substitute the + sign, so that we would now

write

p = xei + yei + 263-

We may now easily define the algebraic sum of several

hypernumbers corresponding to vectors by the formula

Pi = Xiei + J'.e2 + Zi^s,' i = 1,2, m,

22 Pi = 'Zxiei + S2/i€2 + Szi€3.

i = 1

This definition of course includes subtraction as a special

case.

It is clear from this definition that to correspond to the

geometric definition, it is necessary that the units e corre-

spond to three chosen unit vectors of the space under con-

sideration. They need not be orthogonal, however. The

coefficients of the e are then the oblique or rectangular

coordinates of the point which terminates the vector if it

starts at the origin.
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3. Change of Basis. We may define all the hyper-

numbers of the system in terms of a new set linearly related

to the original set. For instance, if we write

€i
= Oiiai + ai2a2 + aisas,

€2 = a^iai + aiiai + 1230:3,

€3 = asicxi + 1320:2 + aazai,

then p becomes

p = {cinx + a2iy + fflsi^)"!

+ (aux + a22y + az2z)a2 + {auX + 0232/ + 0332)a3.

It is evident then that if we transform the e's by a non-

singular linear homogeneous transformation, the coeffi-

cients of the new basis hypernumbers, a, are the transforms

of the original coefficients under the contragredient trans-

formation.

Inasmuch as the transformation is linear, the transform of

a sum will be the sum of the transforms of the terms of the

original sum. The transformation as a geometrical process

is equivalent to changing the axes. This process evidently

gives us a new triple, but must be considered not to give

us a new hypernumber nor a new vector. Indeed, a vector

cannot be defined by a triple of numbers alone. There

is also either explicitly stated or else implicitly understood

to be a basis, or on the geometric side a definite set of axes

such that the triple gives the components of the vector

along these axes. It is evident that the success of any

system of vector calculus must then depend upon the

choice of modes of combination which are not affected by
the change from one basis to another. This is the case

with addition as we have defined it. We assume that we
may express any vector or hypernumber in terms of any
basis we like, and usually the basis will not appear.

If the transformation is such as to leave the angles be-
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tween ei, €2, 63 the same as those between cti, a-i, as, the

second trihedral being substantially the same as the first

rotated into a new position, with the lengths in each case

remaining units, then the transformation is called orthog-

onal. We may define an orthogonal transformation algebra-

ically as one such that if followed by the contragredient

transformation the original basis is restored.

4. Differential of a Vector. If we consider two points

at a small distance apart, the vector to one being p, to the

other p', and the vector from the first to the second, Ap
= p' — p, where Ap = As-e, e being a unit vector in the

direction of the difference, we may then let one point ap-

proach the other so that in the limit e takes a definite posi-

tion, say a, and we may write ds for As, and call the result

the differential of p for the given range over which the p'

runs. In the hypernumbers we likewise arrive at a hyper-

number
dp = dxei + dy€2 + dziz,

where now ds is a linear homogeneous irrational function

of dx, dy, dz, which = V {dx~ -f- dy'^ + dz^) in case €1, 62, fs

form a trirectangular system of units.

The quotient dpjdt is the velocity at the point if t repre-

sents the time. The unit vector a is the unit tangent for

a curve. We generally represent the principal normal and

the binormal by /3, y respectively. When p is given as

dependent on a single variable parameter, as t for instance,

then the ends of p may describe a curve. We may have

in the algebraic form the coordinates of p alone dependent

upon the parameter, or we may have both the coordinates

and the basis dependent upon t. For instance, we may ex-

press p in terms of ei, €2, £3 which are not dependent upon

t but represent fixed directions geometrically, or we may
express p in terms of three hypernumbers as w, r, f which
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themselves vary with t, such as the moving axes of a system

in space. In relativity theories the latter method of repre-

sentation plays an important part.

5. Integral of a Vector. If we add together n vectors and

divide the result by n we have the mean of the n vectors,

which may be denoted by p. If we select an infinite

number of vectors and find the limit of their sum after

multiplication by dt, the differential of the parameter by

which they are expressed, such limit is called the integral

of the vector expressed in terms of t, and if we give t two

definite values in the integral and subtract one result from

the other, the difference is the integral of the vector frorti

the first value of t to the second. More generally, if we
multiply a series of vectors, infinite in number, by a corre-

sponding series of differentials, and find the limit of the

sum of the results, such limit, when it exists, is called the

integral of the series. In integration, as in differentiation,

the usual difficulties met in analysis may appear, but as

they are properly difficulties due to the numerical system

and not to the hypernumbers, we will suppose that the

reader is familiar with the methods of handling them.

The mean in the case of a vector which has an infinite

sequence of values is the quotient of the integral taken on

some set of differentials, divided by the integral of the set

of differentials itself. The examples will illustrate the

use of the mean.
EXAMPLES

(1) The centroid of an arc, an area, or a volume is found

by integrating the vector p itself multiplied by the dif-

ferential of the arc, ds, or of the surface, du, or of the volume
dv. The integral is then divided by the length of the

arc, the area of the surface, or the volume. That is

- f':.p{s)ds ffpdu fffpdv
^ b-a A

°'
V
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(2) An example of average velocity is found in the following

(Bjerknes, Dynamic Meteorology, Part II, page 14) obser-

vations of a small balloon.

z = Ht. in

Meters
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We now find the average velocity between the 1000 m-bar,

the 900 m-bar, the 800 m-bar, the 700 m-bar, and the 600

m-bar. The direction is commonly indicated by the in-

tegers from to 63 inckisive, the entire circle being divided

into 64 parts, each of 5f°. East is 0, North is 16, NW. is

24, etc. The following table is found.

Pressure
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EXERCISES

1. Average as above the following observations taken at places

mentioned (Bjerknes, p. 20), July 25, 1907, at 7 a.m. Greenwich time.

Isobar
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2. If the direction of the wind is registered every hour how is the

average direction found? Find the average for the following observa-

tions.

Station
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4. Find the resultant attraction at a point due to a segment of a

straight Hne which is (a) of uniform density, (b) of density which varies

as the square of the distance from one end. \\'hat is the mean attrac-

tion in each case?

5. Show that p = ia -{- \Pp is the equation of a parabola, that the

equation of the tangent is p = Ua + ^U^fi + x(,a + UQ), that tangents

from a given point are given by i = p ± V (p^ — 25), the point being

pa + g/3, the chord of contact is p = — g/3 + y{a + p/3) which has a

direction independent of q so that all points of the Une p = -pa -{- z^

have corresponding chords of contact which are parallel. If a chord

is to pass through the point aa -\- 6/3 for differing values of p, then

q = ap — b and the moving point pa + qff Ues on the line p = pa

+ {ap — &)/3, whose direction is independent of 6.

6. If a, |9, 7 are vectors to three collinear points, then we can find

three numbers a, b, c such that

aa + bl3 + cy =0 = a + b + c.

7. In problem 5 show that if three points are taken on the parabola

corresponding to the values ti, U, U, then the three points of intersection

of the sides of the triangle they determine with the tangents at the

vertices of the triangle are collinear.

8. Determine the points that divide the segment joining A and B,

points with vectors a and 0, in the ratio I : m, both internally and ex-

ternally. Apply the result to find the polar of a point with respect to

a given triangle, that is, the Hne which passes through the three points

that are harmonic on the three sides respectively with the intersection

of a line through the given point and the vertex opposite the side.

9. Show how to find the resultant field due to superimposed fields.

10. A curve on a surface is given by p = u{u, v), u = /(t)), study the

differential of p.



CHAPTER V

VECTORS IN A PLANE

1. Ratio of Two Vectors. We purpose in this chapter to

make a more detailed study of vectors in a plane and the

hypernumbers corresponding. In the plane it is convenient

to take some assigned unit vector as a refei-ence for all

others in the plane, though this is not at all necessary in

most problems. In fact we go back for a moment to the

fundamental idea underlying the metric notion of number.

According to this a number is defined to be the ratio be-

tween two quantities of the same concrete kind, such as

the ratio of a rod to a foot. If now we consider the ratio

of vectors, regarding them as the same kind of quantity,

it is clear that the ratio will involve more than merely

numerical ratio of lengths. The ratio in this case is in

fact what we have called a hypernumber. For every pair

of vectors p, w there exists a ratio p : tt and a reciprocal

ratio TT : p. This ratio wc will designate by a roman

character

P
q = p : TT = p/tt =

TT

That is to say, we may substitute p for qir.

2. Complex Numbers. If we draw p and ir from one

point, they will form a figure which has two segments for

sides and an angle. (In case they coincide we still con-

sider they have an angle, namely zero.) In this figure p is

the initial side and tt is the terminal side. Then their

complex ratio is tt : p. Since this ratio is to be looked upon

as a multiplier, it is clear that if we were to reduce the

sides in the same proportion, the ratio would not be changed.
62
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A change of angle would, however, give a different ratio.

However, we will agree that all ratios are to be considered

as equivalent, or as we shall usually say, equal, not only

when the figures to which they correspond have sides in

the same proportion, but also when they have the same

angles and sides in proportion, even if not placed in the

plane in the same position. For instance, if the vectors

AB, AC make a triangle which is similar to the triangle

DE, DF, if we take the sides in this order, then we shall

consider that whatever complex or hypernumber multiplies

AC into AB will also multiply DF into DE. This axiom

of equivalence is not only important but it differentiates

this particular hypernumber from others which might just

as well be taken as fundamental. For instance, the Gibbs

dyad of tt : p is equally a hypernumber, but we cannot

substitute for tt or p any other vectors than mere multiples

of TT or p. It is clear that in the Gibbs dyad we have a

more restricted hypernumber than in the ordinary com-

plex number which has been just defined, and which is a

special case of the Hamiltonian quaternion. If we have

a Gibbs dyad q, we can find the two vectors tt and p save

as to their actual lengths. But with the complex number

q we cannot find tt and p further than to say that for every

vector there is another in the ratio q. In other words the

only transformations allowed in the Gibbs dyad are transla-

tion of the figure AB, AC or magnification of it. In the

Hamiltonian quaternion, or complex number, the trans-

formations of the figure AB, AC may be not only those

just mentioned but rotation in the plane.

In order to find a satisfactory form for the hypernumber

q which we have characterized, we further notice that if

we change the length of tt in the ratio ?« then we must

change q in the same ratio, and if we set for the ratio of the
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length or intensity of tt to that of p the number r, it is evi-

dent that we ought to take for q an expression of the form

q = r(p{d),

where (p(d) is a function of 9, the angle between p and tt,

only. Further if we notice that we now have

TT = r<p(d)p,

where the first factor affects the change of length, the

second the change of direction, it is plain that for a second

multiplication by another complex number q' = r'(p{d'),

we should have

tt' = r'r<pie')<p(e)p = r'r,p{e' + d)p.

AVhence we must consider that

w{d')<p{d) = <p(d'+6) = <p(.d)<p(e').

These expressions are functions of two ordinary numerical

parameters, 6, 6', and are subject to partial differentiation,

just like any other expressions. Differentiating first as to

6, then as to 6', we find {ip' being the derivative)

<p'(eMe') = <p'{e + e') = cp'iO'Me),

whence

^m <p{d') '

where k is a constant and does not depend upon the angle at

all. It may, however, depend upon the plane in which

the vectors lie, so that for difi'erent planes k may be, and

in fact is, different.

Since, when 6=0 the hypernumber becomes a mere

numerical multiplier,

^'(0) = k<p{0).

If now we examine the particular function

<p{d) = cos 6* + k sin 9,
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which gives

<p'ie) = - sme+ k COS e = a- cos e + F sin 9,

we fiiid all conditions are satisfied if we take F = — 1.

We may then properly use this function to define (p.

This very simple condition then enables us to define hyper-

numbers of this kind, so that we write

q = r(cos d + k sin 6) = r cks 6 = r^,

where P = — 1.

3. Imaginaries. It is desirable to notice carefully here

that we must take fc^ equal to — 1, the same negative

number that we have always been using. This is important

because there are other points of view from which the

character of k and F would be differently regarded. For

instance, in the original paper of Hamilton, On Algebraic

Couples, the k, or its equivalent, is regarded as a linear

substitution or operator, which converts the couple (a, h)

into the couple (— h, a). While it is true that we may so

regard the imaginary, it becomes at once obvious that we

must then draw distinctions between 1 as an operator, and

1 as a number, and so for — 1, and indeed for any expression

X + yi- In fact, such distinctions are drawn, and we find

these operators occasionally called matrix unity, etc. From

the point of view of the hypernumber, this distinction is

not possible. Hypernumbers are extensions of the number

system, similar to radicals and other algebraic numbers.

The fact that, as we will see later, they are not in general

commutative, does not prevent their being an extension.

4. Real, Imaginary, Tensor, Versor. In the complex

number
q = r cos 6 -\- r sm d-h

the term r cos 6 is called the real part of g and may be written

Rq. The term r sin d-k is called the imaginary part of q
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and written Iq. The number r is called the tensor of q and

written Tq. The expression cos d -\- s'md-k is called the

versor of q and written Uq. Therefore,

q= Rq+ Iq= TqUq.

If q appears in the form q = a + bk we see at once that

Rq = a, Iq= bk, Tq = V (a' + &'), 9 = taWb/a.

5. Division. If we have w = qp, then we also write

p = g~V. It becomes evident that

Rq-' = RqKTqy, Iq-' = - Iq/iTq^, Tq'' = l/Tq,

Uq"' = cos 6 — sin 9 k.

6. Conjugate, Norm. The hypernumber q = Kq = Rq
— Iq is called the conjugate of q. If q belongs to the figure

AB, AC, then q belongs to an inversely similar triangle, that

is, a similar triangle which has been reflected in some

straight line of the plane. The product q1 = Nq = {TqY

is called the norm of q. It also has the name modulus of q,

particularly in the theory of functions of complex variables.

Evidently,

Rq = §(g + 'q), Iq = Kg - g), g"^ = g/iVg, Uq-' = Uq.

7. Products of Complex Numbers. From the definitions

it is clear that the product of two complex numbers q, r,

is a complex number s, such that

Ts = TqTr^ Z_s= Zq+ Zr,
Rqr = Rrq = Rqr = Rrq = RqRr - Tlqlr,

Rqr = Rqr = Rrq = Rrq = RqRr + Tlqlr,

Iqr = Irq = — Iqr = — Irq = Rqlr + Rrlq,

Iqr = Irq = — Iqr — — Irq = Rrlq — Rqlr.

Hence if Rqr = 0, the angles of q and r are complementary

or have 270° for their sum.
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If Rqr = 0, the angles differ by 90°. In particular

we may take r = 1.

If Iqr = 0, the angles are supplementary or opposite.

If Iqr = 0, the angles are equal or differ by 180°.

8. Continued Products. We need only to notice that

(qrs • • z) = (s •
•

• srq)

.

It is not really necessary to reverse the order here as the

products are commutative, but in quaternions, of which

these numbers are particular cases, the products are not

usually commutative, and the order must be as here

written.

9. Triangles. If P, y, d, e are vectors in the plane, and

€ = 5/3, 5 = qy,

then the triangle of /3, e is similar to that of y, 8, while if

e = g/3, 5 = qy,

the triangles are inversely similar.

These equations enable us to apply complex numbers to

certain classes of problems with great success.

10. Use of Complex Numbers as Vectors. If a vector a

is taken as unit, every vector in the plane may be written

in the form qa, for some properly chosen q. We may
therefore dispense with the writing of the a, and talk of

the vector q, always with the implied reference to a certain

unit a. This is the well-known method of Wessel, Argand,

Gauss, and others. However, it should be noticed that

we have no occasion to talk of g as a point in the plane.

EXAMPLES

(1) Calculate the path of the steam in a two-wheel tur-

bine from the following data. The two wheels are rigidly

connected and rotate with a speed a = 400o° ft./sec. Be-
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tween them are stationary buckets which turn the exhaust

steam from the buckets of the first wheel into those of the

second wheel. The friction in each bucket reduces the speed

by 12%. The steam issues from the expansion nozzle at a

speed of /S = 220020°. The proper exhaust angles of the

buckets are 24°, 30°, 45°. Find the proper entrance angles

of the buckets.

7 = relative velocity of steam at entrance to first wheel.

= 22OO20 - 400o = 183024. 3.

6 = velocity of issuing steam, 88% of preceding,

= I6IO166.

€ = entrance velocity to stationary bucket.

= d + a= I6IO166 + 400o = 1255i48.4.

f = exit = 110530.

6 — entrance to next bucket = f — a = IIO530 — 400o

= 78O44.3.

rj = exit = 690i35. Absolute exit velocity = 69O135

+ 400o = 495ioo.

Steinmetz, Engineering Mathematics.

(2). We may suppose the student is somewhat familiar

with the usual elementary theory of the functions of a

complex variable. If w is an analytic function of z, both

complex numbers, then the real part of w, Rw, considered

as a function of x, y or u, v, the two parameters which de-

termine z, will give a system of curves in the x, y, or the

u, V plane. These may be considered to be the transforma-

tions of the curves Riv = const, which are straight lines

parallel to the Y axis in the w plane. Similarly for the

imaginary part. The two sets will be orthogonal to each

other, since the slope of the first set will be .— / -^—
;

ax I ay

, P , ,
dTIw I dTIw „and 01 the other set ;,— / —^— . 13ut these are
ox I ay
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negative reciprocal, since

dRw dTIw dRw_ dTIw
^ — fi SbTlQ. « — ^
ox ay ay ax

EXERCISES

1. If a particle is moving with the velocity 12028° and enters a medium

which has a velocity given by

(7 = p + 36 sin z [p, 0]s°,

what will be its path?

2. The wind is blowing steadily from the northwest at a rate of

16 ft. /sec. A boat is carried round in circles with a velocity 12 ft. /sec.

divided by the distance from the center. The two velocities are com-

pounded, find the motion of the boat if it starts at the point p = 4o".

3. A slow stream flows in at the point 12o° and out at the point

12180°, the Hnes of flow being circles and the speed constant. A chip

is floating on the stream and is blown by the wind with a velocity

6io°. Find its path.

4. If a triangle is made with the sides q, r then iJ.gr is the power of

the vertex with reference to the circle whose diameter is the opposite

side. The area of the triangle is ITIqr.

5. The sum g + r can be found by drawing vectors qa, ra.

6. How is qr constructed? qf'!

7. If OAE is a straight Kne and OCF another, and if EC and AF
intersect in B, then OA-BC + OC-AB + OB-CA = 0. If 0,A,B,C

are concyclic this gives Ptolemy's theorem.

8. If ABC is a triangle and LM a segment, and if we construct

LMP similar to ABC, LMQ gimilar to BCA, and LMB similar to CAB,

then PQR is similar to CAB.

9. If the variable complex number u depends on the real number x

as a variable parameter, by the hnear fractional form

ax +b
u

ex + d

then for different values of x the vector representing u will terminate on

a circle.

For if we construct

6

" d
w =

a
u

c
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this reduces to — (cx/d), hence the angle of w, which is the angle between

u — a/c and u — b/d, is the angle of — d/c and is therefore constant.

Hence the circle goes through a/c (x = m ) and b/d {x = 0)

.

10. If

_ x(c — b)a + b{a — c)
,

" ~
k{c - b) ~+ (a - c)

where x is a variable real parameter, then the vector representative of

u will terminate on the circle through A, B, C, where. OA represents

a, OB represents b, and OC represents c.

11. Given three circles with centers Ci, d, d, and O their radical

center, P any point in the plane, then the differences of the powers of

P with respect to the three pairs of circles are proportional respectively

to the projections of the sides of the triangle C1C2C3 on OP.

12. Construct a polygon of n sides when there is given a set of points,

Ci, C2, •, Cn which divide the sides in given ratios aj : 61, 02 : 62, • • •,

f(„ : b,..

If the vertices are ^1, ?2, •, fn, and the points Ci, C2, • • , Cn are

at the ends of vectors 71, 72, • • •, 7,,, we have

adi + &!& = Ti(ai + &i) • • • a„U + 6..fr = 7n(a, + fe„).

The solution of these equations will locate the vertices. When is the

solution ambiguous or impossible?

13. Construct two directly similar triangles whose bases are given

vectors in the plane, fixed in position, so that the two triangles have a

common vertex.

14. Construct the common vertex of two inversely similar triangles

whose bases are given.

15. Construct a triangle ABC when the lengths of the sides AB and
AC are given and the length of the bisector AD.

IG. Construct a triangle XYZ directly similar to a given triangle

PQR whose vertices shall be at given distances from a fixed point 0.

Let the length of OA' be a, of 07 be b, and of OZ be c. Then A' is

anywhere on the circle of radius a and center 0. We have XY/XZ
= PQ/PR, that is,

OY ~0X ^ PQ
0Z~0X " PR'

whence we have

OX-QR + OY-RP + OZPQ = 0.

We draw OA'A' directly similar to RPQ giving KO/OX = QR/RP and

A'O + OF + OZ^ = 0, that is,

FA'^Ozg
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In KOY we have the base KO and the length OY = b, and length of

.
length PQYK = c
length RP

We can therefore construct KOY and the problem is solved.

17. The hydrographic problem. Find a point X from which the three

sides of a given triangle ABC are seen under given angles.

XB/XA = y cks e, XC/XA = z cks v
XB = XA + AB, XC = XA + AC.

Ehminate XA giving z cks <p-BA + y cks d-AC = BC. Find f7 such

that z 4Bt7 = z AXC, z 4C(7 = z AXB, then 5(7 = 2 cks ^.

BA, CU =y cks e CA.

Construct A ACX directly similar to A AVB.
18. Find the condition that the three hues perpendicular to the

three vectors pa, qa, ra at their extremities be concurrent.

We have p + xkp = 5 + ykq = r + zkr. Taking conjugates

q — xkj) = p — ykq = r — zkr. Eliminate x, y, z from the four

equations.

19. If a ray at angle is reflected in a mirror at angle a the reflected

ray is in the direction whose angle is 2a — 0. Study a chain of mirrors.

Show that the final direction is independent of some of the angles.

20. Show that if the normal to a line is a and a point P is distant y

from the line, and from P as a source of light a ray is reflected from the

line, its initial direction being — qa, then the reflected ray has for

equation — 2ya + (ija = p.

For further study along these lines, see Laisant : Theorie et

Ajjplication des Equipollences.

11. Alternating Currents. We will notice an application

of these hypernumbers to the theory of alternating currents

and electromotive forces, due to C. P. Steinmetz.

If an alternating current is given by the equation

I = lo cos 2Trfit - h),

the graph of the current in terms of < is a circle whose

diameter is 7o making an angle with the position for i =
of 2Trfti. The angle is called the phase angle of the current.

If two such currents of the same frequency are superim-
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posed on the same circuit, say

I = h cos 2Trf{t - ti),

r = 7o' cos 2wfit - h'),

we may set

7o cos 2TTJh + U cos 27rf<i' = /o" cos 27r/if2.

7o sin 2Trfh + Jo' sin 2-Kfh' = la" sin 2Trfk,

I" = Jo" cos 27r/(< - <2),

which also has for its graph a circle, whose diameter is the

vector sum of the diameters of the other two circles. We
may then fairly represent alternating currents of the simple

type and of the same frequency by the vectors which are

the diameters of the corresponding circles. The same

may be said of the electromotive forces.

If we represent the current and the electromotive force

on the same diagram, the current would be indicated by a

yellow vector (let us say) traveling around the origin,

with its extremity on its circle, while at the same time the

electromotive force would be represented by a blue vector

traveling with the same angular speed around a circle

with a diameter of different length perhaps. The yellow

and the blue vectors would generally not coincide, but they

would maintain an invariable angle, hence, if each is con-

sidered to be represented by a vector, the ratio of these

vectors would be such that its angle would be the same for

all times. This angle is called the angle of lag, or lead,

according as the E.M.F. is behind the current or ahead of it.

The law connecting the vectors is

E= ZI,

where E is the electromotive force vector, that is, the vector

diameter of its circle, I is the current vector, the diameter

of its circle, and Z is a hypernumber called the impedance,
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[$/9], measured in ohms. The scalar part of Z is the

resistance of the circuit, while the imaginary part is the

reactance, the formula for Z being

Z = r — xk.

The value of x is 27r/i, where/ is the frequency, [T~^]> and

L is the inductance, [^Q~^T], in henrys, or — l/27r/C where

C is the permittance, [0T^~^], in farads. [1 farad = 9-10^^

e.s. units = 10~^ e.m. units, and 1 henry = ^10~" e.s.

units = 10' e.m. ^mits.] It is to be noticed that reactance

due to the capacity of the circuit is opposite in sign to

that due to inductance.

The law above is called the generalized Ohm's law. We
may also generalize Kirchoff's laws, the two generalizations

being due to Steinmetz, and having the highest importance,

inasmuch as by the use of these hypernumbers the same

type of calculation may be used on alternating circuits as

on direct circuits. The generalization of Kirchoff's laws

is as follows:

(1) The vector sum of all electromotive forces acting in a

closed circuit is zero, if resistance and reactance electro-

motive forces are counted as counter electromotive forces.

(2) The vector sum of all currents directed toward a

distributing point is zero.

(3) In a number of impedances in series the joint im-

pedance is the vector sum of all the impedances, but in a

parallel connected circuit the joint admittance (reciprocal

of impedance) is the sum of the several admittances.

The impedance gives the angle of lag or lead, as the angle

of a hypernumber of this type.

We desire to emphasize the fact that in impedances we

have physical cases of complex numbers. They involve

complex numbers just as much as velocities involve positive
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Of negative velocity, or rotations involve positive or nega-

tive. We may also affirm that the complex currents and

electromotive forces are real physical existences, every

current implying a power current and a wattless current

whose values lag 90° (as time) behind the power current.

The power electromotive force is merely the real part of

the complex electromotive force, and the wattless E.M.F. the

imaginary part of the complex electromotive force, both

being given by the complex current and the complex

impedance.

We find at the different points of a transmission line that

the complex current and complex electromotive force satisfy

the differential equations

dljds = {g+ Ccolc)E, dE/ds = (r + Lc^k)I.

The letters stand for quantities as follows: g is mhosjmile,

r is ohmsjmile, C is faradsjmile, L is henrysjmile. co = 2irf.

Setting

m? = (r + Lo)k)(g + Cirk), P = (r + Lo:k)/ig + Cwk),

so that in is [L~^] while I is ohms/mile, the solution of the

equations is

E = Eq cosh ms + Ho sinh ms,

I = lo cosh ms + l~^Eo sinh 7ns,

where Eq and /o are the initial values, that is, where s = 0.

If we set Eq = ZqIq and then set Zo = Z cosh h, I =
Z sinh h we have

E = Z cosh (ms + h)Io, I = l~^Z sinh (ms + h)Io,

E = I coth (ms + h)I,

E = sech h cosh (ms + h)Eo,

I = csch h sinh (vis + h)Io.

To find where the wattless current of the initial station has

become the power current we set / = klo, that is,

sinh (7ns + h) = k sinh h.
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The value of s must be real.

EXAMPLES

(1) Let r = 2 ohms/mile, L = 0.02 henrys/mile,

C = 0.0000005 farads/ mile,

g = 0, 0) = 2000, uL = 40 ohms/mile, conductor

reactance,

r + Luk = 2 + 40fc ohms/mile impedance

= 40.587.16"'.

wC = 0.001 mhos/mile dielectric susceptance.

g + Cuk = O.OOlfc mhos/mile dielectric admit-

tance = O.OOlgo".

(g + Cwfc)-i = lOOOfc-i = 1000270° ohms/mile

dielectric impedance.

m^ = 0.0405i77.i6», m = 0.200188.68°,

P = 40500-.2.85°, / = 201.25-1.43°.

Let the values at the receiver {s = 0) be

Eo = lOOOoo volts, 7o = Oo°.

Then we have E = 1000 cosh 50.200188.58°,

for s = 100 E = 1000 cosh 20.0l88.68 = 625.946.92°,

I = 2.7727°,

for s = 8 E= 50.01 126. 85°,

for s = 16 E = 1001i8o.3°,

for s = 15.7 E = 1000i8o°, a reversal of phase,

for s = 7.85 E = Ogo-.

At points distant 31.4 miles the values are the same.

If we assume that at the receiver end a current is to be

maintained with

7o = 5040° -ivith Eo = 1000o°,

E = 1000 cosh 50.200188.58° + 1006238.67° sinh 50.200188.68°,

I = 5040° cosh sm + 5i.43o sinh sm.

At5 = IOOT; = 10730ii366°..

MacMahon, Hyferholic Functions.
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(2) Let Eo = 10000, Jo = 65i3.6» r = 1, g = 0.00002

Co3 = 0.00020 period 221.5 miles, coL = 4.

(3) The product P — EI represents the power of the

alternating current, with the understanding that the fre-

quency is doubled. The real or scalar part is the effective

power, the imaginary part the wattless or reactive power.

The value of TP is the total apparent power. The cos / P
is the power factor, and sin / P is the induction factor.

The torque, which is the product of the magnetic flux by

the armature magnetomotive force times the sine of their

angle is proportional to TI-P, where E is the generated

electromotive force, and / is the secondary current. In

fact, the torque is TI EI p/2irf where p is the number of

poles (pairs) of the motor.

12. Divergence and Curl. In a general vector field the

lines have relations to one another, besides having the

peculiarities of the singularities of the field. The most

important of these relations depend upon the way the lines

approach one another, and the shape and position of a

moving cross-section of a vector tube. There is also at

each point of the field an intensity of the field as well as a

direction, and this will change from point to point.

Divergence of Plane Lines. If we examine the drawing

of the field of a vector distribution in a plane, we may
easily measure the rate of approach of neighboring lines.

Starting from two points, one on each line, at the intersec-

tion of the normal at a point of the first line and the second

line, we follow the two lines measuring the distance apart

on a normal from the first. The rate of increase of this

normal distance divided by the normal distance and the

distance traveled from the initial point is the divergence of

the lines, or as we shall say briefly the geometric divergence

of the field. It is easily seen that in this case of a plane
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field it is merely the curvature of the curves orthogonal

to the curves of the field.

For instance, in the figure, the tangent to a curve of the

field is a, the normal at the same point /3. The neighboring

curve goes through C. The differential of the normal,

which is the difference of BD and

AC, divided by AC, or BD, is the

rate of divergence of the second curve

from the first for the distance AB.
Hence, if we also divide by AB we
will have the rate of . angular turn of

the tangent a in moving to the neigh-

boring curve, the one from C. This rate of angular turn

of the tangent of the field is the same as the rate of turn of

the normal of the orthogonal system, and is thus the curva-

ture of the normal system.

Curl of Plane Lines. If we find the curvature of the

original lines of the field we have a quantity of much im-

portance, which may be called the geometric curl. This

must be taken plus when the normal to the field on the

convex side of the curve makes a positive right angle with

the tangent, and negative when it makes a negative right

angle with the tangent. Ciu-l is really a vector, but for

the case of a plane field the direction would be perpendicular

to the plane for the curl at every point, and we may con-

sider only its intensity.

Divergence of Field. Since the field has an intensity as

well as a direction, let the vector characterizing the field

be cr = Tcr-a. Then the rate of change of Ta in the direc-

tion of a, the tangent, is represented by daTa. Let us

now consider an elementary area between two neighboring

curves of the field, and two neighboring normals. If we

consider Ta as an intensity of some quantity whose amount
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depends also upon the length of the infinitesimal normal

curve, so that we consider the quantity Ta-dn, then the

value of this quantity, which we will call the transport of

the differential tube (strip in the case of a plane field),

Ta being the density of transport, will vary for different

cross-sections of the tube, and for the case under considera-

tion, would be Ta'dn' - Tadyi. But Ta' = Ta+ dja-ds

and dn' = dn -\- ds-dn times the divergence of the lines.

Therefore, the differential of the transport will

be (to terms of the first order) ds X dn X (Ta

times divergence + d^Ta). Hence, the densitj^
dn

di

-p, of this rate of change of the transport is Ta

times the divergence + the rate of change of Ta

along the tangent of the vector line of the field. This quan-

tity we call the divergence of the field at the initial point, and

sometimes it will be indicated by div. a, sometimes by
— SVa, a notation which will be explained. It is clear

that if the lines of a field are perpendicular to a set of straight

lines, since the curvature of the straight lines is zero, the

divergence of the original lines is zero, and the expression

reduces to d^Ta.

Curl of Field. We may also study the circulation of the

vector a along its lines, by which we mean the product of

the intensity Ta by a differential arc, that is. Tads. On
the neighboring vector line there is a different intensity,

Ta', and a different differential arc ds'. The differential

of the circulation is easily found in the same manner as

the divergence, and turns out to be

— {d^Ta -\- Ta X curl of the vector lines).

This quantity we shall call the curl of the field, written

sometimes curl a, and more frequently Wa, which notation

will be explained.
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It is evident that the curl of a is the Hne integral of the

Tads around the elementary area, for the parts contribvited

by the boundary normal to the field will be zero. Hence,

we may say that curl tr is the limit of the circulation of a

around an elementary area constructed as above, to the

area enclosed. We will see later that the shape of the area

is not material.

Likewise, the divergence is clearly the ratio to the elemen-

tary area of the line integral of the normal component of a

along the path of integration. We will see that this also

is independent of the shape of the area.

Further, we see that in a field in which the intensity of a

is constant the divergence becomes the geometric divergence

times the intensity Ta, and the curl becomes the geometric

curl times the intensity Tu.

Divergence and curl have many applications in vector

analysis in its applications to geometry and physics. These

appear particularly in the applications to space. A simple

example of convergence or divergence is shown in the

changing density of a gas moving over a plane. A simple

case of curl is shown by a needle imbedded in a moving

viscous fluid. The angular rate of turn of the direction of

the needle is one-half the curl of the velocity.

13. Lines as Levels. If the general equation of a given

set of curves is

u(x, y) = c,

these curves will be the vector lines of an infinity of fields,

for if the differential equation of the lines is

dxlX = dylY,

then we must have

Xdujdx + Ydiildy =
and for the field

(T = Xa + 7(3.
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We may evidently choose X arbitrarily and then find Y
uniquely from the equation. However, if <Ji is any one

field so determined, any other field is of the form

a = (TiR(x, y).

The orthogonal set of curves would have for their finite

equation

v{x, y) = c

and for their differential equation

Xdvldy - Ydv/dx = 0.

If we use a uniformly to represent the unit tangent of

the u set, and /3 the unit tangent of the v set, then j3 = ka.

The gradient of the function u is then d^u-fi, and the

gradient of the function ?; is — d^v-a. But the gradient

of u is also {Ux, Uy) and of v is (vx, Vy) = {Uy, — u^). It

follows that the tensors of the gradients are equal. In fact,

writing Vti for gradient u, we have Vti = k\/u. We also

have for whatever fields belong to the two sets of orthog-

onal lines for u curves, a = r^v, for the v curves, a' = sVu,

or also we may write

Vv = ta, Vu = tl3, 0- = T<T-a.

14. Nabla. The symbol V is called nahla, and evidently

may be written in the form adjdx + ^djdy for vectors in

a plane. We will see later that for vectors in space it

may be written adjdx + ^djdy + yd/dz, where a, j3, y are

the usual unit vectors of three mutually perpendicular

directions. However, this form of this very important

differential operator is not at all a necessary form. In

fact, if a and |S are any two perpendicular unit vectors in

a plane, and dr, ds are the corresponding differential dis-

tances in these two directions, then we have

V = ad/dr + I3d/ds.
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For instance, if functions are given in terms of r, 6, the

usual polar coordinates, then V = Upd/dr + kUpd/rdd.

The proof that for any orthogonal set of curves a similar

form is possible, is left to the student. In general, V is

defined as follows : V is a linear differentiating vector

operator connected with the variable vector p as follows:

Consider first, a scalar function of p, say F(p). Differentiate

this by giving p any arbitrary differential dp. The result

is linear in dp, and may be looked upon as the product of

the length of dp and the projection upon the direction of

dp of a certain vector for each direction dp. If now these

vectors so projected can be reduced to a single vector,

this is by definition V F. For instance, if F is the distance

from the origin, then the differential of F in any direction

is the projection of dr in a radial direction upon the direc-

tion of differentiation. Hence, V Tp = Up. In the case

of plane vectors, Vf will lie in the plane. In case the

differential of F is polydromic, we define Vi^ as a poly-

dromic vector, which amounts to saying that a given set

of vectors will each furnish its own differential value of dF.

In some particular regions, or at certain points, the value

of VF may become indefinite in direction because the

differentials in all directions vanish. Of course, functions

can be defined which would require careful investigation

as to their differentiability, but we shall not be concerned

with such in this work, and for their adequate treatment

reference is made to the standard works on analysis.

We must consider next the meaning of V as applied to

vectors. It is evident that if V is to be a linear and there-

fore distributive operator, then such an expression as Vo-

must have the same meaning as VXa -\- VYfi -{- VZ7 if

a = Xa -f 7/3 -1"- Zy, where a, jS, y are any independent

constant vectors. This serves then as the definition of
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V(7, the only remaining necessary part of the definition is

the vector part which defines the product of two vectors.

This will be considered as we proceed.

15. Nabla as a Complex Number. We will consider now

p to represent the complex number x + yk, or Vg, and that

all our expressions are complex numbers. The proper

expression for V becomes then

V = d/dx + kd/dy = Upd/dr + kUpd/rdO.

In general for the plane, let p depend upon two parameters

u, V, and let

dp = p\du + pidv.

If cr is a function of p (generally not analytic in the usual

sense) and thus dependent on u, v, we will have

da — da/du-du-\- da/dvdv = R-dpV -a.

If we multiply dp by kpi, which is perpendicular to pi, the

real part of both sides will be equal and we have, since kpi

is perpendicular to pi,

Rkpidp = dvRkpipi,

and similarly

Rkpidp = duRkpipi = — duRkpipi

since the imaginary part of piP2 equals — the imaginary part

of P2P1.

Substituting in dcr we have

d<j= R-
\ Rkpipidu Rkpip^dvJ

The expression in (), however, is exactly what we have de-

fined above as V, and thus ^ve have proved that we may
write V in the form corresponding to dp in terms of u and v

:

V = k{pid/du — pid/dv)/RkpiP2.

In case pi and p2 are perpendicular the divisor evidently
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reduces to ± Tpi Tpi according as p^ is negatively perpendic-

ular to pi or positively perpendicular to it. We may write

V in this case in the form (since p-i = — kpi- TpilTpi or

+ /cpi- Tpi/Tpi)

Tpi'du Tpi^dv du dv

In any case we have dF = RdpVF, da = RdpV -a-

Also in any case V = 'Vu-d/du + Vv-d/dv.

16. Curl, Divergence, and Nabla. Suppose now that a

is the complex number for the unit tangent of one of a set

of vector lines, and ^ the complex number for the unit

tangent of the orthogonal set, at the same point. The

curvature of the orthogonal set is the intensity of the vector

rate of change of (3 along the orthogonal curve. But this

is the same as the rate of change of the unit tangent a as

we pass along the orthogonal curve from one vector line to

an adjacent one. The difPerential of a is perpendicular

to a, and hence parallel to the direction of /?. Hence this

curvature can be written

R-P{Rl3V-a).

But if we also consider the value of R- a(R-aS7)a, since the

differential of a in the direction of a has no component

parallel to a, this term is zero, and may be added to the

preceding without affecting its value. Hence the curvature

of the orthogonal set reduces to

RiaRaV + l3Rl3V)a = R-Va.

This is the divergence of the curves of a.

If now a = T(x-a, we find from the definition of the

divergence of a that it is merely

Considering in the same manner the definition of curl of a,
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we find it reduces to— R- IcVcr, and if we multiply this by k,

so that we have

curl a = — kRkV(7=I-Va-,

we see at once that when added to the expression for the

divergence of a we have

div -cr + curl a = \7cr.

The real part o/ this expression is therefore the divergence

of cr, and the imaginary part is the curl of a. This will

agree with expressions for curl and divergence for space of

three dimensions. We have thus found some of the

remarkable properties of the operator V

.

17. Solenoidal and Lamellar Vector Fields. When the

divergence of a is everywhere zero, the field is said to be

solenoidal. If the curl is everywhere zero, the field is called

lamellar.

18. Properties of the Field. Let a set of curves u = che

considered, and the orthogonal set v = a, and let the field ff

be expressed in the form

<T = X\7u+ YVv,

where it is assumed that the gradients Vw, Vv exist at all

points to be considered. We have then

div-o- = RVa- = RvXVu+ RvYVv
+ XRVVU+ YRVVv.

The expression iiVVm is called the plane dissipation of u.

In case it vanishes it is evident that u satisfies Laplace's

equation, and is therefore harmonic.

We also have

curl a- = / Vo- = — kRkvXVu — JcRkvYVv,

the other parts vanishing.
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Since we have chosen orthogonal sets of curves we may
write these in the forms

div(r= (rVM)'aZ/dw+ {TVvydY/dv

+ XRVVu + YR^Vv,

cm'l <T = {TVu)iTVv)idY/du - dXldv)k.

In case we have chosen the hnes of a for the u curves,

then Z = 0, and (T = 7 V I)

divo- = YRVVV+ (TwydYldv,

curl 0- = TVuTVvdY/du-k.

We notice that curl Vm = 0, curl V^ = 0, divfcVw = 0,

diy-kVv = 0, k\/u = VvTVu/TVv, and for

y= TVulTVv,
we have

iTVu)-mvVu = d log iTVu/TVv)ldu,

(TVvymvVv = d log iTVv/TVu)ldv.

We may now draw some conclusions as to the types of

curves and a. (Cf. B. O. Peirce, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

and Scl, 38 (1903) 663-678; 39 (1903) 295-304.)

(1) The field will be solenoidal if div-cr = 0, hence

d log Y/dv = - RVW/TVv\
which may be integrated, giving

Y = e^'-^- "^ + "^"^

If V is harmonic, F is a function of u only and o- = G{u)Vv.

(2) If the field is lamellar, curl o- = 0, and 7 is a function

of V only, so that a = H(v)Vv = \7L{v).

(3) If the field is both solenoidal and lamellar,

RVVL(v) = 0, whence RVVv/ilVvY = f{v),

which is a condition on the character of the curves. Hence
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it is not possible to have a solenoidal and lamellar field

with purely arbitrary curves.

(4) If the field is solenoidal and Ta, the intensity,

is a function of u alone, Y = p(u)/TVv, and therefore

d log Y/dv = - dTVvlTVvdv = - RVVv/TVv'^, whence

2RVVv = d{T\7vfldv,

which is a condition on the curves. An example is the

cross-section of a field of magnetic intensity inside an in-

finitely long cylinder of revolution which carries lengthwise

a steady current of electricity of uniform current density.

(5) If <r is lamellar and T(t is a function of v only, T\/v

= g(v). An example is the field of attraction within a

homogeneous, infinitely long cylinder of revolution. The

condition is a restriction on the possible curves.

(6) If the field is lamellar and Ta a function of u only,

since 7 is a function of v only, d log TVv/du = Jc{ii), or

TVv= l{u)/miv).

This restricts the curves.

(7) If the field is solenoidal and Ta a function of v only,

Ta = p(v)T'\/v. Therefore d log Ta/dv = d log TS/ajdv

— R\7Vv/{TVv)-. Hence either both sides are constant

or else both expressible in terms of v. If the field is not

lamellar also, TVv must then be a function of u as well as

of V.

(8) If the field is lamellar and has a scalar potential

function, that is, a = \/ P, then since a = q{v)\7v, we must

have P a function of v only, and a = P'Vv. From this

it follows that divo- = P'{v)RVVv + P"iv){TVv)\

(9) If the field is uniform, Ta = a, Y = a/TVv, and a

is lamellar only if TVv is either constant or a function of

V only, while a is solenoidal only if we have

2RVW = diTwy/dv.
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(10) Whatever function u is, the u lines are vector lines

for the vectors ^ = f{u)U'\7v, f = g{v)UVv, or

7} ~ hiu, r)UVv.

(11) If the field is solenoidal, Ta a function of u only,

and the u curves are the lines of the jBeld, then the curl

takes the form — k div • ka, whence it has the form

k[biu)RvVu + b'iu)iTVuy],

where b may be any difFerentiable function. If T<t is also

a function of v, the form of the curl is

k[b{u, v)RVVu + db{u, v)/duiTVu)''].

(12) If Ta is a function of u only, the divergence takes

the form

divo- = Ta[RVVvlTVv - dTVv/dv].

(13) If Ta is a function of v only

curl 0- = - kTaTVu/TVv-dTVv/du.

19. Continuous Media. When the field is that of the

velocity of a continuous medium, we have two cases to

take into account. If the medium is incompressible it is

called a liquid, otherwise a gas. Incompressibility means

that the density at a point remains invariable, and if this

is c, then from

dc/dt= dcfdt + RaVc, = dc/dt + RV(c(t) - cRVa

we see that the first two terms together vanish, giving the

equation of continuity, since they give the rate per square

centimeter at which actual material (density times area,

since the height is constant) is changing. Hence in this case

dc/dt = — cRVa.

This gives the rate of change of the density at a point

moving with the fluid. Hence if it is incompressible, the

velocity is solenoidal, Rs/a = 0.
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This may also be written curl {— ka) = 0, hence — ka

= VQ, and 0- = kvQ, which shows that for every liquid

there is a function Q called the function of flow.

When curl | = 0, we have seen that ^ is called lamellar.

It may also be called irrotational, since the curl is twice the

angular rate of rotation of the infinitesimal parts of the

medium, about axes perpendicular to the plane, and if

curl ^ = there is no such rotation. Curl is analogous

to density, being a density of rotation when the vector

field isa velocity field.

The circulation of the field is the integral J'Radp along

any path from a point ^ to a point B. This is the same as

Xdx + Ydy, and is exact when

dXjdy = dY/dx.

But this gives exactly the condition that the curl should

vanish. Hence if the motion is irrotational the circulation

from one point to another is independent of the path. In

this case we may write a = S/P where P is called the

velocity -potential.

When <T is irrotational, the lines of Q have as orthogonals

the lines of P If the motion is rotational, these orthogonals

are not the lines of such a function as P. If the motion is

irrotational, we have for a liquid, RwP = 0, and P must

be harmonic. Hence if the orthogonal curves of the Q
curves can belong to a harmonic function they can be curves

of a velocity potential. If a set of curves belong to the

harmonic function u, then RWti = 0, and this shows that

the curl of — /cVm is zero, whence Rdp{— kx/u) is exact

= dv, where V« = — k\/u. From this we have Vm
= fcvQ for the condition that the orthogonal curves belong

to a harmonic function. This however gives the equation

T\/u = I'VQ- We may assert then for a liquid that there

is always a function of flow, and the curves belonging to
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this function are the vector lines of the velocity, the in-

tensity of the velocity being the intensity of the gradient of

the function of flow. If the orthogonal curves belong to

a function which has a gradient of the same intensity, both

functions are harmonic, the function of the orthogonal set

is a velocity potential, and the motion is irrotational.

We have a simple means of discovering the sets of curves

that belong to harmonic functions, as is well known to

students of the theory of functions of a complex variable,

since the real and the imaginary part of an analytic function

of a complex variable are harmonic for the variable co-

ordinates of the variable. That is to say, if p = x -\- yk,

and ^ = fifi) = M + vh, then u, v are harmonic for .r, y.

The condition given by Cauchy amounts to the equation

Vm = — k\/v, or V? = where J is a complex number.

It is clear from this that the field of f is both solenoidal and

lamellar, a necessary and sufficient condition that ^ be an

analytic function of a complex variable. In this case ^ is

called a monogenic function of position in the plane. It is

clear that ^ = V-ff where H is a, harmonic function.

In case there are singularities in the field it is necessary

to determine their effect on the integrals. For instance, if

we have a field a and select a path in it, from A to B, or a

loop, the flux of a through the path is the integral of the

projection of a on the normal of the path, that is, if the path

is a curve given by dp, so that the projection is R(t{— kdp),

the integral of this is the flux through the path. It is

written

1, = f/{- Rakdp) = - kfladp.

In the case of a liquid the condition RVff = shows that

the expression is integrable over anj' path from A to B,

with the same value, unless the two paths enclose a singu-

larity of the field. In the case of a node, the integral around

7
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a loop enclosing the node is called the strength of the source

or sink at the node. We may imagine a constant supply

of the liquid to enter the plane or to leave it at the node,

and be moving along the lines of the field. Such a system

was called by Clifford a squirt.

If the circulation is taken around a singular point it

will usually have a different value for every turn around the

point, giving a polydromic function. These peculiarities

must be studied carefully in each case.

EXERCISES

1. From i, = Ap" we find in polar coordinates that

u = Ar" cos n6, v = Ar" sin nd.

These functions are harmonic and their curves orthogonal. Hence

if we set a = \/u or a = Vi*, we shall have as the vector lines of a the v

curves or the u curves. What are the curves for the cases n = — 3,

— 2,-1, 1, 2, 3? What are the singularities?

2. Study ? = A log p, and ? = A log (p - a)/(p + a).

3. Consider the function given implicitly by p = i -\- e^. This

represents the flow of a liquid into or out'of a narrow channel, in the

sense that it gives the lines of flow when it is not rotational.

4. Show that a = Ajp gives a radial irrotational flow, while o- = Ahjp

gives a circular irrotational flow. What is true of a- = Ahpf. The

last is Clifford's Whirl.

5. Study a flow from a source at a given point of constant strength

to a sink at another point, of the same strength as the source.

6. If the lines are concentric circles, and the angular velocity of any

particle about the center is proportional to the n-th power of the radius

of the path of the point, show that the curl is J {n + 2) times the angular

velocity.

7. A point in a gas is surrounded by a small loop. Show that the

average tangential velocity on the loop has a ratio to the average

normal velocity which is the ratio of the tensor of the curl to the

divergence.

8. What is the velocity when there is a source at a fixed origin, and
the divergence varies inversely as the n-th power of the distance from
the origin. [The velocity potential is A log r — B{n — 2)~V~".]

9. Consider the field of two sources of equal strength. The lines are

for irrotational motion, cassinian ovals, where, if r, r' are the distances
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from the two sources (foci) and n' = V,Q = A log h -{- B, the velocity

is such that To- = ATp/h^, the origin being half way between the foci;

the orthogonal curves are given by m = iA[ir/2 — (9 + Si)] where e,

Bi are the angles between the axis and the radii from the foci, that is

they are equilateral hjrperbolas through the foci. The circulation

about one focus is ttA, about both 2irA.

10. If the hues are confooal ellipses given by

x^lii + y^/Qji — c') = 1,

then Q = A log (Vm+ V(m— c^)) + B. If p is the perpendicular

from the center upon the tangent of the ellipse at any point, then the

velocity at the point is such that Ta = — Ap/ V [m(m — c^)], and
the direction of o- is the unit normal. The potential fimction is

A sin~^ B' V Wc. V J' is the semi-major axis. What happens at the foci?

11. If the stream Unes are the hyperbolas of the preceding, then

<r = 2A V {vlijj. — v)) times the unit normal of the hjrperbola. On the

line p = yka there is no velocity, at the foci the velocity is « , half way
between it is 0. The lines along the major axis outside the foci act

hke walls.

12. If we write for brevity ui for T\7u, and vi for TVw, show that

we have whether the u curves are orthogonal to the v curves or not,

VV = Ui^d^/du^ + vi^a'^/dv' + VVud[au + VVvd/dv

+ 2BvuVva'^/audv.

If the sets of curves are orthogonal the last term vanishes; if u and v

are harmonic the third and fourth terms drop out; if both cases happen,

only the first two terms are left.

13. In case of polar coordinates, V = Up, V9 = r'^kp and

VV = d^dr^ + r-^d/dr + r-^d^/dBK

14. A gas moves in a plane in lines radiating from the origin, which

is a source. The divergence is a function of r only, the distance from
the center. Find the velocity and the density at any point.

,7 = p/(r), BVcr = e(r) = 2/(r) + rf(r),

and
/(r) = A/r^ + r-^fre{r)dr.

To determine c,

RV log C(7 = — e(r) = f{r)Bp\7 log c = rf(r)d log c/dr.

15. Show that in the steady flow of a gas we may find an integrating

factor for iJdpJ:c7 by using the density, [dc/dt = = R\/ca- = curl-/cc<7,

and Rdpkca is exact.]

16. A fluid is in steady motion, the lines being concentric circles.

The curl is known at each point and the tensor of <t is a function of r

only. Find the velocity and the divergence.
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17. Rotational motion, that is a field which is not lamellar, is also

called vortical motion. The points at which the curl does not vanish

may be distributed in a continuous or a discontinuous manner. In

fact there may be only a finite number of them, called vortices. We
have the following:

a = kVQ, V VQ = T curl <r = 2u,

Q = T^'^f f<^' log rdx'dy' + Qo,

where w' denotes w at the variable point of the integration, r is the

variable distance from the point at which the velocity is wanted, and Qo

is any solution of Laplace's equation which satisfies the boundary

conditions.

If the mass is unlimited and is stationary at infinity we have

•r = klirffi^'ip - p')IT(p - p'y-dx'dy'.

A single vortex filament at p' of strength I would give the velocity

a = ll2iv{p - p')IT{p - p'Y.

If we multiply the velocity at each point p at which there is a vortex by

the strength, and integrate over the whole field, we find the sum is zero.

There is then a center of vortices where the velocity is zero, something

Uke a center of gravity. Instances are

(1) A single vortex of strength I. The vortex point will remain at

rest, and points distant from it r will move on concentric circles with

the vortex as center, and velocity Z/27r7-. The circulation of any loop

surrounding the vortex is of course the strength.

(2) Two vortices of strengths li, h. They will rotate about the

common center of gravity of two weighted points at the fixed distance

apart a, the weights being the two strengths. The angular velocity of

each is

li+U
2Tva?

The stream lines of the field are given by rihri^t = const. When
k = — h the center is at infinity, and the vortices remain a fixed dis-

tance apart, moving parallel to the perpendicular bisector of this segment

joining them. Such a combination is called a vortex pair. The stream

fines of the accompanying velocity are coaxal circles referred to the

moving points as limit points. The plane of symmetry may be taken

as a boundary since it is one of the stream lines, giving the motion of a

single vortex in a field bounded by a plane, the linear velocity of the

vortex being parallel to the wall and j of the velocity of the liquid along

the wall. The figure suggests the method of images which can indeed

be appUed. For further problems of the same character works on
Hydrodynamics should be consulted.
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18. Liquid flows over an infinite plane towards a circular spot where
it leaks out at the rate of 2 cc. per second for each cm.' area of the leaky

portion. The liquid has a uniform depth of 10 cm. over the entire

plane field. Find formulas for the velocity of the liquid inside the

region of the leaky spot, and the region outside, and show that there is

a potential in both regions.

<r = i\p in spot, 40/p outside, P = -^^pp iii spot, 40 log Tp — 20 log

400 outside.

Find the flux through a plane area 20 cm. long and 10 cm. high, whose

middle line is 5 cm. from the center of the leaky spot, also when it is

30 cm. from the leaky spot. Find the divergence in the two regions.

Franklin, Electric Waves, pp. 307-8.

19. Show that in an irrotational motion with sources and sinks, the

lines of flow are the orthogonal curves of the stream lines of a correspond-

ing field in which the sources and the sinks are replaced by vortices of

strengths the same as that of the sources and sinks, and inversely.

Stream lines and levels change place as to their roles. For sources and
sinks Q = l/27r-2;i9i, P = l/27r-S log n'l.

20. Vector Potential. In the expression a = — \7kQwe
express o- as a vector derived by the operation of V upon
— kQ, the latter being a complex number. In such a case

we may extend our terminology and call — kQ the vector

potential of cr. A vector may be derived from more than

one vector potential. In order that there be a vector

potential it is necessary and sufficient that the divergence

of (7 vanish. Hence any liquid flow can have a vector

potential, which is indeed the current function multiplied

by — k. It is clear that Q must be harmonic.



CHAPTER VI

VECTORS IN SPACE

1. Biradials. We have seen that in a plane the figure

made up of two directed segments from a vertex enables

us to define the ratio of the two vectors which constitute

the sides when the figure is in some definite position. This

ratio is common to all the figures produced by rotating the

figure about a normal of the plane through its vertex, and

translating it anywhere in the plane. We may also reduce

the sides proportionately and still have the same ratio.

The ratio is a complex number or, as we will say in general,

a hypernumber.

If now we consider vectors in space of three dimensions,

we may define in precisely the same manner a set of hyper-

numbers which are the ratios of the figures we can produce

in an analogous manner. Such figures will be called

biradials. To each biradial there will correspond a hyper-

number. Besides the translation and the rotation in the

plane of the two sides of the biradial, we shall also permit

the figure to be transferred to any parallel plane. This

amounts to saying that we may choose a fixed origin, and

whatever vectors we consider in space, we may draw from

the origin two vectors parallel and equal to the two con-

sidered, thus forming a biradial with the origin as vertex.

Then any such biradial will determine a single hyper-

number. Further the hjpernumbers which belong to the

biradials which can be produced from the given biradial

by rotating it in its plane about the vertex will be con-

sidered as equal.

94
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The hypernumbers thus defined are extensions of those

we have been using in the preceding chapter, the new
feature being the difl^erent hypernumbers k which we now
need, one new k in fact for each different plane through the

given vertex. This gives us then a double infinity of

hypernumbers of the complex type, r-cks 8, where the

double infinity of k's constitute the new elements.

2. Quaternions. The hypernumbers we have thus de-

fined metrico-geometrically involve four essential param-

eters in whatever way they are expressed, since the

biradials involve two and the plane in which they lie two

more. Hence they were named by Hamilton Quaternions.

In order to arrive at a fuller understanding of their prop-

erties and relations, we will study the geometric properties

of biradials.

In the first place if we consider any given biradial, there

is involved in its quaternion, just as for the complex number

in the preceding chapter, two parts, a real part and an

imaginary part, and we can write the quaternion in the

form

q = r cos 6 -\- r sin 6 -a,

where a corresponds to what was written k in the preceding

chapter, and is a hypernumber determined solely by the

plane of the biradial. On account of this we may properly

represent a by a unit normal to the plane of the biradial,

so taken that if the angle of the biradial is considered to be

positive, the direction of the normal is such that a right-

handed screw motion turning the initial vector of the

biradial into the terminal vector in direction would in-

volve an advance along the normal in the direction in

which it points. It is to be understood very clearly that

the unit vector a and the hypernumber a are distinct

entities, one merely representing the other. The real
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part of q is called, according to Hamilton's terminology, the

scalar part of q, and written Sq. The imaginary part is

called, on account of the representation of a as a vector,

the vector part of q and written I 'q. The unit a is called the

imit vector of q and written UVq. The angle of g is ^ and

written /_q. The number r which is the ratio of the

lengths of the sides of the biradial is called the tensor of q,

and written Tq. The expression cos d -\- sm6-a = cas-6

is called the versor of q, and written Uq.

Sq is a quaternion for which 6 = 0° or 180°, Vq is a

quaternion for which 6 = 90° or 270°. Tq is a quaternion

of 0°, being always positive, a is a quaternion of 6 = 90°,

and sometimes called a right versor.

3. Sum of Quaternions. In order to define the sum of

two quaternions we define the sum of two biradials first.

This is accomplished by rotating the two biradials in their

planes until their initial lines coincide, and then diminishing

or magnifying the sides of one until the initial vectors are

exactly equal and coincide. This is always possible. We
then define as the sum of the two biradials, the biradial

whose initial vector is the common vector of the two, and

terminal vector is the vector sum of the two terminal

vectors. The sum of the corresponding quaternions is

then the quaternion of the biradial sum. Since vector

addition is commutative, the addition of quaternions is

commutative.

Passing now to the scalar and vector parts of the quater-

nions, we will prove that they can be added separately, the

scalar parts like any numbers and the vector parts like

vectors.

In the figure let the biradial of q be OBjOA, of r be

OC/OA, and of g + r be OD/OA. Let the vector part of q,

Tq- sin zq-UVq be laid off as a vector Fg perpendicular
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to the plane of the biradial of q, and similarly for Vr.

Then we are to show that V{q + r) = Vq-\- Vr in the

representation and that this represents the vector part of

q-{- r according to the definition. It is evident that

A C" B'

Fig. 12.

OB = OB' + B'B, the first vector along OA, the second

perpendicular to OA. Also OC = OC" + C'C + C'C,

the first part along OA, the second parallel to B'B, and the

third perpendicular to the plane of OAB. The sum
OB+OC = OD, where OD = OB" + Z)"Z)' + D'D, and

OD" = OB' + OC", D"D' = B'B + C'C, D'D = C'C.

Hence the biradial of the sum is OD/OA, where the

scalar part is the ratio of OD" to OA. This is clearly the

sum of the scalar parts of q and r, and

S(q +r) = Sq+ Sr.

The vector part of the quaternion for OD/OA is the ratio

of D"D to OA in magnitude, and the unit part is repre-

sented by a unit normal perpendicular to OD" and D"D.
But D"D = B'B + C'C, and the ratio of Z)"Z) to 0^ equals

the sum of the ratios of B'B and C'C to OA. If then we

draw, in a plane through which is perpendicular to OA,

the vector Vq along the representative unit normal of the

plane OAB, and of a length to represent the numerical

ratio of B'B to OA, and likewise Vr to represent the ratio

of C'C to OA laid off along the representative unit normal
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to the plane OAC, because D"D is parallel to this plane,

as well as B'B and C"C, the representative unit vector of

q -\- r will lie in the plane, and will be in length the vector

sum of Vq and TV, that is V(q + as shown.

It follows at once since the addition of scalars is associa-

tive, and the addition of vectors is associative, and the two

parts of a quaternion have no necessary precedence, that

the addition of quaternions is associative.

4. Product of Quaternions. To define the product of

quaternions we likewise utilize the biradials. In this

case however we bring the initial vector of the multiplier

to coincide with the terminal line of the multiplicand, and

define the product biradial as the biradial whose initial

vector is the initial vector of the multiplicand, and the

terminal vector is the terminal vector of the multiplier.

In the figure, the product of the biradials OB/OA, and

>A
Fig. 13.

OC/OB, is, writing the multiplier first,

OC/OB- OB/OA = OC/OA.

It is clear that the tensor of the product is the product of

the tensors, so that

T-qr= TqTr.

It follows that

U-qr = UqUr.

It is evident from the figure that the angle of the product
will be the face angle of the trihedral, AOC, or on a unit
sphere would be represented by the side of the spherical
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triangle corresponding. It is clear too that the reversal of

the order of the multiplication will change the plane of

the product biradial, usually, and therefore will give a

quaternion with a different unit vector, though all the other

numbers dependent upon the product will remain the same.

However we can prove that multiplication of quaternions

is associative. In this proof we may leave out the tensors

and handle only the versors. The proof is due to Hamilton.

To represent the biradials, since the vectors are all taken

as unit vectors, we draw only an arc on the unit sphere,

from one point to the other, of the two ends of the two unit

vectors of the biradial. Thus we represent the biradial

of q by CA, or, since the biradial may be rotated in its

plane about the vertex, equally by ED. The others in-

volved are shown. The product qr is represented by FD,

from the definition, or equally by LM. What we have

to prove is that the product p-qr is the same as the product

pq-r, that is, we must prove that the arcs KG and LN are

on the same great circle and of equal length and direction.

Since FE = KH, ED = CA, HG = CB, LM = FD, the

points L, C, G, D are on a spherical conic, whose cyclic

planes are those of AB, FE, and hence KG passes through

L, and with LM intercepts on AB an arc equal to AB.

That is, it passes through N, or KG and LN are arcs of the
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same great circle, and they are equal, for G and L are points

in the spherical conic.

5. Trirectangular Biradials. A particular pair of bira-

dials which lead to an interesting product is a pair of which

the vectors of each biradial are perpendicular unit vectors,

and the initial vector of one is the terminal of the other,

for in such case, the product is a biradial of the same kind.

In fact the three lines of the three biradials form a tri-

rectangular trihedral. If the quaternions of the three

Fig. 1.5.

are i, j, k, then we see easily that the quaternion of the

biradial OC/OB is represented completely by the unit vector

marked i, the quaternion of OA/OC by j, and of OB/0A by

k. The products are very interesting, for we have

ij = k, jk = i, ki = j,

and if we place the equal biradials in the figure we also have

ji = — k, kj = — i, ik = — j.

Furthermore, we also can see easily that, utilizing the

common notation of powers,

i'= -1, f = - 1, F = - 1.

Since it is evidently possible to resolve the vector part of

any quaternion, when it is laid off on the unit vector of its

plane as a length, into three components along the direc-

tions of i, j, k, and since the sum of the vector parts of
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quaternions has been shown to be the vector part of the

sum, it follows that any quaternion can be resolved into

the parts

g = w -'r xi -{- yj -{- zh.

These hypernumbers can easily be made the base of the

whole system of quaternions, and it is one of the many
methods of deriving them. Hamilton started from these.

The account of his invention is contained in a letter to a

friend, which should be consulted. (Philosophical Maga-

zine, 1844, vol. 104, ser. 3, vol. 25, p. 489.)

6. Product of Vectors. It becomes evident at once if we

consider the product of two vector parts of quaternions,

or two quaternions whose scalar parts are zero, that we

may consider this product, a quaternion, as the product of

the vector lines which represent the vector parts of the

quaternion factors. From this point of view we ignore

the biradials completely, and look upon every geometric

vector as the representative of the vector part of a set of

quaternions with different scalars, among which one has

zero scalar. From the biradial definition we have

VqVr= S-VqVr+ V-VqVr

equal to the quaternion whose biradial consists of two

vectors in the same plane as the vector normals of the

Fig. 16.
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biradials of Tg, Vr and perpendicular to them respectively.

In the figure the biradial of Vr is OAB, and of Vq is OBC,

and of VqJ'r is OAC. If then we represent the vectors by

Greek letters whether meant to be considered as lines or

as vector quaternions, a = Vq, /3 = Vr, then the quaternion

which is the product of a/3 has for its angle the angle be-

tween /3 and a + 180°, and for its normal the direction OB.

If we take UVafi in the opposite direction to OB, and of

unit length, so as to be a positive normal for the biradial

a (3 in that order, then we shall have, letting 6 be the angle

from a to (3,

a/3 = TaTpi- cos 9 + UVa^ sin 6).

We can write at once then the fundamental formulae

S-a/3 = - TaT^ cos 6, V-ajB = TaTl3-sm 6- UVap.

From this form it is clear also that any quaternion can

be expressed as the product of two vectors, the angle of

the two being the supplement of that of the quaternion,

the product of their lengths being the tensor of the quater-

nion, and their plane having the unit vector of the quater-

nion as positive normal.

If now we consider the two vectors a and P to be resolved

in the forms

a = ai -\- bj -\- ck, (3 = li -\- mj + nk,

where i, j, k have the significance of three mutually tri-

rectangular unit vectors, as above, then since Ta T^ cos 6

= al-\- bm+ en, and since the vector TaTp sin 6- UVa^
is

(bn — cm) I + (d — an)j + (am — bl)k,

we ha^'e

al3 = — {al -\- bm-\- en) + {bn — cm)i

+ {cl — an)j -j- {am — bl)k.
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But if we multiply out the two expressions for a and /3

distributively, the nine terms reduce to precisely these.

Hence we have shown that the multiplication of vectors,

and therefore of quaternions in general, is distributive when
they are expressed in terms of these trirectangular systems.

It is easy to see however that this leads at once to the

general distributivity of all multiplications of sums.

7. Laws of Quaternions. We see then that the addition

and multiplication of quaternions is associative, that

addition is commutative, and that multiplication is dis-

tributive over addition. Multiplication is usually not

commutative. We have yet to define division, but if

we now consider a biradial as not being geometric but as

being a quaternion quotient of two vectors, we find that

/3/q: differs from a^ only in having its scalar of opposite

sign, and its tensor is TpjTa instead of TaT^.

It is to be noticed that while we arrived at the hyper-

numbers called quaternions by the use of biradials, they

could have been found some other way, and in fact were so

first found by Hamilton, whose original papers should be

consulted. Further the use of vectors as certain kinds of

quaternions is exactly analogous, or may be considered to

be an extension of, the method of using complex numbers

instead of vectors in a plane. In the plane the vectors

are the product of some unit vector chosen for all the plane,

by the complex number. In space a vector is the product

of a unit vector (which would have to be drawn in the

fourth dimension to be a complete extension of the plane)

by the hypernumber we call a vector. However, the use of

the unit in the plane was seldom required, and likewise in

space we need never refer to the unit 1, from which the

vectors of space are derived. On the other hand, just as

in the plane all complex numbers can be found as the ratios
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of vectors in the plane in an infinity of ways, so all quater-

nions can be found as the ratios of vectors in space. All

vectors are thus as quaternions the ratios of perpendicular

vectors in space. And multiplication is always of vectors as

quaternions and not as geometric entities. In the common
vector systems other than Quaternions, the scalar part of

the quaternion product, usually with the opposite sign,

and the vector part of the quaternion product, are looked

upon as products formed directly from geometric con-

siderations. In such case the vector product is usually

defined to be a vector in the geometric sense, perpendicular

to the two given vectors. Therefore it is a function of

the two vectors and is not a number or hypernumber at

all. In these systems, the scalar is a common number, and

of course the sum of a number and a geometric vector

is an impossibility. It seems clear that the only defensible

logical ground for these difl^erent investigations is that of

the hypernumber.

It is to be noticed too that Quaternions is peculiarly

applicable to space of three dimensions, because of the

duality existing between planes and their normals. In a

space of four dimensions, for instance, a plane, that is a

linear extension dependent upon two parameters, has a

similar figure of two dimensions as normal. Hence, corre-

sponding to a biradial we should not have a vector. To
reach the extension of quaternions it would be necessary

to define triradials, and the hypernumbers corresponding'

to them. Quaternions however can be applied to four

dimensional space in a difl^erent manner, and leads to a

very simple geometric algebra for four-dimensional space.

The products of quaternions however are in that case not

sufficient to express all the necessary geometrical entities,

and recourse must be had to other functions of quaternions.
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In three-dimensional space, however, all the necessary ex-

pressions that arise in geometry or physics are easily

found. And quaternions has the great advantage over

other systems that it is associative, and that division is

one of its processes. In fact it is the most complex system

of numbers in which we always have from P-Q = the

conclusion P = 0, or Q = 0.*

8. Formulae. It is clear that> if we reverse the order of

the product a^ we have

I3a = Sa/3 - Vafi.

This is called the conjugate of the quaternion aj3, and

written K-a^. We see that

SKq = Sq= KSq, VKq = - Vq = KVq.

Further, since

qr = SqSr + SqVr + SrVq + VqVr,

we have

K-qr= SqSr - SqVr - SrVq + VrVq = KrKq.

From this important formula many others flow. We have

at once

K-qi- -qn = Kqn- -Kqi.

And for vectors

Kai- -an = (— )"«„• • •«!.

Since

Sq=^{q+Kq), Vq=k{q-Kq),

we have therefore

S-ai- -a-in = i(ai- •a2n + a2n- -ai),

S-ai- -a-in-i = \ici\- •a2n-i — Oi-in-i- -ai),

V-ai- -ain = |(ai- • -(Xin — a-in- -wi),

F-ai- • •a2n-i = i(ai' ' -ciin-x + oliu-v -ai).

* Consult Dickson: Linear Algebras, p. 11.
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In particular

2Sal3 = a/3 + 13a, 2SaPy = afiy - y^a,

2Fa/3 = a/3 - /3a, 2VaPy = a(3y + y^a.

It should be noted that these formulae show us that both

the scalar and the vector parts of the product can them-

selves always be reduced to combinations of products.

This is simply a statement again of the fact that in

quaternions we have only one kind of multiplication, which

is distributive and associative.

We see from the expanded form above for S qr that

S-qr = S-rq.

Hence, in any scalar part of a product, the factors may be

permuted cyclically. For instance,

S-al3=S-Pa, S-a^y = S-I3ya= S-yal3,

S-al3y5 = S-fiy8a = •••.

From the form of

Sq=Uq+ Kq), Sq = SKq;

hence we have

Sa/3 = SiSa, Sal3y = - Sy^a, SajSyd = Sdy^a, etc.

From the form of I'/vg = — Vq we see that

Fa/3 = - F/3a, Va^y = Vy^a,

Val3y8 = - V8yl3a, Va^ybe = Vehy^a- .
We do not have a simple relation between V-qr and

V-rq, but we have the fact that they are respectively the

sum and the difference of two vectors, namely.

If a = SqVr + SrVq, /3 = VVqVr, then /3 is perpendicular

to a, and

Vqr = a -f- /3, Vrq = a - p.
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It is obvious that TVqr = TVrq and that Zqr = Zrq
= tan~i TVqr/Sqr. The planes differ.

The product of q and Kq is the square of the tensor of q.

We indicate the unitary part of q, called the versor of q,

by Uq. We have then the formulae

q = IV -]- ix }- jy -\- kz, Kq = w — ix — jy — kz,

{Tqf = w2 + a;2 + 2/2 + z\ Uq = ^ + ^^ + i^ + ^^

Tq

Sq = w, Vq = ix -\- jy + kz,

( TVqy = x' +f+ z\ UVq = '1±JL±J^
,

{TVUqY = (a;2 + y' + z')l{w' + x" + y"" ^- z"),

cos- / g = wjTq = S- Uq,

sin- Z„.g = TVq/Tq = TVUq,
Z^'-q= tan-i TFg/Sg.

The product of two quaternions is

qr = ww' — xx' — yy'-— zz' + i{wx' + w'x + i/z' — y'z)

+ j(w2/' + w'y + za;' — z'z)

+ k{wz' + w's + xy' — a;'?/).

From the formula Tqr = TqTr we have a noted identity

{w^ + a;2+ 2/2 + z^){w'''+ a;'' +2/" + 2")

= (ww' — a;a;' — yy' — zz'Y + (wx' + w'a; + 2/2' — y'z)^

+ (wz/' + w'y + za;' — z'a;)^ + (wz' + w'z + xy' — x'y^.

This formula expresses the sum of four squares as the

product of the sums of four squares. It was first given by

Euler. The problem of expressing the sum of three squares

as the product of sums of three or four squares and the

sum of eight squares as the product of sums of eight squares

has also been considered.
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Fig. 17.

9. Rotations. We see from the adjacent figure that we

have for the product

a quaternion of tensor and angle the same as that of r.

But the plane of the product is produced by rotating the

plane of r about the axis of q through an angle double the

angle of q. In case r is a vector /3 we have as the product

a vector ^' which is to be found by rotating conically the

vector (3 about the axis of q through double the angle of q.

It is obvious that operators* of the type qOq"^, 'rQr~^,

which are called rotators, follow the same laws of multiplica-

tion as quaternions, since q{rQr~^)q~''^ = qrQ[qr]~^. A
gaussian operator is a rotator multiplied by a numerical

multiplier, and is called a mutation. The sum of two

mutations is not a mutation. As a simple case of rotator

we see that if q reduces to a vector a we have as the result

of al3a~^ = /3' the vector which is the reflection of (3 in a.

The reflection of (3 in the plane normal to a is evidently

— aPa~^.

EXAMPLES

(1) Successive reflection in two plane mirrors is equivalent

* gOg"' represents a positive orthogonal substitution.
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to a rotation about their line of intersection of double their

angle.

(2) Successive reflection in a series of mirrors all per-

pendicular to a common plane, 2h in number, making

angles in succession (exterior) of <pi2, ^23, ^34 • • is equivalent

to a rotation about the normal to the given plane to which

all are orthogonal, through an angle 9 = 2h — w — 2{ipii

-\- (pzi-\- • • + Vih-i, vi) which is independent of the

alternate angles.

(3) Study the case of successive reflections in mirrors in

space at any angles.

(4) The types of crystals found in nature and possible

under the laws that are found to be true of crystals, are

solids such that every face may be produced from a single

given face, so far as the angles are concerned, by the

following opSrations

:

I, the reversal of a vector, in quaternion

form — 1

.

A, rotation about an axis a a^Oa"^.

lA, rotatory inversion about a — a^()a~'\

S, reflection in a plane normal to /3 — /3()|8~i — PQp.
The 32 types of crystals are then generated by the succes-

sive combinations of these operations as follows:

Triclinic Ci Asymmetric 1.

Ci Centrosymmetric 1,-1.
Monoclinic C, Equatorial 1, /3()(3.

C2 Digonal polar 1, aQa~'^.

Cih Digonal equatorial 1, a{)a~^, a{)a.

Orthorhombio d, Didigonal polar 1, aOa"^, P{)f), Sal3 = 0.

D2 Digonal holoaxial 1, a()a-i, /3()/3-i, ,Sa/3 = 0.

Daft Didigonal equatorial, ., .1, a()a~^ /3()/3~i, aQa,
Sa0 = 0,

A = a^l\)a-^l\

Tetragonal Ct Tetragonal alternating . .1, —A.
Did Ditetragonal alternating.!, — A, ;8()/3~'.

Ci Tetragonal polar 1, A.
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C^h Tetragonal equatorial. . .1, A, a()a.

Civ Ditetragonal polar 1, A, /3()/3-

D4 Tetragonal holoaxial. . . .1, A, /3();8-i.

Dih Dietragonal equatorial . .1, A, a{)a, ^()/3~i.

Rhombohedral C3 Trigonal polar 1, B, where B is a^/sQ^-z/s.

Czi Hexagonal alternating . .\, B, — B.

Csv Ditrigonal polar 1, B, /3()/3.

D3 Trigonal holoaxial 1, B, pQ0-\

Dad Dihexagonal alternating .1, B, /3();3~', tOt, 7
bisects z/3, B/3.

Hexagonal Csj, Trigonal equatorial 1, B, aOa.

I>3A Ditrigonal equatorial . . .1, B, a{)a, |8()/3~i.

C4 Hexagonal polar 1, C, where C = a^'^Oa"'".

C4ft Hexagonal equatorial . . .1, C, aOa.
C4„ Dihexagonal polar 1, C, /3()/3, where iSa/S = 0,

/3 bisects angle of 7 and

C7, Sq;7 = 0.

Di Hexagonal holoaxial . . . .1, C, /3()/3~'.

DeA Dihexagonal equatorial. .1, G, a{)a, ;8()/S~'.

Regular T Tesseral polar 1, a()a->, 0Q0-'-, SaP
= Sfiy = 570: = 0, L
where L = {a -\- 13

+ y)0{a + p + y)-K

Th Tesseral central 1, a{)a-^, /3();3-i, 707-',
L, a{)a..

Td Ditesseral polar 1, aOa-\ /3()/3-i, 707-1,

L, (a+(3)()(a+/3).

Tesseral holoaxial 1, a()a'S |8()/3-i, 707-1,

L, (a + ,3)0 («+«-!.
Oh Ditesseral central 1, aQa~'; P()^-i, 707~S

L, (« + 0)O(a + /3)S

aQa.

The student should work out in each case the full set of

operators and locate vectors to equivalent points in the

various faces.

Ref.—Hilton, Mathematical Crystallography, Chap. IV-
VIII.

(5) Spherical Astronomy. We have the following nota-

tion:

X is a unit vector along the polar axis of the earth,

h is the hour-angle of the meridian,
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L = cos h/2 + X sin hl2,

i = unit vector to zenith,

j = unit vector to south,

k = unit vector to east, X = i sin I — j cos I, where I is

latitude,

ju = unit vector to intersection of equator and meridian,

IX = i cos I + j sin I, S\ij. = SkX = Skfi = 0,

d = decHnation of star,

5 = unit vector to star on the meridian = X sin cZ + /x cos d,

z = azimuth,

A = altitude.

At the hour-angle h, 8 becomes 6' = Ir^bL.

The vertical plane through 6' cuts the horizon in

iVih' = iSjS' + kSkb', tan z = Sk8'/Sjd'.

At rising or setting z is found from the condition Si8' = 0.

The prime vertical circle is through i and k. The 6-hour

circle is through X and Vkn.

a = right ascension angle,

t = sidereal time in degrees,

h = t -\- a,

Lt = cos t/2 + X sin tf2,

La = cos a/2 + X sin a/2,

e = pole of ecliptic,

X = first point of aries = vernal equinox = Lr^jxLt,

s = longitude,

h = latitude,

M = cos s/2 + e sin s/2.

Problems. Given I, d, find A and 2 on 6-hour circle.

Sixb' = 0.

I, d, find h and z on horizon.

I, d, find A.

I, d, A, find h and z, 5' = L~^5L = i

cos A -\- j cos z + k sin z.
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I, cl, h, find A and z.

a and d, find s and b.

(6) The laws of refraction of light from a medium of

index n into a medium of index n' are given by the equation

n]'va = n'Vva'

where v, a, a' are unit vectors along the normal, the

incident, and the refracted ray.

The student should show that

<'-V(i + |.'-=~)-^' va.

Investigate two successi^•e refractions, particularly back

into the first medium.

(7) It is easy to show that if q and r are anj' two quater-

nions, and /? = V -VqVr, we may write

r-g/3 F-r/3

(8) For any two quaternions

qiq~^ ± r"^) = (r ± g)r~\ and = ?(?• ± q^^q.

q r

(9) If a, b, c are given quaternions we can find a quater-

nion q that will give three vectors when multiplied by a, b,

c resp. That is, we can find q, a, fi, y such that

aq = a, bq = /3, cq = y. (R. Russell.)

\\e have a — — V-Vc/aVa/b, etc., or multiples of these.

(10) In a letter of Tait to Cayley, he gives the following:

iq+r)0(q+r)-' = {qlrYr{)r-\qlrr-

= q{q'''^ry{){q~h)-^q-^ = qh'^q\)q-h-^q~\

(Fg-f T>)()(F<7+ Vr)-^ = {qlrfih{)r~\qlr)-'i\
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where tan xA = a sin Afia cos A + 1), c sin 2la sin vifi

+ cos 2la cos mj3 = 2(a cos a -\- b cos /3) V (6 sin j3),

2c + sin 2Za cos m^ = 2a sin a/ (6 sin jS).

Interpret these formulae.

10. Products of Several Quaternions. We will develop

some useful formulae from the preceding.

If we multiply a^-^a we have

a2/32 = S-ap - V^ap.

Since Sax = 0, if a; is a scalar,

SaPy = SaVPy, Sa^yd = SaVPyb, etc.

Since

2VaP = al3- 13a, 2SaP = a/3 + jSa,

AiVaV^y = a^y — ay^ — fiya + yfia = 2{yPa — ayfi)

= 2{yI3a + yaj3 — ay^ — yafi).

For

2Sl3y a = ^ya + y^a = 2aS^y = apy + ayP,

whence

al3y — fiya = y^a — ayl3.

Therefore

VaVfiy = ySalS - (SSay.

Adding to each side aS^y, we have

Va^y = aSPy — fiSya + ySafi.

Since

/3 = a-^al3, /3 = a'^SalS + a'Wa^,

which resolves /3 along and perpendicular to a,

Sqrq~^ = Sr = qSrq~'^,

Vqrq-' = l{qrq-^ - Kq-'KrKq)

— ^(Q^1~^ ~ qKrq~^) = qVr-q~^.

That is, if we rotate the field, Sr and TVr are invariant.
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Hence VajSy = Val3yaa~^ = aVl3ya-a~^ and Va0y,

VPya are in a plane with a and make equal angles with a.

For instance if a, /3, y, Vajiy, Vfiya, Vya^ intersect a

sphere, then a, /3, y bisect the sides of the triangle Vafiy,

F187Q;, Vyafi, a being opposite to Vya^, etc. Evidently if

ai, a2- -an are n radii of a sphere forming a polygon, then

they bisect the sides of the polygon, given by Vaxa^- -an,

Va-iai- -an. Va^- -arfitxai, VanOCi- •«„_!. This ex-

plains the geometrical significance of these vectors. In

fact for any vector a and quaternion q, the vector a bisects

the angle between Vqa and Vaq, that is to say we construct

Vqa from the vector Vaq by reflecting it in a. The same

is true for any product, thus jSyde -va is different from

a^ySe -v only in the fact that its axis is the reflection in

a of the axis of the latter.

qiqz qnqi differs from qiq2 -qn only in the fact that

its axis has been rotated negatively about the axis of gi

through double the angle of gi. Indeed

'

gzgs- -qnqi = q~Kqiq2- •g«)gi.

If we apply the formula for expanding VaVjSy to

V{VaP)Vy8 = — V{Vy5)Val3 we arrive at a most im-

portant identity:

V- Va^Vyd = 8Sal3y - ySa^b

= - V-VyhVa^ = aS^yh - jSSayS.

From this equality we see that for any four vectors

8Sal3y = aSjSyS + ^SyaS + ySajSd.

This formula enables us to expand any vector in terms of

any three non-coplanar vectors. Again

dSapy - VpySad = V-aV{V^y)8

= - V-aV8Vl3y = Va^Syb - VaySph.
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We have thus another important formula

SSaPy = Val3Sy5 + VjSySad + VyaSjSd,

enabling us to expand any vector in terms of the three

normals to the three planes determined by a set of three

vectors, that is, in terms of its normal projections. Since

aS^yd = VPySaS + VySSafi + VSfiSay

and

PSyda = VaySl35 ± VydSa^ + VdaS^y,

we have

VVafiVyS = Va5SPy + VPySaS - VayS^S - VpSSay.

From this we have at once an expansion for VajSyS, namely

VaPyS = VajSSyS - VaySpS + Va8Sj3y

+ SapVyd - SayV^S + SadV^y.
Also easily

Sa^yd = SaPSyd - SaySl38 + Sa8Sl3y.

SVafiVyd = SadSpy - SaySpS.

V-ap- Syde = yS Va^Vhe - 8S VapVye + eS VapVyS

y
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Fig. 18.

where

V = V^^^,

and the axis of p is ± a. Also p^p~^ = v^^^^V'^, so that

if P is the pole of the great circle through XY then the

rotation pOp~^ brings f to the same position as the rotation

around OP through twice the angle of r]^'-. Since ^ goes

into ^' by a rotation about OA as well as one about OP,

this means that the new position OZ' is the reflection of OZ
in the plane of OPA. The angle of p is then ZAL or ZAP
according as the axis is + a or — a. The angles of L and

M are right angles, and if we draw CN perpendicular to

X7 then

ANCY = ALAY, ANCX = AMBX,
and

AL = BM = CN and APB is isosceles.

Hence the equal exterior angles at A and B are ZAL
= ZBM = ^{A + 5 + C).

Draw PZ, then zZPA = Zvt^ for it = ^ zBPA
= |Mi = XY since MX = XN and NY = YL. The
angle between the planes LAP and ZOP is thus the biradial

rj^i and also f is the biradial whose angle is that of the
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planes OAZ, ZOP, so that ZOA and AOL make an angle

equal to /. p, hence

ZP-UA + B+C).
Further

per' = vlyy/^-t/a = (a/yyi'iy/py'-iP/ayi' = p'.

The angle of p' is thus |(^ + 5 + C - tt) = S/2 where S
is the spherical excess of AABC.

Consider the quaternion p = ?7^^f = — rj^^. The con-

jugate of p is Kp = ^^rj, whose axis is also a and angle

- UA+ B+ C). Thus the quaternion t^rj = - sin S/2

— a cos S/2.

Shifting the notation to a more symmetric form we have

for any three vectors

aiUiaz = — sin S/2 — UVaia2az cos S/2

= cos ^(T — k sin |cr,

where S is the spherical excess of the triangle the midpoints

of whose sides are Ai, A2, A3 and a is the sum of the angles

of the triangle. Hence

Saia2a3 = cos ^cr, Vaia2a3 = — VVaia2az sin ^a.

It is to be noted that the order as written here is for a

positive or left-handed cycle from Ai to A2 and A3. Since

S is the solid angle of the triangle, — S-aiaiaz is the sine

of half the solid angle and — TVaia2a3 is the cosine of half

the solid angle, made by ai, 0:2, as-

If now we have several points as the middle points of the

sides of a spherical polygon, say aia2- -an and the vertex

between ai and «„ is taken as an origin for spherical arcs

drawn as diagonals to the vertices of the polygon, then for

the various successive triangles if we call the midpoints of

the successive diagonals

Ti; ^2> Tn-a
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we have, taking the axis to the origin which we will call k,

and which is the common axis of all the quaternions made

up by the products of three ^'ectors

aia2ri-fia3r2-r2a4r3- • -^n-aan-ian = (-)""^aia2a3- •«„.

The sum of the angles of the polygon is the sum of the

angles of all the triangles into which it is divided, so that

if this sum is a we have for any spherical polygon

a102 • • •«„ = (-)"-='[cos 0-/2 - K sin a/2].

We are able to say then that if the midpoints of the sides

of a spherical polygon are ai, at, -an, then

Saiui -an = ± cos (r/2,

where a is the sum of the angles ; the vertices of the polygon

are given by

UVaiai- -an, UVaiaz- -anOii, ,
UVa-n- -an-i,

each being the vertex whose sides contain the first and last

vectors in the product; and the tensors of these vectors are

each equal to sin o-/2.

The expression — Safiy is called the first staudtian of

a/37, the second staudtian is

- SVal3Vl3yVya/rVal3TVl3yTVya

= S''al3y/TVal3TVl3yTVya,

which is evidently the staudtian of the polar triangle.

TfT??
~ = tan h solid angle.

1 V -ai- -an

We will summarize here the significance of the expressions

worked out thus far, and in particular the meaning of their

vanishing.
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SaP is the product of TaTp by the cosine of the angle

between a and — /S. It vanishes only if they are per-

pendicular.

Fa/S is the vector at right angles to both a /3 whose length is

TaTP multiplied by the sine of their angle. It vanishes

only if they are parallel.

SaPy is the volume of the parallelepiped of a /3 7, taken

negatively. It vanishes only if they are all parallel to

one plane.

VajSy, Val3y8, these vectors are the edges of the poly-

hedral giving the circumscribed polygon, and if the ex-

pression vanishes, we have by separating the quaternion,

Va^yS- • = aSjSyS- + VaVPyd- • • = 0.

Hence a is the axis of Py8 and S^yd equals zero.

By changing the vectors cyclically we have n vectors

all of which have a zero tensor, so that each edge is the

axis of the quaternion of the other n — 1 taken cyclically.

This quaternion in each case has a vanishing scalar.

n = 3, a /3 7 are a trirectangular system.

n = 4, a (3 7 5 are coplanar, shown by the four vanish-

ing scalars. The angle a^ = angle yh.

n = 5, the edge Vafiy is parallel to J'Se and cyclically

similar parallelisms hold.

We have in all these cases the sum of the angles of the

circumscribing polygon a multiple of 27r and it

satisfies the inequality 3(w — 2) it is greater than

a which is greater than {n — 2)-k. It is evident

that if the polygon circumscribed has 540° the

vectors lie in one plane.

Sa/375 =0. If e = Va^yh, then Va^ySi = 0, and the

preceding case is at hand for the five vectors.

S-oiiOLi- -an^ 0, the sum of the angles of the polygon is

an odd multiple of tt.
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EXERCISES

1. S-Va0Vl3yVya = - (Saffy)^

V-Va0V0yVya = ValS(y^Sa0 - SffySya) + .
2. S(a + |9)(^ + 7)(t + «) = 2Sal3y.

3. S-V{a + fi){0 + yWiP + t)(t + «)F(7 + «)(« + 0)

4. S-V(VocpVffy){Vl3yVya)V{VyaVa0) = - iS-a0y)K

5. S-5ef = - 16(S•a/3T)^

where
6 = F(F[a + (3][/3 + 7]F[/3 + t][y + "]),

6 = 7(F[/3 + 7][7 + a]F[7 + a][a + /3]),

f = F(F[t + a]k + (3]F[« +m + y])-

6. S(xa + ylS+ ZT)(x'a + J/'^ + z'y)(.x"a + y"0 + z"7)

S ' a^y •S • oii^iy I

4:{S-a0yy.

X
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13. If 5 = 0:10:2 an then if we reflect an arbitrary vector in

succession in a„, a„-i, 0:20:1 when Sq = the final position will be a

simple reflection of p in a fixed vector, and if Fg = the final position

wOl be on the line of p itself. Similar statements hold if the reflections

are in planes that are normal respectively to a„, • • • 0:1.

11. Functions. We notice some expressions now of the

nature of functions of a quaternion. We have the follow-

ing identity which is useful

:

(ajS)" + ((Sa)" = (ajS + ^a)[(aj3)''-i] - Q;i3/3a[(ai3)''-2

= 2S«i3[(a|S)"-i + (jSa)"-!] - a''l3''[ial3r~'

+ (/3a)"-^].

Whence 2"S"a(3 = {a^ + /Sa)" = [(a/S)" + ((Sa)"]

l\{n — 1)1

2!(n — 2)!

= 25 (a/3)" + ^..
""

^^ a'p'Sia^r-'- .
l'.{n — 1)1

This implies the familiar formula for the expansion of cos" 9

in terms of cos n6, cos (n — 2)6, and we can write as the

reverse formula

S{a^Y = i-Y'^a''^ - M2S2a/3-a"-2j3"-V2!

+ n\v? - 22)SV-a""*/3''"V4! - • • •] « even

(-)("-"/2[nSa/3-a"-i(3"-Vl

!

- n{v? - P)S^a/3-a"-5/3"-V3! + • •] ?i odd.

Likewise

rF2''ai8= (-l)"/22"-i[S(a/32''

-iw^^^«^^"-^«^'^^+---^
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(2w- 1)!
TViapy''-'+ ]

l!(2re- 2)!

TViapTI TVaP = (- ^''^InSap a''~^l3''-^l 1

!

- nin" - 22)S='a^a"-^/3"-V3! + ] n even

(_l)Cr.-i)/2[i _ (,j2 _ l2)S2Q,^.a"-3^''-3/2! + • • •

] w odd.

Since /3/a is a quaternion whose powers have the same

axis we have (1 — iS/a)"^ = 1 + /3/a + (/S/a)^ + • • • when

TI3 < Ta, and taking the scalar gives the well-known

formula

S^^= 1 + SlS/a + SW/aY +
a — p

Likewise

TF—^ = TVl3la + TVi^jaf + • • • •

a — p

If we define the logarithm as in theory of functions of a

complex variable we have

log (1 - /3/a) = log f(1 - Pla) + log U{1 - P/a)

= - &la - Whf - Whf .

Therefore

log T{1 - P/a) = - S/3/a - iS(/3/a)2

/ ^_^ _ j^y log (1 _ ^/^) = y^.^/^ ^ ^TVipjaf- .
a

Again

rCa - /3)-i = fa-i - T{1 - P/a)'' = Ta-^[1 +
Pi(- SUp/a)ma + P,(~ SUl3/a)r-fila +••],

where Pi P2 are the Legendrian polynomials.

Evidently for coaxial quaternions we have the whole

theory of functions of a complex variable applicable.
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12. Solution, of Some Simple Equations.

(1). li ap = a then p = a~'^a.

(2). If Sap = a then we set Vap = f where f is any vector

perpendicular to a, and adding, p = aa"^ -\- a~^^.

(3). If Vap = P then Sap = x where x is any scalar, and

adding we have p = a~^p + xa~^.

(4). If VapP = 7 then SaVapjS = SaV/3 = a^Sp^ = Say

and S^Vap^ = ^''Sap = S^y. Now

Vap^ = aSjSp - pSaP + jSSap

and substituting we have

p = [a-iSa7 + p-'Sfiy - y]/Sal3.

The solution fails if Sa/3 = 0. In this case the solution is

p = - a-iS/r^T - ^'Sa-'y + xVa^,

X any scalar.

(5). If Fa/3p = y then Sa^pSajS = SafSy and Sa/3p

= SaPy/Sal3. Adding to Vajip, we have

a(3p = 7 + Sa^y/SaP and p = /T^a-V + l3~^a~^Sal3y/Sap.

(6). If Sap = a, S/Sp = 6, then a'^lS'p = xVap + F(aj3

- MFa/3.

(7). If Sap = a, SPp = h, Syp = c, then

pSa^y = aV^y + bVya + cVa^.

(8). If qaq~^ = /? then g = (xjS +?/)/(« + /3) where x and

y are any scalars. Or we may write

q = u+ v{a + (3) + wVafi where u = — wSa(a + |S).

(9). If qaq-^ = y, qPq-^ = 5, then

„^ Jl + ^(T-^)(5-ffl 1.
^

L S(7 + a)(5-/3)J
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(10). If qaq~^ = f,
q^q~'^ = -q, qyq-^ = f, then

S-q{^-a) = 0, S-q{v-l3) = 0, S-q{^ -y) = 0,

hence Vq is coplanar with the parentheses, and we have

x{^ -a) + yiv - /3) + z(f - 7) =
where

x:y:z= - 2Sy{r, - p) : 2St(? - «) : «(? + «)('? - /?).

The six vectors are not independent. Vq is easily found

and thence Sq from

qa = fg.

(11). If (p - «)-! + (P - /3)-i - (p - 7)-' - (P - 5)-i

= 0; then if we let

(p' - a')-' = 1 - ([(P - 5)-^ - 5] - [(a - 6)-^ - 5])

= (P - S)(j) - a)-^(a - 6), etc.,

where p', a', /3', 7' are the vectors from D, the extremity of

6, to the inverses with respect to D, of the extremities of

P, oi, 13, 7, then

(p' - a')-^ + (P' - ^')-^ - (P' - 7')-^ = 0.

Prove that

p'-p' _ y'-p' _ p'-y' _ [y'-p'-
p' — a' p' — y' y'

^'-y' _ \
y' -^' l}i^

{-a! L7'-«'J '

whence p' and p. (R. Russell.)

(12). If (g - a)-i + (g - h)-' - (g - c)-i - (g - rf)-i

= 0, we set

(g - rf)(g' - d) = (a - (^)(a' - (^) = (ft
_ (^)(5' _ rf)

= (c-d)(c'-rf)= 1,
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thence

(g - rf)-! - {q- a)-i = (q - d)-\a -d){q- a)-'

{q-drma-d)liq-a)+ib-d)l{q-b)-ic-d)Kq-c)]
= (g' - a')-i + (?' - &')-' - (9' - cT'

and we have q' from

(6' - c')/(9' - C) = iq'
- h')l{q' - a')

= (5' - c')l{a' - c') = Kb' - c')lia' - c')]K

(R. Russell.)

13. Characteristic Equation. If we write q= Sq-\- Vq

and square both sides we have q^ = S^q + {VqY + 2Sq-Vq

whence

q^ - 2qSq + S^q - V^q = 0.

This equation is called the characteristic equation of q.

The coefficients

2Sq and S'q - Vq = T'q

are the invariants of q; they are the same, that is to say,

if q is subjected to the rotation rOr~^. They are also the

same if Kq is substituted for q. Hence they will not define

q but only any one of a class of quaternions which may be

derived from each other by the group of all rotations of the

form rOr~^ or by taking the conjugate.

The equation has two roots in general,

Sq+ Tqyl - 1 and Sq - Tq^ - 1.

Since these involve the V — 1 it leads us to the algebra of

biquaternions which we do not enter here, but a few re-

marks will be necessary to place the subject properly.

Since the invariants do not determine q we observe that

we must also have UVq in order to have the other two

parameters involved.
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If we look upon UVq as known then we may write the

roots of the characteristic equation in the number field of

quaternions as Sq + TVqUVq and Sq — TVqXJVq or

g and Kq.

If we set g + r for g and expand, afterwards drop all the

terms that arise from the identical equations of g and r

separately, we have left the characteristic equation of two

quaternions, which will reduce to the first form when they

are made to be equal. This equation is

qr +rq-2Sq-r- 2Sr-Vq + 2SqSr - 2SVqVr = 0.

We might indeed start with this equation and develop the

whole algebra from it.

We may write it

qr+ rq- 2qSr - 2rSq-\- iSq-Sr+ S-qr+ S-rq =

which involves only the scalars of g, r, qr, and rq.

14. Biquaternions. We should notice that if the param-

eters involved in g can be imaginary or complex then

division is no longer unique in certain cases. Thus if

Q'=q'

we have as possible solutions

Q = ± g and also Q = ± V (- l)UVq-q.

If g2 = and Vq = then TVq = and we have

Vq = z(i -\- j -^ — 1) where .r is any scalar and i, j are any

two perpendicular unit vectors.



CHAPTER VII

applications

1. The Scalar of Two Vectors

1. Notations. The scalar of the product of two vectors

is defined independently by writers on vector algebra, as

a product. In such cases the definition is usually given for

the negative of the scalar since this is generally essentially

positive. A table of current notations is given. If a and /3

define two fields, we shall call S-a^ the virial of the two

fields.

S-aj3 = — a X /3 Grassman, Resal, Somoff, Peano, Bura-

li-Forti, Marcolongo, Timerding.

— a-j3 Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung, Fischer.

— ajS Heaviside, Silberstein, Foppl, Ferraris,

Heun, Bucherer.

— (a/3) Bucherer, Gans, Lorentz, Abraham,

Henrici.

— a 1/3 Grassman, Jahnke, Fehr, Hyde.

Cos afi Macfarlane.

[aP] Caspary.

For most of these authors, the scalar of two vectors,

though called a product, is really a function of the two

vectors which satisfies certain formal laws. While it is

evident that any one may arbitrarily choose to call any

function of one or more vectors their product, it does not

seem desirable to do so. For Gibbs, however, the scalar

is defined to be a function of the dyad of the two vectors,

which dyad is a real product. The dyad or dyadic of

Gibbs, as well as the vectors of most writers on vector

analysis, are not considered to be numbers or hypernumbers.

127
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They are looked upon as geometric or physical entities,

from which by various modes of "combination" or de-

termination other geometric entities are found, called

products. The essence of the Hamiltonian point of view,

however, is the definition by means of geometric entities of

a system of hypernumbers subject to one mode of multiplica-

tion, which gives hypernumbers as products. Functions

of these products are considered when useful, but are called

functions.

2. Planes and Spheres. It is evident that the condition

for orthogonality will yield several useful equations, and

of these we will consider a few.

The plane through a point A, whose vector is a, per-

pendicular to a line whose direction is 5 has for its equation,

since p — a is any vector in the plane,

S-5(p - a) = 0.

If we set p = 8Sa/8 we have the equation satisfied and as

this vector is parallel to 5 it is the perpendicular from the

origin to the plane. The perpendicular from a point B
is 8-^S{a - /3)5.

If a sphere has center D and radius Tfi where j8 and — /3

are the vectors from the center to the extremities of a

diameter, then the equation of the sphere is given by the

equation

S(p - 5 + j3)(p - 5 - |3) = 0, orp2 - 2S5p + 5^ _ ^2 = o.

The plane through the intersection of the two spheres

p2 - 2S5ip + ci = = p2 - 2S52P + C2

is 2S(5i — 52)p = Ci — C2.

The form of this equation shows that it represents a plane
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perpendicular to the center line of the spheres. The point

where it crosses this Hne is

Xidi + X282
P = j •

CCl + Xi

whence solving, we find

P = F(5, + h^YKVhh + Kci - C2)).

3. Virial. If ^ is the representative of a force In direction

and magnitude then its projection on the direction a is

a'^Sa^, and perpendicular to this direction oTWa^. If a

is in the line of action of the force, the projection is /3. If a

is a direction not in the line of action then the projection

gives the component of the force in the direction a. If a

is the vector to the point of application of the force then

Sa^ is the mrial of the force with respect to a, a term intro-

duced by Clausius. It is the work that would be done by

the force in moving the point of application through the

vector distance a. If a is an infinitesimal distance say,

5a, then — Sha^ is the virtual work of a small virtual dis-

placement. The total virtual work would be bV =
— l^SdanPn for all the forces.

4. Circulation. In case a particle is in a vector field

(of force, or velocity, or otherwise) and it is subjected to

successive displacements 8p along an assigned path from

A to B, we may form the negative scalar of the vector

intensity of the field and the displacement. If the vector

intensity varies from point to point the displacements

must be infinitesimal. The sum of these products, if there

is a finite number, or the definite integral which is the limit

of the sum in the infinitesimal case, is of great importance.

If a point is moving with a velocity a [cm./sec] in a field of

force of P dynes, the activity of the field on the point is
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— S-P(T [ergs/sec.]. The field may move and the point

remain stationary, in which case the activity is S-Pcr. The

activity is also called the effect, and the yoioer. If a is the

vector function of p which gives the field at the point P we

have for the sum

- 2So-5p or - // SaZp.

This integral or sum is called the circulation of the -path for

the field a.

5. Volts, Gilberts. For a force field the circulation is the

work done in passing from A to B. If the field is an electric

field E, the circulation is the difference in voltage between

A and B. If the field is a magnetic field H, then the circula-

tion is the difference in gilbertage from A to B. It is

measured in gilberts, the unit of magnetic field being a

gilbert per centimeter. There is no name yet approved for

the unit of the electrostatic field, and we must call it volt

per centimeter. The unit of force is the dyne and of work

the erg.

6. Gausses and Lines. In case the field is a field of flux

a, and the vector Uv is the outward normal of a surface

through which the flux passes, then

- SffUv

is the intensity of flux normal to or through the surface

per square centimeter. The unit of magnetostatic flux B

is called a gauss; the unit of electrostatic flux D is called a

line. The total flux through a finite surface is the areal

integral

— J'SffUvdA, written also — J^Sadv.

The flux-integral is called the transport or the discharge.

Thus if D is the electric induction or displacement, the
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discharge through a surface ^ is — J'SDUvdA, measured

in coulombs. Similarly for the magnetic induction B,

the discharge is measured in maxwells.

7. Energy-Density. Activity-Density. Among other

scalar products of importance we find the following. If

E and D are the electric intensity in volts/cm. and induction

in lines at a point, — ^SED is the energy-density in the

field at the point in joules/cc. If H and B, likewise, are the

magnetic intensity in gilberts/cm., and gausses, respectively,

— j;;iSHB is the energy in ergs. If J is the electric cur-

rent-density in amperes/cm.^, — S-EJ is the activity in

watts/cc. If G is the magnetic current-density in heavi-

sides*/cm.-, — S • H G is the activity in ergs/sec. If the

field varies also, the electric activity is — S- E(J + D) and

the magnetic activity — S- H(G + B).

EXERCISES

1. An insect has to crawl up the inside of a hemispherical bowl, the

coefficient of friction being 1/3, how high can it get?

2. The force of gravity may be expressed in the form o- = — mgk.

Show that the circulation from A to B is the product of the weight by

the vertical difference of level of A and B.

3. If the force of attraction of the earth is >• = — hUp/p' show

that the work done in going from A to B is

h[Ta-'^ - r/3-i].

4. The magnetic field at a distance a from the central axis of an

infinite straight wire carrying a current of electricity of I amperes is

H = 0.2/0"' (— sin Bi + cos 8j) {i and j perpendicular to wire)

and the differential tangent to a circle of radius a is ( — a sin 9 i

+ a cos Bi)de. Show that the gilbertage is 0.27(92 — di) gilberts,

which for one turn is OAttI.

Prove that we get the same result for a square path.

5. The permittivity k of a specimen of petroleum is 2 [abfarad/cm.],

and on a small sphere is a charge of 0.0001 coulomb. The value of

the displacement D at the point p is then

D = 5:^ UpjTp' [lines].
47r

* A heaviside is a magnetic current of 1 maxwell per second.
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What is the discharge through an equilateral triangle whose corners

are each 4 cm. from the origin, the plane of the triangle perpendicular

to the field?

6. If magnetic inductivity m is 1760 [henry/cm.] and a magnetic

field is given by
H = 7q: [gilbert/cm.],

then the magnetic induction is

B = 7- 1760a [gausses].

What is the flux through a circular loop of radius a crossing the field

at an angle of 30°?

7. If the velocity of a stream is given by

a = 24(cos S i + sin ej),

what is the discharge per second through a portion of the plane whose

equation is Sip = — 12 from

9 = 10° to e = 20°?

8. The electric induction due to a charge at the origin of e coulombs is

D = - eUp/TpHir [hnes].

What is the total flux of induction through a parallelepiped whose

center is the origin?

9. The magnetic induction due to a magnetic point of m maxwells is

B = — mllp/Tp^ [gausses].

What is the total flux of induction through a sphere whose center is

the point?

10. In problem 8, if the permittivity is 2 = ,c, then the electric

intensity

E = K-iD-4ir.

What is the amount of energy enclosed in a sphere of radius 3 cm. and
center at a distance from the origin of 10 cm.?

11. In problem 9, if the inductivity is 1760 and the magnetic in-

tensity is

H = M-'B,

how much energy is enclosed in a box 2 cm. each way, whose center

is 10 cm. from the point and one face perpendicular to the line joining

the point and the center?

12. If the current in a wire 1 mm. in diameter is 10 amperes and
the drop in voltage is 0.001 per cm., what is the activity?
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13. If there is a leakage of 10 heavisides through a magnetic area of

4 cm.^, and the magnetic field is 5 gilberts/cm., what is the activity?

14. Through a circular spot in the bottom of a tank which is kept

level full of water there is a leakage of 100 cc. per second, the spot

having an area of 20 cm.^. If the only force acting is gravity what is

the activity?

15. If an electric wave front from the sun has in its plane surface

an electric intensity of 10 volts per cm., and a magnetic intensity of

0-033 gilberts per cm., and if for the free ether or for air /x = 1 and

K = ^-lO"^", what is the energy per cc. at the wave front? (The

average energy is haK this maximum energy and is according to Langley

4.3-10"* ergs per cc. per sec.)

16. If a charge of e coulombs is at a point A and a magnetic point

at B has m maxweUs, what is the energy per cc. at P, any point in space,

the medium being air?

8. Geometric Loci in Scalar Equations.

(1). The equation of the sphere may be written in each

of the forms

a/p = Kpja,

S(p - a)/(p + a) = 0,

S2aKp + a)=l,
S2pKp + a)= 1,

TiSp/a + Vp/a) = 1,

T{p - ca) = Ticp - a),

Sip - a)(a - ^W - 7)(7 - 5)(5 - p) = 0,

a^S^P + p'-Syap + y^Sapp = p^Sapy,

(p-ay {p-0Y {p-y? (P-S)'
(p - aY (a - py (a - 7)' (« - 5)'

(p-^r (/3-a)' (^-7)' (^-5)^ =0.
(p - yy (7 - ay (7 - (3)2 (7 - 5y

(p - 5)2 (5 - ay (5 - (3)2 (S - 7)'

Interpret each form.

(2). The equation of the ellipsoid may be written in the

forms

S2p/a - F2p//3 = 1,

where a is not parallel to /3,

T(p/y + Kp/S) = Tip/8 + Kp/y),

Ti,xp+p\)=\'-n\
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The planes

a p

cut the elhpsoid in circular sections on Tp = TjS. These

are the cyclic planes. Tfi is the mean semi-axis, Ul3 the

axis of the cylinder of revolution circumscribing the ellip-

soid, a is normal to the plane of the ellipse of contact of

the cylinder and the ellipsoid.

In the second form let

then the semi-axes are

a= T\+Tii, h = ^—^'' c= T\- Tfji.

i (X — m)

(3). The hyperboloid of two sheets is S^p/a + V^p/P = 1.

(4). The hyperboloid of one sheet is SV/a + V^p/fi = — 1.

(5). The elliptic paraboloid of revolution is

Sp//3 + V'p/p = 0.

(6). The elliptic paraboloid is Sp/a + V^p/P = 0.

(7). The hyperbolic paraboloid is Sp/a Sp/fi = Sp/y.

(8). The torus is

T{± hUa-Wap - p) = a,

2bTVap = ±iTp^+b^- a^),

WS^ap = AhTp - {rp+¥ ~ a?Y,

'ia^rp - 4:b''S'ap = (T'p ~ f" + a^,

, S?7(p - aV (a2 - b^))/{p + aV (a^ - b')) = ± b/a,

p = ± bUa~^VaT + aUr, r any vector.

(9). Any surface is given by

p = (piu, v).
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A developable is given by p = ip{t) + u<p'(f).

(10). A cone is f{U[p - a]) = 0.

The quadric cone is SapS^p — p^ = 0.

The cone through a, p, y, 6, e is

S-ViVapV8€)V{V^yVep)ViVydVpa) = 0,

which is Pascal's theorem on conies.

The cones of revolution through X, p., v are

i^^2±J^Ul.
The cones of revolution which touch S\p = 0, Spp = 0,

Svp = 0, are

The cone tangent to (p — a)^ + c^ = from /3 is

c^(p - a - /3)2 = Pi3(p - a).

The polar plane of /3 is S/3(p — a) = — c^.

The cone tangent to

a p

from 7 is

-fs^gl- SF^F^- iV = 0.

\ a a a a )

The cylinder with elements parallel to y is

(s'f-'"|-i)(«'j-''l)

-fs^S^- SF^F^V= 0.

\ a a a a/
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For further examples consult Joly: Manual of Quater-

nions.

2. The Vector op Two Vectors

Notations. If a and /3 are two fields, we shall call V-a^

the torque of the two fields.

Va^ = VajS Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Heaviside, Foppl,

Ferraris, Carvallo.

aP Grassman, Jahnke, Fehr.

a X (3 Gibbs, Wilson, Fischer, Jaumann, Jung.

[a, /3] Lorentz, Gans, Bucherer, Abraham, Timer-

ding.

[a 1/3] Caspary.

a A jS Burali-Forti, Marcolongo, Jung.

a^ Heun.

Sin aP Macfarlane.

lAaB Peano.

1. Lines. The condition that two lines be parallel is that

VaP = 0. Therefore the equation of the line through the

origin in the direction a is Vap = 0.

The line through (3 parallel to a is Va(p — /3) = or

Vap = Vafi = y. The perpendicular from 5 on the line

Vap = 7 is

— a~^Va8 + a~^y.

The line of intersection of the planes, S\p = a, Sfxp = b, is

VpVKp. = a/x — 6X. If we have lines Vpa = y and Fp/3 = 5

then a vector from a point on the first to a point on the

second is dp~^ — 7a~^ + a;/3 — ya. If now the lines in-

tersect then we can choose x and y so that this vector will

vanish, corresponding to the two coincident points, and
thus

S(5^i - ya-^)pa = = S8a + Syp.
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If we resolve the vector joining the two points parallel and

perpendicular to VaP we have*

5j3~^ — ya~^ -{- xfi — ya

= (Fai3)-iS- Fa,3(5i3-i - ya-"- + xp - ya)

+ iVap)-W-VapiS^'-yor'+xp-ya)
= - {Val3)~'(Sda + SM

I a VaP Fa/Sj

I Fa/3 /3 Fa/3 J

Hence the vector perpendicular from the first line to the

second is

- (Fa/3)-i(S5a + Sl3y)

and vectors to the intersections of this perpendicular with

the first and second lines are respectively

and

7a ^ — a M o ip^—

* Note that
(Va^)-W{Va0)ixP - ya) = X0 - ya

(Fa/3)-i7-FQ:;3(5/3-i - ya-^) = (7q:/3)-i(- a'^S^ya - /J-'SaS/S)

^Va,(-a'^S^^ + r^S^^).

10
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The projections of the vectors a, 7 on any three rectangular

axes give the Pluecker coordinates of the Hne. For applica-

tions to linear complexes, etc., see Joly: Manual, p. 40,

Guiot: Le Calcul Vectoriel et ses applications.

2. Congruence. The differential equation of a curve or

set of curves forming a congruence whose tangents have

given directions a, that is, the vector lines of a vector field cr,

is given by

Vdpa =

or its equivalent equation

dp = adt.

3. Moment. The moment of the force |8 with respect

to a point whose vector from an origin on the line of ^ is

a, is — Vafi. If the point is the origin and the vector to

some point in the line of application of the force is a, then

the moment with respect to the origin is Va^. If the

point is on the line of application the moment obviously

vanishes. If several forces have a common plane then

the moments as to a point in the plane will have a common
unit vector, the normal to the plane. If several forces are

normal to the same plane, their points of application in

the plane given by /3i, /32, /^s, • • • , their values being Oia,

020:, a^a, , then the moments are

Viail3i + ai^2 + az^z + •)a [dyne cm.].

If we set

ai/3i + Ui^i + fflsft + - .

.
= j3(ai + 02 + as + • •).

then /3 is the vector to the mean -point of application, which,

in case the forces are the attractions of the earth upon a

set of weighted points, is called the center of gravity. If

ffli + a2 + as + • • • = 0, we cannot make this substitution.
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4. Couple. A couple consists of two forces of equal

magnitude, opposite directions and different lines of action.

In such case the mean point becomes illusory and the sum
of the moments for any point from which vectors to points

on the lines of action of the forces are ai, a-i respectively, is

F(ai - «2)^.

But a\ — a2 is a vector from one line of action to the other,

and this sum of the moments is called the moment of the

couple. It is evidently unchanged if the tensor of /3 is

increased and that of a\ — a^ decreased in the same ratio,

or vice versa.

5. Moment of Momentum. If the velocity of a moving

mass m is (7 cm./sec, then the momentum of the mass is

defined to be m<j gr. cm./sec. The vector to the mass

being p, the moment of momentum of the mass is defined

to be

Vpma = mVpa [gm. cm.^sec.].

6. Electric Intensity. If a medium is moving in a mag-

netic field of density B gausses, with a velocity <r cm./sec,

then there will be set up in the medium an electromotive

intensity E of value

E = VaB 10-8 [volts/centimeter].

For any path the volts will be

- fSdpE = + fSdpB(r-10-\

If this be integrated around any complete circuit we shall

arrive at the difference in electromotive force at the ends

of the circuit.

7. Magnetic Intensity. If a magnetic medium is moving

in an induction field of D lines, with a velocity a, then there

will be produced in the medium at every point a magnetic
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intensity field

H = OAirVDa [gilberts/cm.].

For any path the gilbertage will be 0.47ry»S'(^p(rD.

8. Moving Electric Field. If an electric field of induc-

tion, of value D lines, is moving with a velocity cr, then

there will be produced in the medium at the point a mag-

netic field of intensity H gilberts/cm. where

H = OAirVaD.

For a moving electron with charge e, this will be

— (eUp/iTrTp^). For a continuous stream of electrons

along a path we Would have

the point being the origin.

9. Moving Magnetic Field. If a magnetic field of in-

duction of value B gausses is moving with a velocity c,

it will produce at any given point in space an electric

intensity E = F- BtrlO"^ volts per centimeter.

10. Torque. If a particle of length dp is in a field of

intensity a which tends to turn the particle along the lines

of force, then the torque produced by the field upon the

element is

V-dp<T.

If a line runs from A to B, the total torque is

fl V-dpa.

For instance if dp, or in case of a non-uniform distribution

cdp, is the strength in magnetic units, maxwells, of a wire

magnet from A to B, in a field a, then

fl V-dpa or fiV-cdpa

is the torque of the field upon the magnet,
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11. Po3mtmg Vector. An electric intensity E volts/cm.

and magnetic intensity H gilberts/cm. at a point in space

are accompanied by a flux of energy per cm.^ R, given by

the formula

47rR = -j~ [ergs/cm.2 sec.].

This is the Poynting vector.

12. Force Density. The force density in dynes/cc. of

a field of electric induction on a magnetic current is given by,

F = 4irFDG : 10 [dynes/cc],

where D is the density in lines of electric displacement

G is the magnetic current density in heavisides per cm.^.

If the negative of F is considered we have the force per cc.

required to hold a magnetic current in an electrostatic

field of density D.

The force density in dynes/cc. of a field of magnetic

induction on a conductor carrying an electric current is

A single moving charge e with velocity a will give

F ^AireVaixVaD.

13. Momentum of Field. The field momentum at a

point where the electric induction is D lines and magnetic

induction B gausses is F = 3-10' F- DB [gm. cm./sec.]. If

the magnetic induction is due to a moving electric field then

r = 0.047rF- QjxVDa, and if the electric induction is due

to a moving magnetic field,

r =
, } ,„,„ VB>cVaB.47r-3-10i°
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3. The Scalar of Three Vectors

1. Area and Pressure. If we consider two differential

vectors from the point P, say dip, d^p, then the vector area

of the parallelogram they form is Vdipd^p. If then we have

a distribution of an areal character, such as pressure per

square centimeter, /3, the pressure normal to the differential

area will be in magnitude

— SjSdipdip.

The vector Vdipd-^p may be represented by dv or UvdA.

The vector pressure normal to the surface will be

TJvS^dipdip.

There will also be a tangential pressure or shear, which is

the other component of j3.

2. Flux. If /3 is any vector distribution the expression

— S^dipdip is often called the flux of /3 through the area

Vdipd^p. It is to be noted however that the dimensions

of the result in physical units must be carefully considered.

Thus the flux of magnetic intensity is of dimensions that

do not correspond to any magnetic quantity.

3. Flow. If (3 is the velocity of a fluid in cm./sec, then

the volume passing through the differential area per second

is

— Sfidipdip [cc./sec.].

4. Energy Flux. The dimensions of the Poynting energy

flow R show that it is the current of energy per second across

a cm.^, hence the total flow per second through an area is

- SM^pd^p = - ^-y^^Vdp^P^
[e,g3/sec.].

IzUUtt

In the case of a straight conductor carrying a current of

electricity, we have at a distance a from the wire in a
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direction at right angles to the wire directly away from it

the value

T R= (47r)-il0«£(0.2Ja-i).

Consequently if we consider one centimeter of wire in

length and the circumference of the circle of radius a we

shall have a flux of energy for the centimeter equal to

J (£2 - -El) [joules].

This is the usual J^R of a wire and is represented by heat.

5. Activity. For a moving conductor we have already

expressed the vector E, and as the current density J can

be computed from the intensity of the field (J = k E) we

have then for the expression of the activity in watts per

cubic centimeter of conductor

A = - S(7BJlO-8= - S(F(7B)fc(F(7B) -lO-i" [watts].

Likewise in the case of the magnetomotive force due to

motion and the magnetic current G = /H we have for the

activity per cubic centimeter of circuit

A=- SDcrG = - S-{VD<7)liVQa)-10-' [watts].

6. Volts. The total electromotive difference between

two points in a conductor is the line-integral along the

conductor
- fSdpaBlO-^ [volts].

7. Gilberts. The total magnetomotive difference be-

tween two points along a certain path is the line-integral

— A-rrJ^SdpDa [gilberts].

4. Vector of Three Vectors

1. Stress. We find with no difficulty the equations

V-aiUa± Uy)y = ± TyTa{Ua± Uy)
and

V-a{Vay)y = — Say-V-ay.
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If now we have a state of stress in a medium, given by its

three principal stresses in the form

gi = g — TXfji dynes/cm.^ normal to the plane orthogonal

to U{U\+ Ufj),

g2 = g — S\fj, dynes/cm.^ normal to the plane orthogonal

to UV\iJi,

ffa
= g -\- TXn dynes/cm.^ normal to the plane orthogonal

to U{U\- Uix),

9i < 92 < gs,

then the stress across the plane normal to jS is

If the scalars gi, g^, gz are dielectric constants in three

directions (trirectangular) properly chosen, then the dis-

placement is

D = FXE/x + g£.

If the scalars are magnetic permeability constants,

B = FXHm + gW.

If the scalars are coefficients of dilatation, then /3 becomes

j3' = FX/3/X + ff/3.

If the scalars are elasticity constants of the ether, then

according to Fresnel's theory, the force on the ether is,

for the ether displacement P,

V\ptx + gp.

If the scalars are thermoelectric constants in a crystal,

then

D = T'XQm + S^Q where Q is the flow of heat.

If gf = the scalars are TXjx, — T\fi, — SX/x. If VKfi = 0,

the scalars are fX/x, — T\fx, TXfx, that is, practically — t

along X and + t in all directions perpendicular to X.



CHAPTER VIII

DIFFERENTIALS AND INTEGRALS

1. Differentiation as to a Scalar Parameter

1. Differential of p. If the vector p depends upon the

scalar parameter t, say

p = (p{t),

then for two values of t which are supposed to be in the

range of possible values for t

Pi — Pi ^ ipjk) — <p(.ti)
_

If now we suppose that to < h < t^ and that ti and <2 can

independently approach the limit, to, then we shall call

the limit of the fraction above, if there be such a limit, the

right-hand derivative of p as to t, at to, and if t2 < ti < to,

we shall call the limit the left-hand derivative of p as to

t at to. In case these both exist and are equal, and if p

has a value for to which is the limit of the two values of

<p{ti), then we shall say that p is a continuous function of

t at to and has a derivative as to t at to-

There is no essential difFerence analytically between the

function (p and the ordinary functions of a single real

variable, and we will assume the ordinary theory as known.

It is evident that for different values of t we may con-

sider the locus of P which will be a continuous curve.

Since p2 — pi is a chord of the curve the limit above will give

a vector along the tangent of the curve. Further the tensor

of the derivative, Tp' = T(p'{t), is the derivative of the

length of the arc as to the parameter t. If the arc s is the

parameter then the vector p' is a unit vector.

145
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EXAMPLES
(1) The circle

p = a cos e + /3 sin d, Ta = Tfi, SajB = 0,

p' = — a sin ^ + ^ cos d.

(2) The hehx

p = a cos 9 -\- P s'md -{- yd,

p' = — a sinO + P cos 6 + y.

(3) The conic

_ af +2l3t+y
^ af +2bt+ c

'

Multiplying out, f{a - ap) + 2t{^ - hp) + (7 - cp) =
for all values of t. For t = Q, p = y/c, and ior t = 00,

p = a/a, hence the curve goes through a/a and y/c.

We have

dp/dt = [f{ba — aP) + t{ca — ay) + icjS — by)] times scalar.

Hence for t = 0, the direction of the tangent is fi/b — y/c

at y/c, for t = <x> , the direction of the tangent is

/3/6 — a/a at a/a. Since these vectors both run from the

points of tangency to the point /3/6, the curve is a conic,

tangent to the lines through /3/6 and the two points a/a

and y/c, at these two points. If the origin is taken at

P/b, so that p = TT + /3/6, and if a' = a/a — j3/6, 7' = 7/c

-
i3/6, then

afia' - tt) - 2btTr + c{y' - tt) =

is the equation of the curve.

If now we let it run along the diagonal of the parallelo-

gram whose two sides are a'y' so that tt = x{a' -\- y'), then

substituting we have

afx + 2btx - c(l - a;) = 0,

at\l - x) - 2btx - ex = 0.
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From these equations we have

f = c/a

and
a; = '<i acj2{^ ac ± h)

.

These values of x give us the two points in which the

diagonal in question cuts the curve. The middle point

between these two is

1 , . w ,
I

,s hca-\- aby — 2ca^

2b{ac — b')

Referred to the original origin this gives for the center

K= T + ^b = —— ^—-
2{ac — b')

If we calculate the point on the curve for

, _ bh + c

^'--at;+b'

we shall find that for the points p2, pi we have |(p2 + pi)

= K, so that K is the center of the curve and diametrically

opposite points have parameters

, bti+ c
h and ti = ,

ati -\- b

an involutory substitution. If ac = ¥, k becomes oo ex-

cept when also the numerator = 0. [Joly, Manual, Chap.

VII, art. 48.]

In general the equation of the tangent of any curve is

TT = p + Xp'.

We may also find the derivatives of functions of p, when

p = (p{t), by substituting the value of p in the expression

and differentiating as before. Thus

let p = a cos e + /3 sin 6 where Ta + f/3.
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Then

Tp= V [- a^ cos^ e - 2Sal3 sin 6 cos 6 - /S^ sin^ 6].

We may then find the stationary values of Tp in the manner

usual for any function. Thus differentiating after squaring

a^ sin 2d - 2Sa/3 cos 28 - 13^ sin 29 = 0,

tan 261 = 2Sap/{a^ - jS^).

2. Frenet-Serret Formulae. Since the arc is essentially

the natural parameter of a curve we will suppose now that

p is expressed in terms of s, and accents will mean only

differentiation as to s. Then both

p and p + (hp'

are points upon the curve.

The derivative of the latter gives p' + dsp", which is also

a unit vector since the parameter is s. Thus the change in

a unit vector along the tangent is dsp", and since this

vector is a chord of a unit circle its limiting direction is

perpendicular to p', and its quotient by ds has a length whose

limit is the rate of change of the angle in the osculating plane

of the tangent and a fixed direction in that plane which

turns with the plane. That is to say, p" in direction is

along the principal normal of the curve on the concave side,

and in magnitude is the curvature of the curve, which we
shall indicate by the notation

Unit tangent is a = p',

Unit normal is ^ = Up", curvature is Ci = Tp",

Unit binormal is 7 = Va^, so that Ciy = Vp'p"^

The rate of angular turn of the osculating plane per centi-

meter of arc is found by differentiating the unit normal of

the plane. Thus we have

71 = cr'ldVp'p"' - Vp'p"-c,].
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But ci^ = Ty = - Bp"p" and therefore c^d = - Sp"p"'.

Substituting for C2 we have

71 = cr'[- Sp"p"Vp'p"' + Sp"p"'Vp'p"]

= crWp'Vp"Vp"'p"]
= crWaVcil3Vp"'cifi

= cr'V-apVp'"^ = cr'VyVp"'l3 = cr'PSyp'"

= - ai/3,

where ai is written for the negative tensor of 71 and is the

tortuosity. It may also be written in the form

bp p p jCi\

Again since j8 = 7a we have at once the relations

jSi = jia + yai = aiy — Cia.

Thus we have proved Frenet's formulae for any curve

ai = Ci/3, /3i = aiy — Cia, 71 = — Oi|8.

It is obvious now that we may express derivatives of any

order in terms of a, j3, y, and ai, Ci, and the derivatives of

ai and ci.

For instance we have

Pi = a, P2 = iSci,

P3 = iSiCi + /3c2 = /3c2 + (yai — aci)ci,

Pi = /3c3 + 2{yai — aci)c2 + (ya^ — ac2)ci

- Piai' + c,')ci.

The vector w — aa^ + yci is useful, for if 77 represents in

turn each one of the vectors a, fi, y, then 771 = Vcorj. It is

the vector along the rectifying line through the point.

The centre of absolute curvature k is given by

K = p- 1/p" = p + /3/Ci.
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The centre of spherical curvature is given by

(T = K + yd/da- cr^ = k — ycijaiCx-

The polar line is the line through K in the direction of 7.

It is the ultimate intersection of the normal planes.

3. Developables. If we desire to study certain de-

velopables belonging to the curve, a developable being the

locus of intersections of a succession of planes, we proceed

thus. The equation of a plane being S(7r — p)rt = 0,

where tt is the vector to a variable point of the plane, and

p is a point on the curve, while rj is any vector belonging

to the curve, then the consecutive plane is

S{ir — p)y} + ds-d/dsSiir — p)-q = 0.

The intersection of this and the preceding plane is the line

whose equation is

TT = p + (— -qSar] -\- t)/Vrir]i.

This line lies wholly upon the developable. If we find a

second consecutive plane the intersection of all three is a

point upon the cuspidal edge of the developable, which is

also the locus of tangents of the cuspidal edge. This vector

is

TT = p + (V7]2riSaTj + 2Vr]T]iSat]i + VririiS^r]Ci) jSri'ni-qi.

By substituting respectively for ri, a, P, y, we arrive at the

polar developable, the rectifying developable, the tangent-

line developable.

EXAMPLE
Perform the substitutions mentioned.

4. Trajectories. If a curve be looked upon as the path
of a moving point, that is, as a trajectory, then the param-
eter becomes the time. In this case we find that (if

p = dp/dt, etc.) the velocity is p = av, the acceleration is
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p = |Scii'^ + av. The first term is the acceleration normal

to the curve, the centrifugal force, the second term is the

tangential acceleration. In case a particle is forced to

describe a curve, the pressure upon the curve is given by

/3ci2)^. There will be a second acceleration, "p = a(v — vct^)

-\- P{2civ + C2v) + yaiCiV. The last term represents a

tendency per gram to draw the particle out of the osculating

plane, that is, to rotate the plane of the orbit.

5. Expansion for p. If we take a point on the curve

as origin, we may express p in the form

p = sa+ ^CiS^iS — |5^(ci^a — 02/3 — Ciaiy)

— ^s*(3c2Cia — /3[C3 — c/ — CiOi^] — y[2c2ai + ciffla]) • •

.

EXERCISES

1. Every curve whose two curvatures are always in a constant ratio

is a cylindrical helix.

2. The straight line is the only real curve of zero curvature every-

where.

3. If the principal normals of a curve are everywhere parallel to a

fixed plane it is a cylindrical helix.

4. The curve for which

Ci = Ijms, Oi = l/ns,

is a helix on a circular cone, which cuts the elements of the cone under

a constant angle.

5. The principal normal to a curve is normal to the locus of the

centers of curvature at points where Ci is a maximum or minimum.

6. Show that if a curve lies upon a sphere, then

Ci~* = A cos a + B sin a = C cos (a + e), A, B, C, e are constants.

The converse is also true.

7. The binormals of a curve do not generate the tangent surface of

a curve.

8. Find the conditions that the unit vectors of the moving trihedral

afiy of a given curve remain at fixed angles to the unit vectors of the

moving trihedral of another given curve.

Two Parameters

6. Surfaces. If the variable vector p depends upon two

arbitrary parameters it will terminate upon a surface of
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some kind. For instance if p = <p{u, v), then we may
write for the total differential of p

dp = diid/du(<p) -\- dvd/dv((p) = du<pu + dv(pv

We find then

rdp = Edu" + 2Fdudv + Gdv\
where

E = — (fu, F = — S(pu(Pv, G = — <pv^-

We have thus two differentials of p, one for v = constant,

one for u = constant, which will be tangent to the para-

metric curves upon the surface given by these equations,

and may be designated by

Pidu, pidv.

The normal becomes then

V = FpiP2, Tv= ^ (EG - P) = H.

For certain points or lines v may become indeterminate,

the points or lines being then singular points or singular

lines.

7. Curvatures. If we consider the point p and the

point p + dupi + dvpi the two normals will be

V and V + duV{pnp2 + PiPn) '

+ dvV{pi2.pi. + P1P22) + •
•

which may be written

V and V + dv.

The equations of these lines are

F(7r - p)v =0, F(7r - p - dp){v + dv) = 0.

They intersect if

Sdpvdv = 0.

Points for which this equation holds lie upon a line of
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curvature so that this is the differential equation of such

Hues. If we expand the total differentials we have

du^SpiWi + 2dvdvS(pivv2 + p2vvi) + dv^SpiVVi = 0.

We may also write the equation in the form

dp -\- XV -\- ydv = = pidu + pidv -\- xv -\- yvidu + yvidv.

Multiply by (pi + yvi){p2 + yv2) and take the scalar part

of the product, giving

S{pi + yvi){pi + viy)v =
= y'^SvviVi + 2ySv(piV2 + j-ipj) + v'^.

The ultimate intersection of the two normals is given by

w = p+ dp+ yv + ydv,

that is by yv. Hence we solve for yTv, giving two values

R and R' which are the principal radii of curvature at the

point. The product and the sum of the roots are re-

spectively

RR' = yy'Tv^ = Tv'/i- Swiv^),

R -\- R' = — 2TvSv{piV2 -\- VlP2)/SvVlV2.

The reciprocal of the first, and one-half the second divided

by the first, that is,

— SvviV2/v'^ and Sv{piV2 + vip2)/Tv^,

are the absolute curvature and the mean curvature of the

surface at the point.

The equation of the lines of curvature may be also written

vSdpvdv = f= V-VdpVvdv = VdpV{dv/vv) = VdpdUv.

Hence the direction of dUv is that of a line of curvature,

when du and dv are chosen so that dp follows the line of

curvature. That is, along a line of curvature the change

11
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in the direction of the unit normal is parallel to the line

of curvature.

When the mean curvature vanishes the surface is a

minimal surface, the kind of surface that a soapfilm will

take when it extends from one curve to another and the

pressures on the two sides are equal. The pressure indeed

is the product of the surface tension and twice the mean

curvature, so that if the resultant pressure is zero, the

mean curvature must vanish. If the radii are equal, as in

a sphere, then the resultant pressure will be twice the

surface tension divided by the radius, for each surface of the

film, giving difference of pressure and air pressure = 4

times surface tension/radius. The difi^erence of pressure

is thus for a sphere of 4 cm. radius equal to the surface

tension, that is, 27.45 dynes per cm.

When a surface is developable the absolute curvature is

zero, and conversely. Surfaces are said to have positive

or negative curvature according as the absolute curvature

is positive or negative.

EXERCISES

1. The differential equation of spheres is

Vv{p - a) = 0.

2. The differential equations of cylinders and cones are respectively

Sva = 0, Sl'{p — a) =0.

3. The differential equation of a surface of revolution is

Sapp = 0.

4. Why is the center of spherical curvature of a spherical curve not

of necessity the center of the sphere?

5. Show how to find the vector to an umbilicus (the radii of curvature

are equal at an umbilicus).

6. The differential equation of surfaces generated by lines that are

perpendicular to the fixed line a is

SVap<pVav = 0,

where ¥> is a hnear function.
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7. The differential equation of surfaces generated by lines that meet

the fixed line V(ji — 0)a = is

SV:'V(j> - 0)av>{V,'V(p - 0)a) = 0.

8. The differential equation of surfaces generated by equal and
similarly situated ellipses is

SV(Va0-i')v(VVaP-v) = 0.

9. Show that the catenoid

p = xi + a cosh x/a{cos Bj + sin 0h)

is a minimal surface, and that the two radii are ± Tv, the normal which
is drawn from the point to the axis.

2. Differentiation as to a Vector

1. Definition. Let q = f(p) be a function of p, either

scalar, vector, or quaternion. Let p be changed to p + dt-a

where a is a unit vector, then the change in q is given by

dq= q' - q= f{p+ dt-a) - f(p),
and

dq/dt = Urn [/(p + dta) - f(fi)]/dt

as dt decreases. If we consider only the terms in first

order of the infinitesimal scalar dt we can write

dq = dtf'ip, a)

in which a will enter only linearly.

In a linear function of a however we can introduce the

multiplier into every term in a and write dta = dp, so that

we have dq a linear function of dp,

dq = f'ip, dp).

It needs to be noted that the vector a is a function of the variable dt,

although a unit vector. The differential of q is of course a function of

the direction of dp in general, but the direction may be arbitrary, or be

a function of the variable vector p. It may very well happen that the

limit obtained above may be different for a given function / according

to the direction of the vector a. In general, we intend to consider the
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vector dp as having a purely arbitrary direction unless the contrary is

stated.

EXAMPLES
(1) Let

g = - p^
Then

dq= - [p2 + 2dtS-pa - p2] = - 2dtSpa = - 2Spdp.

Also since q = fp we have

dq = 2TpdTp= - 2Spdp,

whence

dTpjTp = Sdp/p, or dTp = - SUpdp.

(2) From the definition we have

d{qr) = dq-r -\- q-dr,

hence

diTp-Up) = dTp-Up + Tp-dUp = dp

and utiUzing the result of the preceding example, we have

dUp/Up = Vdp/p.

Also we may write dUp = — Vdpp-p/T^p = pVdpp/T^p

= p~WpdpjTp, etc. This equation asserts that the dif-

ferential of Up is the part of the arbitrary differential of p

perpendicular to Up, divided by the length of p, that is,

it is the differential angle of the two directions of p laid off

in the direction perpendicular to p in the plane of p and

dp. In case dp is along the direction of p itself,

dUp = 0.

(3) We have since

d{pp~'^p) = dp = dp-p~^p + pd{p-^)p + pp-Hp

= 2dp + pd{p-^)p.
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and thence

dp = - pd{p-^)p,

d-p--" = - p-^dpp-' = Ip-'Spdp - p-Wpdp]IPp
= p-Hp-plT^p.

That is, the differential of p~^ is the image of dp in p divided

by the square of Tp.

Hence

d{Vap)~^ = {Vap)-Wadp-VaplTWap.

This vanishes if dp is parallel to a.

(4) If X = — o^Ip then dir = — a^p~^dpp/ T^p, and for two

different values of dp, as dip, d^p, we have

diw/div = p~^d<ipld\p-p.

Therefore in the process of "inverting" or taking the

"electrical image" we find that the biradial of two dif-

ferential vectors is merely reflected in p. Interpret this.

(5) T = c is a family of spheres with a and — a as
p — a

limit points. For a differential dp confined to the surface

of any sphere we have then

Sdp[{p + a)-i - (p - a)-i] = 0.

A plane section through a can be written Syap = 0, in

which Syadp = gives a differential confined to the plane.

Therefore a differential tangent to the line of intersection

of any plane and any sphere will satisfy the equation

Vdp[VVyai{p + a)-i - (p - a)~^)] = 0.

But the expression in the () is a tangent line to any sphere

which passes through A and — A. For the equation of

such a sphere would be

p2 - 2SaSp - a^ =
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where 5 is any vector, hence for any dp along the sphere,

S(p — Vad)dp = 0. But (p + a)~^ — (p — a)~^ is parallel

to a(p2 + a2) _ 2pSap and Sip- Va5)[a{p' + a^)

— 2pSap] = — Sap[p^ — o? — 2Spa5]. For points on the

sphere the [] vanishes, hence the vector in question is a

tangent line. Also V-kt is perpendicular to tt or t, therefore

the differential equation above shows that the tangent dp

of the intersection of the plane and the sphere of the

system is perpendicular to a sphere through A and —A.
Hence all spheres of the set cut orthogonally any sphere

through A and —A.

(6) The equation iSZ7 = e is a family of tores pro-
p — a

duced by the rotation of a system of circles about their

radical axis. From this we have

SZ7(p + a)(p-a)= -e,
VU(p + a){p- a) = V (1 - e^)UVap = a.

Differentiating the scalar equation we have

s\v^-U(fl + a)U(p-a)
\_ p+ a

dp+ U(p + a)V --"^"^
• ?7(p - a) 1 =

p — a J
or

8<jdp\{p + a)-i - (p - a)-i] = 0.

Now in a meridian section a is constant so that

Vdp\{p + a)-i - (p - a)-i] =

and dp is for such section tangent to a sphere through

A and ~A.
EXERCISES

1. The potential due to a mass m at the distance Tp is mlTp in
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gravitation units. Find the differential of the potential in any direc-

tion, and determine in what directions it is zero.

2. The magnetic force at the point P due to an infinite straight

wire carrying a current o is H = — 2hlVap. Find the differential of

this and determine in what direction, if any, it is zero. For Vdptr = 0,

dH = 0; for dp = dsVcr-Wirp, dH = ~ Hds/TVap; for dp = dsUVap,

dH = Va\\dslTV<!p.

3. The potential of a small magnet a at the origin on a particle of

free magnetism at p is m = SapjPp. Find the variation in directions

Up, UVap, UaVap.

4. The attraction of gravitation at a point P per unit mass in gravita-

tion units is

(7 = - Up/Pp.

Find the differential of o- in the directions Up and Vffp.

d<T = - (pHp - SpSpdp)/T^p; parallel to p, - 2/p3;

perpendicular, UV0p/T'p.

5. The force exerted upon a particle of magnetism at p by an element

of current a at the origin is

H = - Vap/T'p.

Then dW = {pWadp - SVapSpdp)IT^p; in the direction of p, 37a/p=;

in the direction Vap, — VaUVap/T^p.
6. The vector force exerted by an infinitesimal plane current at

the origin perpendicular to a, upon a magnetic particle or pole at p is

<j = (ap2 - 3pSap)/r^p.

Find its variation in various directions.

2. Differential of Quaternion. We may define differen-

tials of functions of quaternions in the same manner as

functions of vectors. Thus we have T^q = qKq so that

2TqdTq = diqKq) = [(q + dtUq){Kq + dtUKq) - qKq]

= dt[qUKq+ UqKq]

= qKdq + dqKq
= 2SqKdq = 2SdqKq.

That is,

dTq= SdqUKq = SdqUq'"- = TqSdq/q
or

dTq/Tq = Sdq/q.
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In the same manner we prove the other following formulae.

dUqiUq = Vdqiq, dSq = Sdq, dVq= Vdq,

dKq = Kdq, S{dUq)IUq = 0,

dSVq = SUqV{dqlq) = - S{dqlqUVq-)TVUq
= TVUqdzq,

dVUq = VUKqVidq/q),

dTVUq = - SdUqUVq = SUqdzq,
d-q- = 2Sqdq + 2Sq- Vdq + 2Sdq- Vq,

d-q~^ = — q~^dqq~^,

d-qaq-^ = - 2V qdq'^Vaq-^ = 2V-dq{Va)q-\

that is, if r = qaq~^, then

dr = 2V{dqlq-r) = - 2Viq-dq-^-r)

= 2V{Vdqlq)r = 2q-V-V{q-^dq-a)q-^

dUVq= V-Vdq/Vq-UVq,

dzq= S[dq/iUVq-q)].

We define when Ta = 1

a^ = cos-7ra;/2+ sin • 7ra;/2 a = cas-^wx;

thus

rf-a^ = irf2-a^+^dx.

If Ta + 1, then

d-a^ = dx[\og Ta-a^ + Tr/2-a^+yTa\,

''^^^Vq^lkq-'^'"'^^^'"'

d-p<^=aU'^-^yp'^+aV'^.Vp'^.

3. Extremals. For a stationary value of /(p) in the

vicinity of a point p we have dj{p) = 0. If /(p) is to be
stationary and at the same time the terminal point of p

is to remain on some surface, or in general if p is to be subject

*Tait, Quaternions, 3d ed., p. 97.
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to certain conditioning equations, we must also have, if

there is one equation, g(p) = 0, dq{p) = 0, and if there are

two equations, g{p) = and h{p) = 0, then also dg{p) = 0,

dJi{p) = 0. Whether in all these different cases /(p) attains

a maximum of numerical value or a minimum, or otherwise,

we will consider later.

EXERCISES

1- s(p) = (p ~ <^y + a^ = 0, find stationary values of Tp = /(p).

Differentiating both expressions,

Sdp{p — a) = = Sdpp,

for all values of dp. Hence we must have dp parallel to V -rp where t is

arbitrary, and hence Srpip — a) = 0, for all values of i . Therefore

we must haye Vp(p — a) = 0, or Vap = 0, or p = ya. Substituting

and solving for y,

3/ = 1 ± a/Ta, p = a ± alia.

2- g{p) = (p — ay + a^ — 0. Find stationary values of <S/3p.

Sdp(p - a) = = S0ap, whence dpWVrP, S-t0{p - a) =0,

V0{p -a) =0.

p - a=y0, y = alT0, p = a± aV0.

3- g{p) = {p — ay -\- a^ = 0, h{p) = iS/3p = 0, find stationary values

of Tp.

Sdp{p - a) = = Sfidp = Spdp, whence <S-p/3(p - a) = = Spa/3,

and since Sp0 = 0, p = yV-0Va0.

p = VpVa^il ± V[a' - S'afilTValS).

4- g{p) = p' — SapSfip + a' = 0. Find stationary values of Tp.

Sdpp = = Sdp{p — aSpp — 0Sap),

p = x{aS^p + ffSap) = {aSffp + pSap)/(Sal3 ± Ta0),

whence
Sap = TaSpU^,

p = SpU0{Ua ± U0)l{SUaU0 =F 1).

Substituting in the first equation, we find SpUp, thence p.

5. S0P = c, Sap = c', find stationary values of Tp.

SdpP = Sadp = Spdp =0, p = xa + y0 and

xSafi + i/iS^ = c, xa'' + ySa0 = c', whence x and y.
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6. Find stationary values of Sap when (p — a)' + a^ = 0.

Sadp = = Sdp{p - a);

hence
p = ya = a ± aUoi

and
Sap = a' ± aTa.

7. Find stationary values for Sap when p^ — S^pSyp + a' = 0.

Sadp = = Sdp(p - 0Syp - 7<S|8p),

p = xa + llSyp + -yS^p, etc.

8. Find stationary values of TVSp when

(p - a)2 + a' = 0.

9. Find stationary values of Sallp when

(p - a)2 + o^ = 0.

10. Find stationary values of SaUpS^Up when

S7P + c = 0.

4. Nabla. The rate of variation in a given direction of

a function of p is found by taking dp in the given direction.

Since df{p) is linear in dp it may always be written in the

form

^(dp),

where <E> is a linear quaternion, vector, or scalar function

of dp. In case / is a scalar function, $ takes the form

— Sdpv,

where j' is a function of p, which is usually independent of

dp. In case v is independent of the direction of dp, we

call / a continuous, generally differentiable, function.

Functions may be easily constructed for which v varies

with the direction of dp. If when v is independent of dp we
take differentials in three directions which are not in the

same plane, we have

vS dipdipdzp = V dipd^p Sdzpv + V dipdzp Sdipv

+ V-dspdipSd^pv

= — V dxpdip dif — Vdipd-ip-dif

— V-dzpdip-dij.
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It is evident that if we divide through by Sdipdipd^p, the

different terms will be differential coefficients. The entire

expression may be looked upon as a differential operation

upon/, which we will designate by V. Thus we have

.= V/ =

_ (VdipdiP d3+ V- dipdsp di+ V- d^pdip dj) .. ,

S dipdipd^p

We may then write

df{p) = - SdpVf(p).

If the three differentials are in three mutually rectangular

directions, say i, j, k, then

V = id/dx + jd/dy + hd/dz.

It is easy to find V/ for any scalar function which is gener-

ally differentiable from the equation for df{p) above, that

is, df{p) = — SdpVf- For instance,

VSap = - a, Vp^ = - 2p, VTp = TJp,

\/{TpY = nTp^'-Wp = nTp'^-^-p, VTVap = UVap-a,

VSaUp = - p-WUpa, V-SapSfip = - pSap - Vap^,

V-log TVap=^-^,
yap

VT{p - a)-i = - C/(p - a)/P(p - a),

-sySaUpSpUp = p-WpVap-^P,

V log Tp= UplTp= -p-\

^7Upla)=-p-^UVpa=^^.

5. Gradient. If we consider the level surfaces of /(p),

/(p) = C, then we have generally for dp on such surface or

tangent to it Sdpp, = = difiji) where p. is the normal of the
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surface. Since SdpVf = and since the two expressions

hold for all values of dp in a plane

H = xVf,

or since the tensor of /x is arbitrary, we may say V/(p) is

the normal to the level surface of /(p) at p. It is called

the gradient of f{p), and by many authors, particularly in

books on electricity and magnetism, is written grad. p.

The gradient is sometimes defined to be only the tensor

of V/, and sometimes is taken as — V/. Care must be

exercised to ascertain the usage of each author.

Since the rate of change of /(p) in the direction a is

— SaVf(p), it follows that the rate is a maximum for the

direction that coincides with UVf, hence the gradient

V/(p)

gives the maximum rate of change off{p) in direction and size.

That is, T\/f is the maximum rate of change of /(p) and

V\/f is the direction in which the point P must be moved in

order that/(p) shall have its maximum rate of change.

6. Nabla Products. The operator V is sometimes called

the Hamiltonian and it may be applied to vectors as well

as to scalars, yielding very important expressions. These

we shall have occasion to study at length farther on. It

will be sufficient here to notice the effect of applying V and

its combinations to various expressions. It is to be ob-

served that VQ may be found from dq, by writing dq

= ^-dp, then VQ = 'i'^* + j^j + ^*^-

For examples we have

Vp = {Vdipdip dzp -\- Vdipdzp-dip

+ Vdzpdip-d2p)l{— Sdipdipdzp)
= - 3

since the vector part of the expression vanishes.
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Since

P-'.

dUp = f'^ • Up, dip = - SUpdp.
p

Hence

^Up = ^iV--Up= -^, VTp=Up.
P ip

Expressions of the form SF(i, i, Q) are often written

P{^> f> Q)) a notation due to McAulay.

Vap = a,

V(aiSi3ip + a2S/32P + a^Sp^p) = - (jSiai + ^^a^ + (Sjas),

VVap = 2a, vVapP = Sa^,

VSapVfip = - SaPp + SpSap - pSafi,

VVaUp = (a + p-^Sap)/ Tp, V • TVap = UVap-a,

VTVpVap = {Vap + ap)UVpVap,

^VapIPp = {ap' - 2,pSap)lT''p,

^•^^«^=7^P' ^^^''^^«'' =^-
V(Fapr=0, v(^)=0.

EXERCISE
Show that (Fa/3-*7 + VByia + Vya-^0)ISa0-y is independent

of a, p, y, where * is any rational Unear function (scalar, vector, or

quaternion) of the vector following it. If * = SS(,) + JiaiSfiii ) the ex-

pression is 6 + Zftai.

Notation for Derivatives of Vectors

Directional derivative

- SaV, Tait, Joly.

o-V; Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung.

-jp -a, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.
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Circuital derivative

VaV, Tait, Joly.

a X V, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung.

Projection of directional derivative on the direction.

S-a~'^VSau, Tait, Joly.

--' Fischer.
da

Projection of directional derivative perpendicular to the

direction

r-a-V^V'a, Tait, Joly.

--— ) Fischer.
da

Gradient of a scalar

V, Tait, Joly, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung, Carvallo,

Bucherer.

grad, Lorentz, Gans, Abraham, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo,

Peano, Jaumann, Jung.

— grad, Jahnke, Fehr.

[Fischer's multiplication follows Gibbs, d/dr

d j^. , being after the operand, the whole being

dr read from right to left; e.g., Fischer's

V« is equiv. to — kSV.]

Gradient of a vector

V, Tait, Joly, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung, Carvallo.

grad, Jaumann, Jung.

-5-> Fischer.
dr

7. Directional Derivative. One of the most important

operators in which V occurs is — SaV, which gives the
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rate of variation of a function in the direction of the unit

vector a. The operation is called directional differentiating.

SaV -Sfip^ - Sal3, SaV -p' = - 2Sap,

SaVTp = SaUp, SaVTp-' = - Sap/Tp' = llYiTp'^

SaVTVap = 0, SaV-Up = -^^^

An iteration of this operator upon Tp~^ gives the series of

rational spherical and solid harmonics as follows

:

- SaVTp-"- = - Sap/Tp^ = l!7lfp-^

SpvSaVTp-'= (3SapS/3p+ Tp^SaP)Tp-^ = 2lY2Tp-^

SyVSlS-VSaV Tp-^ = - {3.5SapSl3pSyp

+ 3i:SPySapTp')Tp-^ = SlY^Tp-^

For an n axial harmonic we apply n operators, giving

y„ = S.(- iy(2n - 25)!/[2"-'?i!(?i - s)l]i:S''-^''aUpS'aia2,

^ s ^ n/2.

The summation runs over n — 2s factors of the type

SaiUpSa^Up- and s factors of the type SaiajSakar

,

each subscript occurring but once in a given term. The

expressions Y are the surface harmonics, and the expressions

arising from the differentiation are the solid harmonics

of negative order. When multiplied by ?p^''+^ we have

corresponding solid harmonics of positive order.

The use of harmonics will be considered later.

8. Circuital Derivative. Another important operator is

FaV called the circuital derivative. It gives the areal

density of the circulation, that is to say, if we integrate

the function combined with dp in any linear way, around

an infinitesimal loop, the limit of the ratio of this to the

area of the loop is the circuital derivative, a being the normal

to the area. We give a few of its formulae. We may also
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find it from the differential, for if dQ = ^dp, Va\7 • Q

VaV Tp = VaUp, VaV Tp'^ = nTp^'-Wap,

T aV • Up = (3ap2 - pSap)/Tp\ VaV SfSp = Vfia,

VaV Vl3p = aP+ S-aP, VaV -/Sp = 2Sa(3,

VaV-TVPp = - V-a^UVPp, VaV-p = - 2a,

VaV- (aiSlSip + aiSPip + asSM = Sa(ail3i + 02^2

+ asPs) + VaiVafii + Va2Vap2 + Va^Va^s-

9. Solutions of VQ = 0, V^Q = 0. In a preceding

formula we saw that V{Vap)~^ = 0. We can easily find

a number of such vectors, for if we apply SaV to any vector

of this kind we shall arrive at a new vector of the same

kind. The two operators V and SaV are commutative

in their operation. For instance we have

diVap)-' = - {Vap)-Wadp-{Vap)~';
licnc6

T = Sl3V-{Vap)-' = {Vap)-Wl3a-iVap)-'

is a new vector which gives Vr = 0. The series can easily

be extended indefinitely. Another series is the one de-

rived from Up/T'^p. This vector is equal to p/T^p, and its

differential is

{-p'dp+3Sdpp-p)/T%

The new vector for which the gradient vanishes is then

(-ap^+3Sap-p)/T'p.

The latter case however is easily seen to arise from the

vector V Tp~^, and hence is the first step in the process of

using V twice, and it is evident that V'^Tp~^ = 0. So also

the first case above is the first step in applying V^ to log

TVap-a"^ so that V^(log TVap-a) = 0. Functions of p

that satisfy this partial differential equation are called
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harmonic functions. That is, /(p) is harmonic if V^/(p) = 0.

Indeed if we start with any harmonic scalar function of p

and apply V we shall have a vector whose gradient van-

ishes, and it will be the beginning of a series of such vectors

produced by applying SaiV, Sa2V, • • • to it. However we

may also apply the same operators to the original harmonic

function deriving a series of harmonics. From these can

be produced a series of vectors of the type in question.

V^-F(p) is called the concentration of F{p). The concentra-

tion vanishes for a harmonic function.

EXERCISES

Show that the following are harmonic functions of p:

1. Tp-i tan-i Sap/S0p,

where a and /3 are perpendicular unit vectors,

2.

3.

where

and

4.

10. Harmonics. We may note that if u, v are two scalar

functions of p, then

\7 -uv = u\7v + vS/u
and thus

V^-Mt) = u^h + dV^m + 2SVMVf.

Hence the product of two harmonics is not necessarily

harmonic, unless the gradient of each is perpendicular to

the gradient of the other.

Also if u is harmonic, then

\/'-m = uVh + 2SV^<V^'.

Tp-i log tan
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If u is harmonic and of degree n homogeneously in p, then

ujTp^'^^^ is a harmonic of degree — in -\- 1). For

V'(V+')"'= V[- {2n+ l)prp-2''-5]

= - (2re+ l)(2?i)7'p-2n-3

and

SVuVTp-'"'-'- = - (2n+ l)fp-2"-3SVMp
= (2n,+ l){27i)u Tp-'"-';

hence

V^-u/Tp^''+' = 0.

In this case m is a solid harmonic of degree n and uTp~^'^~^

is a solid harmonic of degree — ?i — 1. Also uTp~^ is a

corresponding surface harmonic. The converse is true.

EXAMPLES OF HARMONICS

Degree n =0; (p = tan~^ —

—

opp

where SajS = 0, a^ =
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Degree n = — 2.

SaUpIp", vSa^Uplp\ ^pSa^UpIp^ + p-^

.

Degree n = 1.

Sap, (pSa^p, \{/SaPp -\- Tp •••.

Other degrees may easily be found.

11. Rational Integral Harmonics. The most interesting

harmonics from the point of view of application are the

rational integral harmonics. For a given degree n there

are 2n -\- 1 independent rational integral harmonics. If

these are divided by 7p'' we have the spherical harmonics

of order n. When these are set equal to a constant the

level surfaces will be cones and the intersections of these

with a unit sphere give the lines of level of the spherical

harmonics of the given order. A list of these follow for

certain orders. Drawings are found in Maxwell's Electricity

and Magnetism.

Rational integral harmonics, Degree 1. Scxp, Sfip, Syp,

a, (3, 7 a trirectangular unit system.

Degree 2. SapSpp, S^pSyp, SypSap, 3S''ap + p\ S^ap

- S'Pp.

These correspond to the operators Tp^[S'^y\7, SyVSaV,
SyVS^V, S(a + l3)VS(a - p)V, SaVSpv] on Tp-\

Degree 3. Representing Sap by — x, S/3p by — y, Syp by
- z, SaV by - D^, S/3V by - Dy, SyV by - D^ we have

2s^ — 3xh — Sy^z, 4z^x — ^ — y^x, 4z^y — x^y — y^,

xh — yh, xyz, x^ — 3xy^, 2>x^y — y^

corresponding to

T) 3 D 3 T) 3 n3_n3 7)3 _Qr)
^-^ zzz J ^^ zzx > ^ zzy t J^xxz , J-^xyz > ^xxx j — OxJ

7) 3 _ Qn 3

xyy J
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Degree 4.

xziiz' - 3a;2 - 3y^), 2/2(43= - Sx" - 3y^)

(x^ — 2/=)(6s= — .T= — /), xy(Qz^ — x^ — z/^),

xzi^x"- - Zf), yziZx" - 2/'), x" + y' - QxY,

xy{x^ — 2/2)

D
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lines in the plane normal to a. If we follow the vector

line for /3 after we leave the point we shall get a determinate

curve, provided we consider a to be its normal. We may
however draw any surface through the point which has

a for its normal and then on the surface draw any curve

through the point. All such curves can serve as ^ curves

but a might not be their principal normal. It can happen

therefore that the (3 curves and the 7 curves may start out

from the point on different surfaces. However a, P, and y
are definite functions of the position of the point P, with

the condition that they are unit vectors and mutually

perpendicular.

If we go to a new position infinitesimally close, a becomes

a + da, j8 becomes j3 + d/3, and 7 becomes 7 + dy. The

new vectors are unit vectors and mutually perpendicular,

hence we have at once

S-ada= S-pdp-= S-ydy=0, Sad^ = - SjSda, ,.

.

Spdy = - Sydp, Syda = - Sady. ^^^

These equations are used frequently in making reductions.

We have likewise since a^ = — 1,

Va-a = - V'aa', V/3-/3 = - VW, ^2)

V7-7 = - V'77',

where the accent on the V indicates that it operates only

on the accented symbols following. Similarly we have

\7a-p+ V/3-a = - V'a/3' - V'/3a', etc. (3)

We notice also that

S-a{SQV)a = 0,

S-a(S()V);8= - S-j8(S()V)a, etc. (4)

We now operate on the equation y = a^ with V, and
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remember that for any two vectors Xju we have X/i = — fi\

+ 2SXju, whence

V7 = Va-iS + V'aP' = Va-/3 - V/3-a + 2\7'Sai3'. (5)

The corresponding equations for the other two vectors are

found by changing the letters cyclically.

Multiply every term into y and we have

Vt-t = Va-a+ VI3-P + 2\/'Sa^'-y. (6)

If now we take the scalar of both sides we have

S7V7 = SaVa + S/3Vj3 + 2Sy\/'Sa^'. (7)

We set now

2p = + SaVa + S/3V/3 + S7V7 (8)

and the equation (7) gives, with the similar equations

deduced by cyclic interchange of the letters,

SyVSalS' = - SyVSa'13 = - p+ SyVy,
SaV'Spy' = - SaV'SlS'y = - p+ SaVa,
SpV'Sya' = - SpV'Sy'a = - p+ S^V^,

- S-y[- SaV-y] = SaV Syy' = |SaV 7' = 0, ^^

- S-a[- SaV-y] = - SaV-Sa'y
= Sy{— iSaV -a) = Sy{ul3 + vy) = — v.

That is to say, the rate of change of 7, if the point is moved
along a, is P(SaV(x — p). Likewise

dp/ds = — y(— p + SaVa) —va.

The trihedral therefore rotates about a with the rate

{p — SaVa) as its vertex moves along a. Now we let

L= + p- SaVa. (10)

We may also write at once, similarly,

i^ = +P- S/3Vi3, t^= +p- S7V7, (10)

from which we derive

t.+ t? + t,= +p. (11)
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It is also evident that

t.+ h= SyVy, t^ + t^= SaVa, ty + L = S^V/S. (12)

The expressions on the left hold good for any two per-

pendicular unit vectors in the plane normal to the vector

on the right, and hence if we divide each by 2 and call the

result the mean rotatory deviation for the trajectories of the

vector on the right, we have

^SaVoi = mean rotatory deviation for a.

Again the negative potation for the 13 trajectory gives

what we have called previously the rotatory deviation of a

along /3. Hence, as a similar statement holds for y, the

mean rotatory deviation is one half the sum of the rotatory

deviations. Hence ^SaVa is the negative rate of rotation

of the section of a tube of infinitesimal size, whose central

trajectory is a, about a, as the point moves along a. Or

we may go back to (9) and see that

SaVa = {+ p- S^VB) + {+ p - SyVy)
= - Sl3\7'Sya' + Sy^'SjSa',

which gives the rotatory deviations directly.

The scalar of (5) and the like equations are

SVa = S7V/3 - S^Vt, SV^ = SaVy - SyVa,

SVt = S/SVa - SaV/3, ^ '^

We multiply next (5) by a and take the scalar, giving

Sy\?a = - SaV'SPa' = SaV'SajS',

Sl3Va = - SaV'Say' = SaV'Sya',

S«V/3 = - SpV'SyP' = Sl3V'Sl3y',

SPVy = - SyV'Say' = SyV'Sya',

SaVy = - SyV'Syl3' = SyV'Sfiy'.
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We can therefore write

SVa = - S/3V'S/3a' - SyV'Sya',

that is SVa equals the negative sum of the projection of

the rate of change of a along (3 on /3, and the rate of change

of a along 7 on 7. But these are the divergent deviations

of a and hence — S\/a is the geometric divergence of the

section. It gives the rate of the expansion of the area of

the cross-section of the tube around a. We may write the

corresponding equations of /3 and 7.

Again we have

VVa = — aSa\7a — (SS/SVa — 7S7Va
= a{t, - V) - PSyiSaV-a) + yS^iSaV -a)

= a{t^ — V) — Va(SaV -a).

Now from the Frenet formulae

— Sa\7 -a = CaV,

where c„ is the curvature of the trajectory and v is the

principal normal. Hence

Wa = a{t, -V) + C.M, (15)

where ji is the binormal of the trajectory. We find there-

fore that FVa consists of the sum of two vectors of which

one is twice the rate of rotation of the section or an elemen-

tary cube about a, measured along a, and the other is twice

the rate of rotation of the elementary cube about the

binormal measured along the binormal.* But we will see

* This should not be confused with the rotation of a rigid area mov-
ing along a curve. The infinitesimal area changes its shape since each

point of it has the same velocity. As a deformable area it rotates (i.e.

the invariant line of the deformation) with half the curvature as its

rate. The student should picture a circle as becoming an ellipse,

which ellipse also rotates about its center.
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later that this sum is the vector which represents twice the

rate of rotation of the cube and the axis as it moves along

the trajectory of a. Hence this is what we have called

the geometric curl.

We may now consider any vector a defining a vector

field not usually a unit vector. Since a = TaJJa, we have

8\/(T = SVaS/Tff + TaSvUa.

The last term is the geometric convergence multiplied by

the length of <t, that is, it is the convergence of a section

at the end of tr. The first term is the negative rate of

change of Ta along a. The two together give therefore

the rate of decrease of an infinitesimal volume cut ofl' from

the vector tube, as it moves along the tube. In the lan-

guage of physics, this is the convergence of (t. Similarly

we have
Vs7<r = WTaUa^- TaVvUa.

The last term is the double rate of rotation of an elementary

cube at the end of a, while the first term is a rotation about

that part of the gradient of T<t which is perpendicular to

Ua. It is, indeed, for a small elementary cube a shear of

one of the faces perpendicular to Ua, which gives, as we

have seen, twice the rate of rotation corresponding. Con-

sequently I'Vcr is twice the vector rotation of the elemen-

tary cube.

EXAMPLES

(1) Show that

aSVa + (SSViS + 7SVy
= - VaVVa - VPVVI3 - F7FV7.

(2) Show that if Ci(a) is zero VaVVa = 0. This is the

condition that the lines of the congruence be straight. It

is necessary and sufficient.
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(3) Let Wa = t, - SaVa = x, then T^ = ^l [c^ + x%

^1 = — SaV • ? = xia + Ciy)/3 + r.^y, where the subscript

1 means differentiation as to s, that is, along a line of the

congruence.

— S/3^1 = cip; ai = cr^SlS^i + x,

or

Cl

This gives the torsion in terms of the curl of a and its

derivative.

(4) If the curves of the congruence are normals to a set

of surfaces, then

a = UVu and Va = V^u/TVu - \7il/TVu)-Vu.

Hence we have at once SaVa = = x. This condition

is necessary and sufficient.

(5) If also VaVS7a = 0, we have a Kummer normal

system of straight rays. In this case by adding the two

conditions, aV\/a = 0, that is, V\/a = 0. This condition

is also necessary and sufficient.

(6) If the curves are plane, ai = or Sa\/a = S^VP
+ SyVy or Sj3^i = — xcu which is necessary and suffi-

cient.

(7) If further they are normal to a set of surfaces SflV/S

+ SyVy = = S/3^1. The converse holds.

(8) If Cl is constant, Sy^i = and conversely.

If also plane, and therefore circles, Sft^i = or ^i = xia

+ Cix^. This is necessary and sufficient.

For a normal system of circles we have also

V\/a = const == Ciy.

(9) For twisted curves of constant curvature ^i = — ciai/?.
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Notations

Vortex of a vector

V\7u, Tait, Joly, Heaviside, F5ppl, Ferraris.

V X ^l, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung.

curl u, Maxwell, Jahnke, Fehr, Gibbs, Wilson, Heaviside,

Fopp], Ferraris. Quirl also appears.

[Vm], Bucherer.

rot u, Jaumann, Jung, Lorentz, Abraham, Gans, Bucherer.

§ rot u, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

—
-,— , Fischer.
dr

Vori u, Voigt.

(Notations corresponding to VVu are also in use by

some that use curl or rot.)

Divergence of a vector

— SVu, Tait, Joly. SVu is the "convergence" of Max-

well.

V-M, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung.

div u, Jahnke, Fehr, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung,

Lorentz, Bucherer, Gans, Abraham, Heaviside, Foppl,

Ferraris, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

\/u, Lorentz, Abraham, Gans, Bucherer.

-3—, Fischer.
dr

Derivative dyad of a vector

- SQV-u, Tait, Joly.

Vu, Gibbs, Wilson.

•V; u, Jaumann, Jung.

du
—=, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

du T-,- I-- , Jbischer.
dr

Du , Shaw.
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Conjugate derivative dyad of a vector

— VSuQ, Tait, Joly.

Vu- , Gibbs, Wilson.

V ; M • , Jaumann, Jung.

Ki{), Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

^— , Fischer.
dr^

D„-,Shaw.

Planar derivative dyad of a vector

FvFmQ, Tait, Joly.

V X (m X 0), Gibbs, Wilson.

V ^u, Jaumann, Jung.

CK'^, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.
dP

— x{Du), Shaw.

Dispersion. Concentration

— V^, Tait, Joly. V^ is the "concentration" of Maxwell.

V^ Lorentz, Abraham, Gans, Bucherer.

V- V, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung.

div grad, Fehr, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

— div grad, Jahnke.

A2, for scalar operands, 1„ r t-i j.- n/r 7

„ , p .
' J >Burali-l^orti, Marcolongo.

A2 , tor vector operands,] °

—^ ) Fischer.
dr''

Dyad of the gradient. Gradient of the divergence

— VSV, Tait, Joly.

VV-, Gibbs, Wilson.

V; V, Jaumann, Jung.

grad div, Buroli-Forti, Marcolongo.
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Planar dyad of the gradient. Vortex of the vortex

WVVO, Tait, Joly.

V^V, Jaumann, Jung.

rof, Lorentz, Bucheoer, Gons, Abraham.

curF, Heaviside, Foppl, Ferraris.

rot rot, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

13. Vector Potential, Solenoidal Field. If ? = FVo",

then we say that c is a vector potential of ^. Obviously

Sv? = SFV = 0.

The vector potential is not unique, since to it may be added

any vector of vanishing curl. When the convergence of a

vector vanishes for all values of the vector in a given region

we call the vector solenoidal. If the curl vanishes then

the vector is lamellar.

We have an example of lamellar fields in the vector field

which is determined by the gradient of any scalar function,

for FVVm = 0.

In case the field of a unit vector is solenoidal we see from

the considerations of § 12 that the first and second divergent

deviations of any one of its vector lines are opposite. If

then we draw a small circuit in the normal plane of the

vector line at P and at the end of dp a second circuit in

the normal plane at p + dp, and if we project this second

circuit back upon the first normal plane, then the second

will overlie the first in such a way that if from P a radius

vector sweeps out this circuit then for every position in

which the radius vector must be extended to reach the

second circuit there is a corresponding position at right

angles to it in which it must be shortened by an equal

amount. It follows that the limit of the ratio of the areas

of the two circuits is unity. Hence if such a vector tube is

followed throughout the field it will have a constant cross-
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section. In the general case it is also clear that SS/a gives

the contraction of tha area of the tube.

When a is not a unit vector then we see likewise that

SVcr by § 12 has a value which is the product of the con-

traction in area by the Ta + the contraction of Ta multi-

plied by the area of the initial circuit. Hence S\/cr repre-

sents the volume contraction of the tube of a for length ro-

per unit area of cross-section. When the field is solenoidal

it follows that if Ta is decreasing the tubes are widening

and conversely.

For instance, SvUp = — 2/Tp signifies that per unit

length along p the area of a circuit which is normal to p

is increasing in the ratio 2/Tp, that is, the flux of Up is

increasing at the rate of 2/Tp along p. Also S- Vp = — 3

indicates that an infinitesimal volume taken out of the

field of p is increasing in the ratio 3. Of this the increase 2

is due to the widening of the tubes, as just stated, the

increase 1 is due to the rate at which the intensity of the

field is increasing. If the field is a velocity field, the rate

of increase of volume of an infinitesimal mass is 3 times

per second.

It is evident now if we multiply SVcr by a differential

volume dv that we have an expression for the differential

flux into the volume. If a is the velocity of a moving mass

of air, say unit mass, then SVcr is the rate of compression

of this moving mass, and S\7(Tdv is the compression per

unit time of this mass, and J^J'J'SVadv is the increase

in mass per unit time of matter at initial density or com-

pression per unit time of a given finite mass which occupies

initially the moving volume furnishing the boundary of

the integral.

If T is the specific momentum or velocity of unit volume

times the density, then SVt is the condensation rate or
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rate of increase of the density at a given fixed point, and

S^Vrdv is the increase in mass in dv per unit time. Hence

SSSS^rdv is the increase in mass per unit time in a

given fixed space.

Since

1
a = -T

c

where c is density at a point,

(T C

o „ , ,
d logc rf log c

= total relative rate of change of density

due to velocity and to time,

= relative rate of change of density at a

moving point.

S\/ff-dv = increase in mass of a moving dv divided

by the original density.

yyj'SVcr-dv = increase in mass in a moving volume per

unit of time divided by original density,

= decrease in volume of an original mass.

For an incompressible fluid SVc = or cr is solenoidal,

and for a homogeneous fluid SS/t = or t is solenoidal.

In water of difl^ering salinity SVcr = 0, SVt 4= 0. We
have a case of constant t in a column of air. If we take

a tube of cross-section 1 square meter rising from the ocean

to the cirrus clouds, we may suppose that one ton of air

enters at the bottom, so that one ton leaves at the top, but

the volume at the bottom is 1000 cubic meters and at the

top 3000 cubic meters. Hence the volume outflow at the

top is 2000 cubic meters. In the hydrosphere cr and t
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are solenoidal, in the atmosphere r is solenoidal. We
measure <r in m^/sec and r in tons/m^ sec. At every sta-

tionary boundary a and t are tangential, and at a surface

of discontinuity of mass, the normal component of the

velocity must be the same on each side of the surface, as

for example, in a mass of moving mercury and water.

It is evident that if a vector is solenoidal, and if we

know by observation or otherwise the total divergent devia-

tions of a vector of length Tcr, then the sum of these will

furnish us the negative rate of change of Tct along a.

Thus, if we can observe the outward deviations of r in the

case of an air column, we can calculate the rate of change of

Tt vertically. If we can observe the outward deviations of

a tube of water in the ocean we can calculate the decrease

in forward velocity.

EXERCISES.

1. An infinite cylinder of 20 cm. radius of insulating material of

permittivity 2 [farad/cm.], is uniformly charged with l/207r electrostatic

units per cubic cm. Find the value of the intensity E inside the rod,

and also outside, its convergence, curl, and if there is a potential for

the field, find it.

2. A conductor of radius 20 cm. carries one absolute unit of current

per square centimeter of section. Find the magnetic intensity H inside

and outside the wire and determine its convergence, curl, and potential.

14. Curl. We now turn our attention to another meaning

of the curl of a vector. We can write the general formula

for the curl

FVo- = - aSUffV Ua - pSyV Ta + y{cTa + SjSV Ta)

Let Ua = a'. These terms we will interpret, one by one.

It was shown that the first term is a multiplied by the sum
of the rotational deviations of a'. But if we consider a

small rectangle of sides rjdt = dip and rdu = d2p, then the

corresponding actual deviations are

Sdipd^cr' and — Sdipdicr'
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and the sum becomes

Sdipdicr' — Sdipdicr'.

But dicr' is the difference between the values of a' at the

origin and the end of d^p, and to terms of first order is the

difference of the average values of a' along the two sides

d\p and dip + dip — dip. Likewise d^a is the difference

between the average values of a' along the side d^p and its

opposite. Hence if we consider Sdpcr' for a path consisting

of the perimeter of the rectangle, the expression above is

the value of this Sdpa' for the entire path, that is, is the

circulation of a' around the rectangle. Hence the coefficient

- SUaVUa

is the limit of the quotient of the circulation around dip d^p

divided by dtdu or the area of the rectangle.

If we divide any finite area in the normal plane of a into

elementary rectangles, the sum of the circulations of the

elements will be the circulation around the boundary, and

we thus have the integral theorem

fSdpa = ffSdipd,pVV<T

when Vdipdip is parallel to FVc. The restriction, we shall

see, may be removed as the theorem is always true.

The component of VV(t along a is then

— Ua Lim _fSdpa/area, of loop

as the area decreases and the plane of the loop is normal to a.

Consider next the term — ^SyV Ta. It is easy to reduce

to this form the expression

[- S<j'{SyV)<J + S7(Scr'V)<r][- ^].

But this is the circulation about a small rectangle in the

13
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plane normal to (3. Hence the component of VVcr in the

direction j3 is

— /3 Lim J'Sdpa/aTesi of loop in plane normal to 13.

Likewise the other term reduces to a similar form and the

component of VVa- in the direction y is

— 7 Lim J'Sdpff/aTea of loop in plane normal to 7.

It follows if a is any unit vector that the component of

Vs/a along a is

— a Lim ^S^pcr/area of loop in plane normal to a

as the loop decreases. The direction of UVS/a is then

that direction in which the limit in question is a maximum,

and in such case TV\7a is the value of the limit of the cir-

culation divided by the area. That is, TVV<t is the maxi-

mum circulation per square centimeter.

Another interpretation of V\/a is found as follows: Let

us suppose that we have a volume of given form and that cr

is a velocity such that each point of the volume has an inde-

pendent velocity given by a. Then the moving volume will

in general change its shape. The point which is originally

at p will be found at the new point p + a{p)dt. A point

near p, say p + dp, will be found at p + rfp + a{p + dp)dt,

and the line originally from p to p + rfp has become instead

of dp,

dp + dt[(j{p + dp) — ff{p)] = dp — Sdp\/ -adt.

But this can be written

dp' = dp- [iF- V'rfpa' + UpS^cT - W{VV<T)dp]dt.

This means, however, that we can find three perpendicular

axes in the volume in question such that the effect of the
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motion is to move the points of the volume parallel to these

directions and to subject them to the effect of the term

dp + |F(T'V(r)(fp dt.

Now if we consider an infinitesimal rotation about the

vector € its effect is given by the form {du being half of the

instantaneous angle)

(1 + edu)p{l — edu) = p + 2Vepdu;

hence the vector joining p and p-\- dp will become the vector

joining p + 2Vepdu and p + 2Vepdu -\- dp -\- 2VaIpdu,

that is, dp becomes dp + 2Vedp du. We find therefore

that the form above means a rotation about the vector

UVVr of amount ^TVX/adt, or in other words Vx/a,

when cr is a velocity, gives in its unit part the instanta-

neous axis of rotation of any infinitesimal volume moving

under this law of velocity, and its tensor is twice the angu-

lar velocity. For this reason the curl of a is often called the

rotation. When V\/<t = 0, u has the form a = \/u, and u
is called a velocity potential. If cr is not a velocity, we
still call u a potential for a.

EXERCISES.

1. If a mass of water is rotated about a vertical axis at the rate of

two revolutions per second, find the stationary velocity. What are the

convergence and the curl of the velocity? Is there a velocity potential?

2. If a viscous fluid is flowing over a horizontal plane from a central

axis in such way that the velocity, which is radial, varies as the height

above the plane, study the velocity.

3. Consider a part of the waterspout problem on page 50.

15. Vortices. Since Vx/a is a vector it has its vector

lines, and if we start at any given point and trace the vector

line of FVc such line is called a vortex line. The field of

FVo- is called a vortex field. If a vector is lamellar the

vector and the field are sometimes called irrotational. The
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equation of the vortex lines is

VdpVVa- = 0= SdpV-cT- V'Sdpa' = - da - V'Sdpa'.

The rate of change of o- then along one of its vortex lines is

— V'Sao-'. Since SvFVff = 0, the curl of <r is always

solenoidal, that is, an elementary volume taken along the

vortex lines has no convergence but merely rotates.

The curl of the curl is VvVVa- = VV — VSVcr and

thus if a is harmonic the curl of the curl is the negative

gradient of the convergence, and if the vector is solenoidal,

the curl of the curl is the concentration VV.
EXERCISES

1. If Sa<T = = Sa\/ -a, and if we set a- = V-ar, and determine X
so that S/X = T, then Xa is a vector potential of the vector o-.

2. Determine the vector lines in the preceding problem for <r. Also

show that the derivative of X in any direction perpendicular to a is

equal to the component of a- perpendicular to both. What is V'X?
3. If <r = toy and — SyV -w = 0, then either Xa or Yp will be

vector potentials of a where ffy = a and all are unit vectors and

SyV-X = = SyS7-Y.

4. If the lines of <t are circles whose planes are perpendicular to y

and centers are on p = ty, and Tcr = f{TVyp), then any vector parallel

to 7 whose tensor is F(TVyp), where — / = dF/dTVyp is a vector

potential of cr. Is <r solenoidal?

5. If the hnes of a are straight lines perpendicular to y and radiating

from p = ty and To- = f{TVyp), then what is the condition that a be

solenoidal? If Ta = /(tan"' TVyp/Syp) tr cannot be solenoidal.

6. If <T = /(Sap, S0p)-Vyp-y, then what is W<r'? Show that if/

is a function of tan~' Sap/S0p, that Syp\7f is a function of the same

angle, but if / is a function of TVyp, Syp\7 •/ = and no vector of

the form <t = f(TVyp)Vyp-y can be a potential of yTVyp. If

M = Sap/Spp, then/(M) = - f<p{iJ.)dp.l{p? + 1).

7. What are the lines of a = f{Sap, SPp)Vyp and what is the curl?

If / is a function of TVyp, so is the curl, and if

F(TVyp) = (TVypyfTVypvTVypdTVyp

then F-TVyp is a vector potential of the solenoidal vector y<pT{yyp).

If / is a function of p. the curl is a function of p., and ifip.) Vyp is a vector

potential of yfip).

8. If cr is solenoidal and harmonic the curl of its curl is zero. If its
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lines are plane and it has the same tensor at all points in a line per-

pendicular to the plane, then it is perpendicular to its curl.

9. The vector o- = /• Up, where / is any scalar function of p, is not

necessarily irrotational, but <So-V<r = 0.

10. If a vector is a function of the two scalars S\p, Smp where X, m

are any two vectors (constant), or if <SXp = 0, then what is true of

11. If Sa\;^a- =1= 0, show that if F is determined from S\7<'VF
= — iS<rV<r then F is the scalar potential of an irrotational vector t

which added to o- gives a vector «', So-'Vo-' = 0. Is the equation for

F always integrable?

12. The following are vectors whose lines form a congruence of

parallel rays/(p)Q:, f(Sap)a, f{Vap)a, [where/ is a scalar function], which

are respectively neither solenoidal nor lamellar, lamellar, solenoidal.

The case of both demands that T<t = constant.

13. Examples of vectors of constant intensity but varying direction

are

a = aUp, aVap +a^| {¥ - aW^ap).

Determine whether these are solenoidal and lamellar.

14. If the hnes of a lamellar vector of constant tensor are parallel

rays, it is solenoidal. If the hnes of a solenoidal vector are parallel

straight Hnes, it is lamellar.

15. An example of vectors whose convergences and curls are equal

at all points, and whose tensors are equal at all points of a surface, are

aix + 2yz) + ;8(j/ + 32a;) + xyy, and 2yza + Zzx0 + y{xy + 2z)

and the surface is

i^ + j/2 - z2 + %xyz = 0.

Therefore vectors are not fully determined when their convergences and
curls are given. What additional information is necessary to determine

an analjrtic vector which does not vanish at » . Determine a vector

which is everywhere solenoidal and lamellar and whose tensor is 12

for Tp = <x>.

16. Show that

— iV'Q = hmr.o [average value of q over a sphere of radius r, less the

value at the center] divided by r'^.

— iV^q = average of (— SaSy^q in all directions a.

— TffV^S = limr=o [excess of average value of g throughout a small

sphere over the value at the center] divided by f'.

17. Show by expansion that

<r(p + &p) = (r(p) ~ SdpV -o-Cp)

= VSp[- SaSp + iSdp\7pSaSp] - WSpVVp'T
= VVSpl- iVSp<r + iSSpVpVSpa-] - i5p5VpO.
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The first expansion expresses a in the vicinity of p in terms of a gradient

of a scalar and an infinitesimal rotation. The second expresses " in

the form of a curl and a translation.

18. Show that for any vector a we have

'SV(VV'V"'S<rV"<r/Ta3) = 0,

where the accents show on what the V acts, and are removed after the

operation of the accented nabla. The unaccented V acts on what is

left. (Picard, Traite, Vol. I, p. 136.)

19. If ffi, 0-2 are two functions of p, and dai = <pi(dp),dcr2 = ipi(dp),

show that

S(Ji\7 -8(72^7 — Sai^ -^cTiV — S((pi(rz — ^20'i)V'

16. Exact Differentials. If the expression Sadp is the

differential of a function u(p), then it is necessary that

Sadp = — Sdp\/u, for every value of dp, which gives

(7 = — \7u.

When a is the gradient of a scalar function of m(p), u is

sometimes called a force-function. It is evident at once

that

FVo- = 0, or SV{vV)o- = for every v.

This is obviously a necessary condition that Sadp be an

exact differential, that is, be the differential of the same

expression, u, for every dp. It is also sufficient, for if

VVa- = 0, it will be shown below that a = Vu, and

S\/udp = — du.

In general if Q(p) is a linear rational function of p,

scalar or vector or quaternion, then to be exact, Q{dp) must

take the form

Q(dp) = — SdpV R{p) for every dp.

Hence formally we must have the identity

Q() = -S{)v-R(p).

But if we fill the ( ) with the vector form VvV, we have

QO'vV) = for every v.
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This may be written in the form

Q'V\7'{ ) = identically.

EXERCISES
1. y<rdp is exact only when cr= a a constant vector. For VaVV •' =

for ever}' c, that is )SX(c<SVa" — \7S(rv) = for every X, v, and for X

perpendicular to v therefore SX\/ Sav = 0, or Sdaf = for every v

perpendicular to the dp that produces do-. Again if X = c,

Sv<^ + SvVSai^ = 0,

for every ^. Therefore S\7 (r = and Sv\7S<n> = 0, or Sdav = for

every dp in the direction of ;'. Hence do- = for every dp and a = a

a constant.

2. Examine the expressions

Integrating Factor

If an expression becomes exact by multiplication by a

scalar function of p, let the multiplier be m. Then

rnQiW) = 0,

where V operates on m and Q, or

QVVm{) + mQV\7{) = 0,

where V operates on m only in the first term and on Q
only in the second. This gives for Sadp

SaVm() + mS{)V<r = 0, or VaVm + mVV(T = 0.

This condition is equivalent however to the condition

Sff\7a = 0.

Conversely, when this condition holds, we must have

VVa- = For,

where r is arbitrary, hence SrX/ff = 0, and ScrVr = 0.

But T is any variable vector conditioned only by being
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perpendicular to T'Vo', hence we must have for all such

Wt = 0, or cr = 0. The latter is obviously out of the

question and hence VVt = 0, that is t = Vu, or we may

choose to write it r = X/iiju.

Hence, VS/(t-\- VS/uaju = = V\/{ua), and S{u(7)dp =0
is thus proved to be exact.

We may also proceed thus. Since every vector line is

the intersection of two surfaces, say u = = v, then we can

write the curl of a, which is a vector, in the form

VV<r = hVVuVv,

and if So-Vcr = 0, it follows that we must have o- in the

plane of Vu, V« and

a = x\/u + yS/v. Sadp = — xdu — ydv.

But also

VVcr = VVxVu + VVyVv = hVVuVv.

Hence
SVuVyVv = = SVvVxVu.

These are the Jacobians of u, v, x and u, v, y however, and

since their vanishing is the condition of functional de-

pendence, it follows that x and y are expressible as functions

of u and v. Hence we have

x{u, v)dii + y{u, v)dv = 0.

It is known, however, that this equation in two variables is

always integrable by using a multiplier, say g. Therefore

S{gcr)dp = is exact for a properly chosen g. Further we
see that ga = — \/w, or that when Saya = 0, (t = m\7w.

If SVff = for all points, then we find easily that

0- = Wt.
For

a = hVVuVv,
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SO that

SV<T = SvhS/uVv =
and

h = h(u, d).

Integrate h partially as to u, giving

w = yhdu + f{v),

then

Vw = hVu + f^Vv, VVwVv = hVVuVv = cr.

Set T = wS/v or — v\/w and we have at once cr = V\7t.

It is clear that if we draw two successive surfaces wi

and W2 and two successive surfaces Vi and V2, since

TVw = and TVv =
Ani An2

and the sides of the parallelogram which is the section of

the tube are AS2 = Awi esc 6, Asi = An^ esc 6, and

area = AniAw2 esc 6, then TaX area = AwAi), and these

numbers are constant for the successive surfaces, hence the

four surfaces form a tube whose cross-section at every point

is inversely as the intensity of a. For this reason a is said

to be solenoidal or tubular.

If FVc = for all points then we must have a = \7u.

For ScT\/a = and a = g\/v, VV(t = VVgS/v, hence g

is a function of v, and we may write

a = \7u.

If Vo" = 0, we must have, since SVo' = 0, tr = FVt, and

since VVff = 0, a = \7u, whence V^w = 0. Therefore, if

Vc = 0, tr is the gradient of a harmonic function and also the

curl of a vector r, the curl of the curl of r vanishing. Also

if VvVVt = 0, since we must then have VVt = \7v, and

therefore SV^Vr = = V'^v, we can say that if the curl
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of the curl of a vector vanishes it must be such that its curl

is the gradient of a harmonic function. Also SdpVT= —dv.

Functions related in the manner of v and r are very im-

portant.

Since in any case SvFVc = 0, we must have

V\7<j = VVuVv or Vv(<r — mVw) = 0,

whence
<T — u\/iu = Vp,

so that in any case we may break up a vector a into the form

<r = Vp + uViv.

It follows that SffVcr = SVpVuVw. If we choose u, iv

and .T as independent variables, we have

Vp = PxV-r + PuVu + PwViv,
whence

So-Vcr = pxSVxViiVtv,

and we can find p from the integral

p = J'SaVcr/SVxVuVw-dx.

In case S^Vo- = 0, p = constant, and cr = uXJw.

A theorem due to Clebsch is useful, namely that tr can

always be put into the form

o- = Vp + FVr, where FVVp = 0, S\/V\7t = 0,

that is, <T can always be considered to be due to the super-

position of a solenoidal field upon a lamellar field. We
merely have to choose p as a solution of

V^P = SVcr,

for we have at once S\7((t — Vp) = 0, and therefore

a — Vp = VVt.
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This may easily be seen to give us the right to set

(^ = V2J + {VvYt.

EXAMPLES. SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN DIFFERENTLA.L
FORMS

(1). SVo- = 0, then a = V\7t, and if FVo" = 0,a = Vp-
If Vo- = 0, 0- = Vh where \7^h = 0.

(2). If ^ is a Hnear function dependent upon p continu-

ously, and ^V = 0, ^ = dVvQ. If ^oV = 0,

6, do are linear functions. For the notation see next chapter.

(3). T'V^O = 0, ^ = - vS<r(). If 6(FV^()) = 0,

^ = eoFv()- VSaQ. 1HVVvO)o = 0,<p=pQ-VS<tO.
FV<po = 0, ^0 = - S()V- Vp.

(4). A particular solution of certain forms is given, as

follows

:

iSVc = a, (T = ^ap, V\/(T = a, a = ^Vap,

\7p = a, p = — Sap, <p\/ = a, ip = — Sap- (),

T'V^O = e, ^ = - ^VpdQ, €(FV^()) = a,

<p= - Sap-0, {VV<p)o = Oo, <p = - h^pdoO,

]'V'P = pi), <P= - hpVp{) - vSffQ.

EXERCISES

1. Consider the cases a = i + jf(g{p)) + ck, where/ and g have the

following values; f = g, g'-, g^, ^l g, f g, (?"', ff~^ e", log g, sin g, tan g, and

g has the values y/x, (y — ax)/{ay + x), (bx + y)/{x — by), x/y,

— xly, — y/x, etc., V {x^ + y^) — a.

2. Consider the vector lines of

0- = t cos (Swr) + j sin (Sirr), r = ^j (x' -\- y').

3. Consider the significanoe of S-Ua\/Ua = 0; give examples.

4. If da = Vt dp find FV f. Likewise if da = adp8, da = aS0dp, da

= —p^dp, da = Vradp where r is a function of p.

17. Groups. If Si, H2, • • •, Sti are any functions linear
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in V but of any degrees in p, then they form a transforma-

tion group (Lie's) if and only if for any two Si, Sy,

(SaH«S/3Sy - SfiSjSaai) = S(T a/3)e

where is a linear function of Si, S2, • Sn, and a, 13

arbitrary vectors. For instance, we have a group in the

six formal coefficients of the two vector operators

Si = - V - pSpV, S2 = - VpV,
for

SaSiS/SSi - S/3SiSaSi = Sal3'E2,

Sq;SiS/3S2 - S/3S2SaSi = - Sa/3Si.

The general condition may be written without a, /3

:

Si S E/ - S/SEy = F e 0,

where the accented vector is operated on by the unaccented

one.

Integration

18. Definition. We define the line integral of a function

of p, fip), by the expression

flf{p)'p{.dp) = Urn I,f(pi)(p{dpi), i = 1, ,n,
where the vectors pi for the n values of i are drawn from the

origin to n points chosen along the line from A to B along

which the integration is to take place, ^(o-) is a function

which is homogeneous in a and of first degree, rational or

irrational, dpi = pi — pi_i, and the limit must exist and be

the same value for any method of successive subdivision

of the line which does not leave any interval finite. Like-

wise we define a definite integral over an area by the expres-

sion

fff{p)'Pi{dip,d2p) = Lim '2f{pi)<p2{diPi, diPi),
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where (p^ is a homogeneous function of dipi and diPi, two

differentials on the surface at the point p,, and of second

degree. A definite integral throughout a volume is simi-

larly defined by

Sfff{p)'Pi{diP, diP, dzp) = Lim '2,f{pi)(pz{dipi, dipi, dzpi).

For instance, if we consider /(p) = a, we have for J'fadp

along the straight line p = /3 + xy, dp = dx-y and

Lim 'Zadx-y from x = x^to x = x^ is ay{xi — Xd),

hence

S^^adp = a{pi — po).

The same function along the ellipse p = /3 cos ^ + 7 sin 9,

where dp = (— j3 sin 9 + 7 cos d)dd has the limit

(a/3 cos 6 -\- ay sin 6)

between 6 = 60, 6 = 61, that is, again a{pi — po).

EXAMPLES

(1). f;,' Sdp/p = log Tpi/po, for any path.

(2)- fgT - q~^dqq-^ = qC^ - qo~\ for any path.

(3). The magnetic force at the origin due to an infinite

straight current of direction a and intensity I amperes is

H = 0.2- 1 -Va/p, where p is the vector perpendicular from

the origin to the line. In case then we have a ribbon whose

right cross-section by a plane through the origin is any

curve, we have the magnetic force due to the ribbon,

expressible as a definite integral,

H = 0.2IfVaTdp/p.

For instance, for a segment of a straight line p = aj3 -\- xy,

/3, y unit vectors Tdp = dx,

H = 0.21f (ay - xl3)dx/(a'' + x^)

= - 0.2//3-log (o2 -f- a;2')/(a' + x^^)

+ 0.2-7-7(tan~' Xi/a — tan~^ xt/a),'

= 0.27/3 -log OA/OB + 0.2yl- Z AOB.
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(4). Apply the preceding to the case of a skin current in a

rectangular conductor of long enough length to be prac-

tically infinite, for inside points, and for outside points.

(5). Let the cross-section in (4) be a circle

p = bB — al3 cos 6 — ay sin 6.

Study the particular case when & = and the origin is the

center.

(6). The area of a plane curve when the origin is in the

plane is

hTfVpdp.

If the curve is not closed this is the area of the sector

made by drawing vectors to the ends of the curve. If we

calculate the same integral ^/"Vpdp for a curve not in the

plane, or for an origin not in the plane of a curve we will

call the result the area! axis of the path, or circuit. This

term is due to Koenigs (Jour, de Math., (4) 5 (1889), 32,3).

The projection of this vector on the normal to any plane,

gives the projection of the circuit on the plane.

(7). If a cone is immersed in a uniform pressure field

(hydrostatic) then the resultant pressure upon its surface is

— ^_fVpdp-P, where p is taken around the directrix curve.

(8). According to the Newtonian law show that the at-

traction of a straight segment from A to 5 on a unit point at

is in the direction of the bisector of the angle AOB,
and its intensity is 2;u sin ^J 05/c, where c is the perpen-

dicular from to the line.

(9). From the preceding results find the attraction of an

infinite straight wire, thence of an infinite ribbon, and an

infinite prism.

(10). Find the attraction of a cylinder, thence of a solid

cylinder.

19. Integration by Parts. We may integrate by parts
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just as in ordinary problems of calculus. For example,

f^'V-adpS^p = iJ a(5S/35 - ySjSy) + ^VaVfif^'Vpdp,

which is found by integrating by parts and then adding to

both sides J^yV-adpS^p. The integral is thus reduced to

an areal integral. In case 7 and 6 are equal, we have an

integral around a loop, indicated by ^.

EXAMPLES

(1). Jl'dpVap = |(5Fa6 - 7^07) - ^Vaf^'Vpdp

+ ISafy'Vpdp.

(2). fy'V-VadpV^p = UaSpf,'Vpdp + pS-af,'Vpdp

- SSa^d + ySa^y].

(3). Jl^S-VadpV^p = USadSpd - SaySjEy - d'^Sap

-y'Sap- S-apfy'Vpdp).

(4). fy'V-adpVpp = UoiS^fy'Vpdp + ^afyH'pdp
- dSalSd + ySapy + Sa8Sl35

- SaySpy - 8^Sa^ + y^Sa^

- Sapfy'Vpdp).

(5). fy'SapSpdp = ^[Sa8Sl3d - SaySjSy

-S-Vapfy'Vpdp].

(6). fy'dpSap = ^[dSad - ySay + V-afy'Vpdp].

(7). fy'VapSpdp = l[Va8SP5 - VaySpy - SajSfy'Vpdp

+ ^Safy'Vpdp].

(8). fy'Vap-dp = ^[Vad-8 - Vayy+afy'Vpdp
+ Safy'Vpdp].

(9). fy'apdp = |[a(52 - 7') + 2afy'Vpdp].

As an example of this formula take the scalar, and notice

that the magnetic induction around a wire carrying a
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current of value Ta amperes, for a circular path <t

B = - 2tj.Vap/a\

Therefore

- fQ.2ixSapdpla^ = - Sfdp^ = - Q.2ixa-''SafVpdp

= ATanar^irr^.

For jj. = 1, r = a, this is OA-kC. This gives the induction

in gausses per turn.

(10). f,'Sdp<pp = ^[S5<pd - Sycpy] + Sef^'Vpdp.

(11). f.'V^pdp = ^[Vyvy - Vb^b + v'fyVpdp

+ m.f^'Vpdp].*

(12). f^'^pdp = i[^5-5 - <pyy + Sef^'Vpdp

- <p'f,'Vpdp] - m,f,'Vpdp.

For any lineolinear form

f,'q{p, dp) = i[Q(5,
6) - Q(7, 7)]

+ 4y;'[Q(p, fZp) - Q{dp, p)\

= |[Q(5, 5) - Q(7, 7)] + Wfy'Vpdp.

(13). State the results for preceding 12 problems for in-

tegration around a loop.

(14). Consider forms of second degree in p, third degree,

etc.

20. Stokes' Theorem. We refer now to problem 17,

page 189, where we have the value of o-q, a function of po,

stated for the points in the vicinity of a given fixed point.

If we write cro for the value of <t at a given origin 0, its

value at a point whose vector is bp is

<7 = V«p[- So-o5p + iSSpVS<7o6p] - iF5pFv<ro,

where V refers only to ctq, and gives a value of the curl at

" mi(ip) = — Si<pi - Sj<fij - Sk^k. For notation see Chap. IX,
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the origin 0. If we multiply by ddp and take the scalar,

we have

S<Td5p = dsp[Sa-o5p - ^SdpVSaodp] + ^SdpddpVVffo-

Therefore if we integrate this along the curve whose vector

radius is dp we have

Jll?S(rod5p = [So-o5p2 — SffoSpi — lS5p2VS(To8p2

+ iS5piVS<To5pi] + iSVVaofVSpddp.

The last expression, however, is the value of

iS[FVo'o-areal axis of the sector between 5pi and Spz].

Therefore for an infinitesimal circuit we have

J'Saoddp = S[FVo'o'areal axis of circuit] = SUvVV(To-dA.

FVco is the curl of a at some point inside the loop. If now

we combine several circuits which we obtain by subdividing

any area, we have for the sum of the line integrals on the

left the line integral over the boundary curve of the area

in question, and for the expression on the right the sum of

the different values of the scalar of the curl of <7 multiplied

into the unit normals of the areas and the areas themselves

or the area integral J'J'SVVcrdipdip. That is, we have

for any finite loop, plane or twisted, the formula

^Sadp = ffSYVaVdipdip.

This is called StoJces' Theorem. It is assumed in the proof

above that there are no discontinuities of a or Vs/(t,

although certain kinds of discontinuities can be present.

The diaphragm which constitutes the area bounded by

the loop is obviously arbitrary, if it is not deformed over

a singularity of a or V^a.

It follows that J^Sadp along a given path is independent

of the path when the expression on the right vanishes for

14
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the possible loops, that is, is zero independently of dip,

dip, or that is, T'Vo" = 0. This condition is necessary and

sufficient.

It follows also that the surface integral of the curl of a

vector over a diaphragm of any kind is equal to the circula-

tion of the vector around the boundary of the diaphragm.

That is, the flux of the curl is the circuitation around the

boundary.

We may generalize the theorem as follows, the expression

on the right can be written /"ySUvVVcr dA, where v is

the normal of the surface of the diaphragm and dA is the

area element. If now we construct a sum of any number

of constant vectors ai, a<i, a„ each multiplied by a

function of the form Saidp, Sa-idp, Sandp, we will have

a general rational linear vector function of dp, say <pdp,

and arrive at the integral formula

^<pdp = ff<p{VUvV)dA,

where the V refers now to the functions of p implied in ^p.

This is the vector generalized form of Stokes' theorem.

If the surface is plane, Uv is a constant, say a, so that

for plane paths

f<pdp = ff<pVX/a-dA.

We may arrive at some interesting theorems by assigning

various values to the function (p. For instance, let

(pdp = crdp,

then

^^^\-UvV) = a'VUvVV'= - UvS\7<t+V'S<t'Uv+SUvV(^,

whence

ffS^a-dv = ffv'Sa'du+ fVadp.
If

<fdp = pSdpa,
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then

(pVUvV = pSUvVa- — VffUv,

therefore

ffV-adv = ffpSdvVa - J-pSadp.

If

(pdp = pVdpa,

<pVUv\7 = pV{VUvV)o- - SUva + <jUv,

therefore

ffad,. + Scdv = - ffpV{VUvV)<y + fpVdpa,

hence

2ffS(Tdv = - ffSp{VUvV)<T + fSpdpcT.

EXERCISES
1. Investigate the problems of article 19, page 198, as to the applica-

tion of the theorem.

2. Show that the theorem can be made to apply to a line which is

not a loop by joining its ends to the origin, and after applying the

theorem to the loop, subtracting the integrals along the radii from

to the ends of the line, which can be expressed in terms of dx, along a line.

Also consider cases in which the paths follow the characteristic lines of

Vadp = 0.

3. The theorem may be stated thus: the circulation around a path

is the total normal flux of the curl of the vector function a through the

loop.

4. If the constant current la amperes flows in an infinite straight

circuit the magnetic force H at the point p (origin on the axis) is for

Tp<a H=^\IVap,
and for

a<Tp H = Q.2aHIVap,

a is the radius of the wire. Then TvH = /(a/10) inside the wire and
equals zero outside. Integrate H around various paths and apply

Stokes' theorem. In this case the current is a vortex field of intensity

vra^J/lO.

5. If we consider a series of loops each of which surrounds a given

tube of vortex Knes, it is clear that the circulation around such tube

is everywhere the same. If the vector a defines a velocity field

which has a curl, the elementary volumes or particles are rotating, as
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we have seen before, the instantaneous axis of rotation being the unit

of the curl, and the vector lines of the curl may be compared to wires

on which rotating beads are strung. It is known that in a perfect

fiuid whose density is either constant or a function of the pressure only,

and subject to forces having a monodromio potential, the circulation in

any circuit through particles moving with the fluid is constant. [Lamb,

Hydrodynamics, p. 194.] Hence the vortex tubes moving with the fluid

(enclosing in a given section the same particles), however small in cross-

section, give the same integral of the curl. It follows by passing to an

elementary tube that the vortex lines, that is, the lines of curl, move
with the fluid, just as if the beads above were to remain always on the

same wire, however turbulent the motion. In case the vortex lines

return into themselves forming a vortex ring, this leads to the theorem

in hydrodynamics that a vortex ring in a perfect fluid is indestructible.

It is proved, too, that the same particles always stay in a vortex tube.

6. Show that for o- = a{SS'ap - 2S0p) + 0{iS'l3p - 2Sap), where

Sa0 = 0, the integral from the origin to 2a + 2/3 is independent of the

path. Calculate it for a straight line and for a parabola.

7. The magnetic intensity H, at the point 0, from which the vector

p is drawn to a filament of wire carrying an infinite straight current in

the direction a, of intensity / amperes, is given l?y

H = 0.21/Vap.

Suppose that we have a conductor of any cross-section considered as

made up of filaments, find the total magnetic force at due to all

the filaments. Notice that

H = 0.27FaV log TVap,

and that a is the unit normal of the plane cross-section of the conductor.

Hence

ffHdA = f.f0.2IVa\7 log TVapdA = f0.2I log TVapdp

around the boundary of the cross-section. This can easily be reduced

to the ordinary form 0.21 jf log rdp. This expression is called a log-

arithmic potential. If / were a function of the position of the filament

in the cross-section, the form of the line-integral would change.

For a circular section we have the results used in problem 4. Con-
sider also a rectangular bar, for inside points and also for outside points.

8. If 0- and r are two vector functions of p, we have the theorem

SVU^VVaT = ST(,VUv\7)cr - Sa{VUi'-\7)T,

whence

ffSr(VUvV)o- = ffSa{VUu\7)T + fSdpcT,
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for a closed circuit. Show applications when a- or t or both are sole-

noidal.

9. Show that

ffS-dvaSV<T = fSdpaoL + ffSdv{Say)a,

J'J'S-S/Urrdv = JiuSadp — X.fuSSJ adp,

ffS-VuVvdv= fuSVvdp = - fvSyudp,
fihiSVvdp= [uvfpl - f^HSS/udp.

10. Prove Koenig's theorems and generaUze.

(1) Any area bounded by a loop generates by translation a volume
= — (Saw, where u is the areal axis;

(2) The area for a rotation given by (a + Vap)at is — yj Sau +
ftSa^ VpVpdp.

21. Green's Theorem. The following theorem becomes

fundamental in the treatment of surface integrals. Refer-

ring to the second form in example 17, page 189, for the

expression of a vector in the vicinity of a point, which is

<^ = VVs,[- ^V8pao + iSSpWSpffo] - idpSVro

we see that if we multiply by a vector element of surface,

Vdidpd^dp, and take the scalar

SadiSpdidp = SUvV spUdA - ^SVcToSdiSpdidpSp.

If now we integrate over any closed surface the first term

on the right gives zero, since the bounding curve has be-

come a mere point, and thus, indicating integration over

a closed surface by two ^,

^ ^fSudihpdibp = — \S\/(Jo^^Sdibpdihpbp.

But the last part of the right hand member is the volume

of an elementary triangular pyramid whose base is given by

dibpdi^p. Hence, the integral is the elementary volume of

the closed surface, and may be written dv, so that we have

for an elementary closed surface

^^Scrdibpdibp = S\/<Todv.
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If now we can dissect any \'olume into elements in which

the function has no singularities and sum the entire figure,

then pass to the limit as usual, we have the important

theorem

ffSadipchp = fffSVa dv.

This is called Green's theorem, or sometimes Green's theorem

in the first form. It is usually called Gauss' theorem by

German writers, although Gauss' theorem proper was only

a particular case and Green's publication antedates Gauss'

by several years.

The theorem may be stated thus: the convergence of a

vector throughout a given volume is the flux through the

bounding surface.

It is evident that we can generalize this theorem as we did

Stokes' and thus arrive at the generalized Green's theorem

^^^vdA = SSS^^ dv. i^ is the outward unit normal.

The applications are so numerous and so important that

they will occupy a considerable space.

The elementary areas and volumes used in proving Stokes'

and Green's theorems are often used as integral definitions

of convergence or its negative, the divergence, and of curl,

rotation, or vortex. For such methods of approach see Joly,

Burali-Forti and Marcolongo, and various German texts.

A very obvious corollary is that if SVc = then

_f_fSadipd2p = 0.

It follows that the flux of any curl through any closed sur-

face is zero. Hence, if the particles of a vortex enter a

closed boundary, they must leave it. Therefore, vortex

tubes must be either closed or terminate on the boundary
wall of the medium in which the vortex is, or else wind
about infinitely. We may also state that if SVa = the

differential expression Sadxpdip is exact in the sense that
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SJ'Sadipdip is invariant for different diaphragms bounded

by' a closed curve, noting the usual restrictions due to

singularities.

We proceed to develop some theorems that follow from

Green's theorem. Let ^Uv he — pSUva, then

$V = — pS\7a + (7

and we have

fffTdv = fffpSVadx - ffpSUvadA.

Let ^TJv = — pVUm, then ^V = — pFVcr + 2a and

fff<rdv = ^fffpVVadv - hffpVUvadA.

Let ^Uv = pSpUva, then <I>V = pSpVff + J'pcr, whence

fffVpa dv= - fffpSpVa dv + ffpSpUvadA.

'Ltt^TJv= — pT>T'C7w, then$V = — pVpVVc+ ZVpa,

hence

fffVpad'c = \fffpVpV\7adv - \ffpVpVUvadA.

Let f^Uv = Sprllm, then $V = SprVcr + SpaVr + S<jt,

thence

fffSar dv= - fffiSprVcT + Sa\7T)dv

+ ffSprUvadA.

In the first of these if a has no convergence we have the

theorem that the integral of (t, a solenoidal vector, through-

out a volume is equal to the integral over the surface of p

multiplied by the normal component of a. In the second

we have the theorem that if the curl of a vanishes through-

out a volume, so that a is lamellar in the volume, then the

integral of cr throughout the volume is half the integral

over the surface of p times the tangential component of o-

taken at right angles to cr. In the third, if the curl of a
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vanishes then the integral of the moment of a with regard

to the origin is the integral over the surface of Tp^ times the

component along p of the negative of the tangential com-

ponent of a taken perpendicular to a, and by the fourth

this also equals the surface integral of the component

perpendicular to p of the negative tangential component of

(x taken perpendicular to a. According to the fifth formula,

if a solenoidal vector is multiplied by another and the scalar

of the product is integrated throughout a volume, then the

integral is the integral of — Spcr\/T throughout the volume

+ the integral of ScrprUi' over the surface.

If in the first, second, third, and fourth we set ca for <t,

and in the fifth ca for a and — ^a for r, we have from the

first and second the expression for X, the momentum of a

moving mass of continuous medium, of density c, and from

the third and fourth the moment of momentum, yu, and

from the fifth the kinetic energy. If the medium is in-

compressible, and we set 2k = VVa, since SVccr = 0, then

X = fffc<jd-B

= - ffepSVvGdA + fffpSaVcdv
+ fffcpSVa dv

= fffpcK-dv -\- \fffpVVcadv — \ffcpV'UvadA.

p. = fffcVpadv
= ffcpSpUuadA - fffcpSpVcT - fffpSpVccj
= ifffcpVpK + \fffpVpVVcadv

— kffcpVpVUvadA.
T= - hfffSahdv
= — IffSpaUvcrc dA + fff^cSpa^ff dv

+ 2J'J'J'Spa\7ca dv.

In case c is uniform these become still simpler.

If we set a = Vw and t = \/w in the above formula we
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arrive at others for the gradients of scalar functions. The
curls will vanish. If further we suppose that u, or to, or

both, are harmonic so that the convergences also vanish

we have a number of useful theorems.

Othei forms of Green's theorem are found by the follow-

ing methods. Set ^TJv = uS\/wUv, then

$V = mV^w + SVuVw

and we have the second form of Green's theorem at once

fffSVuVw dv = ffuS\7wUv dA - fffu\7''wdv,

and from symmetry

fffS\7uViv dv = ffwS\/uUv dA - fffw\/''u dv.

Subtracting we have

J^yj'iuV'^w — wV^u) dv

= - J'J'{SUv[uVw - wVu])dA.

22. Applications. In the first of these let u = 1, then

J'J'J''V^w dv = — J'J'SUvVwdA. If then iv is a har-

monic function, the surface integral will vanish, and if \/^w

= 47ryU, which is Poisson's equation for potentials of forces

varying as the inverse square of the distance, inside the

masses, /x being the density of the distribution, then

ffSUvXJw dA = ^ttM,

where M is the total mass of the volume distribution. This

is Gauss' theorem, a particular case of Green's. In words,

the surface integral of the normal component of the force

is — 47r times the enclosed mass. The total mass is l/47r

times the volume integral of the concentration.

In the first formula let u = 1/Tp and exclude the origin
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(a point of discontinuity) by a small sphere, then we have

fffSv{llTp)Vicdv
= J-J-dA SUvViolTp - fffdv Vhv/Tp

for the space between the sphere and the bounding surface

of the distribution w, and over the two surfaces, the normals

pointing out of the enclosed space. But for a sphere we

have dA = Tp^ dw where w is the solid angle at the center,

and dv = TpMicdTp. Thus we have

fffV'w/Tp dv

= ffSdA UvVtv/Tp -fffS\7{llTp)Vwdv
= ffSdA UvVw/Tp -fffSv(2vV[l/Tp])dv

since V^/Tp = 0,

= ffSdA UvVtv/Tp -ffSdA Vv iv ViljTp)

= ^^S dA UfVw/Tp -\-ffS dA UvUp/T-pw.

Now of the integrals on the right let us consider first the

surface of the sphere, of small radius Tp. The first integral

is then - ffSUpVwjTp-T^pdw = - ffSUpX/iv- Tpdu,

and if we suppose that the normal component of V "', that

is, the component of Vw along p, is everywhere finite, then

this integral will vanish with Tp. The second integral for

the sphere is — J'_fSUpUpivT^pdu/T^p = — .f^ wdu,

and the value of w at the origin is Wo, then this integral is

47rwo since the total solid angle around a point is 47r.

Hence we have

fffdv V'w/Tp = ffSUviViDJTp + wUpir-p)dA

+ 47rWo

and

47rwo= fffdvVholTp
- ffSUviyivjTp + ivUp/Tp) dA,
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where the volume integral is over all the space at which w
exists, the origin excluded, and the surface integral is over

the bounding surface or surfaces. In words, if we know the

value of the concentration of iv at every point of space,

and the value of the gradient of iv and of tv at every point

of the bounding surfaces at which there is discontinuity,

then we can find w itself at every point of space, provided

w is finite with its gradient. If V'K' is of order in p not

lower than — 1 we do not need to exclude the origin, for

the integral is J'J'J^S/^w Tpd<pdTp, and this will vanish

with Tp when Vhv is not lower in degree than — 1.

EXERCISES

1. We shall examine in detail the problem oi w = const, over a given

surface, zero over the infinite sphere, V^w = everj'^here, V*" =
on the inside of the sphere, but not zero on the outside. Then for the

inside of the sphere the equation reduces to

iwwo = - ffwSUyUp/T^pdA = 4:TW,

hence w is constant throughout the sphere and equal to the surface value.

On the outside of the sphere, we have to consider the bounding sur-

faces to be the sphere and the sphere of infinite radius, so that we have

Arwo = - ffSdA UvVw/Tp- wffSdA UvUpjTp\

where the first integral is taken over both surfaces and the second

integral is over the given surface only, since w = at <» . The second

integral vanishes, however, since it is equal to w times the solid angle

of the closed surface at a point exterior to it. If we suppose then that

Vw is at a> we have a single integral to evaluate

4^1410 = — ^jfSdAUv\7wjTp over the surface.

A simple case is

— SUvVw = const. = C.

Then
iinvo = CffdAjTp.

The integration of this and of the forms arising from a different assump-

tion as to the normal component oi S7w can be effected by the use of

fundamental functions proper to the problem and determined by the

boundary conditions, such as Fourier's series, spherical harmonics,

and the like. One very simple case is that of the sphere. If we take
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the origin at the center of the sphere we have to find the integral

.ffdA/T{p - po)

where po is the vector to the point. Now the soHd angle subtended

by po is given by the integral — r~^^J^dASpU{p — po)/T^(p — po)

and equals 4x or 0, according as the point is inside or outside of the

sphere. This integral, however, breaks up easily into two over the

surface, the integrands being

r-iT-'{p - p„) - SpMip - Po)IT^(p - po),

but the last term gives or — i-rr'^ITpfi, as the point is inside or outside

of the sphere. Hence the other term gives

ffdAjTip - po) = i-TT or i-KT^/Tpo

as the point is inside or outside. We find then in this case that

Wo = CrVTpo.

If in place of the law above for — SUvSJw, it is equal to C/T^ip — po)

we find that

ffdAIT^p - po) = 47rr-/(7-2 + po^)

or

47rrV(rVo - r^Tpo).

Inside

- 4xr + 8.r = 4.r = - ff ^.'^^
. + 2ff ^^f^^ dA

J-{p - po) l'{p — po)

J Hp — Po)

dA = 2-trr' sin ede =— dia? + r' - s^] = ~xdx,

„ poip — po) dx cos tp a' + x'' — r'

THp - po) x^ 2x^

ffdAS f4^^ = ^P"'
"^^(1^ + i)dx =

i 2(p — po) a'Jr-a,a-r \ x" /

or

a

The differentiation of these integrals by using Vp as operator under
the sign leads to some vector integrals over the surface of the sphere.

2. Show that we have

ffUvdAIT{p - po) =^ivpo or iirr'/Ppo-po

for inside or outside points of a sphere.
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3. Find ^jfdAUi>/T\p - po) for the sphere.

4. Prove ffdAT-^{p-l3)T-'(,p-a)=4:irrll(r'-a'')T(p-a)] or

= 4«-Vla(?-'- o=!) rCr^a-' +/3)].

5. Consider the case in which the value of w is zero on a surface

not at infinity but surrounding the first given surface. We have an

example in two concentric spheres which form a condenser. On the

inner sphere let w be const. = Wi, on the outer let u; = 0, on the inner

let — SUv\7w = 0, inside, = Ei, outside, on the outer let — SUv\/w
= Ei on the inside, = on the outside.

6. If w is considered with regard to one of its level surfaces, it is

constant on the surface, and the integral — ^^SdAUpUp/Ppiu
becomes for any inside point 4:tvw, hence we have

47rt«o - 47rM) = Sffdvy^w/Tp - ffSdAUvVwITp.

If then w is harmonic inside the level surface, it is constant at all points

and
4x(i«o ~w) = - ffSdAUvVw/Tp.

But since wo is constant as we approach the surface, S/wo = 0, and

\7{w — Wo) = 0, so that V" = 0. Hence Wo = w. li w vanishes at

» and is everywhere harmonic it equals zero.

7. If two functions Wi, Wi are harmonic without a given surface,

vanish at <» , and have on the surface values which are constantly in the

ratio X : 1, X a constant, then Wi = XW2.

8. If the surface Si is a level for both the functions u and w, as also

the surface Si inside Si, and if between /Si and Si, u and w are harmonic,

then

{u — Ui){Wi — Wi) = (w — w{){Ui — Ml).

For a w = ip(u), then S7^w = = <p"(u)P\7u, hence (p(u) = au + b,

etc.

[A scalar point function w is expressible as a function of another

scalar function u if and only if V\/w\/u = 0.]

9. Outside a closed surface iS, Wi and Wi are harmonic and have the

same levels. Si vanishes at « while i«2 has at <» everywhere the con-

stant value C. Then Wi = Bwi + C.

For VWi = t\7wi, \/'wi = VtVwi = 0, thus V* = 0, or \/wi = 0,

and t = B OT Wi = const.

10. There cannot be two different functions wi, wi both of which

within a given closed surface are harmonic, are continuous with their

gradients, are either equal at every point of S or else SUvS/Wi =SUv'ywi
at every point of S while at one point they are equal.

Let u = Wi — Wi, then V^m = 0, Vm = on iS or else SUvX/u = 0,

and at one point Vm = 0.
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1 1 . Given a set of mutually exclusive surfaces, then there cannot be

two unequal functions t/'i, v^, which outside all these surfaces are

harmonic, continuous with their gradients, vanish at oo as Tp"', their

gradients vanishing as Tp~^, and at every point of the surfaces either

equal or SL'cVJCi = SUi'\7w^_.

23. Solution of Laplace's Equation. The last problems

in the preceding application show that if we wish to invert

V'lo = 0, all we need are the boundary conditions, in order

to have a unique solution. In case V^^t is a function of

p,f(p), we can proceed by the method of integral equations

to arrive at the integral. However the integral is express-

ible in the form of a definite integral, as well as a series,

Wo= l/4:w[fffdvV^w/Tp

- ^fSUv{Vio/Tp + wUp/T'p)dA].

The first of these integrals is called the potential and written

Pot. Thus for any function of p whatever we have

Vot qo = fffqdvlTip- po)

where p describes the volume and po is the point for which

Pot go is desired. Let Vo be used to indicate operation as

to Po, then we have

Vo Pot go = Vofffqdv/T{p - po).

= fff[dvU{p - po)IT\p - po)]g

= - fffV[qlT{p- po)]dv

+ fffdvVqlT{p-p,)
= Pot Vg - ffdAUvqlT{p - Po).

If we operate by Vo again, we have

Vo' Pot go = Pot VV/ - ffdA[Uv\7qlT{p - po)

+ V'Uvq/T'(p - Po)].

But the expression on the right is 47rgo, hence we have the
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important theorem

Vo^ Pot go = 47rgo.

That is, the concentration of a potential is At times the

function of which we have the potential. In the case of a

material distribution of attracting matter, this is Poisson's

equation, stating that the concentration of the potential

of the density is i-rr times the density; that is, given a

distribution of attracting masses, they have a potential at

any given point, and the concentration of this potential at

that point is the density at the point -^ 47r.

The gradient of Pot go was called by Gibbs the Newtonian

of go, when the function go is a scalar, and if go is a vector,

then the curl of its potential is called the Laplacian, and the

convergence of its potential is called the Maxwellian of go.

Thus

New go = Vo Pot P, Lap (Tq = FVo Pot o-q.

Max (To = <SVo Pot (7o.

We have the general inversion formula

47rVo~^Vo-g = 47rgo

= fffV'q/Tip - po)dv

- ffdA[UvTqlT{p - po)

+ U(p - p,)qUvlT\p - po)].

This gives us the inverse of the concentration as a potential,

plus certain functions arising from the boundary conditions.

We may also define an integral, sometimes useful, called

the Helmholtzian,

Him. q = fffQTip - po)dv.

Certain double triple integrals have been defined:

Pot {u, v) = ffffffu{pi)v{pi)dvidvijT{pi - p^),
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Pot i^v) = ffffff - S^v dvidv2/T(pi - P2),

Lap i^v) = ffffff + S?7?(pi - p,)dv,dv2/T'ipi-P2),

New (v, a = ffffff-S^xip,-p2)vidvidv,/P(pi-P2),

Max(^,v) = - ffffffv^SUPi-P2)dvidv2mPi-P2).

EXERCISES

1. If{= — VPisa field of force or velocity or other vector arising

from a scalar function P as its gradient, then

Po = - fffSv^ dv/liwTip - p„)] + ^fdA[SU,^^Ki7rT{p - p„))

+ PJ7^Vr-i(p - Po)/47r].

If P is harmonic the first term vanishes, if | = the first two vanish.

2. If ? = Vo'i that is, it is a curl of a solenoidal vector,

<ro = fffYS7<, dm-KT{p - po)] - ffdAyYUv^lVV-KTip - po)]

+ V(.p - po)<r/[/44,rr2(p - po)].

3. We may, therefore, break up (in an infinity of ways) any vector

into two parts, one solenoidal and the other lamellar.

Thus, let <r = -n- + T where S

V

t = 0, and YSJtt = 0, then »SV o- = SVt
and since F

V

tt = 0, this may be written Vt = SV f whence -k.

yV tr = 1^V T = \/ T whence t. We have, therefore, from these two

47ro-„ = \7fffSdvV<TlT(p - po) - yffSdAUvalT{p - p„)

+yffPSdAUvV {llT{p- p,) +V^fffV\7 advlT(p- p,)

-VVffVUv,7dAIT{p-p,) + VyffDSUv\7{T-'{p-p,)dA,

where P is such that V^P = Sv^ and D such that V'D = FVo-.

3. Another application is found in the second form of Green's

theorem. According to the formula

fffiuV^'w - u)V'm) dv = - ff{SUv{uyw - wVu])dA

it is evident that if G is a function such that V ^G = 0, and if, further,

G has been chosen so as to satisfy the boundary condition SUvVO = 0,

then the formula becomes

fffGV'wdv = - ffSUvVwGdA.

If then V^f is a given function we have the integral equation

ffGSUvVwdA = - fffGJ{p)dv.

Similar considerations enable us to handle other problems.

4. If u and w both satisfy V^ = 0, then we have Green's Reciprocal

Theorem:

ffuSUv\7wdA= ffwSUvyudA.
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1

J- p

ff ;SCW«
^^ ^ ffuSUv\7 -^ dA.

5. Let A relate to a as V to p.. then

A Pot Q = fffQdvU(p - cl)IT\p - a)

= fff-^iQITip - a))dv + fffdvVQ/T(p - a)

= Pot VQ - ffdAUvQITip - a).

If Q = on the surface, the surface integral = 0.

New P = Pot V - ffUyP dAIT(p - a) = A Pot P when Pot exists.

Lap a = F Pot Vo- - ffVUvadAjTip ~ a) = VA Pot a when Pot
exists.

Max o- = S Pot Vo- - ffSUvadAjTip - a) = SA Pot a when Pot
exists.

A^ Pot Q = Pot V'Q - ffUv\7QdAIT{p - a)

+ ffdA\/AUvQIT,(p - a)].

If Q = on the surface, that is, if Q has no surface of discontinuity,

A= Pot Q = Pot V'Q,

A New P = A^ Pot P,

A Lap <T = AFA Pot a,

A Max a = ASA Pot o-.

6. If ;8 is a function of the time t, then

|3=-^r/yyi(7VFV/3 + b^^],^^
4-!r L T^ of J t+br

+ V fff~S\70,^r- V ff-S^t^rdv
r r '•

+ FV jf.^ - Fd^ ^,+6. -ff Vdv VVPi+br
r

where the subscript means < + 6r is put for t after the operations on ^
have occurred.

15



CHAPTER IX

THE LINEAR VECTOR FUNCTION

1. Definition. If there is a vector a which is an integral

rational function ^ of the vector p,

a = (f-p,

and if in this function we substitute for p a scalar multiple

tp of p, then we call the vector function a linear vector func-

tion if 0- becomes ta under this substitution. It is also called

a dyadic.

The function <p transforms the vector p, which may be

in any direction, into the vector cr, which may not in every

case be able to take all directions. If p = a, then we have

ifp = (fa, and (p as an operator has a value at every point

in space. We may, in fact, look upon <p as a space trans-

formation that deforms space by a shift in its points leaving

invariant the origin and the surface at infinity. In the

case of a straight hne

Yap = /3, or p = xa -\- a~'/3,

we see that the operation of <p on all its vectors gives

a = Xipa + ipVa"'^^,

and this is a straight line whose equation is

V(poLa = V(pa(pJ'a~^P,

which will later be shown to reduce to a function of ^
only, <p/3. Hence (p converts straight lines into straight

lines. The lines a for which Vaifa = 0, remain parallel

218
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to their original direction, others change direction. Again

if we consider the plane S-aPp = or

p = xa + yP, cr = X(pa + y(pP,

so that

S(j<pa(pP = 0.

Hence planes through the origin, and likewise all planes,

are converted into planes. These will be parallel to their

original direction if Va^ = uV(pa<pl3, or

WapV<pa(pj3 = = Sa(pa<pP= Sp(pa<pP= Sal3<pa = Saj3(pl3.

Now T'a/3 is normal to the plane, and /3 is any vector in the

plane, and (p^ by the equation is normal to Vaj3, hence

<pj3 = va -\- wjS for all vectors /3 in the plane.

Since (fO = 0, the function leaves the origin invariant.

Consequently the lines and planes through the origin that

remain parallel to themselves are invariant as lines and

planes. These lines we will call the invariant lines of (p,

and the planes the invariant planes of tp.

2. Invariant Lines. In order to ascertain what lines are

invariant we solve the equation

Va(pa = 0, or (pa = ga,

that is

(<p - g)a = 0.

First we write a in the form

aS\p.v = 'KSp.va -\- p.Sv\a -\- vS\p.a,

where X, n, v are any three noncoplanar vectors. Then we

have at once

((p — g)\Sjxvcc -\- {(p — g)ixSv\a -{- {<p — g)vS\pa = 0.
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But this means that we must have for any three non-

coplanar vectors X, n, v

S{<p - g)H<p - g)fi((p - g)v =
= g^SX/xv — g'^(S\iJ.(pi' + S\(pixv + ScpK/xp)

-\- g{S\(pix(pv + SX/x^f + S(p\<piJ.v) — Sip\<pfJi(pv,

an equation to determine g, which we shall write

g^ — mig^ + niig — ms = 0,

called the latent equation of (p, where we have set

mi = (SX/x^j' + SXipiiv + S<pKixv)/S'\fjiv,

vi2 = {S\<pfx<pv + S<pKix(pv -\- S (pK<pnv) ISkixv

,

nii = S(p\(pp.ipvlS\ixv.

These expressions are called the nonrotational scalar in-

variants of (p. That they are invariant is easily seen by

substituting X' + v/i for X. The resulting form is precisely

the same for X', n, v, and from the symmetry involved this

means that for X, ^u, v we can substitute any other three

noncoplanar vectors, and arrive at the same values for

TOi, mi, mz. It is obvious that mz is the ratio in which the

volume of the parallelepiped X, ix, v is altered. If ms =
one or more of the roots of the cubic are zero. The number

of zero roots is called the vacuity of ip. If is obvious that

the latent cubic has either one or three real roots.

3. General Equation. We prove now a fundamental

equation due to Hamilton. Starting with ip we iterate the

function on any vector, as p, writing the successive results

thus

p, ipp, tptpp = (p^p, <pipipp = ipip^p = (p^p, • • ..

We have then for any three vectors X, p., v that are not

coplanar
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S'Xnv((p^p — mnp^p) = <p-{ipp — mip)S\jiv

= <p\(p\Sp,vp -)-— pSfivipk — • • ]

= - <p^[V-VfivV<p'Kp+ ]
= <pW-V<p\pVtJiv+ ••]

= (p[(p\Sv(pnp -\- ipp.S\(pvp -\- ipvSn(p\p

— (pKSix(pvp — <pfiSv(pKp

— (pvSXipup].

Adding to this result SXixvmi^pp, we have

SKtxv{(p*p — miip^p + m-iipp)

= <p[\S(piJi(pvp -\- p.S<pv(pkp + vSipk(piip\ = pSipK(pp.<f>v.

Subtracting S\p.v-vizp from both sides and dropping the

nonvanishing factor S\ixv, we have the Hamilton cubic for tp

<p^p — mnp'^p + vfiiipp — mzp = 0.

This cubic holds for all vectors p, and hence, may be written

symbolically

<p^ — mi<p^ + m2<p — ms =

identically. This is also called the general eqiiation for <p.

It is the same equation so far as form goes as the latent

equation. Hence we may write it in the form

{v - 9i)(<P — 92) (<P - 93) = 0.

In other words, the successive application of these three

operators to any vector will identically annul it.

We scarcely need to mention that the three operators

written here are commutative and associative, since this

follows at once from the definition of linear vector operator,

and of its powers.

It is to be noted, too, that cp may satisfy an equation of

lower degree. This, in case there is one, will be called the

characteristic equation of (p. Since <p must satisfy its general
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equation, the process of highest common divisor applied

to the two will give us an equation which ip satisfies also,

and as this cannot by hypothesis be lower than the char-

acteristic equation in degree and must divide it, it is the

characteristic equation. Hence the factors of the char-

acteristic equation are included among those of the general

equation. We proceed now to prove that the general

equation can have no factors different from the factors

of the characteristic equation.

(1) Let the characteristic equation be

{f - 9)p =

for every vector; then assuming any X, yu, v, we find easily

for the latent equation

x^ - Zgx' + Zg'^x - c/ = 0,

so that the general equation is

i<P - gy = 0.

In this case

^ = [g\SnvO + g^SvX) + gi'ST^iJiOySlfxv,

where X, ju, v are given for a given (p.

(2) Let the characteristic equation be

(<P - 9i)i<P - 92) P = 0,

then bj' hypothesis, there is at least one vector a for which

we have

(<p - gi)a =1= 0,

and at least one /3 for which

i<P
- g^)^ + 0.

Let us take then

i<P - 9i)oi = X, i<p
- Oi)^ = IX.
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Then

{ip - g.i)\ = 0, ((p - gi)ix = 0.

Hence, we cannot have X and
fj.

parallel, else gi = gi, which

we assume is not the case, since from

{v-g2)U\=0, i<p
- gi)Ufi = 0,

we have

g^VK = giUn, and g^ = gi,

if X is parallel to /x, that is if Z7X would = U/i.

There is still a third direction independent of X and n,

say J'. Let

<pv = av -\- bfi -\- cX.

Then we have

(ip — gi)v = (a — gi)v+ bn + cX.

Since

if - 92){'P- gi)v = 0,

(a - gi)((p — gi)v - higi - gi)ix =
= (a — gi)ia — g2)v+ b{a — g^))! + c{a — gi)\.

We must have, therefore, either

a = gi and b = Q,

or

a = g2 and c = 0.

As the numbering of the roots is immaterial, let us take

a = 9i, b = 0, then

(pv = giv + cX, ip\ = gi\, (pn = gifj.,

We notice that if c =1= 0, we can choose v' = v — (c/^2)X,

whence (pv' = giv' and we could therefore take c = 0.

Hence

g^ - g\2gi + g^) + gi^gigi + gi^) - gi^g-i = 0,

V = [g,nS\v{) + givS\ix{) + g,\StJ.v{)]IS\nv,
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and the general equation is

{v - 9i)'i<P - 92) = 0.

(3) Let the characteristic equation be

i<p
- cjYp = 0.

Then there is one direction X for which we have

^X == gfX,

and there may be other directions for which the same is

true. There is at least one direction /x such that

We have, therefore,

(Pix = gij. + X, ^X = fifX.

Let now v he a third independent direction, then we have

(pv = av -}- bp, -{- cX,

{(p — g)v = {a — g)v -\- hij.-\r cK,

i<p
- g)-v = = (a - gfv + h{a - g))x + [h -\- c{a - ^)]X.

Therefore, we have a = g, 6=0, <pv = gv -\- c\ and

(p{v — Cfj.) = g{v — Cjx) = gv' , and the general equation

{<P - gy = 0,

95 = (jf + XSv^O/SXtiv.

We are now in a position to say that the general equation

has exactly the same factors as the characteristic equation.

Further we can state as a theorem the following:

(a) If thv characteristic equation is of first degree,

{<P - .9i)P = 0,

then every rector is converted into gi times that vector, by the

oxieraiion of (p.
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(b) If the characteristic equation is of the form

(95 - gi)i(p - 92) = 0,

then there is one direction X such that tpK = Qi^, ivhile for

every vector in a given plane of the form x/x -\- yv we have

if - gi){xix+ yv) = 0.

Hence (p multi-plies by gi every vector in the plane of n, v,

and by g^ all vectors in the direction X.

(c) 7/ the characteristic equation is

(<p - g,f = 0,

there is a direction such that

ipk = ^iX,

and a given plane such that for every vector in it xn -\- yv

we have

(ip — gi){xti-\- yv) = h\.

V iv ~ 9i)l^ ~ 1^^! {f ~ 91)" ~ w^> we may set

w

giving (pfx = gifx. Therefore <p extends all vectors in the ratio

gi, and shears all components parallel to v in the direction X.

4. Nondegenerate Equations. We have left to consider

the three cases

(<P - 9i)(<P - 92)(<P — 9i) = 0.

(<? - gifiv - 92) = 0,

if - giY = 0.

In the last case we see easily that there is a set of unit

vectors X, /x, v such that
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^X = ^iX + fia,

<PH = gip. + vb,

(pv = giv.

Hence we see that

^(.rX + 2/M + zv) = (7i(.rX + yix+ zv) + ay^jx + hyv

= gi(xk + 2/M + 2J') + a{xij. + yv)

+ (6 - a)yv,

(pixfj. + yv) = gi{xp. + yv) + hxv,

(p = gi-\- [ajxSixvQ + hvSv\()]IS\jxv.

Therefore (p extends all vectors in the ratio g\, shears all

vectors X in the direction of yu, and all vectors jx in the

direction v.

In the first case we see that there is at least one vector

p such that

{<p - gi){<p - gi)p = X,

where

ip\ = gfiX.

Likewise there are vectors that lead to ;U and v where

(p/j, = g2^J., <pv = gsv. These are independent, and there-

fore if we consider any vector

p = xX + ytJL + zv,

we have

<pp = xgi\ + ygifj. + zg^v,

<p = [^iXSmK) + 92f^Sv\0 + gsvSM)]/S\ixv.

Evidently we can find X, ytt, v by operating on all vectors

necessary in order to arrive at nonvanishing results by

{<p- 92)('p - 93), (v - gdif - ga), {<p — g\){v - 9i)

respectively.

In the second case, we see in a similar manner that there
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are three vectors such that

<pK = gi\ + fi, cpfi = gifx, <pv = g^v,

<P = [gi{\Sixv{) + ,xSv\{) + g2vS\!x{) + ,j.SixvQ]IS\iiv.

5. Summary. We may now summarize these results in

the following theorem, which is of highest importance.

Every linear vector function satisfies a general cubic, and

may also satisfy an equation of lower degree called the char-

acteristic equation. If the equation of lowest degree is the

cubic, then it may have three distinct latent roots, in which

case there corresponds to each root a distinct invariant line

through the origin, any vector in each of the three directions

being extended in a given ratio equal to the corresponding root;

or it may have two equal roots, in which case there corresponds

to the unequal root an invariant line, and to the multiple root

an invariant plane containing an invariant line, every vector

in the plane being multiplied by the root and then affected by

a shear of its points parallel to the invariant line in the plane;

or there may be three equal roots, in which case there is an

invariant line, a plane through this line, every line of the

plane through the origin being multiplied by the root and its

points sheared parallel to the invariant line, and finally every

line in space not in this plane is multiplied by the root and

its points sheared parallel to the invariant plane. In case

the function satisfies a reduced equation ivhich is a quadratic,

this quadratic may have unequal roots, in which case there

is an invariant line corresponding to one root and an invariant

plane corresponding to the other, any line in the plane through

the origin being multiplied by the corresponding root; or there

may be two equal roots, in which case there is an invariant

plane such that every line in the plane is multiplied by the

root and every vector not in the plane is midtiplied by the root

and its points displaced parallel to an invariant line, hi case
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the reduced equation is of the first degree, every line is an

invariant line, all vectors being extended in a fixed ratio.

Where there arc displacements, they are projiortional to the

distance from the origin, and the region displaced is called a

shear region.

Hence (p takes the following forms in which g\, gi, gz may
be equal, or any two may be equal:

I. [«7iaS/37() + g^pSyaQ + g.ySamVSa^y, reduced

equations for gi = g^ or gi = gi = 93;

II. [giaSpyO + g,pSyaO + gijSapQ + a/3S/3T()]/S«^7;

reduced equation for g^ = 92, or ii a = 0;

III. g + [{ap + cy)SpyO + bySyaQ]/Sal3y, reduced if

a=0=c, OTa=0=b = c.

EXAMPLES

(1). Let (pp = V-apP, where Sa/3 4= 0. Take X = a,

u = P, V = Fa/3, then we find with little trouble

mi = — SaP, mi = — a^/3^, ms = a^fi^Sa^,

and the characteristic equation of (p,

{<p + Sa^){v - TaP)(ip + TaP) = 0.

Hence there are three invariant lines in general, and oper-

ating on p by ((/? + Scil3){<f — Taj3), we find the invariant

line corresponding,

(<p + Sal3)p = aSl3p + jSSap,

i<p- Tal3){<p+Sal3)p

= a'pSPp + P'aSap - aTapSl3p - ^TafiSap
= - iTaSl3p+ Tl3Sap){Ua+ Up)TaP.

Hence the invariant line corresponding to the root Ta^ is

Va + C/(3. The other two are

Ua - UI3 and UVap.
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(2). Let <pp = Va^p.

(3). Let <pp = giaSp-yp + giWSyap + ySafip) + hpSafip.

(4). Let <pp= gp+ Qip + ly)S^yp + rfiSyap.

(5). Let ifp = Vep.

6. Solution of (pp = a. It is obvious that when (p satis-

fies the general equation

(p^ — mi(p^ + m2ip — ms = 0, wis =t= 0,

then the vector

m3(p~^p = (?ft2 — rni(p + (p^)p.

For if we take the <p function of this vector, we have an

identity for all values of p. Also this vector is unique, for

if a vector a had to be added to the left side, or could be

added to the left side, then it would have to satisfy the

equation <pa = 0. But if mg 4= 0, there is no vector satis-

fying this equation, for this equation would lead to a

zero root for (p. Hence, if tpp =X, nisp = m^K — mi(pX +ip^X,

which solves the equation.

If ip satisfies the general equation

(pi — mnp"^ + »i2^ =0, ^2 + 0,

then we have one and only one zero root of the latent equa-

tion, and corresponding to it a unique vector for which

(pa = 0, and if (pp = X,

m2P = xa -{- (vii(p — (p'^)p = X(y. -{- m{K — (p\.

If (p satisfies the cubic

(p^ — mx(p'- =0, wii + 0,

the vacuity is two, and we have two cases according as

there is not a reduced equation, or a reduced equation exists
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of the form (p'^ — viitp = 0. In either case the other root

is mi. There is a corresponding invariant line X, and if the

vector a is such that (pa = 0, then we have in the two cases

a vector /3 such that respectively (p^ = a, or ^/3 = 0.

Hence, if (pp = y, we must have in the two cases

y = x\ -\- ya, or y = xK.

Otherwise the equation is impossible. Hence

mip = xK -\- za -{- yP = y -\- ua -\- y^,

where ^/3 = a, <pa = 0, or where ^j3 = = tpa.

If (p sa'tisfies the cubic

^'= 0,

and no reduced equation, there are three vectors (of which

/3 and y are not unique) such that (py = (i, cpP = a, ipa = 0,

and then (pp = X, we must have 'k = xa -{- yP, where p is

any vector of the form

p = za+ xl3 + yy.

If (p- = 0, and no lower degree vanishes, then

(p(xl3 + yy) = a, (pa = 0, and X = ua.

If ^ = 0, there is no solution except for (pp = 0, where p

may be any vector.

7. Zero Roots. It is evident that if one root is zero,

then the region ^X where X is any vector will give us the

other roots. For instance let cpp = ]"ep. Thenifju= FeX,

(Pfx = Xe^ — eSeX, (p^p, = e-p,

and the other two roots are ± V — 1- Te.

If two roots are zero, then (p- on any vector will give the

invariant region of the other root. For instance, let
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ipp = aSlSyp, then aSj3yaSPyp = tp^p. Hence (pa = aSafiy

gives the other root as Sa^y and its invariant line a.

In case a root is not zero, but is gi, if it is of multiplicity

one, then <p — gi operating upon any vector will give the

region of the other root, or roots. If it is of multiplicity

two, then we use ((p — giY on any vector.

8. Transverse. We define now a linear vector operator

related to (p, and sometimes equal to (p, which we shall

indicate by <p', and call the conjugate of (p, or transverse of

(p, and define by the equation

SXcpn = Sp-ip'X for all X, /x.

For example, if tpp = Fap/3, then S\(pp = SXap/3 = Sp^\a,

and (p' = F/3()q: = <p, if (pp = Vep, (p'p = — Vep; if

(pp = aSjSp, (p'p = pSap.

If a is an invariant line of (p, (pa = ga, then for every j3

Sl3(pa = gSaP = Sa(p'P,

or

Sa{(p' - g)p = 0,

that is a is perpendicular to the region not annulled by

(p' — g, that is invariant for (p' — g. If we consider that

from the definition we have equally

S'K(p^p, = SfKp' X, S\(p^p = Sp,(p' X,

it is clear that (p and 93' have the same characteristic equa-

tion and the same general equation. They can differ only

in their invariant regions if at all. If then the roots are all

distinct, it is evident that the invariant line a of (p, is normal

to the two invariant lines of (p' corresponding to the other

two roots, hence each invariant line of (p is normal to the

two of (p' corresponding to the other roots, and conversely.

If now the characteristic equation is the general equation.
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SO that each function satisfies only the general equation,

let there be two equal roots, g, whose shear region gives

ipa=^ ga + jS, <p^ = gl3, let <py = giy.

Then

Satp'p = gSap + S/3p, S^(p'p = gS^p, Sy<p'p = giSyp,

Sa^ycp'p = giVpySap + VyaS^p) + V^ySfip

+ giVa^Syp.

Therefore corresponding to the root gi, <p' has the in-

variant line ra/3, and to the root g, the invariant line V^y.

Further <p' converts Vya into gVya + Vl^y.

Hence the invariant line of gx for tp' is normal to the

shear region of g, and the shear region of g for tp' is normal

to the invariant line of g\ for ^, but the invariant line of

g for ip' is normal further to the shear direction of g for (p,

and the shear direction of <p' for g is normal to the invariant

line of ip for g.

In case there are three equal roots, and no reduced equa-

tion, we have

ipa= ga-\- /3, ^/3 = fir/3 + y, <py = gy,

so that

Sa^'p = gSap + S/3p, Sfi<p'p = gS^p + Syp,

Sy<p'p = gSyp,

Sa^y-ip'p = pgSajSy + VPySfip + VyaSyp.

Hence, the invariant line of <p' is VPy, its first shear line

Vya, and second shear line Vot^.

In case there is a reduced equation with two distinct

roots, we have

(p(xa + yl3) = g(xa + yP), tpy = g^y,

Sacp'p = gSap, S^ip'p = gSPp, Syip'p = giSyp,

Sa^y-ip'p = gV^ySap + gVyaS^p + giVajSSyp,
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Hence, the invariant line of ^' corresponding to gi is normal

to the invariant plane of g for tp, corresponding to g there

is an invariant plane normal to the invariant line of gi for ip.

Every line in the plane through the origin is invariant.

In case the reduced equation has two equal roots, then

<pa= ga + (3, ipl3 = gjS, <py = gy,

Sa(p'p = gSap + SPp, Sycp'p = gSyp, Sfitp'p = gSfip,

Sapy<p'p = gp+ Sl3p-{Vfiy).

Corresponding to g, we have then two invariant lines:

Va^, which is perpendicular to the shear plane of (p; Vfiy,

which is perpendicular to the non-shear region of g and to

the shear direction of g; also the shear direction of 95' is

F/37, so that the shear region of (p' is determined by Vya
and VPy, and is therefore perpendicular to y.

The three forms of <p' are

I. ^' = [g.VpySo^O + ffiVyaSpO + g.Va^SyQVSapy;

II. ^' = [giVpySaO + g,VyaSl30 + aVI3ySpO

+ g^Va^SyOySa^y;

III. >p' = g+ [aVpySlSO + bVyaSyO + cVpySyO]/Sal3y.

We may summarize these results in the theorem:

The invariant regions of (p' corresjMnding to the distinct

roots are normal to the corresponding regions of the other

roots for <p. In case there are repeated roots, if there is a

plane every line of which through the origin is invariant,

then every line of the corresponding plane will also he in-

variant, hut if there is a plane with an invariant line and

a shear direction in it, the first invariant line of the con-

jugate will he perpendicular to the shear direction and to

the second invariant line of (p, and the shear direction of the

conjugate will he perpendicular to the invariant lines of <p;

16
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while finally, if there is an invariant line, a first shear direc-

tion, and a second shear direction, then the invariant line

of the conjugate will be perpendicular to the invariant line

and the first shear direction of <p, the first shear direction

will be perpendicular to the invariant line and the second

shear direction of (p, and the second shear direction will be

perpendicular to the two shear directions of (p. Let a, /3, y

define the various directions a = yi3y/Sal3y, /3 = VyajSajiy,

y = VajS/SaPy, then we have

<p = gioSa + ^2^S|S + gzySy

<p' = giaSa + ^2|SS(3 + g^ySy

hiaSa+ gi^Sp+ apSa+ g^ySy

[giaSa + ^i/3Sj3 + aaSp + g^ySy

g+(a_p+cy)Sa+byS^
g+aaSp+ {bl3 + ca)Sy\

9. Self Transverse. It is evident now that <p = (p' only

when there are no shear regions, if we Hmit ourselves to

real vectors, and further the invariant lines must be per-

pendicular or if two are not perpendicular, then every

vector in their plane must be an invariant, and even in this

case the invariants may be taken perpendicular. Hence

every real self-transverse linear vector operator may be

reduced to the form

<pp = — aSapgi — /3S/3p(72 - ySypgz,

where a /3 7 form a trirectangular system, and where the

roots g may be equal.

Conversely, when (p = <p' , the roots are real, provided

that we have only real vectors in the system, for if a root

has the form g + ih, where i = V — 1, then if the invariant
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line for this root be X + in, where X and
fj.

are real, we have

<p(X + in) = ig+ ih)(K + i^) = g\— hy.+ i{h\ + gn)

= ^X -|- iipfj,-

Therefore

(pK = g\— hfji, (ffj.
= h\+ gn,

and

SfKfK = gSXfx — hfji^ = (SX^ju = hX'^ + gS\iJ,.

Thus we must have

h\^ + hy? = 0.

It follows that /s = 0.

Of course the roots may be real without tp being self-

transverse.

An important theorem is that iptp' and (p'(p are self-

transverse. For

Sptp(p'cr = S<X(p(p'p, Sp(p'<fa = Sa(p' <pp.

EXERCISE

Find expressions for ipip' and ip'ip in terms of a, 0, y, a, 0, y.

10. Chi of <p. We define now two very important func-

tions related to <p and always derivable from it. First

X^ = mi — (f,

so that

Sa^y-XvP ~ pSaP<py + pSPy<fa + pSyaipP — cpaSPyp

— (fPSyap — (pySa^p

= VVaPVipyp +
= aSpil3(py — 7^/3) + • • .

The other function is indicated by \p^ or by x<pv ^-^^d defined

>^^ = TO2 — mi<P + <p'^ = mi — vx^,

Sa^y-ip^p = pSaip^ipy -{- — (paSpOStpy — 7<p/3)

= aSp(pP(py + j3Sp(py(pa + ySp<pa(pp,
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We have at once from these formulae the following im-

portant forms for FX/x,

X^FXm - [aSTXF/3^7 - Vy<pP) ]/Sa/37

= [aSiVcp'\,x - VK<p'fx)Vl3y + -MSa^-y

= T>'Xm + V\<p'iJ..

Whence we have also

<pV\fjL = ntiVXiJ. — Vhip'fj, — Vtp'Xfi,

^p^VXn = [aSVXnV<pP<py+ -ySafiy

= V(p'\(p'ix.

Since it s evident that

Xv> = X<1, and i/-^, = t^/,

we have at once

x'.FXm = F^X/x + FX^M

The two expressions on the right are thus shown to be

functions of T'X^u.

It is evident that as multipliers of p

mi= (p+ x= <P' + %',

m2= (PX+ ^ = <p'x' + "P',

ms = (p\l/
= (p'xp'.

EXERCISES

1. If ¥> = aiS/3i() + azS/SzO + asS/SaO, show that

<p' = ^iSoriO + ffiSM) + /SaSaaO,

X = Zy^iFaiO,

= - SF/Si/SjSFaiazO,

mi = ZSaiffi, rUi = — 'ZSVaiaiV^x^'., nis = — SaiaictS^iPi^s,

x' = SF^iF^iO,
!/-'=- 2Faia2SF/3i^2().

2. Show that the irrotational invariants of x and i/- are mi(x) = 2toi

WzCx) = mi^ + m2, ?n3(x) = mimz — TOa) TOi(i/') = TO2, m2(i/') = mimj,
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3. For any linear vector function if, and its powers if?, <p', • • , we have

mi(ifr') = mi' — 2mt, mi{<p') = mi' — 2mim3, mz(<(y') — m^.

^liv^) = ™,i^ — 3mim2 + 3m3, m2{<p^) = Zmimimz — m-^ — Stos^,

''ii (*>') = TOi^ — 4»ii^m2 + 2?n2^ + ^m-jnz

'"^liv'') = TO2^ ~ 4miTO2'?n3 + 2TOi^m3^ + 4m2TO3^, wisC.p'') = tos^.

4. Show that for the function v + c, where c is a scalar multiplier,

miiip + c) = mi(ip) + 3c, mi(<p + c) = mi(<f>) + 2mi{<p)c + Zc',

mziip + c) = mz{ip) + cmiM + c'miM + c'.

5. Study functions of the form xiA + 2/x + z-

6. ip'V(pK<pii. = tosFXm; ip'{V\ipii — V)iipK) = miV\tj. — F^jXi^m-

7. iZ-Cav^) = a'i/((f>); 4/{<piip2) = \p{(p2)-^P{<pi).

8. i^-Ca) = a^, i/'[Fa()] = - oaS'aO, i/-(- ;8Sa) = 0.

(K- gdSi - g-JSj - g3kSk) = - g^gziSi - gigijSj - gigikSk.

9. ^(aiS/3i + a2Sp2 + ocS03)

= - V0i02SVaiy2 - FA/SaSFasas - F/Sa^iSFasaj.

10. For any two operators *>, 6,

mi{ipe) = miiOifi), m-iitpd) = m2{B<e), miiipd) = msiBip).

mi(>pe) = mi{<p)mi{e) + miM + m^id) — ?n:(9 + >p).

miiipe) = m2{.e)m2{'p) + OTsC*') mi(fl) + TO3(e) •mi(«p)

- ?7l,[,/''(,p) + ^'(6)].

msifS) = msM-miie).

miiv + 9) = miM + mi{e).

m2{f + fl) = miM + OT2(9) + mi(d)-mi{<p) - mi(ipe).

mz{<p + fl) = m3(¥') + TOsW + mi[*>V'(9) + «>'(¥')]•

11. X can have the three forms

:

I. (?2 + S3)aSS + (£?3 + gi)l3S0 + igi + g2)yS^;

II. (Si + ?2)a55 + (?i + ?2);8S;8 + 2gaSy + a^SSo:;

III. 2s - {ap + C7)5S - hyS^.

The operator x is the rotor dyadic of Jaumann.

12. The forms of \p for the three types are

I. g2g3aSa + gsgipSp + gig2ySy;

II. gig2aS^ + g2gi0S8 + gi'yS=^ - agtpSa;

III. g'' - [agp + {ah - gc)y]S^ - bgyS0.
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13. An operator called the deviator is defined by Schouten,* and is

for the three forms as follows:

I- iigi -g-.~ gz)aSii + (Ig-, - g, - gi)0S8 + (ig, - gi - g2)ySy;

11. i-igi- .92)(o^ + /3S/3) + (|(72 - 2g,)yS^ + a/3S3;

III. (a/3 + Ct)S5 + bySp.

It is y*' = ^ — S<p, where S{ip) = imi.

14. Show that if F {\, /i) = — F (jt, X) then

F (X, m) = C (X, n)Q.V\,^,

where C is symmetric in X, ti and Q is a quaternion function of VXii.

11. We derive from (p and cp' the two functions

That there is a vector € satisfying this last equation, and

which is invariant, is easily shown. For if we form

mi{<p — (p'), we find that

S(<p — <p')'Ki<p — <p')iJ.i<p — v')v

= S(p\(pti(pv — liS<pk(p'ix<p'v — 'SS(p\(p mp'v—S(p'\<p'iJ,<p'v

= S\iiv{mi — m3 + nii{\p'(p) — mi{\p(p')).

But it is easy to see that this expression vanishes identically,

for the first two terms cancel, and if (pi, <pi are any two linear

vector functions, we have

S'^XlJ.v ini(ipi<p2)

= SiJ,v(pikSiJiV(p2\ + SiJ,v<pipiSvK(p2\ + SfxvipivSXncp^S.

-\- Sv\(pi\SfXV(p2ll + Sv\(pifJ,Sv\(p2lX -\- SvXcpivSXfXcpilJ,

+ SXlJ.(piKSlJ.V(p2V + SXfJ,(pilxST(p2V + SXlJ.(pl_vSXlJI,<P2V

= S^fiv mi{(p2<pi)

Hence we may under mi permute cyclically the vector

functions. Again after this has been done we may take

the conjugate. Hence the expression above vanishes, and
there is a zero root in all cases for (p — tp'. Further we
may always write

* Grundlagen der Vector- und Affinor-Analysis, p. C4.
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S\ni'(pp = (pXSlxvp + •
•

S'Kixi'-ip'p = VfivSXcp'p + •
•

= ]'p,vS(p\p + • • •

.

Hence we have

S\iJ.v-{(p— ip')p = J'pV{Vp.v)(pk -{- .
From this we have 2eS\jxv = V(pkViiv -\- • for every

noncoplanar X, n, v.

The function <po is evidently self-transverse, and the

conjugate of VeQ is — VeQ. It is easy to show that

2(peS\iJ,v = — VWipfKpv — • • .

The expressions Te, Ttpe, and Sape are scalar invariants

of (f, and these three may be called the rotational invariants.

In terms of them and the other three scalar invariants all

scalar invariants of <p or (p' may be expressed.

If there are three distinct roots, gi, gi, gs, and the corre-

sponding invariant unit vectors are 71, 72, 73, we may set

these for X, /x, v, and thus

2€S7i7273 = 5'il'7i 1^7273 + 5'2F72T''737i + gi^y^Vyiyi

=
(fi'2
- gs)yiSy2'ys + {gz - gOy^Sy^yi

+ igi - g-i)yiSyiy2.

2(peSyiyiyi = — gigsVyiVyiy^ — g-igiVyiVyiyi

— gigiVyzVyiyi.

In case two roots are equal and (fa = gia + fi¥,

(pI3
= giP, <py = g2y, we have

2eSal3y = (^2 - gi)VyVap + VlSV^yh.

In case three roots are equal, (pa= ga+ hp, (pfi= gP-\- ly,

ipy = gy

2eSal3y = hjSVlSy + ^7! 7a.

It is evident, therefore, that if the roots are distinct and
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the axes perpendicular two and two, that € = 0; if two

roots are equal and the in\'ariant line of the other root is

perpendicular to the plane of the equal roots, then it is the

direction of e; and if the three roots are equal, and if the

invariant line is perpendicular to the two shear directions,

then € is in the plane of the invariant line and the second

shear.

12. Vanishing Invariants. The vanishing of the scalar

invariants of ^ leads to some interesting theorems.

If irii = 0, there is an infinite set of trihedrals which are

transformed by <p into trihedrals whose edges are in the

faces of the original trihedral. If tp transforms any trihedral

in this manner, vii = 0, and there is an infinite set of trihe-

drals so transformed.

We choose X, yu, v for the edges of the vertices, and if (p\

is coplanar with fi, y, cpjj, with v, X, and <pv with X, /x, the

invariant vii = 0. If rui = 0, we choose X, fx, arbitrarily,

and determine v from S<pKixv = = S\<pnv. Then also

SXfjKpv = 0.

The invariant m2 vanishes if (p transforms a trihedral

into another whose faces pass through the edges of the first.

The converse holds for any infinity of trihedrals.

EXERCISES

1 . Show that if a, /3, y form a trirectangular system

Ttli = — Saipa — S^ifiP — Syipy

snd is invariant for all trirectangular systems,

m2(<p<p') = T^ipa + P<p0 + rv-y,

rV(X) = S'^Xva + S-'\v0 + s^x^.

2. Study the functions for the ellipsoid and the two hyperboloids

-
>P = a-'aSa ± fc-2/3S/3 ± C'^ySy.

3 Stud}' the functions

ZmVaVQa, .p + 7aF()«, or^Ya>p{),

.p-Y0VcL{), y-,p7a().^.
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4. Show that

V'PP = 2€ — mi, \/ ipp = — 'i'tpt — mi,

\7Sp(pp = — 2ip(,p, '\/Vp<pp = 2S€p + mip — 3<pp,

wherein ^ is a constant function. Hence .pop may always be repre-

sented as a gradient of a scalar, Sep as a convergence of a vector, and

OTiP — 3vpp (deviation) as a curl. We may consider also that mi is a

convergence and e is a curl, TO2 a convergence and ipe a curl.

5. An orthogonal function is defined to be one such that

<fi<p'
= 1.

Show that an orthogonal function can be reduced to the form

«p = cos 9 - sin e-VO0 = (1 =F cos «)/3S/3() = ff+eUQiJ-ei^

or — /3(S/T)+i()/3-(s/ir)-i which is a rotation about the axis /S through

the angle — d, or such a rotation followed by reflection in the plane

normal to (3.

6. Study the operator ^i'^.

7. Show that

mi(,(po) = mi, miiipo) = mi + ^, TO3('Po) = ms -\- S-eipe.

Hence if

Te = 0, m.i{<e) = mi(<po).

If

Setpe = 0, TOsCv') = msiipo).

8. Show that

TOi[F,()] = 0, milVd)] = Ti\ m,[Ve{)] = 0.

9. Show that

e(x) = — «, «(x) = — •pe, «(*'"') = — rr *>«•
/'t3

ip{<f>a) = lAo + eSe().

10. Show that

11. If « = 7-;8.p(),

TOi(e) = 2S/3e, m2(e) = - S^,p/3, m^ie) = 0,

«(e) = ixMP, HO) = - '/'/SiS/SO.

12. If ¥> = T^-«(),

^2» = a2''-2(a2 - aSa),
^2»+l = a^nYaQ,

13. For any two operators <p, 6,

2e{,pe) = 2e(¥'o9o) + x(^)£(e) + x(9)e(^) + V-e{<p)e(e).
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In particular

e(v') = X(.=),

14. An operator ^s is a simililude when for every unit vector a,

Tipa = c, a constant.

Show that the necessary and sufficient condition is

cp'ip = c^.

Any linear transformation which preserves all angles is a similitude.

15. If >p = aSi + l3Sj + ySk, then <p' = iSa + jS/3 + kSy, and

<pip' = — aSa — /3iS/3 — ySy,

mi(^p') = Pa + T'^ff + T^y, rra^C*'*'') = TWafi + TW^ + TWya,

mz{ipifi') = — S'^afiy.

13. Derivative Dyadic. There is a dyadic related to a

variable vector field of great importance which we will

study next. It is called the derivative dyadic, since it is

somewhat of the nature of a derivative, as well as of the

nature of a dyadic. This linear vector function for the

field of ff will be indicated by D^ and defined by the equation

D,= -S()V-<T.

It is evident at once that if we operate upon dp, we arrive

at dcr. This function is, therefore, the operator which en-

ables us to convert the various infinitesimal displacements

in the field into the corresponding infinitesimal changes

in the field itself.

The expression

SdpDJp = Cdf,

where C is a constant and dt a constant differential, repre-

sents an infinitesimal quadric surface, the normals at the

ends of the infinitesimal vectors dp being D^dp.

Let us consider now the field of a, containing the con-

gruence of vector lines of a. Consider a small volume

given by Sp at the point whose vector is p, and let us sup-
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pose it has been moved to a neighboring position given by

the vector lines of the congruence, that is, p becomes

p + adt. Then p -'r bp becomes

P+bp+ dt{cT + DJp),

that is to say, 5p has become

(1 + Dadt)8p.

Hence any area VSipdiP becomes, to terms of the first

order only,

VS1PS2P + dt(V8ipDJ,p + VD^b^php).

The rate of change with regard to t of the vector area

Vbipbip is therefore

x(P.)F5ip52P.

Likewise, the infinitesimal volume Shiphip^ip is trans-

formed into the volume

S5ip82pdzp + dtiSSipSipD^Ssp + SdipD^dipSsp

+ SD^dipSiP^sp).

The rate of increase of the volume is, therefore, miSdipdipSsp.

In other words if we displace any portion of the space of

the medium so that its points travel infinitesimal distances

along the lines of the congruence of <r, by amounts propor-

tional to the intensity of the field at the various points, then

the change in any infinitesimal line in the portion of space

moved is given by dtD,dp, the change in any infinitesimal

area is given by x'{D^)dt-ATea, and the change in an

infinitesimal volume is viidt times the volume.

In case a defines a velocity field the changes mentioned

will actually take place. We have here evidently a most

important operator for the study of hydrodynamics. If

adt is the field of an infinitesimal strain, then D„Sp is the
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displacement of the point at dp. Evidently the operator

plays an important part in the theory of strain, and con-

sequently of stress. Further, (we shall not stop to prove

the result as we do not develop it) for any vector a a

function of p we have an expansion analogous to Taylor's

theorem, in the series

a{po + ha) = a(po) + JiD^a + - (- SaV)D,a

+ -^(SaVyD,a+ ••.

This formula is the basis of the study of the singularities

of the congruence. For if o'(po) = 0, then the formula will

start with the second term, and the character of the con-

gruence will depend upon the roots of D^. In brief the

results of the investigation of Poincare referred to above

(p. 38) show that if none of the roots is zero, we have the

cases:

1. Roots real and same sign, the singularity is a node.

2. Roots real but not all of the same sign, a faux.

3. One real root of same sign as real part of other two,

a focus.

4. One real root of sign opposite the real part of others,

afaux-focus.

5. One real root, other two pure imaginaries, a center.

If one or more roots vanish, we have special cases to con-

sider.

The invariants of D^ are easily found, and are

?Wi = — SVcr, e = iT'Vcr, m2 = — fSrViV2TViO-2,

D„e = lV-VViViVaia2, vi-t = ^SViVoVsSo-KTacJs.

After differentiation, the subscripts are all removed. The
related functions are
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D: = - vSaQ, x= - VvVaQ, x' = - F-F()V-(7,

4'= - ^VViViSaia^Q, xp' = - ^SQ ViV2- TVktj.

In a strain c the dilatation s irii, the density of rotation

(spin) is e, and in other cases we can interpret mi and e in

terms of the convergence and the curl of the field. In

case 0- is a field of magnetic induction due to extraneous

causes, and a is the unit normal of an infinitesimal circuit

of electricity, then x'a is the negative of the force density

per unit current on the circuit. In any case we might call

— x'V^iP^2P the force density per unit circuit. Since %'

is not usually self-transverse, the force on circuit a has a

component in the direction /3 different from the component

in the direction a of the force on circuit /3.

Recurring to Stokes' and Green's theorems we see that

J-dpa= ff- FvF6ip62P<r

= 2ffSi,phpe -ffx'Vdipd^p.

It is clear that the circulation in the field of a is always

zero unless for some points inside the circuit e is not zero.

The torque of the field on the circuit vanishes for any

normal which is a zero axis of x'- From these it is clear that,

if we have a linear function <pdp, in order that it be an exact

differential da- we must have the necessary and sufficient

conditions

Vv<pO = 0.

For if J'<pdp = 0, then (pVUvV = for all Uv, whence

the condition. The converse is easy.

The invariant vis in the case of the points at which a =
will be sometimes positive, sometimes negative. A theorem

given originally by Kronecker enables us to find what the

excess of the number of roots at which vig is positive over

the number of roots at which wis is negative is.* We set

* Picard, Traite d'Analyse, Vol. I, p. 1.39.
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T = xj/ajTo^ and Z = — -— ^ _fSdvT;
47r

then the integral will vanish for any space containing no

roots, and will be the excess in question for any other space.

We could sometimes use this theorem to determine the

number of singularities in a region of space and something

about their character. It is evident that S\7t = 0.

The operator (Z)„)o = K-^-r + DJ) is called the deforma-

tion of the field, and the operator I'eO the rotation of the

field.

In case o- is a unit vector everywhere, then D„'a = 0,

and since the transverse has a zero root, D^ itself must have

a zero root. There is one direction then for which D^a = 0.

The vector lines given by Vadp = are the isogons of the

field. In case there are two zero roots the isogons are any

lines on certain isogon surfaces.

EXERCISES

1. Study the fields given by

" = — Pj o" = Up/p', o- = Vap, rr = aSffp, a = Vapjp'.

2. Show that if c is a function of p,

cj -\- da = — VoISpoo- — 5(Spo<PPo] — IVpaVS/a
= T'VoIiFcrpo - iFpowo] - ISVt,

where Vn operates only on po, and «j = — <7<SV()- The first form
expresses a + rfcr as a gradient and a term dependent on the curl of a,

the second as a curl and a term dependent on the convergence of a.

po is an infinitesimal vector.

3. If <r = Wt, D^ = Da' <S •

14. Dyadic Field. If 95 is a linear vector operator de-

pendent upon p, we say that cp defines a dyadic field. For
every point in space there will be a value of (p. Since there

is always one root at least for <p which is real, with an in-

variant line, there will be for every point in space a direction
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and a numerical value of the root which gives the real

invariant direction and root. These will define a con-

gruence of lines and a numerical value along the lines.

In case the other axes are also real, and the roots are distinct

or practically distinct, there will be two other related con-

gruences. The study of the structure of a dyadic field

from this point of view will not be entered into here, but

it is evidently of considerable importance.

EXERCISES

1. If ¥> = uQ, then the gradient of the field is \7u. The vorticity

of the field is FVvO = Vs/u{). The gradient in any case is .pV,

a vector.

2. li <p = F<r(), the gradient is — FVc, the vorticity is

()SV<r + r><r = - X(0,r).

3. If
<fi
= oStQ, the gradient is aSx/r — D-rir, the vorticity is

FV^'SrO -|- VtrDyO. The gradient of the transverse field is t5Vo-
- D^T, the vorticity VX/rSaQ + V7-D„-().

4. If ¥> = VadQ, the gradient is - Ve(V)a- + VaB'V', the vor-

ticity is

S\7a-e0 + SaV'-B'O - ^Sd[{vOO + Da BQ.

For the transverse field we have

the gradient is — 9'FvV — 0V\7<r,

the vorticity VV'e'VcQ + W'eVa'Q.

5. If (p = Do- the gradient of the field is — V^o-, the concentration of

<r, and the vorticity is Dv^a- The gradient of the transverse field is

— \/SV<r, while the vorticity is zero.

6. If ¥> = FV^O, the gradient is FV^V, where both V's act on 0,

and the vorticity is V^SQ - V<SV9().

7. If (p = De(i7), the gradient is — V^^cr, the vorticity is Dwe<r-

S. li <p = \pe, the gradient is 2t{eW~B).

9. For any <p

Vmi = vV -|-2e (FVv ),

Vm2 = 2 € [vV\7,p' + VV>P' ],

Vm, = 2 e [F (Vi <Pi') v'

— \j/ <pi Vi ].
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15. The Differentiator. We define the operator — S() V
as the differentiator, and indicate it by Z). It may be used

upon quaternions, vectors, scalars, or dyadics.

As examples we have, Z> being the transverse

Dy^^ = VffDX) - VtD^Q, Ds.r = SOD^T + S()Z).<t,

16. Change of Variable. Let i^ be a function of p, and

p a function of three parameters u, v, w. Let

A = adjdti + Pdjdv + -ydldw,

where a, /3, y form a right-handed system of unit vectors.

Then we have the following formulae to pass from expres-

sions in terms of p to differential expressions in terms of the

parameters.

AF = - AiSpiVF,
T'A'A" = |T'Ai'A2"ST>iP2rv'V",

SA'A"A"' = - iSAi'A2"A3"'<SpiP2P3Sv'V'V".

As instances

- SVa= A'Sp'V"-<t",

VA<T= Sp'V"-V(r"A'.

Notations

Dyadic products

4>{a), </)'(«), (j>]'a{), Va(}>{ ), Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Shaw.

4>-a, a-(l>, (f) X a, aX 4>, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung.

Reciprocal dyadic

(j>~^, Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Gibbs, Wilson, Burali-Forti

Marcolongo, Shaw.

q~^, Timerding.

\b\-\ Elie.
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The adjunct dyadic

yp = m0'~i, Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Shaw.

(</>c)2, Gibbs, Wilson, Macfarlane.

R{a), Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

x(0, 0), Shaw.

D4>~^, Jaumann, Jung.

The transverse or conjugate dyadic

(/)', Hamilton, Tait, Joly.

4>, Taber, Shaw.

(j)c, Gibbs, Wilson, Jaumann, Jung, Macfarlane.

K(a), Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

\b/ , Elie.

The planar dyadic

X = TOi — <f>', Hamilton, Tait, Joly.

(t>J — <l>c, Gibbs, Wilson.

— 4>/, Jaumann, Jung.

CK(a), Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

x(^), Shaw.

Self-transverse or symmetric fart of dyadic

00, Hamilton, Tait, Shaw.

$, Joly.

4>', Gibbs, Wilson.

[0], Jaumann, Jung.

D(a), Burah-Forti, Marcolongo.

\h / , Elie.

\ W / , Elie. In this case expressed in terms of the axes.

Skeio part of dyadic

^(4> — (j)') = V-e{), Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Shaw.

0", Gibbs, Wilson.

n, Jaumann, Jung.

Fa A, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

17 I
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\ b / , Elie.

Sin 0, Macfarlane.

Mixed functions of dyadic

x(4>, S), Shaw.

^4>^ d, Gibbs, Wilson.

R{4>, 6), Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

Vector of dyadic

e, Hamilton, Tait, Joly.

(t)^, Gibbs, Wilson.

(f)/,
— 4>/, Jaumann, Jung.

Va, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

E, Carvallo.

R = Te, Elie.

€((/)), Shaw.

Negative vector of adjunct dyadic

4>(, Hamilton, Tait, Joly.

4)-4>x, Gibbs, Wilson.

ip-4>/, Jaumann, Jung.

aVa, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

€x(0, 0), Shaw.

Square of pure strain factor of dyadic

(pcf)', Hamilton, Tait, Joly.

(fxpc, Gibbs, Wilson.

{(^P, Jaumann, Jung.

aKa, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

[b], Elie.

<)f)0', Shaw.

Dyadic function of negative vector of adjunct

0^e, Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Shaw.

<t>'^-(t>y, Wilson, Gibbs.
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4>'-4>/, Jaumann, Jung.

aWa, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

A'2, Elie.

Scalar invariants of dyadic. Coefficients of characteristic

equation

m", m! , m, Hamilton, Tait, Joly, Carvallo.

Ii, h, h, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo, Elie.

F, G, H, Timerding.

4>s, {4>2)s, 4>3, Gibbs, Wilson,

mi, 7712, WI3, Shaw.

4>/, y • • • <^3, Jaumann, Jung.

cos </)••• 4>3, Macfarlane.

Other scalar invariants

mi((/>o^), mi{4>4>'), 2{in^ — m-i), mi{4>e'),

milx(<i>, e), fi], Shaw.

[4>'fs, {4>}s^, [<^'']s^ • . Jaumann, Jung.,, ,(i> .e,<i>'}e .^, Gibbs, Wilson.

Elie uses Ki for Se^e.

Notations for Derivatives of Dyadic

In these V operates on 4> unless the subscript „ indicates

otherwise.

Gradient of dyadic

V</>, Tait, Joly, Shaw.

Dyadic of gradient. Specific force of field

0V, Tait, Joly, Shaw,

grad a, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

—,— , Fischer.
dr
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Transverse dyadic of gradient

4>'\/, Tait, Joly.

grad Ka, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

J

"

, Fischer.
dr

V-0, Jaumann, Jung.

Divergence of dyadic

- S\/4>{ ), Tait, Joly, Shaw.

X grad Ka, Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

Vortex of dyadic

rv0( ), Tait, Joly, Shaw.

Rot a, Burali-Forti.

V X 0, Jaumann, Jung.

Directional derivatives of dyadic

- S{)\/-4>. Sa-^V 4>a. Sa'^V • </>Fa( ), Tait, Joly, Shaw.

S{a, {)), Burali-Forti.

~
, —r—^, Fischer.

da da

I -p ( ) ) ( ), Burali-Forti, Marcolongo.

Gradient of bilinear function

IJ-niVn, a), Tait, Joly, Shaw.

4>{iJ.)a, Burali-Forti.

Bilinear gradient function

fj.{\/n, Un), Tait, Joly, Shaw.

\f/(fi, u), Burali-Forti.

Planar derivative of dyadic

(j)nVVn{ ), Tait, Joly, Shaw.

X -V, Fischer,
dr



CHAPTER X

DEFORMABLE BODIES

Strain

1. When a body has its points displaced so that if the

vector to a point P is p, we must express the vector to the

new position of P, say P', by some function of p, <pp,

then we say that the body has been strained. We do not

at first need to consider the path of transition of P to P'.

If V' is a linear vector function, then we say that the strain

is a linear homogeneous strain. We have to put a few

restrictions upon the generality of (p, since not every linear

vector function can represent a strain. In the first place

we notice that solid angles must not be turned into their

symmetric angles, so that S(p\<piJi(pvlS'\iJiv must be positive,

that is, Ms is positive. Hence <p must have either one or

three positive real roots. The corresponding invariant lines

are, therefore, not reversed in direction.

2. When (p is self-conjugate there are three real roots

and three directions which form a trirectangular system.

The strain in this case is called a pure strain. Any linear

vector function can be written in the form

^ = V {<p<p')-q-\)q = p-U (<p'(p)0-p,

where

q-\)q = {<P<pT"'<P-

The function (p(p' is self-conjugate and, therefore, has three

real roots and its invariant lines perpendicular. If we set

TT = V {<p<p'), then TT^ = (fip'. Let the cubic in (p(p' be

G^ - MiG^ + M2G - Ma = 0. Then from the values

given in Chapter IX, p. 237, for the coefficients of (p'^

253
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in terms of those of (p we have (the coefficients of the cubic

in TT being pi, pz, Ps)

whence we have

pi* - 2 (Ml + Silfa)?!' - 161foil/32)i + Mr - 4M2W3 = 0.

Thence we have pi, P2, and ps.

Now if the invariant lines of ^<p' are the trirectangular

unit vectors a, (3, y, we may collect the terms of (p in the form

<p = aaSa'Q + bjSSP'O + cySy'Q,

where a, b, c are the roots of V <p<p' = it and a', 13', y' are

to be determined. Hence (p' = aa'SaQ + • • • and

- <p'<p = aWSa'O + h'^^'Sp'O + cySy'Q.

But also

ipv' = - a'aSa - &2/3S/3 - c^ySy,

since a, ^, y are axes of (p(p', and a?, IP-, c^ are roots. Now
we have

(p'a = — aa', tp'P = — bp', <p'y = — cy',

hence

(fip'a = a^a = — a^aSa'a' — abfiSa'^' — acySa'y'.

Thus we have a' = — 1, Sa'/3' = = Sa'7', and similar

equations, so that a', 13', y' are unit vectors forming a tri-

rectangular system, and indeed are the invariant lines of

<p'ip. We may now write at once

TT = — aaSa — bpSjS — cySy,

q~'Oq = - aSa' - /3Sj3' - ySy'.

This operator obviously rotates the system a', (3', y' into
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the system a, /3, 7, as a rigid body. That the function is

orthogonal is obvious at a glance, since if we multiply it

by its conjugate we have for the product

- aSa - /3S/3- ySy = 1().

Reducing it to the standard form of example five, Chapter

IX, p. 236, we find that the axis is UV{aa' + /3/3' + 77') and

the sine of the angle of rotation ^TV{aa' + (3^' + 77')-

EXAMPLES

(1). Let ^ = VeQ. Then

,p'= - VeO, <P<P' = - VeVeO = eSeQ - e\

The axes are e for the root 0, and any two vectors a, P
perpendicular to e, and these must be taken so that a/3 = Ue,

the roots that are equal being T^e. We may therefore write

(p = TeaSP - TePSa = V-eQ,

which Avas obvious anyhow. Hence we have for g~H)? the

operator

aSl3- l3Sa= ViVal3)0,

and this is a rotation of 90" about Fa/3 = Ve of 90°. The

effect of

TT = Tei- aSa - /3S/3)

is to give the projection of the rotated vector on the plane

perpendicular to e, times Te. That is, finally, VeQ rotates

p about e as an axis through 90° and annuls the component

of the new vector which is parallel to e.

(2). Consider the operator g — aS/3() where a, /3 are any

vectors. It is to be noticed that we must select of all the

square roots of (p(p' that one which has its roots all positive.

It is obvious that p = q-
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3. The strain converts the sphere Tp = r into the elhp-

soid Tip~^p = r, or

Sp<p'-^cp-^p = - r^.

This is called the strain ellipsoid. Its axes are in the direc-

tions of the perpendicular system of <p<p' = tt^- The ellip-

soid Spip'(pp = — r^ is converted into the sphere Tp = r.

This is the reciprocal strain ellipsoid. Its axes are in the

directions of the principal axes of the strain. The exten-

sions of lines drawn in these directions in the state before

the strain are stationary, and one of them is thus the maxi-

mum, one the minimum extension.

4. A shear is represented by

(pp = p — pSap,

where SaP = 0. The displacement is parallel to the vector

/3 and proportional to its distance from the plane Sap = 0.

There is no change in volume since ma = 1.

If there is a uniform dilatation and a shear the function is

<PP = gp — 13Sap.

The change in volume is now g^. The equation is easily

seen to be

i<P - g? = 0.

This is the necessary and sufficient condition of a dilatation

and a shear, but this equation alone will not give the axes

and the shear plane, of course.

5. The function tpp = gqpq~^ — ql3q~^Sap is a form into

which the most general strain can be put which is due to

shifting in a fixed direction, Ul3, planes parallel to the fixed

plane Sap = by an amount proportional to the perpen-

dicular distance from the fixed plane, then altering all

lines in the ratio g, and superposing a rotation. This is
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any strain. We simply have to put (p' tp into the form

where

SXm = i(a' + c^ - 262), j^x/i = |(a2 - c^),

and then we take

g = h, a = — A, h^ = p, — \\~'^{a — c)^.

The rotation is determined as before.

6. All the lines in the original body that are lengthened

in the same ratio, say g, are parallel to the edges of the cone

TifUp = g OT SUp{(p'(p — g'^)Up = 0, or in terms of X, p,

2S\VpSpUp = b'- g\ sin wsin v= (S^ - g^)/{a' - c^),

where u and v are the angles the line makes with the cyclic

planes of the cone Stppipp = — T^p.

7. The displacement of the extremity of p is

S = (T — p = {(p — l)p,

which can be resolved along p and perpendicular to p into

the parts

p{Sp~^ipp — 1) + pVp~^(pp.

The coefEcient of p in the first term is called the elongation.

It is numerically the reciprocal of the square of the radius

of the elongation quadric:

Sp((po — l)p = — 1,

the radius being parallel to p.

The other component may be written Vep + V(popp~^-p,

where e is the invariant vector of ip, the spin-vector.

8. If now the strain is not homogeneous, we must con-

sider it in its infinitesimal character. In this case we have

again the formula da = — SdpV -c = <pdp, where a is now

the displacement of P, whose vector is p, and a -{- da that of
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p + dp, provided that we can neglect terms of the second

order. If these have to be considered,

da= - SdpV-cr+USdpV)V'a
= ipdp — \Sdp\7 <pdp.

We may analyze the strain in the case of first order into

(f = (Po+ VeQ.

Since now e = |T^Vo-, if e = 0, it follows that a = V-P

and there is a displacement potential and

v= - VSVPQ.

The strain is in this case a pure strain. If e is not zero,

there is rotation, about e as an axis, of amount Te. In any

case the function <po determines the changes of length of all

lines in the bodj', the extension e of the short line in the

direction Up being

— SUp(poUp.

The six coefficients of (fo, of form — Sa<pol3, where a, j3

are any two of the three trirectangular vectors a, /3, y,

are called the components of strain. Three are extensions

/ and three are shears, an unsymmetrical division.

9. In the case of small strains the volume increase is

— SVc, and this is called the cubic dilatation. If it

vanishes, the strain takes place with no change of volume,

that is, with no change of density. A strain of this char-

acter is called a transversal strain. There is a vector

potential from which a can be derived by the formula

a = VVt, SVt = 0.

There is no scalar potential since we do not generally have
also FVc = 0. Indeed we have

2e = FVff = FvFVt = V-T - VSVt = VV.
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This would give us the integral

h = \^fffelr-dv.

The integration is over the entire body.

This strain is called transverse because in case we have a

a function of a single projection of p, on a given line, say a,

so that

a = afi- .T + 18/2 • X + 7/3 • X,

S^a = — /i = 0, /i = constant,

and all points are moved in this direction like those of a

rigid body. We may therefore take the constant equal to

zero, and /i = 0, so that

Saa = 0.

Hence every displacement is perpendicular to the line a.

10. When VVo- = 0, we call the strain longitudinal; for,

giving a the same expression as in § 9, we see that we have

VVa = = 7/2' - m', and /s = = U
Vaa- = 0.

Hence we have all the strain parallel to a.

11. In case the cubical dilatation S\/a = 0, the strain

is purely of a shearing character, and if the curl V\7(r = 0,

the strain is purely of a dilatational character. Since any

vector <r can be separated into a solenoidal and a lamellar

part in an infinity of ways, it is always possible to separate

the strain into two parts, one of dilatation only, the other

of shear only.

If we write a = V-P + VVt, then we can find P and t

in one way from the integrals

P = l^-J'ffS<T'vTp-W,

r= - l^-fffVa'vTp-'-dv', p= p' - PC
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The integrations extend throughout the body displaced.

This method of resolution is not always successful, and

other formulae must be used. (Duhem, Jour, des Math.,

1900.)

12. The components are not functionally independent,

but are subject to a set of relations due to Saint Venant.

These relations are obvious in the quaternion form, equiva-

lent to six scalar equations. The equation is

T'-V<PoT'V() = 0, if cp= SOV-T,

where both V's operate on ipo- The equation is, further-

more, the necessary and sufficient condition that any linear

vector function (p can represent a strain. The problem of

finding the vector a when ^ is a given linear and vector

function of p consists in inverting the equation

(P = — tSOV-o". (Kirchkoff, Mechanik, Vorlesung 27.)

It is evident that if we operate upon dp, we have

(pdp = da.

Hence the problem reduces to the integration of a set of

differential equations of the ordinary type.

EXAMPLES

(1). Ii(p= Fe(), wehaveo- = Vep. Prove Saint Venant's

equations.

(2). If ^ = p-WOp-\ then a = Up. Prove Saint Ven-
ant's equations.

13. In general when we do not have small strains, we
must modify the preceding theory somewhat. The dis-

placement will change the differential element dp into

dpi = dp — SdpV -cr.

The strain is characterized when we know the ratio of the
two differential elements and this we may find by squaring
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SO as to arrive at the tensor

(dpiY = Sdp[l - 2vSo- + V'Sa'a"SS7"]dp-

The function in the brackets is the general strain function,

which we will represent by $. It is easily clear that if

<p = — SQV -a- then

$= (l+^)(l+^')= (1+^)(1+^)'.

Of course $ is self-conjugate. Its components Sa^lS are

also called components of strain. If (f is infinitesimal, we

may substitute (1 + 2(po) for $.

The cubical dilatation is now found by subtracting 1 from

Sdipid^pidiPijSdipd-ipdzp = mi{l + <p) = 1 + A.

Evidently (1 + A)^ = m3($). The alteration in the

angle of two elements is found from

- sua + v>)\uii<p)y.

If angles are not altered between the infinitesimal elements,

the transformation is conformal, or isogonal. In such case

S2x<j>x' = s'XK'Sx^xsx'^y.

For example, if (p = VaQ,

sua + ^)X(l + ^)X' = sxv,

when SaX = = SaX'.

14. This part of the subject leads us into the theory of

infinitesimal transformations, and is too extensive to be

treated here.

On Discontinuities

15. If the function a is continuous throughout a body,

it may happen that its convergence or its curl may be dis-

continuous. The consideration of such discontinuities is
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usuallj' given at length in a discussion of the potential

functions. Here we need only the elements of the theory.

We make use of the following general theorem from analysis.

Lemma. If a function is continuous on one side of a sur-

face for all points not actually on the surface in question, and

if, as we approach the surface by each and every path leading

up to a point P, the gradient of the function, or its directional

derivatives approach one and the same limit for all the paths;

then the differential of this function along a path lying on the

surface is also given by the usual formula,

— SdpV -q = dq, dp being on the surface.

[Hadamard, Le9ons sur la propagation des ondes, etc.,

p. 84, Painleve, Ann. Ecole Normals, 1887, Part 1, ch. 2,

no. 2.]

In the case of a vector a which has the same value on

each side of a surface, which is the value on the surface,

and is the limiting value as the surface is approached, at

all points of the surface, we have on one side of the surface

da = — Sdp'\7 -cr = (pidp.

On the opposite side

da = — Sdp\7-cr = <p2dp.

If now these two do not agree, but there is a discontinuity

in (p, so that (p2 — fi is finite as the two paths are made
to approach the surface, then designating the fluctuation or

saltus of a function by the notation [], we have in the limit

[da] = ((p2 — <Pi)dp = [ip]dp.

But since a does not vary abruptly, [da] along the surface

is zero, hence for dp on the surface

[<p]dp = 0,
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and therefore

[if] = — flSv,

where v is the unit normal, fi a given vector. That is to

say, we have for the transition of the surface

[SOV-ct] = ixSv.

Whence

[SVo-] = SviJ.,

[Wa] = Vvix.

These are conditions of compatibility of the surface of dis-

continuities and the discontinuity; or identical conditions,

under which the discontinuities can actually have the sur-

face for their distribution.

16. If SiJLv = 0, then [SVc] = 0, and the cubic dilatation

is continuous.

Since Svvfj. = = Su[VV(r] = [SvVcr], the normal com-

ponent of the curl of a is continuous, and the discontinuity

is confined to the tangential component. Likewise

Sfxvn = = [S/xVc],

and the component along /j, is continuous. Hence FVc
can be discontinuous only normal to the plane of ix, v.

17. In case a itself is discontinuous, the normal com-

ponent of (J as it passes the surface of discontinuity cannot

be discontinuous without tearing the surface in two. Hence

the discontinuity is purely tangential. It can be related

to the curl of a as follows.

Consider a line on the surface, of infinitesimal length, and

an infinitesimal rectangle normal to the surface, and let

the value of a at the two upper points differ only infinites-

imally, as likewise at the two lower points, but the difPer-

ence at the two right hand points or at the two left hand
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points be finite, so that a has a discontinuity in going

through the surface equal to [<j]. Then

fShpa = ffSK{AV\/(T)

around the rectangle, when k is normal to the rectangle.

But the four parts on the left for the four sides give simply

Sbp[<7],

where 5p is a horizontal side and equal to V -KvTbp. Hence

we have for every k tangential to the surface

SkVv[(t] = Sk Lim iAVVo-)IT5p.

Dropping all infinitesimals, we have

Vv[<t] = Lim AVVr/Tdp.

Tangential discontinuities may therefore be considered

to be representable by a limiting value of the curl multi-

plied by an infinitesimal area, as if the surface of discon-

tinuity were the locus of the axial lines of an infinity of small

rotations which enable one space to roll upon the other.

The expression ^[a] is the strength of this sheet.

A strain is not irrotational unless such surfaces of dis-

continuity are absent. But we have shown above that a

continuous strain may imply certain surfaces of discon-

tinuity in its derivatives of some order. If FVcr = 0,

everywhere, then Vv[cr] = 0, and such discontinuity as

exists is parallel to v.

The derivation above applies to any case, and we may
say that if a field is irrotational, any discontinuity it pos-

sesses must be normal to the surface of discontinuity.

Integrating in the same way over the surface of a small

box, we would have

J'J'Si'[a]d^ = SVcr-v,
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where v is the infinitesimal vohime. But this gives

Sv[(t] = y)SVo-/surface.

If then SVcr = everywhere, the discontinuity of a is

normal to the normal, that is, it is purely tangential. These

theorems will be useful in the study of electro-dynamics.

Kinematics of Displacements

18. In the case of a continuous displacement which takes

place in time we have as the vector a the velocity of a

moving particle, and if p is the vector from a fixed point

to the particle, then dp/dt = a. It is necessary to distin-

guish between the velocity of the particle and the local

velocity of the stream of particles as they pass a given fixed

point in the absolute space which is supposed to be sta-

tionary. The latter is designated by d/dt. Thus da/dt is

the local rate of change of the velocity at a certain point.

While da/dt is the rate of change of the velocity as we follow

the particle. It is easy to see that for any quaternion q

the actual time rate of change is

dq/dt = dq/dt- SaV-q.

We have thus the acceleration

da/dt = da/dt - SaV-a = id/dt+ <p)a.

If the infinitesimal vector dp is considered to be displaced,

we have

Up/dt = - S5pV-o-.

Since the rotation is ^VVa dt, the angular velocity of turn

of the particle to which dp is attached is ^T'Vtr. This is

the vortex velocity. Likewise the velocity of cubic dilata-

tion is — SVa.

The rate of change of an infinitesimal volume dv as it

18
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moves along is

— SVa--dv.

The equation of continuity is d(cdv) = 0, where c is the

density, or

dc/dt + c(- Sv<t) = 0.

That is, we have for a medium of constant mass

dc/dt = cSV(T.

That is, the density at a moving point has a rate of change

per second equal to the density times the convergence of

the velocity.

It may also be written easily

dc/dt = Svica).

This means that at a fixed point the velocity of increase in

density is equal to the convergence of the momentum per

cubic centimeter.

19. When VVcr = 0, the motion is irrotational, or dila-

tational, and we may put a = V-P- where now P is a veloc-

ity-potential, which may be monodromic or polydromic.

When S\/ff = 0, the motion is solenoidal or circuital, and

we ma,y write a = T^Vr where SVt =0. r is the vector

potential of velocity. The lines e = IFVc become in this

case the concentration of ^r. The lines of a are the vortex

lines of r, and the lines of e are the vortex lines of a.

20. If (7 is continuous, and the equation of a surface of

discontinuity of the gradient dyadic of a and of cr' is / = 0,

where now tr is a displacement and a' is da/dt the velocity,

we have certain conditions of kinematic compatibility.

These were given by Christoffel in 1877-8 and are found as

follows. We have

M = 0, [- SOV-a]= - f,Sy
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in the case in which the time t is not involved; and for a

moving surface in which / is a function of t as well as of p,

we would have

[-S()V-<7]= -mSC/v/O,

[-4-"] ixS ^ ?7V/ = /x f /?'V/= W]= - G^.

This gives us the discontinuity in the time rate of change of

the displacement of a point as it passes from one side to the

other of the moving surface. The equation of the surface

as it moves being /(p, t), we have in the normal direction

- SdpV-f+dtf = 0,

that is, since dp is now Uvfdn, dn/dt = — f'/T\7f = G,

where / ' is the derivative of / as to < alone. In words,

at any point on the instantaneous position of the moving

surface the rate of outward motion of the point of the

surface coinciding with the fixed point in space is

G = — f'/T\7f- The moving surface of discontinuity is

called a wave and G the rate of propagation of the wave at

the given point. We may now read the condition of com-

patibility above in these words: the abrupt change in the

displacement velocity is given by a definite vector
fj.

at

each point multiplied by the negative rate of propagation

of the wave of displacement, that is, if G is the rate of

propagation,

[a'] = - Gjx, and [SV<t] = - SfxYvf = ~ S/xv.

21. The preceding theorem becomes general for discon-

tinuities of any order in the following way. Let the func-

tion cr and all its derivatives be continuous down to the

(«. — l)th, then we can write

[S()iV-S()2V ••• SOn-iV-<r] = 0,
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whence, differentiating along the surface of discontinuity

as before, we find in precisely the same manner

[SOiV • SOnV-a] = fxSOiUvfSihUvf SOnUVf,

since at a given point on the fixed surface V/ is constant.

And if we insert dp/dt in m parentheses (m < n), we

shall have, since the surface is moving,

[SQiV •••S()„_™V-<t('"']

= - /xG^SQiC/V/ • • SOn-mUvfi-ir.

In particular for m = 2 = n, we have

W"] = mG-,

which is the discontinuity in the acceleration of the dis-

placement.

If m = 1, ?i = 2,

[S()v<7']= -nGSQUvf.

From this we derive easily

[SVa'] = - GSfj.Uvf= - GSfiv.

[FVcr'] = - GVfxUvf= - GVixv.

22. The nth derivatives of Saa are

[SQiV • • • S{)nV-Sa<j] = SOiUvf S()„C/V/Sa/x.

If then we hold the surface fixed and consider a certain

point, the discontinuity in the reth derivative of the ratio

of two values of the infinitesimal volume which has two
perpendicular directions on the surface and the third along

the normal will be given by the formula

SQiUvf SQ,,U^fSfxU\7f.

In case we have a material substance that has mass and
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density and of which the mass remains fixed, we have

c/co = volo/vol,

log c — log Co = log vo — log V,

V log c = — V log tiIvq = — Vo/v-V{c/vo).

Therefore from the formula above we have since Vq/v = 1

in the limit

[SOiV • • • S()„V log c] = SOiUvf SOr^UvfSnUvf.

In particular for the case of discontinuities of order two

we have

[V log c] = UvfSfiVvf.

23. These theorems may be extended to the case in which

the medium is in motion as well as the wave of discontinuity.

Stress

24. In any body the stress at a given point is given as a

tension or a pressure which is exerted from some source

across an infinitesimal area situated at the point. The

stress real y consists of two opposing actions, being taken

as positive if a tension, negative if a pressure. It is as-

sumed that the stress taken all over the surface of an

infinitesimal closed solid in the body will be a system of

forces in equilibrium, to terms of the first order. This is

equivalent to assuming that the stress on any infinitesimal

portion of the surface is a linear function of the normal,

that is

e = aUv.

25. We have therefore for any infinitesimal portion of

space inside the body

ffQdA = ffEdv = 0.

But by Green's theorem this is equal to the integral through
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the infinitesimal space SSS^^ = 0- Hence SV = 0.

In this equation S is a function of p, and V differentiates H.

26. In case the portion of space integrated over or

through is not infinitesimal, this equation (in which S is

no longer a constant function) remains true if there is

equilibrium; and if there are external forces that produce

equilibrium, say ^ per unit volume, then the density being

c, we have

SV + c^ =
for every point.

In case there is a small motion, we have

SV + c^ = ca".

27. Returning to the infinitesimal space considered, we
see that the moment as to the origin of the stress on a

portion of the boundary will be VpaUv and the total

moment which must vanish, considering S as constant, is

ffVpZdv = fffVp'EVdv,
hence

FpSV = = e(H).

We see therefore that S is self-conjugate.

EXAMPLES

(1). Purely normal stress, hydrostatic stress. In this case

S is of the form pa = gp, where g is + for tension, — for

pressure, and is a function of p (scalar, of course).

(2). Simple tension or pressure.

S = — paSa.

(.3). Shearing stress.

S = - p(,aSl3 + 13Sa),

P not parallel to a.
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(4). Plane stress.

S = giaSa + grj/SS/S.

(5). Maxwell's electrostatic stress.

S= l/SwVvPOvP,

where P is the potential.

28. The quadric SpSp = — C is called the stress quadric.

Its principal axes give the direction of the principal stresses.

Since Sp is the direction of the normal we may arrive at a

graphical understanding of the stress by passing planes

through the center, and to each construct the conjugate

diameter. This will give the direction of the stress, and

since Tap is inversely proportional to the perpendicular

from the origin on the tangent plane at p, if we lay off on

the conjugate diameter distances inversely as the per-

pendiculars, we shall have the vector representation of the

stress. When the diameter is normal to its conjugate plane,

there will be no component of the corresponding vector

that is parallel to the plane, that is, no tangential stress.

Such planes will be the principal planes of the stress.

It is evident that a stress is completely known when the

self-conjugate linear vector function S is known, which

depends therefore upon six parameters. We shall speak,

then, of the stress S, since S represents it. This proposi-

tion is sometimes stated as follows: stress is not a vector

but a dyadic (tensor). From this point of view the six

components of the stress are taken as the coordinates of a

vector in six-dimensional space. These components in the

quaternion notation are, for a, (3, y, a trirectangular system,

- Sa^a, - S^EiS, - StSt, - SaS/3 = - S^Ha,

— S/3St = — S7E/3, — Sy'iEa = — SaEy.
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That is,

Ax Yy Zlz, Aj, = ii, -1 E = Zy, Zx = A 2.

It is easy to see now that certain combinations of these

component stresses are invariant. Thus we have at once

the three invariants nii, vi^, viz, which are

2
V )Ai -\- Y y -\- Z z, -1 yZ z

-\- ZzAx + A^jj, y z
— Zx~ — X.

AxiyZz + 2Aj,i zZx Axy z
' yZx — ZzA y .

For any three perpendicular planes these are invariant.

EXERCISE

What are the principal stresses and principal planes of the five ex-

amples given above?

29. Returning to the equation of a small displacement,

we may write it

a"= ^+ c-iSV.

Hence the time rate of storage or dissipation of energy is

W'= - fffSa'^Vdv.

The other terms of the kinetic energy are not due to storage

of energy.

Now we have an experimental law due to Hooke which in

its full statement is to the effect that the stress dyadic is a

linear function of the strain dyadic. The latter was shown
to be

^0= -US0V-O-+ VSaQ].

The law of Hooke then amounts to saying that S is a linear

function of a and V where V operates upon a, and owing
to the self-conjugate character of (p, we must be able to

interchange V and ff, that is,

E = e[(), V, a].
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First, it follows that if the strain ^o is multiplied by a

variable parameter x, that the stress will be multiplied by
the same parameter. We have then for a parametric change

of this kind which we may suppose to take place in a alone

cr' = crx'. Hence for a gradually increasing a, we would

have

W = - xx'fffSaZVdv,
W = ~ \fff&aZV dx,

if X runs from to 1. This gives an expression for the

energy if it is stored in this special manner. If the work is

a function of the strain alone and not dependent upon the

way in which it is brought about, W is called an energy-

function. It is thus seen to be a quadratic function of the

strain. In case there is an energy function, we have for

two strain functions due to the displacements (Ti, a^

El = G[(), <7i, Vi], S2 = G[0, cTj, V2].

The stored energy for the two displacements must be the

same either way we arrange the displacements, hence we

have

S(72e3[V3, 0-1, Vl] = So-ie4[V4, 0-2, V2],

where the subscripts 3, 4 merely indicate upon what V acts.

This is equivalent to saying that so far as vector function

is concerned, in the form

SaQ[p, 7, 5]

we can interchange a, P and 7, 5. Since S is self-conjugate,

is self-conjugate, and we can interchange a and ^. From

the nature of the strain function we can interchange 7, 5.

Of course, in the forms above we cannot interchange the

effect of the differentiations.
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We have in this way arrived at six Hnear vector functions

<Pll 'P22 <P33 ^23 ip3i <Pn>

wherein we can interchange the subscripts, and where

^n= e[(),a, a] • • ^23 = e[(), ^, 7] ••,

a iS 7 being a trirectangular system of unit vectors. We
have further a system of thirty-six constituents Cnn, fiii2,

• • • where

Cnn = — SatpiiOi, Cni2 = — Sa<pii(x, ,

each of the six functions having six constituents. These

are the 36 elastic constants. If there is an energy function,

they reduce in number to only 21, for we must be able to

interchange the first pair of numbers with the last pair.

There are thus left

3 forms Cnn, 6 of Cni2, 3 of Cn22, 3 of C1212, 3 of C23n, 3 of C2131.

In theories of elasticity based upon a molecular theory

and action at a distance six other relations are added to

these reducing the number of elastic constants to 15. These

relations are equivalent to an interchange of the second

and third subscript in each form, thus Cn22 = C1212. These

are usuahy called Cauchy's relations, but are not commonly

used. (See Love, Elasticity, Chap. III.)

Remembering the strain function <po, we can interpret

these coefficients with no difficulty, for we have

— Saicpaaj- (pij,

the stress dyadic due to the strain component — Saitp^aj,

where a,, a, are any two of the three a, /3, 7. 0^]^ is the

component of the stress across a plane normal to aj in the

direction a, due to the strain component — Sahfocti.
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EXAMPLES

(1). If Sjj = — Saiipaaj, show that we have for the energy

function

^' = 2-flin.?ll" + 2Cll22*llS22 + 22Ci2125l2^

+ 201223*12*23 + 2Cui2Sll*12 + 2Cn23Sll523-

(2). When there is a plane of symmetry, say in thedirec-

tion normal to y, all constants that involve 7 an odd number
of times vanish, for the solid is unchanged by reflection in

this plane. Only thirteen remain. If there are two per-

pendicular planes of symmetry, normal to P, y, the only

constants left are of the types

Cllll, Cu22, C1212,

the plane normal to a is thus a plane of symmetry also.

There are nine constants. This last case is that of tesseral

crystals.

(3). If the constants are not altered by a change of a into

— a, /3 into — P, as by rotation about 7 through a straight

angle, then the plane normal to 7 is a plane of symmetry.

(4). Discuss the effect of rotation about 7 through other

angles.

(5). When the energy function exists we have

e(X, M, v) - 9(m, X, I') = - VveV\ix, where 6' = 6.

30. A body is said to be isotropic as to elasticity when the

elastic constants are not dependent upon directions in the

body. In such case the energy function is invariant under

orthogonal transformation. It must, therefore, be a function

of the three invariants of <pq, mi, m^, m^. The last is of

third degree, while the energy function is a quadratic

and therefore can be only of the form

W = - Pmi + Ami^ + Bm-i.
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P is zero except for gases and is then positive. The con-

stant A refers to resistance to compression, and is positive.

5 is a constant belonging to solids.

The form given the quadratic terms by Helmholtz is

Ami^ + Bmi = IHmi' + ^C[2m^'' - 6m2].

The [] is the sum of the squares of the differences of the

latent roots of ^o- The constant H refers to changes of

volume without change of form, and in such change it is the

whole energy, for if there is no change of form, the roots

are all equal and the other term is zero. C refers to changes

of form without change of volume, since it vanishes if the

roots are equal and is the whole energy if there is no cubical

expansion mi. For perfect fluids C = 0.

The form given by Kirchoff is

From which we have

B - C= 2Ke, ZC = 2K, H = 2K{d + |), C = |A'.

We may write for solids, liquids, and gases

W = Kdmi^ + irmi(<po') - Pmi.

Later notation gives 2Kd = X, /v = p, that is,

W = |Xmi^ + ij.mi{(po') — Pmi.

The constants X, yu are the two independent constants of

isotropic bodies.

We now have for the stress function in terms of the strain

function

S = Xmi + 2ix<po.

EXAMPLES

(1). In the case of a simple dilatation we know a = p
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and we have for <po

"Po = - USOV-ap + ASapO) = aQ.

Substituting in the equation above, we have

Op = X(3a) + 2ixaQ.

The cubical dilatation is thus

3a = p/Q^ + Im) = p/k,

where k is called the modulus of cubical compression.

(2). For a simple shear

<Po= - a/2 [aSPO + /3Sa()], mi = 0,

H = - ap.[aSPO + pSaQ].

If the tangential stress is T, then T = aix. M is the shear

modulus or simple rigidity.

(S). If a prism of any form is subject to tension T uniform

over its plane ends, and no lateral traction, we have

S = — aTSa() = Xtoi + 2yu<po-

From this equation, taking the first scalar invariant of

both sides,

T = 3miX + 2min,

so that

mi = r/(3X + 2/x).

Substituting, we have

fo — — <^ ?r" "^Q^U
2n

" 2m(3X +2fx)

We write now E = /i(3X + 2/i)/(X + yu), the quotient of a

simple longitudinal tension by the stretch produced, and

called Young's modulus. Also we set

s = X/(2X + 2fj.), Poisson's ratio,
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the ratio of the lateral contraction to the longitudinal

stretch.

It is clear that if any two of the three moduli are known,

the other may be found. We have

\= El[{l + s)il-2s), n=^E/il + s),

k = \EI{1 - 2s).

In terms of E andt^ we have

mi(H) -s

<Po=m-'
(4). If 5 < *, fc < 0, and the material would expand under

pressure. If s < — 1, W would not be positive.

(5). If Cauchy's relations hold, s = \ and X = )u. For

numerical values of the moduli see texts such as Love,

Elasticity.

31. Bodies that are not isotropic are called aelotropic.

For discussion of the cases and definitions of the moduli,

see texts on elasticity.

32. There is still the problem of finding a from (po after

the latter has been found from S. This problem we can

solve as follows

:

" = Co + J'po^da = (To — J'pl'aS'^dp, where V acts on a

= <^o + f/,i<Podp - ^J'dpVVa]

= <ro+ f/A'Podp - i(r(pi - p)J'Vda

-d-V(pi- p)VVa-]

= o-o- ^V{pi - po)VV<ro + f/„'[<pdp

-lV{pi- pWvda]
= o-o - ^V{pi - po)I'Vo-o + fpt'Wdp

- T'(Pi- p)FvVo'rfp].

We are thus able to express cr at any point pi in terms of the
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values at po of cr, rVc, and the values along the path of

integration of v'o and P^V^oO-

EXAMPLES,

(1). Let us consider a cylinder or prism which is vertical

with horizontal ends, the upper being cemented to a hori-

zontal plane. Then we have the value of

S = — gcySypSyQ, y vertical unit,

where the origin is at the center of the lower base. The

conditions of equilibrium are

EV + c^ = 0, or cj = — gey, k= — gy-

That is, the condition is realizable by a cylinder hanging

under its own weight. The tension at the top surface is

gel where / is the length.

Solving for the strain, we have

^0 = ^Stp-O + ^^^^ + '^
ySypSyQ.

Let a = gcs/E, b = ge{l + s)/E, and note that

VVM) = - aVy{) - bVyySyO = - al>()

The integral is thus

cTo — 2^(pi — Po)eo

+ f/M^yp-dp + bySypSydp + aV(pi - p)Vydp]

= (To — iV{pi — po)«o

+ f/>Syp-bp + bySypSydp

+ a VpiVydp — adpSyp + aySpdp]

= (To— §F(pi — po)€o + [^byS^yp

+ aVpiVyp + haypXl,

the differential being exact. This gives us as the value of

a at pi,
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0-1 = r + T'(pi — Po)(ho + aVypo) + |aFpiTPi

+ ^byS-yp, f, € constants.

Substituting a and b, and constructing

^0= -i[S()V-<r+ VS<r()],

we easily verify. If the cylinder does not rotate, we may
omit the second term and if the upper base does not move

laterally, then the vector f reduces to — ^gcP/E-y, and

we have

<r = - ^gcP/E-y + gcs/2E-Vpyp + gdl + s)/2E-yS'py.

A plane cross-section of the cylinder is distorted into a

paraboloid of revolution about the axis and the sections

shrink laterally by distances proportional to their distances

from the free end.

(2). If a cylinder of length 21 is immersed in a fluid of

density c', its own density being c, the upper end fixed, p
the pressure of the fluid at the center of gravity, then we

have the stress given by

S = - (p + gc'Syp) - g{c - c')(l - Syp)ySy,

whence calculating (p^, we have

^0 = llE-[- (p + gc'Syp){- 1 + 2^) - gs{c - c')

X (1 - Syp)] - ySy[g{c - c')(l - Syp)l + s)]lE.

And

cr = f + F^p + p[(- 1 + 2s)v - gsl{c - c')

- Spyg[ce - s(c + c')]/E

+ ylhgic - c')il + s)il - Sypf

+ hp'lc' - sic + c')]/E.

(3). What does the preceding reduce to if c = c"? Solve

also directly.
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(4). If a circular bar has its axis parallel to 7, and the

only stress is a traction at each end, equivalent to couples

of moment ^ira^ixt, about the axis of 7, a being the radius,

that is, a round bar held twisted by opposing couples, we
have

S = - ii^tiySpyO + VpySyO),

<Po= - it[ySpyQ + VpySyO],

a = tVpySyp.

Any section is turned in its own plane through the angle

— tSyp. t is the angular twist per centimeter.

(5). The next example is of considerable importance, as

it is that of a bar bent by couples. The equations are

S= - E/R-Sap-ySyO,

<Po= - (1 + s)/R-Sap-ySyO - s/R-Sap-0,

a = iR~^-a[S^yp + sS^ap — sS'yap]

-\- sR~^yaSl3pSap — R~^ySapSyp.

If the body is a cylinder or prism of any shape with the

axis 7 horizontal, there is no body force nor traction on the

perimeter. The resultant traction across any section is

ff- E/R-SapdA,

which will equal zero if the origin is on the line of centroids

of the sections in the normal state, that is, the neutral axis.

Thus the bar is stressed only by the tractions at its terminal

sections, the traction across any section being equivalent

to a couple.

The couple becomes one with axis /3 = 7a and value

EI/R, where I is the moment of inertia about an axis

through the centroid parallel to 13. The line of centroids

is displaced according to^the law

- Sao- = iR-hS^yp,

19
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SO that it is approximately the arc of a circle of radius R.

The strain-energy function is ^ERr'^ S^ap, and the potential

energy per unit length ^EI/R''.

For further discussion see Love, p. 127 et seq.

(6). When S = ~ E-Syp-dQ, where dy = 0, and 6 = 6',

and a may not be a unit vector, show that

^0 = - (1 + s)Syp-eO + sSyp-Tmid),

a= {1 + s)[^Spep - dpSpy] + smiien- ^yp^ + pSpy].

See Love, pp. 129-130.

3.3. We recur now to the equation of equilibrium

SV + c^ = 0.

In this we substitute the value of

S = Xmi + 2/1^0 = - XSV<r - ((tSQv + VSaQ),

whence

XvSVo- + MVV + juVSVo- - c^= 0,

or

(X + /x)VSVo- + iiV^c - c^ = 0,

or equally since

VV = VSVO-+ VFVo-,
(X + 2m) vSVo- + p.\7VVcr - c^ = 0.

This is the equation of equilibrium when the displacement

and the force ^ are given. In the case of small motion we
insert on the right side instead of 0, — ca". The traction

across a plane of normal v is

- (X + fj.)vSVa — pVVvcT,

where v is constant. Operating on the equilibrium equa-
tion by SV(), we see that

(X+2m)V^SV(t-cSV?= 0.
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If then there are no body forces ^ or if the forces ^ are

derivable from a force-function P and V^-P = throughout

the body, we see that

SVcr

is a harmonic function. Since mi(S) = 2>kmi, we see that

mi(S) is also harmonic.

Again we have

(X + M)VSVa-= - pVV,

whence we can construct the operators

(X + wVSV()SV<7 = - MV'V*S(r = - ^WSvO-
and adding the two,

2(X + m) VSvSVcrO = - MV=(crSV() + VSaQ)

Now we have

S = _ XSV(T - M(ffSV() + VSaQ),

and since iSVff is harmonic

V^S = - mV'MvO + VSaQ) = 2(X + /x)vSvSV(r()

2(X + m)

3fc

or

VSvSVo-Q = (1 + s)-'vSvSV(tO-

V^S = T-^ VSvJ/i().

This relation is due to Beltrami, R. A. L. R., (5) 1 (1892).

EXAMPLE

Maxwell's stress system cannot occur in a solid body

which is isotropic, free from the action of body forces, and

slightly strained from a state of no stress, since we have

-mi(S) = l/87r-(vP)^
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which is not harmonic. (Minchin Statics, 3d ed. (1886),

vol. 12, ch. 18.)

34. We consider now the problem of vibrations of a solid

under no body forces, the body being either isotropic or

aeolotropic.

The equation of vibrations is

c<j" = 9(V, V, or), where H = 9[(), V, cr] as before, and

<r is a function of both t and p. If the vector co represents

the direction and the magnitude of the wave-front, the

equation of a plane-wave will be

u = t — Sp/co,

since this represents a variable plane moving along its

own normal with velocity co. By definition of a wave-front

the displacement from the mean position is at any instant

the same at every point. That is, (j is a function of u

and t, hence

Vo- = — VSp/dida/du = oT'^dffldu,

and any homogeneous function of V as/(V) gives

/V-o- = /(w-0<9v/aM",

where n is the degree of/.

The equation above for wave-motion then is

C(7" = Q[ur\ o:~\ d^aldu%

If the wave is permanent, cr involves t only through u and

if the vibration is harmonic of frequency p,

a" = du'a/d' = - fa.
Therefore

e[C/co, Uoo, 0-] = caT-u.

Hence for a plane wave propagated in the direction Uu
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the vibration is parallel to one of the invariant lines of the

function

eiUco, Uo), ()].

The velocity is the square root of the quotient of the latent

root corresponding, by the density. There may be three

plane-polarized waves propagated in the same direction

with different velocities. The wave-velocity surface is

determined by the equation

S[e{o:~\ u-\a) - ca][0(co-i, o:~\ p - cl3][e(o:-\ c<;-i, 7] = 0,

that is, by the cubic of Q[Uu, Uu, ()].

If there is an energy function, 9[C/co, ZJco, ()] is self-

conjugate as may easily be seen. In such case the invariant

lines are perpendicular, that is, the three directions of

vibration, di, 62, 63, for any direction of propagation are

mutually trirectangular. Since W is essentially positive,

the roots are positive, and there are thus three real velocities

in any direction.

If ^ is a repeated root, there is an invariant plane of

indeterminate lines and the condition for such is

Vie(w-\ or\ a) - ca][Q(or\ or\ (3) - c/3] = 0,

a and /3 arbitrary. There is a finite number of solutions to

this vector equation, giving w, and these give Hamilton's

internal conical refraction. The vectors terminate at

double points of the wave-velocity surface.

The index-surface of MacCullagh, that is, Hamilton's

wave-slowness surface, is given by

Sieip, p, a) - ca][e{p, p, /3) - c/3][e(p, p, 7) - cy] = 0,

a, (3, 7 arbitrary, which is the inverse of the wave-velocity

surface, p is the current vector of the surface, just as w

for the other surface, the equation being formed by setting
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p = — co~^ The wave-surface, or surface of ray-velocity,

is the envelope of Sp/u =1, or SpiJi = — 1, where

yu = — w~i The condition is that given by the equations

of the two other surfaces. It is the reciprocal of the index

surface with respect to the unit sphere p^ = — 1, or the

envelope of the plane wave-fronts in unit time after passing

the origin, or the wave of the vibration propagated from the

origin in unit time. The vectors p that satisfy its equation

are in magnitude and direction the ray-velocities. When
there is an energy function, this ray-velocity is found

easily, as follows:

The wave-surface is the result of eliminating between

e(p, n, a) = C(T,

0((f/x, IX, a) + 0(;u, dp,, <r) -\- Q(n, p., da) = cdu,

Sfxp = — 1 • Spdfi = 0.

From the second equation

2SdnQ{ff, a, p.) + SdaOip, p, a) = cSffdl^,

or by the equations

SdpQ(a, a, p) = 0.

Hence as dp is perpendicular to p, we have

0(<T, a, p) = xp.

Operate by Sp and substitute the value of x,

Q{Ua, Ua, p) = cp.

This equation with 6(p, p, a) = ca gives all the relations

between the three vectors. See Joly, p. 247 et seq,



CHAPTER XI

HYDRODYNAMICS

1. Liquids and gases may be considered under the com-

mon name of fluids. By definition, a perfect fluid as dis-

tinguished from a viscous fluid has the property that its

state of stress in motion or when stationary can be con-

sidered to be an operator which has three equal roots and

all lines invariant, thus

S = -p (),

where p is positive, that is, a pressure, or S = —p. If the

density is c, we have, when there are external forces and

motion, the fundamental equation of hydrodynamics

a" = ^ - c-^Vp.

In the case of viscous fluids we have to return to the

general equation

c ((^" - ^) = - Vp - (X -I- m) VSV <r -mVV.

2. When there is equilibrium

Vp = c^.

If the external forces may be derived from a force function,

P, we have Vp = cVP, hence — SdpVp = — ScdpVP,

or dp = cdP for all directions. That is, any infinitesimal

variation of the pressure is equal to the density into the

infinitesimal variation of the force function. In order that

there may be equilibrium under the forces that reduce to

^, we must have ^ subject to a condition, for from Vp = c^,

we have V^p = Vc^ + cV^, whence S^V^ = 0, and

FV? = F^Vlog c.

287
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If ^ = VP, the condition is, of course, satisfied, and

from the last equation we see that f is parallel to Vc, that

is to say, ^ is normal to the isopycnic surface at the point,

or the levels of the force function are the isopycnic surfaces.

The equation Vp = cf states that ^ is also a normal of the

isobaric surfaces. In other vords, in equilibrium the iso-

baric surfaces, the isopycnic surfaces, and the isosteric sur-

faces are geometrically the same. However, it is to be

noted that if a set of levels be drawn for any one of the

three so that the values of the function represented differ

for the levels by a unit, that is, if unit sheets are constructed,

then the levels in the one case may not agree with the levels

in the other two cases in distribution.

The fundamental equation above may be read in words:

the pressure gradient is the force per vnit volume. Specific

volume times pressure gradient is the force per unit mass.

We can also translate the differential statement into

words thus: the mean specific volume in an isobaric unit

sheet is the number of equipotential unit sheets that are in-

cluded in the isobaric unit sheet. The average density in an

equipotential unit sheet is the number of isobaric unit sheets

enclosed.

Since dp and dP are exact differentials, we have:

Under statical conditions the line integral of the force of

pressure per unit mass as well as the line integral of the force

from the force function pier unit volume are independent of the

jjath of integration and thus depend only on the end points.

3. There is for every fluid a characteristic equation which

states a relation between the pressure, the density, and a

third variable which in the case of a gas may be the tempera-

ture, or in the case of a liquid like the sea, the salinity.

Thus the law of Gay-Lussac-Mariotte for a gas is

p = const •£ (1+ Ti^g T) for constant volume.
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The characteristic equation usually appears in the form

JM = RT, where in this case a is the specific volume, the

equation reading

dP = adj}.

From this we have

dP = RTdp/p.

If T is connected with p by any law such as that given

above, we can substitute its value and integrate at once.

Or if T is connected with the force function P by an equa-

tion, we can integrate at once.

Example.

In the case of gravity and the atmosphere, suppose

that the temperature decreases uniformly with the equi-

potentials. Since we must in this case take P so that

VP will be negative, we have

dP = - RTdp/p, T = To- bP,

whence

dP= -dT/b, dTjT = Rbdp/p, T = Toip/poY".

Or again

dPKTo -bP)= -R dp/p, 1 - bP/To = (p/po)^

We thus have the full solution of the problem, the initial

conditions being for mean sea-Ievel, and in terms of a or

c as follows

:

T= Toip/po)'", a= aoip/po^-',

p = b-'Toii- {p/pon

T= Toil - bTo-'P), c= co(l - To-'bP) ''-'b-^-\

p = Pod -To- 'bP)
^-'^^\

Absolute zero would then be reached at a height where the
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gravity potential would be

P = To/b,

and substituting we find c = 0, p = 0. If 6 is negative,

the fictive limit of the atmosphere is below sea-level. For

values of bR from oo to 1, for the latter value b = 0.00348

(that is, a temperature drop of 3.48° C. per 100 dynamic

meters of height), we have unstable equilibrium, since

from the equations above for c we have increasing density

upwards. The case bR = 1 is extreme; however, it is

mathematically interesting from the simplicity that re-

sults. Pressure and temperature would decrease uniformly

and we should have a homogeneous atmosphere. This

condition is unstable and the slightest displacement would

continue indefinitely. Values of bR less than 1 lead still

to unstable equilibrium, the state of indifferent equilibrium

occurring when the adiabatic cooling of an upward moving

mass of air brings its temperature to that of the new levels.

For dry air this occurs for bR = 0.2884 = (1.4053

- 1) /1 .4053, or a fall of 1.0048° C. per dynamic hectom-

eter.

See Bjerknes, Dynamic Meteorology and Hydrography.

4. The equation when there is not equilibrium gives us

aX/v — ^ = — 0-".

Let ^ = VP, and operate by F- V ( ), then

WaVv = - VVa".

If we multiply by SUv and integrate over any surface nor-

mal to Uv, we have

ffSUvWaVp = - ffSUvVa" = - fSdp<j".

The right-hand side is the circulation of the acceleration

or force per unit mass around any loop, the left-hand side
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is the surface integral of VVaVp over the area enclosed.

If then we suppose that in a drawing we represent the iso-

bars as lines, and the isosterics also as lines that cut these,

drawing a line for the level that bounds a unit sheet in each

case (and noticing that in equilibrium the lines do not in-

tersect), we shall have a set of curvilinear parallelograms

representing tubes. The circulation of the force per unit

mass around any boundary will then be the number of

parallelograms enclosed. It is to be noticed that the areas

must be counted positively and negatively, that is, the

number of tubes must be taken positive or negative, ac-

cording to whether Va, Vp, the two gradients, make a

positive or a negative angle with each other in the order as

written. This circulation of the force per unit mass may be

taken as a measure of the departure from equilibrium.

In the same way we find that if we draw the equipotentials

and the isopycnics, we shall have the number (algebraically

considered) of unit tubes in any area equal to the circula-

tion of the force per unit volume around the bounding

curve.

If we choose as boundary, for example, a vertical line, an

isobaric curve, a downward vertical, and an isobaric curve,

the number of isobaric-isosteric tubes enclosed gives the differ-

ence between the excess up one vertical of the cubic meters

per ton at the upper isobar over that at the lower isobar and

the corresponding excess for the other vertical. If the lines

are two verticals and two equipotentials, the number of

isopotential-isopycnic tubes is the difference of the two

excesses of pressure at the lower levels over pressure at the

upper levels. These are the circulations around the bound-

aries of the forces per unit mass or unit volume as the case

may be.

5. If we integrate the pressure over a closed space inside
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the fluid, we have

ffpUvdA = fffWdv = fffc^dx.

But this latter integral is the total force on the volume

enclosed. This is Archimedes' principle, usually related

to a body immersed in water, in which case the statement

is that the resultant of all the pressure of the water upon

the immersed body is equal to the weight of the water dis-

placed. If we were to consider the resultant moment of

the normal pressures and the external forces, we would

arrive at an analogous statement. The field of force, how-

ever, need not be that due to gravity.

EXERCISE.

Consider the case of a field in which there is the vertical

force due to gravity and a horizontal force due to centrif-

ugal force of rotation.

6. We turn our attention now to moving fluids. A
small space containing fluid with one of its points at po

may be followed as it moves with the fluid, always con-

taining the same particles. It will usually be deformed in

shape. The position p of the particle initially at po will

be a function of po and of t, say

p = 6 {pQ,t).

The particle initiaUy at po + dp wifl at the same time t

arrive at the position

P -\- dip = d {pa + dp, t) = p — SdipVo-p,

hence dip becomes at time t

— (SrfipVo'P = ipdipt).

It follows that the area VdipdiP = V<pdipa(pd2Pa, and the
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volume

— Sdipdipdsp = — Sipdipo<fid2Po<pd3Po =
— Sdipod2Pod3Po-mz{(p).

If the fluid has a constant mass, then we must have

cdv = Codvo, or C7nz = Cq.

This is the equation of continuity in the Lagrangian form.

The reference of the motion to the time and the initial con-

figuration is usually called reference to the Lagrangian

variables.

7. Since

dp = — Sdp\7p = — S(pdpo\7p

= — Sdpo(p'Vp = — SdpoVoP,

VoP = 'p"^P = - VoSpV-p.

But the equations of motion are already given in the form

aVp = ? - p",

hence in terms of the variables po and t we have

aVoP = f'ip — p")-

This equation, the characteristic equation of the fluid

F{p, c, T) = 0,

and the equation of continuity, give us five scalar equations

expressing six numbers in terms of po and t. In order to

make any problem definite then, we must introduce a

further hypothesis. The two that are the most common

are

(1) The temperature is constant, if T is temperature,

or the salinity is constant, if T is sahnity. In case both

variables come in, we must have two corresponding hypoth-

eses;
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(2) The fluid is a gas subject to adiabatic change.

The relation of pressure to density in this case is usually

written

p = Ix'^.

y is the ratio of specific heat under constant pressure to

that under constant volume, as for example, for compressed

air, 7 = 1.408.

8. In the integrations we are obliged to pay attention

to two kinds of conditions, those due to the initial values of

the space occupied by the fluid at t = 0, the pressure po

and density cq, or specific volume cio, at each point of the

fluid, and the initial velocities of the particles po' at po.

The other conditions are the boundary conditions during

the movement. As for example, consider a fluid enclosed

in a tank or in a pipe or conduit. The velocity in the

latter case must be tangent to the walls. If we have the

general case of a moving boundary for the fluid, then its

equation would be

f{p, t) = 0.

If then p' is the velocity, we must have

- SdpX7j+ {dfldt)dt = 0, or - Sp'Vf+ df/dt = 0.

If there is a free surface, then the pressure here must be

constant, as the pressure of the air. In order to have

various combinations of these conditions coexistent, it is

necessary sometimes to introduce discontinuities.

9. If we were in a balloon in perfect equilibrium moving
along with one and the same mass of air, the barograph

would register the varying pressures on this mass, the ther-

mograph the varying temperatures, and if there were a

\'elocitymeter, it would register the varying velocity of the

mass. From these records one could determine graphically

or numerically the rates of change of all these quantities as
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they inhere in the same mass. That is, we would have the

values of

dp/dt, dT/dt, dp/dt.

These may be called the individual time-derivatives of the

quantities. As the balloon passed any fixed station the

readings of all the instruments would be the same as instru-

ments at the fixed stations. But the rates of change would

differ. The rates of change of these quantities at the same

station would be for a fixed p and a variable t, and could

be called the local time-derivatives, or partial derivatives.

They can be calculated from the registered readings. The

relation between the two is given by the equation

d/dt = d/dt - Sp'V.

Thus we have between the individual and the local values

the relations

The last equation gives us the individual acceleration

in terms of the local acceleration and the velocity. From

the fundamental equation we have

aVp = ? - dp'/dt + Sp'V-p' = k - dp'jdt - dip'),

where the function

e=-s()v-p', 0'=-vsp'(), ^0 =

l(-S()V-p'- VSp'O),

2e = FVp'.

This statement of the motion in terms of the coordinates of
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any point and the time is the statement in terms of Euler's

variables.

Since near po, p = po + Po'dt, we have the former

function ip at this point in the form

<P= -S()Vo-p= l + dt{- S()V-p')o= l + dte&ip^.

Whence

mz{<p) = 1 + dtm^ie) = 1 + dt{- S\7p').

Since the initial point is any point, this equation holds for

any point and we have the equation of continuity in the

form

c - cdtSVp' = Co = Co + dt-dc/dt{l - dtSVp'),

or, dropping terms of second order,

dc/dt - cSVp' = 0.

This is the equation of continuity in the Euler form.

If we use local values,

dc/dt- SV(cp') = 0.

That is, the local rate of change of the density is the con-

vergence of specific momentum. It is obvious that if the

fluid is incompressible, that is, if the density is constant,

then the velocity is solenoidal. If the specific volume at a

local station is constant, then the specific momentum is

solenoidal. If the medium is incompressible and homo-

geneous, then both velocity and specific momentum are

solenoidal vectors. It is clear also that in any case the

normal component of velocity must be continuous through

any surface, but specific momentum need not be. If any

boundary is stationary, then both velocity and specific

momentum are tangential to it.
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In the atmosphere, which is compressible, specific mo-

mentum is solenoidal, but in the incompressible hydro-

sphere, both velocity and specific momentum are solenoidal.

Of course the specific volume of the air changes at a

station, but only slowly, so that the approximate statement

made is close enough for meteorological purposes.

If at any given instant we draw at every point a vector

in the direction of the velocity, these vectors will determine

the vector lines of the velocity which are called lines of

flow. These lines are not made up of the same particles

and if we were to mark a given set of particles at any time,

say by coloring them blue, then the configuration of the

blue particles would change from instant to instant as they

moved along. The trajectory of a blue particle is a stream

line. If the particles that pass a given point are all colored

red, then we would have a red line as a line of flow, only when

the condition of the motion is that called stationary. In

this case the line through the red particles would be the

streamline through the point. If the motion is not sta-

tionary, then after a time the red particles would form a

red filament that would be tangled up with several stream

lines.

10. In the case of meteorological observations the di-

rection of the wind is taken at several stations simultane-

ously and by the anemometer its intensity is given. These

data give us the means of drawing on a chart suitably pre-

pared the lines of flow at the given time of day and the

curves showing the points of equal-intensity of the wind

velocity. Of course, the velocity is usually only the hori-

zontal velocity and the vertical velocity must be inferred.

r' One of the items needed in meteorological and other

studies is the amount of material transported. If the spe-

cific momentum in a horizontal direction is cp' , and lines

20
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of flow be drawn, then for a vertical height dz and a width

between hnes of flow equal to dn, we will have the trans-

port equal to Tp'dndz. Since, however, we have for prac-

tical purposes dz = — dp, we can write this in the form

transport = Tp'dn{— dp).

In order to do this graphically we flrst draw the lines of

flow and the intensity curves. An arbitrary outer bound-

ary curve is then divided into intervals of arc such that

the projection of an interval perpendicular to the nearest

lines of flow multiplied by the value of Tp' is a constant.

Through these points a new set of lines of flow is constructed.

The transport between these lines is then known horizon-

tally for a constant pressure drop, by drawing the intensity

curves that represent Tp'dn, and if these are at unit values

of the transport, they will divide the lines of flow into quad-

rilaterals such that the amount of air transported horizon-

tally decreases or increases by units, and thus the vertical

transport must respectively increase or decrease by units,

through a sheet whose upper and lower surfaces have pies-

sure difference equal to dp = — 1. Towards a center of

convergence the lines of flow approach indefinitely close.

dn decreases and it is clear that the vertical transport up-

ward increases. There may be small areas of descending

motion, however, even near such centers. In this manner

we may arrive at a conception of the actual movement of

the air.

Since the specific momentum is solenoidal, we can as-

certain its rate of change vertically from horizontal data.

For

= SVcp' = — dZ/dz -{- horizontal convergence,

or

dZ/dz = horizontal convergence of specific momentum.
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Substituting the value of dz, we have

dZ/ (— dp) = horizontal convergence of velocity,

dZ/dp= dTp'lds+ Tp'5.

where ds runs along the lines of flow, and 5 is the diver-

gence per unit ds of two lines of width apart equal to 1.

These considerations enable us to arrive at the complete

kinematic diagnosis of the condition of the air. On this is

based the prognostications.

11. When the density c is a function of the pressure p,

and the forces and the velocities can be expressed as gradi-

ents, then'we have a very simple general case. Thus let

c = Kp), ? = Vu(p, t), p' = Vv{p, t),

and set

Q = u — faip, then VQ = ? — aVp,

the equations of motion are

bp'lbt + 6l(p') = VQ, or since p' = W,
Vldvldt + ^T'Vv- Q] = 0.

Hence the expression in brackets is independent of p and

depends only on t and we have

dv/dt + ^rvv- Q = h{t).

We could, however, have used for v any function differing

from V only by a function of t, thus we may absorb the func-

tion of the right into v and set the right side equal to zero.

We thus have the equations of motion

dvldt]+ ^rv« - Q=0, dc/dt - SV{cW) = 0,

c = f{p).

From these we have v, c, p in terms of p and t.

12. In the case of a permanent motion, the tubes of flow

are permanent. If we can set ? = Vm(p), then we place
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q = u- fadp, and noticing that p' and Q do not depend

on t, we have

Sp'V-p'= - VQ.

If we operate by - Sdp = - S(dsUp'), we have

cbSUp'Tp'V Tp' on the left, since Sp'V Up' = 0. Hence

from this equation we have at once

- Sdp{\T^p' - Q) = 0.

Hence along a tube of flow of infinitesimal cross-section

This is called Bernoulli's theorem. C is a function of the

two parameters that determine the infinitesimal line of

flow. Hence along the same tube of flow

KTp' - fVo') = Q - Qo = tt - Mo - y;." adp.

In the case of a liquid a is constant and we can integrate

at once, giving

I^V- u^- a'p= C.

From this we can find the velocity when the pressure is

given or the pressure when the velocity is given. Since

the pressure must be positive, it is evident that the velocity

square ^ 2(m+ C), or else the liquid will separate. This

fact is made use of in certain air pumps. In the case of no

force but gravity we have u = gz,

This is the fundamental equation of hydraulics. We can-

not enter upon the further consideration of it here.

Vortices.

13. In the case of p' = Vv it is evident that VVp' = 0.

When this vector, or the vector e (§ 9) does not vanish,
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there is not a velocity potential and vortices are said to

exist in the fluid. It is obvious that if a particle of the

fluid be considered to change its shape as it moves, then t

is the instantaneous velocity of rotation. At any instant

all the vortices will form a vector field whose lines have the

differential equation

VdpVVp' = = SdpV' -p - VSp'dp;

that is,

d'dp = dp', or e'p' = dp'/dt,

from which

e-^^'^'po'

These -s'ector lines are called the vortex lines of the fluid.

Occasionally the vortex lines may be closed, but as a rule

the solutions of such a differential equation as the above

do not form closed lines, in which case they may terminate

on the walls of the containing vessel, or they may wind

about indefinitely. The integral of this equation will

usually contain t, and the vortices then vary with the time,

but in a stationary motion they will depend only upon the

point under consideration.

14. The equations of motion may be expressed in terms

of the vortex as follows, since

Vp'Wp' = Sp'V-p' -Wp'\
we have

Sp'V-p' = 2V p'e + ^Vp'',

and thus

aVp = ? - dp'/dt + |Vp'' + 2Vp'e.

15. When now ^ = Vu{p, t), and c = /(^j), we set

P = J'adp, giving VP = a\/ p, and thence

VP = Vm - dp'Idt + IVp'' - 2Vep'.
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Or, if we set H = u+ |p'^ — P, we have

dp'Idt + 2Vep' = VH.

Operate on this with F-VO, and since Wdp'/dt

= 2de/dt,nndVVVep'= SeV p' - eSS7 p' - Sp'V e,de/dt

— Sp'V-e= de/dt, SV p' by the continuity equation is

equal to c~^dc/dt = — a~^da/dt, we have

diae)ldt = - S{ae)V-p' = e{ae).

This equation is due to Helmholtz.

If we remember the Lagrangian variables, it is clear that

is a function of the initial vector po and of t, hence the

integral of this equation will take the form

ae = e-^'"''-ao6o = e-^
"

'^"^'''^ffloeo = *(Oao€o.

But the operator is proved below to be equal to <p itself,

so that when ^ = Vm,

ae = ttoSeoVo-p = + «o<peo,

or finally we have, if we follow the stream line of a particle,

which was implied in the integration above, Cauchy's form

of the integral

{a/ao)e = — SegVo-p,

where p is a function of po and t. It is evident now if

for any particle e is ever zero, that is, €o = 0, that always

e = 0. This is equivalent to Lagrange's theorem that if

for any group of particles of the fluid we have a velocity

potential, then that group will always possess a velocity

potential. (It is to be noted that velocity potential and

vortex are phenomena that belong to the particles and the

stream lines, and not to the points of space and the lines

of flow.) It must be remembered too, that this result

was on the supposition that the density was a function of
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the pressure alone, and that the external forces ^ were

conservative.

16. We may deduce the equation above as follows, which

reproduces in vector form the essential features of Cauchy's

demonstration. (Appell, Traite de Mec. Ill, p. 332.)

Let dpjdt — (J, and Q = u — J'adp, then, remembering

that Q is a function of p and t, and p is a function of po

and t,

da/dt = VQip,t).

Also VoQ{Po,t) = - VoSpVQ = - VoSpda/dt, where Vo
operates on p only; or we can write

VoQ = (p'dff/dt.

Hence, operating with FVo( ), we have VVo'P'd'r/dt = =
d/dt{V'\7o<p'(r)- Thus the parenthesis equals its initial

value, that is, since the initial value of <p'a is (Tq, and since

Vo = cp'V,

Thus we have at once m,ze = ^eo- This is the same as the

other form, since mz = a/ao- This equation shows the

kinematical character of e, and that no forces can set up e

or destroy it.

17. The circulation at a given instant of the velocity

along any loop is

I = - fSdpp'.

The time derivative of this is dl/dt = J'i^SdpVSp'p'

- Sdpp") = f{- SdpV Ih'^ - Q] )• But this is an inte-

gral of an exact differential and vanishes. Hence if the

forces are conservative and the density depends on the

pressure, the circulation around any path does not change

as the particles of the path describe their stream lines. The
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circulation is an integral invariant. This theorem is due to

Lagrange. If we express the circulation in the form

/ = - ffSduVp' = - 2ffSdve,

we see that the circulation is twice the flux of the vortex

through the loop. Hence as the circulation is constant,

the flux of the vortex through the surface does not vary

in time, if the surface is bounded by the stream loop. The

flux of the vortex through any loop at a given instant is

the vortex strength of the surface enclosed by the loop.

If a closed surface is drawn in the fluid, the flux through- it

is zero, since the vortex is a solenoidal vector.

18. If we take as our closed surface a space bounded by a

vortex tube and two sections of the tube, since the surface

integral over the walls of the tube is zero, it follows that

the flux of the vortex through one section inwards equals

that over the other section outwards. Combining these

theorems, it is evident that the vortex strength, or vor-

tidty, of a vortex tube is constant. Thus the collection of

particles that make up the vortex tube is invariant in time.

In a perfect fluid a vortex tube is indestructible, and one

could not be generated.

19. It is evident from what precedes that a vortex tube

cannot terminate in the fluid but must end either at a wall

or a surface of discontinuity, or be a closed tube with or

without knots, or it may wind around infinitely in the fluid.

If a vortex tube is taken with infinitesimal cross-section,

it is called a vortex filament.

20. We consider next the problem of determining the

velocity when the vortex is known. That is, given e, to

find 0- = p'. We consider first the case of an incompressible

fluid, in which the velocity is solenoidal, that is, S\/a = 0.

This with the equations at the boundaries gives us the
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following problem : to find cf when 2e = VXI<j, SVff = 0,

SUva = at the boundaries, or if infinite (7„ = 0. This

problem has a unique solution, if the containing vessel is

simply connected. We cannot enter extensively into it,

for it involves the theory of potential functions, and may
be reduced to integral equations. However, since SVa'=0,
we may set a = V\/t, wheie S\/t = 0, whence

VV = 26,

and we may suppose t is known, in the form

T = 2T^-fffilT{p — po)dv.

If we operate upon this by FV( ), we find a formula for a,

(T = ll2-K-fffVe{p - p,)lT\p - po)dv.

As we see, this formula is capable of being stated thus:

the velocity is connected with its vortex in the same way

as a magnetic field is connected with the electric current

density that produces it, the vortex filament taking the

place of the cm rent, the strength of current being Tel2-ir,

and the elements of length of the tube acting like the ele-

ments of current. This solution holds throughout the

entire fluid, even at points outside the space that is actually

in motion with a vortex.

Since the equation of the surface of the tube can be

written in the form

F{p, i) = 0,

this surface will move in time. Its velocity of displace-

ment is defined like that of any discontinuity, as

UX/FdFjdt. On one side the velocity is irrotational, on

the other it is vortical. On the irrotational side we have

the velocity of the form o- = VP, and we must have on
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that side the same velocity of displacement in the form

UvSUvVP.

The energy involved in a vortex on account of the velocity

in the particles is

K= - icfffp'^dv
= - ^cfffSp'Vrdv
= hfff[SV{p'T)-2STe]dv
= icffSdvp'r — cfffSredv
= — cj"J"J'STtdv over all space

= cl2T^-ffffffSee'lT{p - p,)dvdv'.

This is the same formula as that of the energy of two cur-

rents. In the expression every filament must be considered

with regard to every other filament and itself.

Exam-pies. (1). Let there be first a straight voitex fila-

ment terminating at the top and bottom of the fluid. Let

all the motion be parallel to the horizontal bottom. Then

Sya = 0, Vye = 0, dijdt = 0.

We have then

0- = Vy\7w, 2e = — yV'^w = 2zy,

say,

w = — -IT ~^SS'z log rdA.

For a single vortex filament of cross-section dA and strength

fc = zdA, we have

w = — /j/tt log r = — hjir log V {x^ + 2/^)

<7= T>(p-po)/rUp-po)-^-/7r,

where p is measured parallel to the bottom.

The velocity is tangent to the circles of motion and in-

versely as the distance from the vortex filament. The
motion is irrotational save at the filament itself.
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For the effect of vortices upon each other, and their

relative motions, see Webster, Dynamics, p. 518 et seq.

(2). For the case of a vortex ring or a number of vortex

rings with the same axis, see Appell, Traite, voL III, p. 431

et seq.

21. In the more general case in which the fluid is com-

pressible we must resort to the theorem that any vector

can be decomposed into a solenoidal part and a lamellar

part and these may then be found. The extra term in the

electromagnetic analogy would then be due to a perma-

nent distribution of magnetism as well as that arising from

the current.

EXERCISES

1. If Sea- = 0, then it is necessary and sufficient that n- = M\/P,
M being a function of p.

2. Discuss the case Vat = 0. Beltrami, Rend. R. 1st. Lomb. (2)

22, fasc. 2.

3. Discuss Clebsch's transformation in which we decompose a thus,

a = Vm + l\J V . Show that the vortex lines are the intersections of

the surfaces I and v, and that the lines of flow form with the vortex lines

an orthogonal system only when the surfaces I, u, v are triply orthog-

onal.

4. Discuss the problem of sources and sinks.

5. Consider the problem of multiply-connected surfaces, containing

fluids.

22. It will be remembered that Helmholtz's theorem

was for the case in which the impressed forces had a poten-

tial and the density was a function of the pressure. In

this case we will have the equation

dajdt -t- 2Fe<r = ? - a\7 p + iVc^-

Operate by 2FV( ) and notice that

dejdt — eSVa- — SaV-e = a -hl{a€)/dt,

whence we have the generalized form

a-''d{ae)ldt+ Se\7-(T = |FV^ - |FVaVp.
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If now at the instant h the particle does not rotate and if a

is a function of p alone, then at this instant deldt = ^V\/^,

and the paiticle will acquire an instantaneous increase of

its zero vortex equal to the vortex of the impressed force.

That is, ^ must be peimanently equal to zero if there is to

be no rotation at any time.

If FV^ = but a is not a function of -p alone, then we

have
a-H{ae)ldt + SeV -a = - ^WaVp.

The right side is a vector in the direction of the intersection

of the isobaric and the isosteric surfaces. Now if we take

an infinitesimal length along the vortex tube, I, the cross-

section being A, the vorticity is ATe = vi, the mass is

cAl = constant = M. Then we have, since ae = AlejM

= mlUelM,

- SeV-a = 7nd{lU€)dtaM = - y fUeVT = ^^^ >

a~H{a€)/dt + SeV-ff =

dmjdt-lUtlaM + md{lUe)/a Mdt - vid{lUe)/dtaM =

dm/dt IUe/aM = Ve-d Te/dt =

Hence the moment m of the vortex will usually change

with the time unless the surfaces coincide. Thus a rotat-

ing particle may gain or lose in vorticity. If then the

isobaric and isosteric surfaces under the influence of heat

conditions intersect, vortices will be created along the lines

of intersections of the surfaces and these will persist until

the surfaces intersect again, save so far as viscosity

interfezes.

23. Finally we consider the conditions that must be

put upon surfaces of discontinuity, in this case of the first

ordei in a, that is, a wave of acceleration.
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Let c be a function of p only. Then

aVp = dp/dc Vlog c, and the equation of motion becomes

p" = ^ — dp/dc -V log c.

Let the equation of the surface of discontinuity be /(po, t)

= 0, the normal v. Let ^, a, p, and c be continuous as

well as dp/dc, but p" = <t' be discontinuous at the suiface.

Then on the two sides of the surface we have the jump,

by p. 263,

[p"] = - dp/dc[V log c],

or

GV = dp/dc -UVfSixUvf.

It follows, therefore, that we must have VixUVf = and

G = -yj (dp/dc), or else we have G = and SfxUVf = 0.

In the first case the discontinuity is longitudinal, in the

second transversal. This is Hugoniot's theorem. In full

it is:

In a compressible but non-viscous fluid there are possible

only two waves of discontinuity of the second order; a

longitudinal wave propagated with a velocity equal to

^ (dp/dc), and a transversal wave which is not propagated

at all.

The formula for the velocity in the first case is due to

Laplace. Also we have for the longitudinal waves [SVc]

= — GSnUvf, for transversal waves equal to zero. On
the other hand, for longitudinal waves, [FVo"] = 0, for

transversal, = GFC/V/m-
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